


Som dav all terminals will be smart .
Functions-software controlled

• 7 x 12 matrix, upper/lower case letters
• 50 038,400 baud-selectable

.82 x 16 or 92 x 22 format-plus graphics
• Printer output port
• "CH ERRY" keyboard

82 Intelligent Terminal, assembled and tested $795.00 ppd in Cont. U.S.
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Here's how you can be fully computerized
for so much less than you thought

BUSINESS- EDUCATION- ENGINEERING- MANUFACTURING

• No round-off error in financial work
(because our BASIC uses binary-
coded decimal rather than binary
operation). And we've still been able
to make it FAST.

• Terminals and printer are interrupt-
driven - no additional overhead
until key is pressed.

• The conveniences in this Multi-User
BASICmake it much easier to write
your own application software.

• A line editor simplifies changes.
BENCHMARKIT- NOW

In the final analysis, the thing to do
is see this beautiful n-ewsystem at your
dealer. See its rugged professional qual-
ity. Evaluate it. Benchmark it for speed
with your own routine (you'll be agree-
ably surprised, we guarantee you).

Find out, too, about Cromemco's rep-
utation for quality and engineering.

Look into it now because you can
have the capabilities of a fully compu-
terized operation much quicker and for
much less than you ever thought.

We are pleased to announce the first
professional time-sharing system in the
microcomputer field.

Naturally, it's from Cromemco.
This new multi-user system will do

all of the tasksyou usually associatewith
much more expensive time-sharing com-
puters. Yet it's priced at an almost un-
believably low figure.

Look at these features:
• You can have up to 7 terminals plus

a fast, 132-column line printer
• You can have a large system RAM

memory that's expandable to 1f2

megabyte- using the- Bank Select
feature

• Each user has an independent bank
of RAM

• You can have floppy disk storage of
up to 1 megabyte

• You have confidentiality between
most stations

• And, make no mistake, the system
is fast and powerful. You'll want to
try its fast execution time yourself.

PROGRAMMERSLOVEOUR BASIC
This new system is based on Cro-

memco's well-known System Three
Computer and our new Multi-User
BASIC software package.

Programmers tell us that Cromemco
-Multi-'User BASICis the best in the field.
Here are some of its attractions:
• You can use long variable names

and labels up to 31 characters long
- names like "material on order"
or "calculate speed reduction."

• You get many unusual and helpful
commands that simplify programs
and execution - commands such as
PROTECT,LISTVARIABLES,NOllST,
and many more.

C3 Cronaenaeo
incorporated
Microcomputer Systems
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964·7400
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31336 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361
(213)889-9340

D Send information on your M-16A
D Send name of nearest dealer

Name _

Address _

Company _

City _

State/Zip _
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4-Year Cumulative Index to
Creative Computing and ROM

Yes, folks, Creative Computing has
been around for four (count them, 4)
years! Our first issue was Nov/Dec
1974 and VoL 4, NO.6 was Nov/Dec
1978. For those of you with all those.
issues around it's sometimes difficult
to remember just when that neat article
on Magic Squares appeared, or which
four issues carried the CAI Series of
articles, or in which issues we review-
ed all 34 books on BASIC.

Also, not to overlook our cousin
ROM, we've included all the meaty
articles, programs, reviews and other
information from that periodical too.

We've cross-referenced articles that
have appeared in both Creative Com-
puting magazine and the Best of
Creative Computing Vo/s. 1 and 2,
hence, the current source of every
article is listed.

Articles are classified by subject area
and listed by title and author. Over 2000
separate items are included. The index
does not include a cross-reference to
author.

The index was put together by Jane
Fletcher on a DECsystem-10 using the
text editor and runoff (with a Diablo
1620).

Price for this blockbuster of an index
is just $1.00 postpaid, $1.25 for first
class delivery, $2.00 foreign. Orders
must include payment (no bank cards,
COD's, or orders to be billed). Send to
Index, Creative Computing, P,O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.

WE'RE
SUPPORTING

US
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ONE Package Does it All.
Sale Activity, Inventory, Payables, Receivables, Client/Patient, Check Register, Expenses, Appointments, and much, much more ...

, ..
••

, ..
••, ..
••

I ••

••
I ••

••
I ••

••

* NOW *
AVAILABLE

FOR
TRS-80
DISK

SYSTEMS*

NOW, Multi-key recall capability in a micro computer system.
SELECTOR III Allows you to
retrieve any data by use of as
many as twenty-four (24)
keys in anyone record. With
selector ·111 you can retrieve
by date, invoice number,
name, product, or any of up
to twenty-four separate keys.
Why be restricted to only one
key, when selector III offers
complete versatility.

• Eight For One
Selector III is a complete
data base management sys-
tem, including report writer
and query capabilities, that

accomplishes tasks that
many stand-alone programs
can not. Selector III comes
complete with eight dedi-
cated applications in one
comprehensive package. It
allows you to add an unlimit-
ed program library using all
its resources. Selector III can
combine all your needs in
one complete, easy to use
package. Selector III saves
you time and money. The
complete Selector III pack-
age is priced at only $295.00
($100 to registered Selector
II licensees).
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*48K SAM, CP/M, CSASIC REQUIRED

Runs under CBASIC
• $49.95 w/selector
• $89.95 separately:

Selector is available in a
variety of CP/M, diskette size
and density formats
including IBM 8"; North Star;
Micropolis; Processor Tech
Helios II; Altair Disk; iCOM
Microdisk and Imsai.•••••••••••••
• Available from computer stores nationwide:.

• LIFEBOAT Associates •
•

164 W. 83rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10024 •
(212) 580-0082 .

• Or order direct from: •

• MICRO-AP .•
•

9807 Davona Drive, San Ramon, CA 94583 •
(415) 828-6697•••••••••••••



THETRS-SO
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGEDEVE~PMENTSYSTEM.

(A STEAL AT TWICE THE PRICE)
A short time ago,

Microsoft introduced TRS-80
FORTRAN- a complete
ANSI-standard FORTRAN
with macro assembler, linking
loader, and text editor, all for
only $350. The response
has been overwhelming.

Many IRS-80 users even
told us, "The assembly
language development
software alone is worth that
price." We think they're right,
of course, but we've made it
an even better deal.

ANNOUNCING:
THE TRS-80
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGEDEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
FOR $175.

For half the price of the
TRS-80 FORTRAN Package,
you can buy the TRS-80
ASSEMBLYLANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENTSYS1EM,
including:

EDIT-80 A fast random
access text editor that's easy
to use and loaded with
features. Lets you insert,
replace, print or delete lines;

edit individual lines;
renumber lines in a file; and
find or substitute text.

MACRO-80 The best
Z80 assembler anywhere.
MACRO-80 supports a
complete Intel-standard
macro facility plus many
other "big computer"
assembler features: comment
blocks, octal or hex listings,
8080 mode. titles and
subtitles, variable input radix
(base 2 to base 16), and a
complete set of listing
controls.

IlNK-80 Loads your
relocatable assembly
language modules for
execution and automatically
resolves external references
between modules.

CREF-80 Gives you a
complete dictionary of
program symbols, showing
where each is defined and
referenced.

The Microsoft TRS-80
FORTRAN Package is still
available for $350. Or, for
HALF PRICE, get the IRS-80
ASSEMBLYLANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENTSYSTEM.

Either way, it's a steal.

TO: Microsoft, 10800 N.E. 8th, Suite 819, Bellevue, WA 98004
o Send me the works! TRS-80 FORTRAN Package for $350.
o Send me half the works! TRS-80 Assembly Language

Development System for $175.

o Check enclosed 0 Master Charge 0 VISA

CARD NUMBER EXP. DATE.

CITY STATE ZIP,

ADDRESS

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CARDHOLDER'S SIGNATURE

NAME



.. Howtobuy
a personal computer.
Suddenly everyone is talking about personal computers.
Are you ready for one? The. best way to find out is to
read Apple Computer's "Consumer Guide to Personal
Computing.". It will answer your unanswered questions
and show you how useful and how much fun personal
computers can be. And it will help you choose a
computer that meets your personal needs.

Who uses personal computers.
Thousands of people have already discovered the Apple
computer - businessmen, students, hobbyists. They're
using their Apples for financial management, complex
problem solving - and just plain fun.
Youcan use your Apple to
analyze the stock market,
manage your personal
finances, control your
home environment, and
to invent an unlimited
number of sound and
action video games.
That's just the beginning.

What to look for.
Once you've unlocked the
power of the personal
computer, you'll be

using your Apple in ways you never dreamed of.
That's when the capabilities of the computer you buy
will really count. Youdon't want to be limited by "
the availability of pre-programmed cartridges. You'll
want a computer, like Apple, that you can also program
yourself. Youdon't want to settle for a black and white
display. You'llwant a computer, like Apple, that can
turn any color tv into a dazzling array of color graphics.*
The more you learn about computers, the more your
imagination will demand. So you'll want a computer
that can grow with you as your skill and experience
with computers grows. Apple's the one.

How to getODe.
The quickest way is
to get a free copy of
the Consumer Guide
to Personal Computing.
Get yours by calling
800/662-9238, Or by
writing us. Then visit
your local Apple dealer.
We'll give you his name
and address when
you call.
*Apple II plugs into any standard TV using
an inexpensive modu1ator (not included).
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Em barrassiri g
Dear Editor:

I have just finished the first reading of your January issue,
which, according to the cover is "Vol. 5, No. I." I enjoyed the
issue but was surprised to see this same issue referred to as
"Volume 5, Number 6" on the index page. I found myself on the
index page looking in vain for something advertised on the cover
as "Pascal's triangle." I found it neither on the index page nor in
the magazine. May I also point out that your index says that
something called "You're Another" should appear on page 122. I
failed to find it.

Keep the quality high, but don't lose your credibility!
Robert L. Doran

Director of Data Processing
Once in a while we suffer "disasters" and the person responsible
suffers termination (employment, that is).-John

Beyond BASIC?
Dear Editor:

Dr. Douglas Hogg has done an excellent job in his outline of
Fortran. I know Basic well and havejust started takinga class in
Fortran. Even though I don't have a computer of my own, I was
able to get a good overview of Fortran.

I was going to let my subscription expire but when I saw
Creative Computing expanding into other areas, I decided to
renew. Why not publish one or two programs in other
languages? All your articles are good but Basic can get old.

Jeff Anderson

The Number Game
Dear Editor:

Having been interested in statistics for some time I always give
a table of numbers the close scrutiny. The Creative Computing
number (p. 128, Jan '79 issue) is certainly the most interesting
number I have seen to date. Having that most important data
base at hand some rigorous statistical analysis yields the
following:

1. Creative Computing's standard deviation is high.
2. The mean is well above average.
3. The Total Number is consistent from month to month.
4. Creative Computing is normally distributed by mail.
5. Circulation will reach a bundle by 1982.
6. If one spills tomato soup on the reader service card he

should write the manufacturers direct. .
7. Creative Computing is positively correlated.
8. Creative Computing is not a stationary process.
9. Creative Computing has slight random variations.

These results were based on the assumption of a 95% confidence
level using other magazines as a standard. Calculations were
done by a staff of 46 on a lightning fast Side-Zipper-21.

Rob Cave
1711 Plymouth Drive
Irving, Texas 75061

\

COSMACjStartrek
Dear Editor:

I am a 15 year old boy who is very interested in computers and
computer programming. I have written this letter in request for
information on the following SUbjects:

First of all, I own an RCA COSMAC ELF II mini-computer
and would like to know if there is any way to attach an 8-track
tape player to the ELF II for a source of RAM. I have 4K of
RAM and am planning to buy more. I was thinking that there
might be some way to use the continuous loop tape player
instead of the cassette player.

Secondly, I am a STARTREK program freak and would like
to get some info or some listings for various STAR TREK
games. My school district owns and operates an H P-2000E
Time-Share computer. If there are any other people who have
access to an H P-2000 series computer who would like to share
programs or other information could you ask them to write me?
I am also pretty good at translating programs for different
computers. Also.'] am a serious programmer but have run out of
ideas for new programs. I am frequently going through our
school's public programs and rewriting to work better and take
up shorter space.

And lastly, I am looking for games which are made up of two·
or more chained programs or can be made into two or more
chained programs. In our public library (computer library, that
is) we have a STARTREK program that is for 2-4 players on
separate terminals. Do you know if this program is a popular
program? The name of the program is TREK4T and is made up
of about 26 chained programs.

P.S. (Can you recommend any good books on the 1802 micro-
processor and/ or the ELF II computer?)

Thank you.
Scott Taylor

331 Metz Rd.
Fort Ord

Monterey, Calif. 93941

One of the best publications I've seen for 1802 owners is a
newsletter called IPSO FACTO. It's published bv Tom
Crawford, 50 Brentwood Dr., Stoney Creek, Ontario. Canada
L8G 2 W8. Unfortunately, I don't know what the subscription
rate is.-JTC

Sorcerer Feedback
Dear Editor:

I would like to make some comments on Ken Barbier's
article on the Exidy Sorceror in the January issue of Creative
Computing.

First off, as Mr. Barbier has probably noticed, though they
claim that there are 128 user definable graphic characters there
is one drawback. The 64 predefined characters don't stay user
defined. When a "clear" character is encountered (either in a
PRINT statement of just typing it as input or something) these
64 characters go back to their original designs. Now, this
shouldn't happen at all; but as long as it does the manual

8 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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should at least mention it in passing. Also, the manuals are
fine to beginners of BASIC, but they should have another
manual for the Z80 machine language.

I suppose you've noticed that the graphic characters also
have to be in quotes in REM statements, marring the beauty of
some of them. The double precision, PRINT USING, and
AUTO functions I can live without, though you are right
about the almost non-negotiable EDIT subfunctions. Some
which you failed to point out are: the lack of a RENumber
command (very useful, though hard to implement), a
command to get keyboard responses without an input
statement (GET and INKEY$ in the PET and TRS-80,
respectively (I think), and finally, something that has always
made me mad about the Microsoft BASIC, the fact that the
only kind of LIST's you can get are the entire program, and
from line X to the end of the program. Whatever happened to
being able to list single lines, and any portion of the program?
I, for one, don't want to keep my fingers on the CTRL and C
keys while the LISTing flashes by.

As for the Shift Lock key, I had no problems with it. They
must have fixed this defect by the time they got around to my
computer (No. 705). Oh, is THAT what the control 0 function
is supposed to do? There was no documentation about it. I
found out something interesting about it, though. If you type a
line like 10 PRINT"HI(ctrljO) THERE(ctrljO)STORY", the
line will look like 10 PRINT"HISTOR Y", but when LISTed,
will come out 10 PRINT"HI. Why is this? Incidentally, I've
never seen a computer which documents the USR function
well, if at' all. I don't think the writers are too sure what it does
themselves. Do you happen to know the monitor commands
for looking at the registers and altering breakpoints are? I
figured that there must be something" but couldn't figure out
how to. do it.

Michael Turniansky
Michael turniansky does make some valid points in his letter.

I expecially valued his comments about the user definable
graphics, as our sorcerer is a working computer and I haven't
had time to experiment too much with the more enjoyable
aspects of its features.

The 280 machine language manual he feels is missing is not

really missing, it is an optional product, the Development pac.
Exidy felt, and I think rightly, that most users would not need
this facility, so it is offered as an option. "-

We are still satisfied with our Sorcerer, and hope Michael and
other buyers of the Sorcerer feel the same.

Ken Barbier

Final Word On Sexism
Dear Editor:

This letter was prompted by your well done put down ofthe
sexist charge in your January issue.

I think your magazine is excellent. The sexist charge was out
of line to any but the most fanatic feminists.

Having twenty years in the computer field, qualifies me with
a reasonable amount of experience. Date Processing was one
of the first fields of employment, to not only recognize, but
encourage women. This is exemplified in large and small
installations.

Keep up the good work in your magazine. Creative
Computing is a well written, diversified publication, enjoyed
by professionals and amateurs alike.

Margo Adam
Vice President
Micro-Services, Inc.
Seabury Road
York, Maine 03909

I was afraid I might have been too rough on Linda Malone,
the lady who wrote the letter, but apparently I wasn't. She
responded to my reply with another letter saying that perhaps
she had been a little carried away with the moment... plus, she
extended her subscription for another year! Now we're all good
friends ... and moving on to more positive aspects of computing
(in a Creative, way).

John.

ware deslqned exclusively for direct high-level
execution .• The processor is incorporated into
board computer system, the WD/90, which directly
Pascal intermediate code generated by the University of
California at San Diego (UCSD) Pascal compiler, Release
IH.O.• Since P-code output by the Pascal compiler repres-
ents an ideal architecture for a computer executing Pascal
programs and since the WD/90 directly executes P-code (no
interpreter), these programs execute up to five or more
times faster than equivalent systems,

WESTERN DIGITAJ..
31?6 /'iledhill Avenue, Box 2180 • Newport Beach, GA 92663

(714) 557-3550. TWX 910-595-1139

Two
110-19.2K

parallel ports (500 kHz
maximum rate) • Floppy disk controller with direct memory access
(DMA). switch selectable for: single or double density (IBM format); mini or
standard floppy; 1 to 4 drives (same type) • Floating point hardware
(proposed IEEE standard). Memory Mapped 1/0. Enclosed power
supply Complete UCSD Pascal Operating System (Release 111.0)

J FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
DISTRIBUTOR: CIT (714) 979-9920
RETAIL: Your LOCAL COMPUTER Store
OEM: Your WESTERN DIGITAL Sales Representative
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Fortran-80 Rematch
With LSI-ll

Dear Editor:
Read with interest the article in January Creative

Computing concerning Microsoft FORTRAN-80. I am writng
to comment on two items:

I) Lower case error messages are much more readable than
strictly upper case info. Perhaps the terminal manufacturer
could supply a conversion for him. My Heath H9 required two
jumpers and 15 minutes for the conversion to map lower case
to upper case.

2) I must question the author's comparison of FORTRAN-
80 with the FORTRAN on the LSI-ll(DEC). Why did he
compare the INTEGER programs on the two machines?
Wouldn't a more valid comparison of speed be real numbers,
or double precision numbers, in order to compare 16 vs 8 bits,
or simply instructions sets? Since the memory accesses have
been cut in half on the DEC, you would expect it to be at least
twice as fast in the Integer programs (leaving speed
considerations aside). The basic cycle time of the LSI-II is
380-400 ns, and can be increased to approximately 330 ns if the
KEV-II arithmetic chip is used, slightly faster otherwise. The
resulting speeds are 2.6 or 3.0 MHz. I ran the same
benchmarks on a LSI-II with the clock at 3 MHz, with the
following results:
Benchmark FORTRAN FORTRAN DEC(I) DEC(R)

80 (I) 80 (R)

I .033 .022 .022
2 .057 2.9 .040 .19
3 2.0, 9.0 .19 .63
4 2.0 10.6 .19 .60
5 2.0 10.7 .38 .79
6 2.1 10.8 .51 .92
7 2.2 11.0 .53 .98

If you consider the speed difference, the LSI-II is twice as
fast in the Integer mode, and at least five times faster in the
Real mode. I would be interested in the times for FORTRAN
80 doing real calculations, as compared to the simple
arithmetic that BENCH 1-7 contains.

Jim Krugh
6459 Phillips Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15217

Help For Level II Basic
Dear Editor:

I have a TRS-80, Level II, ly K Ram, and I am one of the mass
consumer market which would probably never have been
induced to try a computer if it had not been offered by a retailer
like Radio Shack.

I hope that everyone in a similar position is fortunate enough
to discover your magazine, which I find most useful, informative
and educational and without which I probably would not be
enjoying my TRS-80. (l am not a "computer" person. I am a
lawyer, judge and Radio Shackaholic). You will have my
subscription when you complete the conversion to monthly
issues.

Suggestion: Elimination of fiction and foolishness would be
no loss. Addition of a column for answering reader's questions
would no doubt benefit many readers.

Question: I try all of the programs appearing in CC and find
that those which contain a "DEF FN" line will not work, no
doubt because, as explained in the Level II manual, "DEF FN"
is in Level II Disk Basic only, which I cannot justify purchasing.
Can you or any of your readers tell me if there is an alternative or
alternatives to "DEF FN", which will do the same thing and is
available in the Level II without Disk Basic.

If there are alternatives, I doubt that I will ever understand
programming well enough to discover them. Therefore, any
suggestions will be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.
Russell G. Sheley

4045 W. Country Gables Dr.
Phoenix, Arizona 85023

APRIL 1979

DEF FN is a shorthand method of writing expressions. When
the function is "invoked" later in the program, the computer
plugs in your previous de(inition. If your BASIC doesn't have
user-definedfunctions, just write out the expression in place of
the function call.Jf thefunction definition includes a "dummv
argument" then you substitute the correct actual expression.'
Example:

original program conversion

10 DEF FNF(X)=SIN(X)+5* Y 10 REM
100 PRINT FNF(A+B) 100 PRINT SIN(A+B)+5* Y

Notice that wejust copied the definition ofthefunction in place
o(FN F(A+ B) and substituted (A +B)for (X) in the definition. -
Steve North

Octal Code Conversion
Dear Editor:

The code conversion table on page 35 of Feb. 1979 issue is
incorrect. Since octal numbers are composed of the digits 0
through 7, it isn't possible to have an octal number with an 8 or a
9 in it. The number that follows octal 77 is octal I00 (the code for
the ASCII character "@"). Next come I0 I, 102, 103, ... and the
table should end with octal 177 (the code for "DEL").

To find the reverse-video codes for the SOL, one should add
128 to the decimal code, but that is 200 octal, not 160.

Andrew Behrens
Swanee Bean Road

Thetford Center, Vermont 05075
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"I can't write a magazine article!"
Is that something you've said to

yourself at one time or another? It's a
statement I hear occasionally. Too
many people who could sit down at a
typewriter and pound out an article
have convinced themselves they can't.
If you're one of those people, then read
on ... and maybe I can convince you
otherwise!

Why do you suppose some people
write articles? Well, one of the reasons
is the feeling of accomplishment it
provides. Sometimes it can be a fairly
difficult undertaking, especially the
first few times you do it. Seeing the
finished work published, along with
your byline, in a magazine that's going
to be read by tens of thousands of
people more than makes up for the
effort. Let's face it ... it's somewhat of
an ego trip, and there's nothing wrong
with that at all. Another reason for
writing articles is the money. Aha, now
we get to the good part, right? Not
necessarily. People don't get rich
w.riting magazine articles (for any
magazine) and it's not the way to earn a
full-time incorne.: Many of Creative
Computing's writers are involved in
computers as a hobby, one way or the
other, and their writing falls in the same
category. It's part-time income and
definitely a good way to pick up extra
cash for memory expansion, periph-
erals and other things. Our payment
policy is equal to any of the other
personal computing magazines and we
pay upon acceptance, rather than
publication. But ... there are times
when exceptional material comes

along, in which case we pay excep-
tionally well. We're committed to bring-
ing the best possible magazine to our
readers and rewards to our writers.

Another good reason many people
sit down at the 01' typewriter and bang
out an article is because of a genuine
desire to share their experiences with
others. "Reinventing the wheel" is
getting to be a worn-out cliche but it's a
definite consideration in the personal
computing field. A lot of writers have
found that the fact they've published
professionally looks quite good in a
resume, college entrance application
and similar situations. (Heck, I once
had an author applying for the NASA
astronaut program and he wanted to
know the publication dates of some
upcoming articles so he could include
them on his application. I don't know if
that writing gave him the extra edge ...
but I do know that he's now an
astronaut!)

I'm sure that some people have shied
away from trying to write articles
because they're afraid of looking
ridiculous in print. That is not some-
thing to worry about. if you come up
with something bad I'm not going to
publish it because it will make Creative
Computing (and me) look bad! Usually
a little rework will take care of anything:
The main thing is for you to give it a try.
Tell you what. .. we just finished up one
of the best author's guides ~ou'li ever
see and if you'll drop me a line, I'll be
happy to send you a copy (along with
the latest "Articles Hot List"). You look
that guide over and see just how easy
this whole thing can be. _
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Get Your
Up-Grade
Kit Here:
AL: Birmingham: Computer Center, (205) 942-8567;
Huntsville: Computerland, (205) 539-1200. AZ:
Tuscon: Myotis Enterprises, (602) 326-5306. CA:
Berkeley: ·Byte Shop, (415) 845-6366; Davis: Capitol
Computer Systems, (916) 483-7298; EI Cerrito: Compu-
terland, (415) 233-5010; Hayward: Computerland, (415)
538-8080; La Mesa: EDP Managemenllnc., (714) 462-
5400; Los Altos: Computerland, (415)941-8154; Marina
Del Rey: Base 2, (213) 822-4499; Mt. View: Byte Shop
Computer Store, (415) 969-5464;. Digital Deli, (415) 961-
2670; Palo Alto: Byte Shop, (415) 327-8080Sacramento:
Capitol Computer Systems, (916) 483-7298; San Diego:
Byte Shop of San Diego, (714) 565-8008; San Francisco:
Byte Shop, (415) 434-2983; Computer Center Inc., (415)
387-2513; Computer Store of San Francisco; (415) 431-
0640; Computerland, (415) 546-1592; San Jose: Elec-
tronic Systems, (408) 226-4064; San Rafael: Computer
Demo Room Inc., (415) 457-9311; Santa Clara: Byte
Shop Computer Store, (408) 249-4221; Walnut Creek:
Computerland, (415) 935-6502. CO: Denver: Compu-
terland of Denver, (303) 759-4685; Englewood: Byte
Shop, (303) 761-6232. CT: Fairfield: Computerland of
Fairfield, (203) 374-2227; New London: R & R Computer
Store, (203) 447-1079. FL: Ft. Lauderdale: Computer
Age, (305) 791-8080; Computerland, (305) 566-0776;
Jacksonville: Williams Radio & TV, (904) 354-5460;
Panama City: Boyd Ebert Corp., (904) 769-4492; Tampa:
Microcomputer Systems, (813) 879-4301 GA: Smyrna:
Computerland of Atlanta, (404) 953-0406 .. HI: Hono-
lulu: Computerland, (808) 521-8002. IL: Champaign:
Byie Shop, (217) 352-2323; Niles: Computerland, (312)
987-1714; Oak Lawn: Computerland, (312) 422-8080;
Peoria: Computerland, (309) 688-6252. KY: Louisville:
Computerland, (502) 425-6380. MA: Cambridge:
Computer Shop, (617) 661-6270; Waltham: Computer
Mart lnc., (617) 899-4540. MD: Rockville: Computer-
land of Gaithersburg, (301) 948-7676. MI: Ann Arbor:
Newmann Computer Exchange, (313) 994-3200; East
Lansing: New Dimensions in Computing lnc., (517) 337-
2880; Kentwood: Computerland of Grand Rapids, (616)
942-2931; Royal Oak: Computer Mart, (313) 576-0900.
MN: Bloomington: Computerland of Bloomington, (612)
884-1474; Minneapolis: Computer Depot lnc., (612) 927-
5601. NB: Omaha: America Compulers, (402) 592-
1518. NC: Raleigh: Byte Shop,.(919) 833-0210. NJ:
Budd Lake: Computer Lab of NJ, (201) 691-1984; Clark:
8-.100, (:lUll ;)82-1318; fselin: Computer Mart of NJ,
(201) 283-0600; Succasunna: Computer Hut, (201) 584-'
4977. NY: Carle Place: Computerland 01 Nassau, (516)
742-2262; Elmira Heights: Red Ten Electronics, (607)
734-3566; Ithaca: Computerland of Ithaca, (607) 277-
4888; Johnson City: Micro· World, (607) 798-9800; New
York City: Computer Mart of NY, (212) 686-7923;
Syracuse: Computer Shop of Syracuse lnc., (315) 448-
1284; White Plains: Computer Corner, (914) 949-3282.
OH: Cincinnati: Digital Design, (513) 561-6733; Colum-
bus: Mini Micro Computer World Inc., (614) 235-5813;
Ohio Microcomputer Spectaltsts, (614) 488-1849;
Dayton: Computer Solutions, (513) 223-2348. OK:
Oklahoma City: Microlithics lnc., (405) 947-5646;
Micronics, (405) 942-8152. PA: Frazer: Personal
Computing Corp., (215) 647-8463; Philadelphia: Micro-
tronix, (215) 665-1112; State College: Micro Computer
Products Inc., (814) 238-7711. TX: Austin: Computer-
land, (512) 452-5701; Dallas: KA Electronic Sales, (214)
634-7870; Ft. Worth: Patrick Associates, (817) 531-2761;
Garland: Digital Research Corp.,: (214) 271-2461;
Houston: Computerland of SW Houston, (713) 977-
0909; Houston Computer Mart, (713) 649-4186; San
Antonio: Micromart, (512) 222-1426 .. UT: Orem: John-
son Computer Electronics, (801) 224-5361. VA:
Alexandria: The Computer Hardware Store Inc., (703)
548-8085; Compufers Plus, (703) 751-5656; Arlington:
Arlington Electronics Wholesalers, (703) 524-2412.
WA: Bellevue: Computerland of Bellevue, (206) 748-
2070; Seattle: Magnolia Microsystems, (206) 285-7266.
WI: Madison: Computerland of Madison, (608) 273-2020;
Neenah: Fox Valley Computer Store, (414) 725-3020.
CANADA: ONTARIO: Mississauga: Arisia Micro-
systems, (416) 274-6033; Toronto: Computer Milrt Ltd.,
(416) 484-9708. BRITISH ISLES: CHESIRE: Cheadle:
New Bear Computing Store, 061-491-0134. ESSEX:
Ililord: Byte Shop Ltd., 01-554-2177. HARTFORD-
SHORE: NewBarne!: Computer Components, 14
Station Rd. ISRAEL: Haifa: Microcomputer Eng. Ltd.,
31-070. WEST GERMANY: Munich: ABC Computer
Shop, Schellingstrasse 33, 8000 Munchen 40; Micro-
computer Shcp.i Toelzerstr. 8, 0-815 Holzkirchen:
Wedel: Digitronic Computer Systems, Bei-der Doppe-
liche 3-5.
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Everything you need to up-grade your
Apple II in blocks of 16K.,

Everything you need to up-grade your
TRS-80 to a 16K system .

• S tested and guaranteed 16K RAMs.
• New Memory Select Units,
• Use only a household screwdriver.
• Easy instructions.

• 8 tested and:guaranteed 16K RAMs
• New progn3;mmin9 jump?rs, • Easy-to-toltow in~trucUo(Js.

• Only tool reqUired IS a household screwdriver.

Everything you need to up-grade your
Sorcerer in blocks of 16K ......•

• 8 tested and gus(snteed 10K RAMs,
• New programming jumpers.
• Use only a screwdriver and soldering iron.
• Easy instructions.













CETTH
The latest in computer books that people waited in line to buy!

Now available by mail for the first time.

Computer Dictionary and Handbook Logic and Memory Experiments SAVE 10% when you order 3Of more!
(2nd Ed., Using TTL Integrated Circuits Examine any book(s) at NO RISK ·forBy G.J & CP. Sippi By D. Larsen & P Rony

Comprehensive, 778-page reference on A hands-on intro to using 7400-series devices,
15 Days!

313
computers & their applications. Over 22,000 memories, display & arithmetic elements. ~------,definitions, acronyms & abbreviations re: data 352-pgs. Book 1: #21542 ... $9.95. 384 pgs. Clip Out-Mail Todav!processing. 13 appendices on computer- Book 2: #21543 ... $9.95. Both books:
related topics. Hardbound. #20850 ... $21.50 #21544 ... $17.95 I YES-Please .send me the book(s) indi- IComputers & Programming Guide for Microcomputer-Analog Converter cated below. If I'm not completely satisfied, I

Engineers Software and Hardware Interfacing I
may return any or all within 15 daysof receipt

IBy D. Spencer By C. Titus, P Rony & D. Larsen for full credit or refund. Add sales tax where

Discusses varicus types of digital computers, Covers microcomputer hardware & software
applicable. o 21527 o 21540

input/output devices, storage devices, etc. needed to interface AID & D/A converters to 1·8 20850 o 21168 o 21398 IDetails FORTRAN & BASIC programming. 8080-based microcomputers. With experi- 20950 o 21542 o 21416
288 pgs., 8V2X11.#20950 ... $12.95 ments. 228 pgs. #21540 ... $9.50 0 21512 o 21543 o 20969

Using the 6800 Microprocessor I o 21546 o 21544 o 21035 IBy E. Poe CMOSCookbook 0 I have checked 3 or more titles and de-
A basic guide to hardware & software oi the

By D. Lancaster

I ducted my 10% savings. I6800 "fun" machine, & how to run a variety of What CMOS is, how it works, &. how to power,

practical programs. 176 pgs. use, test & interface it, etc. With rninicataloq of
#21512 ... $6.95 100 devices. 416 pgs. #21398 ... $10.50 I Name (Please Print)

IInterfacing and Scientific Data IC Timer Cookbook Address
Communications Experiments By W. Jung I IBy D. Larsen & P Rony Gives basic information, over 100 circuits for a City

How to use UAR/T & USAR/T "chips" for serial variety of uses, & repros of manufacturers' Total: $___
data communications between instruments & data sheets-plus more. 288 pgs. IState Zip Code Icomputers. 160 pgs. #21546 ... $5.95 #21416 ... $9.95

IC Converter Cookbook IC Op.Amp Cookbook I
o Check 0 Money Order 0 Master Charge

IBy W. Jung By W. Jung O.VisaiBankAmericard

How to understand & use IC AID & D/A con- Details basic theory of the IC op-arnp, & offers Exp.Date

verters. Details circuits, with part numbers & over 250 circuit applications, well illustrated. I Account No.: IInterbank No.:component values. Appendix of catalog Appendices of manufacturers' reference ma- (Master Charge only)
sheets & part number cross references. 576 terial. 592 pgs. #20969 ... $12.95
pgs. #21527 ... $13.95 I Signature:

MRszlTTL Cookbook Minmum credit card purchase: $10.00
Active·Filter Cookbook By D. Lancaster, MAIL TO:

By D. Lancaster Explains what transistor-transistor logic is, I®~ Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. ICovers theory, use, design, analysis, synth- how it works & how to use it-for a digital 4300 W 62nd St.
esis & applications-in brainwave research, counter & display system, electronic stop- lnoianapons.jrq 462.06
electronic music, quadrature art, psychedelic watch, digital tachometer, etc. 336 pgs. I.;;es subject to change 6 menths after issue date. .J
lighting, etc. 240 pgs. #21168 ... $14.95 #21035 ... $9.50 ------.







by Richard A. Milewski

Dick Milewski is president of The Software Works,
Inc. (PO Box 4386, Mt. ViewCA 94040), acompany
which has developed several application
packages for North Star disk-based systems. They
are currently developing similar application
programs for the Apple.

-Ca

This month we will examine a little
noticed capability of the Apple Disk II
system. Buried in the middle of page 27
of the 7/78 edition of the DOS manual is
a very brief description of something
called the EXEC command. The DOS
manual states, in part, that the com-
mand is ... "Similar to RUN except that
f [the filename) is a file containing
commands (Inc l ud inq BASIC
statements) as they would be issued
from the keyboard. This allows you to
set up files that control the APPLE
much as you would yourself."
With these few words and a brief

paragraph devoted to the format of the
command, the manual glosses over a
facility with more potential to ease
programming problems than any other
command in the entire Disk Operating
System. The easiest way to illustrate
the use of the EXEC command is
through the use of a few examples.

Program number one, the first of our
examples, will create an exec file which
contains the necessary commands to
clear the screen, load the program from
disk and list it, clear the screen again,
list the disk directory (catalog), delete
the program from the disk, clear the
screen a third time, and, finally, list the
directory again.

While this process is interesting to
watch, it is of limited utility. A more
useful function is performed by
program number two. This program
will create an exec file which will
convert a collection of programs from
the ROM version of Applesoft II to the
cassette version (i.e. disk version).
Note that the program assumes that the
files are locked when the operation
commences, and relocks them on
completion of the conversion. The list
of programs to be converted is entered
as data statements beginning in line
1000. Program number three is iden-
tical to program number two except
that the conversion is done in the

opposite direction, i.e., from cassette
Applesoft to ROM Applesoft.

Similar programs may b'e written to
transfer programs from one disk to
another, and to perform similar func-
tions usually orchestrated from the
keyboard. These techniques are par-
ticularly useful when an operation
must be performed on many programs
and the risk of typing errors increases.

The exec file can also be used to
enter, modify, or delete lines of BASIC
programs. Indeed, the possibility of
creating programs which write exec
files which create other programs does
exist. Stopping just short of this,
program number four will write an exec
file which adds two subroutines toa list
of programs. In this case the sub-
routines added are designed to disable,
and re-enable the DOS so that INPUT
statements will not respond to DOS
commands. This exec file will add the
subroutines but the subroutine calls
(GOSUB statements) are not added as
these would occur in different places in
each program. The subroutine starting
at line 30000 would be called once just
before each input statement which
expects input from the keyboard. The
subroutine beginning at line 31000
would be called immediately after the
input statement.

For those who consider self-
reproduction to be the prime definition
of life, we present a program/exec file
combination which is 'alive,' at least
within that narrow sense. Program
number five will create an exec file
which will destroy the program and
then proceed to create a duplicate of
the program which will create an exec
file which will ... ad infinitum, ad
nauseam. I leave to the reader the
question of determining which came
first, the program or the egg-xec file, as
well as the task of creating a
program/exec file combination which
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not only 'lives,' but is capable of evolu-
tion.

Finally, program number six is a
general purpose exec file creation
utility. It may be used to build exec files
of a non-repetitive nature.

Software
Apple owners looking for a source of

programs and other information about
their machines often band together to
form clubs and user's groups. One of
the larger of these is the Apple Corps
based in San Francisco, California.
They welcome membership inquiries
from Apple owners around the world
and currently have a library of mor~
than two hundred programs.
Membership inquiri.es should be
directed to:

The Apple Corps
Box 4816
San Francisco, California
94101

(A 6 by 8 inch self-addressed stamped
envelope bearing 28 cents would help
ensure the continued fiscal health of
the club treasury.) .

Other Apple owner's organizations
are invited to make their existence
known in this column. If there are a
sufficient number, we will present a
directory of Apple clubs in a future
issue. Please indicate whether
memberships are invited from outside
your local area. (While it is nice to be
able to have access to software from
around the 'country, being able to
discuss a programming problem with
someone who has been there before is
often a necessity for the newcorner.js
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REM PROGRAM NUMBER ONE
REM
LET D$ = CHR$ (4)
PRI~T D$,"OPEN COMMANDS"
PRINT D$,"WRITE CO~~DS"
PRINT "HOME"
PRINT "LOAD PROGRAM NU~mER ONE"
PRINT "LIST"
PRINT "HOME"
PRINT "CATALOG"
PRINT "DELETE PROGRAM NUMBER ONE"
PRINT "Hm!E"
PRINT "CATALOG"
PRINT D$1"CLOSE COMl'4ANDS"
END

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
200
210
220
230
240
250
300
310
320
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
9000
9010
9999

REM PROGRAM NUMBER FOUR
REM
LET D$ = CHR$ (4) .
PRINT D$1"OPEN CO~MANDS"
PRINT D$ 1"WRITE COHMANDS"
READ N$
IF N$ = "QUIT" THEN 9000
PRINT "UNLOCK "1N$
PRINT "LOAD "1N$
PRINT "30000 REM DISABLE"
PRINT "30010 DA=PEEK(54)"
PRINT "30020 DB=PEEK(55)"
PRINT "30030 DC=PEEK(56)"
PRINT "30040 DD=PEEK(57)"
PRINT "30050 PR*O:IN#O"
PRINT "30060 RETURN"
PRINT "31000 REM ENABLE"
PRINT "31010 POKE 54,DA"
PRINT "31020 POKE 55,DB"
PRINT "31030 POKE 56,DC"
PRINT "31040 POKE 57,DD"
PRINT "31060 RETURN"
PRINT "SAVE "1N$
PRINT "LOCK "1N$
GOTO 60
REH DATA LIST
DATA "PROGRAM
DATA "PROGRAM
DATA "PROGRAM
DATA "PROGRAM
DATA "QUIT"
PRINT D$,"CLOSE CO~~DS"
PRINT D$,"F.XEC COMMANDS"
END

ALPHA"
BETA"
GAMl'1A"
DELTA"

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
9000
9010
9999

REI1 PROGRAM NUMBER TWO
REM
LET D$ = CHR$ (4)
PRINT D$1"OPEN CO~~DS"
PRINT D$;"WRITE COHMANDS"
READ N$
IF N$ = "QUIT" THEN 9000
PRINT "UNLOCK "1N$
PRINT "LOAD "1N$
PRINT "CALL 3314"
PRINT "SAVE "1N$
PRINT "LOCK "1N$
GOTO 60
REM DATA LIST
DATA "PROGRAM ALPHA"
DATA "PROGRAM BETA"
DATA "PROGRAM GAMMA"
DATA "PROG~~ DELTA"
DATA "QUIT"
PRINT D$1"CLOSE COMMANDS·
PRINT D$,"EXEC COMMANDS"
END

10 REM PROGRAM NUMBER THREE
100 PRINT "CALL 54514"

(Rest same as Program 2)

10 REM PROGRAM NUMBER FIVE
20, REM
30 LET D$ = CHR$ (4)
35 PRINT D$,"DELETE COMMANDS"
40 PRINT D$1"OPEN COMMANDS"
50 PRINT D$,"WRITE COMMANDS"
60 PRINT "NEW"
70 LIST
80 PRINT "RUN"
9000 PRINT D$1"CLOSE COMMANDS"
9010 PRINT D$,"EXEC Cm1MANDS"
9999 END
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Follow the
RAINBOW
to the finest
software

this side of OZ!
MUSIC KALEIDOSCOPE $15 (Dazzling colors dance to your music.)
APPLE '21' $9.95 (High resolution graphics you won't believe' Needs 24k.)
SCREEN MACHINE $9.95 (Oefineyour own apple character sets,

Needs 24k,)
RAINBOW CASINO $35* (Practice for Las Vegas. 9 gambling games.)
RAINBOW'S POT-Of-GOLD $49* (A buck a program! 49 fun

BASIC games.)
, PHASOR ZAP! $15 (Top-notch outer space shoot-em-up!)
3-D DOCKING $15 (Dodge the meteorites in 3"0)
ANCIENT TAROT $15 * (Readings from this ancient fortune-telling game.)
fORTE $19.95 (interpretive language for music synthesis.)

OTHER FAVORITES
Inventory Control $35* Apple Checkbook $20*
Morse Code Trainer $10* Speed Reading trainer .. $40*
Galactic Battle $15* oevil's Dungeon $10*
Appletalker $15 Apple Lis'ner $20
Talking Calculator $15 Tii:-Tac-Talker $15
Electronic card file $20** Fighter Pilot $9.95
Space Maze $12.95' Microchess 2.0 $20
• available on disk for an additional $5. --requires disk

PLEASE ADD $1.25 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING,
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax, NO C,O,D.'s PLEASE. SEND ro,

Rainbow Computing, Inc.
10723 White Oak Avenue Dept. CC
Granada Hills, California 91344
Telephone (213) 360-2171
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Stephen B. Gray

programs are merely light and enter-
taining," which is somewhat of a put-
down for non-commercial graphics.

The Home tape is odd. Five of the
programs are more easily handled as
three-by-five file cards: Bartender
(drink recipes), Vacation Check-Off
List (a simple list of what to remember),
Night Check-Off List (same idea), Baby
Sitter (phone numbers and rules for ba-
bysitters), and Christmas Card List.
Several of the programs could be

quite useful to some: Nutrition (adds
up calories and carbohydrates for a
meal), Calculator (provides 11 func-
tions), Expense (lets you itemize all of
them), and Drunkometer (tests your
reaction time). The rest are padding,
more or less: conversion of weights
and measures, perpetual calendar, list
of important phone numbers, etc.

The tape of perhaps the highest
interest to most of us is Games, with
some 30 items, including Towers of
Hanoi, Russian Roulette, Spy Ship,
Jumble Words, Sting Ray, Wheel of
Fortune, etc. The best are Doomsday
(similar to Star Wars-down the
trench), Sketch, Star Blazer, Road
Race (not timed, thouqh), Life, Fifteen,
and a real-time Star Trek, in Which the
Klingons are singularly hard to
provoke. I

Often of more interest than some of
the games themselv~s is the challenge
to find out what makes them work, such
as Horse Race, Unjt1mble (helps you
cheat on the word-jumble games), and
Russian Roulette. Only a couple of the
100 have any REMs at all, so you're on
your own.

What's the verdict1lf I had a Level-II
TRS-80 and one or more grade-school
children, or if I Were a hardcore
software collector, br if I had little
software and wanted to get a lot of it
with a minimum of bother, I'd buy The
Library 100.

Incidentally, I counted 96 programs,
CREATIVE COMPUTING'---------------------------------------24-------------- ~

For the fourth TRS-aO column, let's
look at a collection of 100 programs
that include much home-usage and
financial software, the CLOAD T-shirt,
graphics and lunar-lander programs
from IMI, and apeek at some forthcom-
ing items from Radio Shack.

The Library 100. For $49.50, you- get
what the ad says is "a beautiful vinyl
binder, 5 cassettes with 100 programs,
a 36-page instruction manual," either
from your local computer store, orfrom
The Bottom Shelf, Box 49104, Atlanta,
GA 30359.

The programs are all written for the
Level-II TRS-80; the manual explains
that "The Li brary 100 wi II not be offered
in Level I Basic. We did not feel we
could provide you with an adequate
level of quality considering the
limitations of the level I language ....
Much of our planned future software
will require at least one disk unit and
32K of memory."

The program mix is eclectic, in-
teresting, and curious. There are some
financial programs I'd use only once in
a lifetime, and some games meant for
children. But all in all, I suppose this
mix will have as much general appeal
as any other 100 programs you could
offer.

In the 100, there are some programs
you'll probably run again, many you
might run again, and a few you'll run
only if you really need to. For instance,
the Business and Finance tape con-
tains 25 programs you may never use,
SUChas Present Vallie of a Future Sum,
Internal Rate of Return, Bond Yield to
Maturity, and the highly complex Real
Estate Capital Investment program.
The last program on that tape doesn't

belong. Moving Ad is one of ten
programs-too high a percentage-
that display moving messages in
various intriguing ways on the TRS-80
screen. If you're a Radio Shack
manager and want an interesting eye-
catcher for the store window, or
running an open house at a school,
these are fine; if not, you'll probably not
find much use for them.

The Education cassette is aimed at
elementary and jr. high age children. It
contains programs for drill in math:

Add, Subtract, Multiply/Divide, Frac-
tions/Decimals, each at several selec-
table levels of difficulty. A Base
Number program converts any number
from one base to another, if you're
really into that sort of thing.
The two biggies on this tape are

Eduquiz and Tiny Pilot. Eduquiz offers
a menu of ten subjects with five
different ways to work with each. You
can be drilled or quizzed in different
ways (multiple choice, true and false,
matching, fill in the blank), on the 50
states and their capitals, or their date or
order of entry into the union, or their
abbreviation or largest city; inventors
and inventions, world capitals; authors
·and their books; presidents, etc.
Problems are selected at random; you
don't know what's go'ing to be asked
next, within the selected category. This
program could be of great interest to
children and parents.
Tiny PILOT, referred to in the manual

as a "nontechnical noncomputer-
specialist language developed out of
the need for CAI, Computer Aided
Instruction," is offered in 4K and 16K
machine-language versions. Six sam-
ple programs show how to use the ten
Pilot instructions; the manual says "a
child can be programming PILOT
within a matter of minutes." This is a
fascinating language for those who
want to try using a limited instruction
set.

With the Graphics tape, things begin
to look up even. more. Of these 15
programs, Wierd (sic) makes
fascinating use of randomly-chosen
graphics characters in tracinq a ran-
dom path, Rat Race does about the
same but uses a period instead of the
63 characters, and Fireside makes
great allover designs that look
somewhat like modern rugs. Eight of
the 15 are programs that, as the manual
puts it, "may be used for adver-
tisements," while "many of the other



but even then, 52 cents each isn't all
that much. The Bottom Shelf figures
that each of the categories in Eduquiz
is a program, so their count is 104, an
even better bargain, at 48 cents a
program.

By the way, the January TRS-80
column contained a review of The
Library 100, but I didn't write it. The
author was Steve North, Creative's
resident software genius. Somehow
Creative's Joint Editorial Reconcilia-
tion Combobulator (JERC) merged the
two items improperly, due to an in-
complete match of author's names,
caused by a post-nasal glitch.

CLOAD T-Shirt. The publishers of
CLOAD, the monthly TRS-80
magazine on cassette, now offer T-
shirts bearing a cleverly
anthropomorphized cassette holding a
sign, "TRS-80's of the world UNITE."
You can get the figure in black on a
yellow T-shirt, or in dark blue on a blue
one, in XL, L, M and S sizes at $7 each,
from CLOAD magazine, Box 1267,
Goleta, CA 93017. CA residents add
$0.36 tax.

The Sept. 1978 CLOAD, by the way,
includes Petals Around the Rose,
Hamurabi, and Othello, in Level-l and
Level-II, and Life in Level-II only. All
four should be familiarto anybody who
calls himself a computer gamesman.

The Oct. 1978 CLOAD has
fascinating "cover" graphics (random

You can get CLOAD's cassetteman in black on a
yellow T-shirt, or in dark blue on a blue one, for $7.

solid rectangles that reset overlapped
previous ones), Star Wars (three levels
of play, with TI E-fighters menacing
while you try to get the bomb in place
and pull out of the trench in time),
Graphic (draws a continuously-
moving and changing herringbone
pattern, quite encha,ntingly-but in the
Level-I version nothing gets reset so
the pattern eventually becomes entirely
white), Chase (homicidal robots chase
you), Passbook (lets you check the
accuracy of your bankbook, or
simulate one), and Machin
(demonstration of how quickly the
entire character set can be displayed
from machine language on tape). This
cassette is well worth sampling, at

$3.50, if.you're not already a subscriber
to CLOAD at $36 a year.

Interactive Microware. In addition to
offering "microware" for 8080 com-
puters, Interactive Microware, Inc.
(Box 771, State College, PA 16801)
offers two TRS-80 programs on
cassette for Level-14K machines, at
$4.95 each.

The Compact Graphics Interpreter,
TRS-80-CG I, provides an ingenious
subroutine for drawing "elaborate
pictures ... without having to write
lengthy programs," as the instruction
sheet puts it. You use "a single number
to specify the drawing of a line to any
location on the screen," and the
subroutine does all the hard work.

This graphics program uses six-digit
words, with the first digit the type of
command; the remaining five are for
command arguments. You use 100000
to CLEAR SCREEN; 210000 for SET
MODE or 200000 for RESET MODE;
3XXXYY to LOCATE X,Y by setting the
initial graphics block, with XXX=O to
127, YY=O to 47; 4XXXYY to INCRE-
MENT X,Y by a delta amount; 5XXXYY
to draw an ABSOLUTE LINE from the
current location to the specified one;
6XXXYY to draw a RELATIVE LINE
from the current location to one
relative, plus or minus, to an XXX of 500
and a YY of 50; 700LLL for JUMP TO
COMMAND at array location A(LLL);
800LL for JUMP TO SUBROUTINE at

Do It! Subscribe Now!
-I - .-I• •1··_·• • ••••1 • • •••••••• •• ••---_._- ..--
MAGAZINE
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array location A(LLL); and 9DDDDD
for DIGIT SWITCH, which sets in-
dividual graphics blocks, one location
for each D, the direction depending on
the value of D (1 for up, 2 for NE, 3 for
right, around to 8 for NW), and this
keeps going until another 9 is en-
countered, so you can use several
words for this command.

TRS-80-CGI is recorded four times
on the cassette. Each includes a
sample program that draws an
elaborate building front with columns
. and dome (which is actually the "Old
Main" administrative building on the
campus at Penn State University),
using only 73 six-digit words. You LIST
the program, delete all the lines except
the subroutine, write your own
program, and RUN. .

If you order TRS-80-CGI, IMI will
include a listing of their short but
powerful Etch and Sketch program that
lets you draw figures from the
keyboard. The same listing sheet also
contains the one change you need to
make if you want to use the Compact
Graphics Interpreter for Level-II
machines.
The Lunar Lander Simulator, TRS-80-

LLS, is a "real-time simulation, control
of Lunar Module through continuous
keyboard interaction, module move-
ment and instrument panel display
through high-speed machine-
language graphics," the brochure says.

You start at altitude 30,000 feet, with
a ,velocity of -1 ~O ft/sec vertically and
400 ftlsec horizontally, and a fuel
supply of 1,000 pounds. You have five
controls: up-arrow for module up,
right-arrow to make module head to
the right, left-arrow to make it head left,
1 to turn the rocket engine ON, 0 to turn
if OFF.

Deceptively simple. The designer,
IMI's president Dr. Frank Vastola, who
is a fuel scientist and professor of
Materials Science at Penn State, says
the module can be landed without
crashing it, but I didn't really believe
that for the first two dozen tries. A hint:
get rid of the horizontal velocity
component as soon as possible.

Coming up from IMI, and which I'll
review in detail when I've seen them, is
a Level-II CGI that uses PEEK, POKE
and USR for maximum speed, a
billboard display program that creates
characters a quarter the height of the

screen, Battlegrid program for two
people to play an interactive game like
Battleship, and a music cassette that
lets you write music, display it on the
screen, and play it through the cassette
output to a hi-fi.

Coming. By now you've probably seen
ads for the latest TRS-80 add-ons,
which may be available by thetitne you
read this. Starting this last January 1,
all 16K mach ines sent out of Fort Worth
have a numerical calculator keypad on
the keyboard, at the right end where
the nameplate was. The dozen keys are
for 0 to 9, decimal point, and ENTER.
This keypad will also be installed on all
16K upgrades. As an add-on for
present owners, it will cost about $60.
A Voice Synthesizer, Which will say

"cat" when you input C99T; should be
about $400. A two-way modem and
acoustic coupler, the Telephone Inter-
face II, will be about $200. And there's
some 35 new software packages com-
ing, including General Ledger.

More on this hew hardware and
software when I've had the chance to
check them out. These prices are all
unofficial, so don't be surprised if the
announced prices are different. •

BMALL
iiW&[?J§
YSTEM

TRS - 80
SOFTWARE

RSM_1s: A MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR FOR 4K TRS-80'S - S23.95

22 commands which interact directLy with the Z-80 processor in your TRS-SO.
Examine your ROM' 5, test your RAM, enter and execute aa chi ne language
programs, read and write machine language tapes, and much more! A SYMBOLIC
DUMPcommand dt se s seeb l e's object code and dispLays it as ZHog standard Z-80
mnemonics! Memory may be d t sp l ayed in HEX or two ASCII formats; and can be
EDITED, MOVED, EXCHANGED,VERIFIED, FILLED, ZEROED, TESTED, or SEARCHED for
one or two-byte codes. Memory commands dump continuousLy or one line at a
time! LEVEL-I and II 4K TRS-:-801.s.

RSM-2: AN ADVANCED MONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95

All the features of our popuLar RSM-1S, pLus read and write SYSTEM tapes,
enter Z-80 BREAKPOINTS and PRINT using our TRS232 or the expansion
interface! Loads at the top of 16K LEVEL I or II, and includes DISK read
and write commands for future expansion!

RSM-2D: 3 MONITORS FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS - S29.95

RSM-2D contains 3 versions of RSM-2 on a singLe disk to load into the top of
16K, 32K or 48K TRS-80Is with disk systems. With RSM-2D you can read your
TRSDOS into memory using our DISK read command, print disassembled listings
using our SYMBOLIC dump and printer output commands, then mod i fy and
re-write to disk using our DISK write command!

BASIC-1 - LEVEL-1 BASIC FOR LEVEL-II TRS-80'S - $15.95

Loads into the top 4K of 16K TRS-80Is and uses any LEVEL-I BASIC program or
DATA tape (up to 12K in Length) without conversion! Loads from tape or disk
(furnished on tape). Go back and forth between LEVEL I and II without
reloading. ALL LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported!

AIR RAID: A REAL-TIME TRS-80 SHOOTING GALLERY! - S14.95

A high speed machine LanguagE!' game where Large and smaLL ai rpt anes fly
across the screen at different aLtitudes. A ground based missi Le launcher
is pointed and fired from the keyboard. Aircraft explode dramatically when
hitl sometimes destroying other nearby planes! Score is tallied for each
hit or miss, and the highest score is saved to be challenged by other
players. AIR RAID provides hours of fun for you, and is a super
demonstration program for entertaining friends! 4K LEVEL I and II.

* TRS - 80
HARDWARE SMALL

[Q)W&[?J~
YSTEM'

OCV-1: 'CONVERT SYSTEM PROGRAMS TO DISK FILES -$9.95

RSM monitors, The Electric Pencil, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, or nearLy
any SYSTEM tape shorter than 5K (21K if you have 32K of memory) can now be
executed from disk, even if it interferes with TRSDOS! DCV-l loads system
tapes into high memory and adds a block-move routine. TAPEDISK is then used
to create a disk file. When accessed. from disk, the program Loads into high
memory, mOVeS itseLf to its correct address, then jumps there and executes!
A super accessory for disk systems!

WORD PROCESSING FOR THE TRS-80 - $99.95

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE has adapted THE ELECTRIC PENCIL to the fRS-SO! All
standard ELECTRIC PENCIL text editing and printing features, PLUS
transparent cursor, two-key r o l t ove r , and repeating keyboard. Uppercase
on l y , or add Lowercase entry and display with minor modification. PRINT
with RS-232 and 20-mil printers using our TRS232 or use the expansion
interface. LEVEL-lor II 16K computers. THE ELECTRIC PENCIL is a superior
word pr cce s scr for home or business USe!

TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.95 (+$2.00 shipping)

A fulLy assembled seLf-contained software-driven output port for printing
from LEVEL-II, DISK BASIC or machine Language programs! DiabLo, r e t e tvoe ,
TI S; l ent or any RS-232 or 20-mi L current loop printer may be used. The
TRS232 is furnished with cassette software and works either with or without
the expansion interface! THE ELECTRIC PENCIL and RSM-2/2D use the TRS232,
thus word cr oc e s s tnq , BASIC, and machine language appLications are aLL
supported! •

RSL-1: THE GAME OF LIFE IN MACHINE LANGUAGE - $14.95

Enter any pattern with unique repeating keyboard! Save your patterns on
tape (4 patterns furnished). PLay LIFE, a game of birth, growth and death
of a coLony of cells. FAST - about 1 second per generation! Hours of
fascination, and a SUPer demonstration program!

OTHER TRS-80 PRODUCTS

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 PER CENT SALES TAX

ESP-1: 29.95 Editor, assembler, and monitor using INTEL 8080 mnemonics.
LST-1: 8.00 A disassembLed Listing of LEVEL-1 BASIC with some comments.

• * CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 ~ER CENT SALES TAX

i....•••..~! * SMALL SYSTEMHARDWARE.* P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURYPARK, CALIF. 91320 ** SMALLSYSTEM SOFTWARE * P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURYPARK, CALIF. 91320 *
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Please Sir-Could you tell me where I can
Find Software for my Microcomputer?

BUSINESS
AND

APPLICATION
SOFTWARE

AVAILABLE

CALL OR WRITE
FOR DETAILS

FOR

TRS-80 ·
YOUR

PET · APPLE
GALACTIC BLOCKADE RUNNER-an exciting, different and sophisticated space war game with
interesting graphic displays. Plays better than many of ihe Star Treks out there. TI/4 T2I16 P A $9.95
SCI-FI GAME SAMPLER-includes 3 games-Space Monster, Lunar Lander and Space Battle, all
with graphics; TI/4 T2I16 P $5.95
SOLAR IA-a sophisticated fantasy economic simulation-you won't believe the complexity of this
one's output. T2I16 P $9.95

PILOT-The educational language-Ready for tour TRS-80! This version comes complete with a
built in editor and 3 sample programs. Tape Version $14.95 Disk Version $24.95

DIET PLANNING your computer to help
your weight should be, your daily calorie allowance-e-helps plan your menu. TI/4 T2/16 $14.95
OTHELLO III-A strategy board game-play with the computer, a friend or have the computer play
against itself. TI/4 T2/4 P A $7.95
DAIL Y BIORHYTHM PROGRAM~has interesting moving line display, gives 30 day graph and
more! TI/4 T2/4 $5.95
MICRO- TEXT EDITOR-non destructable cursor, graphics capability, versital editing options. save &
load screen, output to printer. T2I4 $9.95

GIVE A VOICE AND EARS TO YOUR APPLE COMPUTER!
APPLETALKER-speach synthesis for your A PPLE computer! $15.95
APPl.ELlSTENER-speech recognition for your APPLE computer. Artice companion program to the
one above. Just think of the .. ies! $.19.95

MICROCHESS-piay chess with your computer. Uses graphic display and provides various levels of
difficulty. TI/4 T2/4 P A $19.95
BRIDGE CHALLENGER-why wait to get 3 other people together to play? Your computer's ready
anytime. T2I16 P A $14.95
AIR RAID-a machine language, real-rime, arcade type game. Shoot down planes as they fly by.
TII4 T2/4 $14.95
RSM-2-a machine language monitor for the tRS-80. Many, many features including a built in disas-
sernbler . $26.95 Disk Version $29.95

VERSION OF STAR TREK IS ON THE WAY!
m:TAILS OR SEND FOR FREE CATALOG.

A NEW AND
WATCH OUR

APPLE 21-black jack for your APPLE! $9.95
STAR WARS/SPACE MAZE-sci-fi gamesfor your APPLE. $12.95
M ICRO- TAX 78- just in time to help you prepare your returns. Does form 1040 and schedules A, B, C.
SE, D & 4797. T2/16 $.12.95
RENUMBER-a machine language program for renumbering your BASIC programs. one of your most
useful programming tools. T2/4

100'5 MORE - SEND FOR FREE CATALOG - GIVE TYPE OF
T TRS-80 Level/Mern P Commodore PET

10070 OFF IF YOU BUY 3 OR MORE!

CJw~ W~VVc=~ ~~~V~wCOe= III
sooc SALEM ROAD, DRACUT, MA 01826 (617) 682-8131 lZl

YOUR COMPANY'S NAME HERE
CALL

(617) 682-8131
FOR WHOLESALE PRICE INFORMATION
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BrSOllal
Electl'Ollic
Tral')SactioflS

by Gregory Yob
I am happy to hear from you. and encourage

your correspondence. I will try to acknowledge all
correspondence. and a SASE makes things easier
for both of us. Please send your letters to
"Personal Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box
354. Palo Alto. CA 94301.

The PET Clock
The PET has two "reserved

variables," TI and TI$ which are used
for keeping the time. TI is a floating
point variable which counts the
number of ticks, or "jiffies" since the
PET was turned on (or the time reset).
A "jiffy" is 1/60 of a second.
TI$ is a 6 character string that holds

the time in the format HHMMSS
(Hours, Minutes, Seconds) on a 24-
hour dock. TI$ can be assigned a new
value to reset the PET's clock.

The PET's clock runs from the 60 hz
interrupt that takes care of various
"housekeeping" functions such as
scanning the keyboard and updating
the clock. Though the interrupt
processing takes about 10% of the
PET's time, the other90% is available to
you-and for most uses, the PET's
interrupt is never seen. Let's move on to
some examples with the PET's clock.

Turn on your PET and enter: PRINT
TI,TI$. You will see something like:
2071 000034. The PET has been on (in
this case-your number will likely
differ) for 2071 "jiffies," or 34 seconds.
Jiffies can be converted to seconds by
dividing by 60. Try: PRINT TI/60, TI$. I
got: 184.183333000304 and indeed 184
seconds is 3 minutes and 4 seconds.

The next experiment is to try reset-
ting the dock. If you try: TI=1234, you
will see ?SYNTAX ERROR-the PET
will not permit the direct setting of TI.
However, TI$ is more amenable. Enter:
TI$="010101": PRINT TI$ and 010101
will appear-the PET's clock has been
set to the new time.

I will leave it to you to verify that TI$
will only accept a 6 character string of
numerals only. You will get an ?IL-
LEGAL QUANTITY ERROR for your
incorrect attempts. TI$ is remarkably
tolerant of other inputs, provided they
are numbers. For example, the entry
303030 will result in the clock being set

past 60, etc. are entered,
TI$ behaves reasonably.

Here are some examples:

TIME HHMMSS? 000099
000139
000140
TIME HHMMSS? 300000
300000
000000
000001

Some experimentation will result in: 1)
Times over 60 in seconds, or minutes,
will be corrected to the right time-for
example, 99 seconds becomes 1
minute 39 seconds. 2) Times over 24
hours will be reset to 000000 unless the
value is over 774021. Higher values
behave as if 774021 were subtracted
first-try 999999 and see!

Further experimentation reveals that
the 24 hour roll-over is a bit peculiar:

TIME HHMMSS? 235958
235958
235959
240000
000000
000001

At 24 hours, both numbers suddenly
appear' (without the 1 second delay
between them.) Those of you trying to
make timers for more than 24 hours
take note- the test should be for
000000, not 240000.

You might have noticed that the first
value entered remains until 1 second
has passed-this brings out two details
of the PET TI$ function. First, when TI$
is assigned a new value, the string TI$
is converted to the jiffies value- and
then the jiffies value is used to generate
TI$. This explains what happens with
99 seconds, etc. Second, the jiffies
counter can hold a maximum time of

CREATIVE COMPUTING'----------------------------------------28---------------------------------------'

to 000000. Here is a small program for
exploring this behavior:

10 INPUT"TIME HHMMSS";TI$
20 A$=TI$
30 PRINT A$
40 IF A$=TI$ THEN 40
50 GOTO 20

This program accepts a value for TI$
and immediately, prints it. Then idles
until TI$ is seen to change, and the time
is re-displayed. The result is something
like:

RUN
TIME HHMMSS? 102030
102030
102031
102032
etc ....

If values beyond 24 hours, or minutes



774021, and is checked each second
for a value over 235959. When this
condition is detected, the clock is reset
to zero. Until the second ticks past, TI$
will be whatever it was assigned by
BASIC.

For most practical uses it suffices to
keep the time within 24 hours and the
PET's clock will work just fine.

Some dedicated souls have checked
the PET's clock for accuracy-the truth
is that the PET clock isn't very good.
The values vary, but the PET will gain
about 4.3 seconds/hour when running
a program, and lose 1.2 seconds per
hour when idling. The reasons why are
unknown!

The applications of the time function
are endless-here is a quickie "reflex-
checker" as an example:

10 PRINT" clr REFLEXO!!!"
20 PRINT"dndnWHENYOUSEEA

DOT, PRESS"
30 PRINT" A KEY AS SOON AS

YOU CAN!!!

Try it out and see-my best time was
.23 seconds (if I didn't cheat by
banging the space key a lot). There are
several details worth noting: Line 35 is
a delay loop of the "first kind" (i.e., keep
the PET busy doinq something useless
for a while). Lines 40, 50 and 140
depend on the fact that the PET's
display is the 1K bytes starting at the
32K boundary. Address 32768 is the
"home" position on the screen. This
puts a Q randomly on the screen to
make the game harder to do.

Lines 80 through 100 area delay loop
of the "second kind" where the PET's TI
is used to measure the time interval. In
th is case, the interval ranges from 2 to 7
seconds. (My first version didn't have
the extra 120 j iffies- and the fast ones
were hard to do.) This kind of delay
loop can be quite useful for many
thinos.

J=1 TO 2000: NEXT J
C=81: REM POKEFOR SHIFT-Q
P=32768+1000*RND(1 )
REM CLR SCREEN & WAIT
RANDOM TIME

70 PRINT"clr";
80 TA=TI
90 TB=300*RND(1 )+120
100 IF TI.(TA+TB THEN 100
110 REM ELlM'INATE ANY KEYS IN

BUFFER.
120 GET A$: IF A$ <> "" THEN 120
130 REM NOW DRAW DOT
140 POKE P,C: TA=TI
150 GET A$: TB=TI: IFA$="" THEN 150
160 PRINT"TIME
170 GOTO 20

PET PRINTER
GET HARD COPY FROM YOUR
COMMODORE PET USING A
STANDARD RS-232 PRINTER

The CmC ADA 1200 drives an
RS-232 printer frorn the PET
IEEE-488 bus. Now, the PET
owner can obtain hard copy
listings and can type letters,
manuscripts, rnailing labels,
tables of data, pictures, in-
voices, graphs, checks, needle-
point patterns, etc.. using an
RS-232 standard printer or
terminal.1200C
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Line 120 prevents cheating-recall
the PET will store up to 10 keystrokes
before BASIC asks for them. If you
remove Li ne 120, and press a key
before the dot appears, you can get a 1-
fiffy reflex time which is meaningless.

Line 140 draws the dot, and im-
mediately fetches the time. Line 150
does the GET, fetches the time, and
then checks for a character. I hope the
delay is about the same for both lines
(As I recall from biology, a .23 see
reflex time is pretty good.)

If your PET is "wired for sound" (see
previous columns on music), a clock
with chimes can be built. Most PET
owners should have the BIGTIME
program by now (Contact Commodore
if you don't), and a good project to
learn about time is to add chimes and
an alarm feature. Skilled programmers
can contend with correcting the PET's
time gain by resetting TI$.

PET Files
In response to many requests for

help concerning tape 1/0 and the IEEE
488 buss, here is a short introduction to
how the PET sees files. I have not yet
been able to get an IEEE device to play
with, so the IEEE information
presented here hasn't been backed up
with (painful!) experience. I hope by
the next column to present some IEEE
examples that have worked ....

Those of you interested in data tapes
are advised to see Page 82 of the
January 79 issue of Kilobaud which has
a tutorial article about using PET tapes.

The PET uses the following
statements to relate to files:

OPEN-Sets up a file so the PET can
use it.

CLOSE-Removes a file from use.

ADAPTER
$98.50 ADA 1200B

Assembled and tested

Order direct or contact your local computer store.
~dd $3.00 for postage and handling per order.

f
ONNECT'CUT mocroCOMPUTER
50 POCONO RD. BROOKFIELD. CT 06B04
203) 775·9659
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'PRINT#-Write to a file.
INPUT#-Read from a file.
GET#-Read one character from a

file.
CMD-Send BASIC's outputto a file.
ST-A BASIC reserved variable for

1/0 operations status.

All of these can be used in programs,
and all except INPUT# and GET# can
be used in direct mode as well. Here is a
look at each of these in more detail:

OPEN (File Number),(Device
Number),(IIO Option),(Filename)

OPEN sets up a file and provides the
link between the PET and the device
being communicated with. The File
Number is used in BASIC to identify
the file in the INPUT#, PRINT#, and
GET# statements. For example, an
OPEN 23 .... will later permit the PET
to send the data provided by PRINT#23
to this file and not some other file that
may also be in use. The legal values are
1 to 255.
The Device Number tells the PET

which 1/0 device to attach the file to. At
present the device numbers are
allocated as follows:

PET DEVICE NUMBERS
o Keyboard
1 First Tape Unit (The one next to

keyboard)
2 Second Tape Unit (Port in back)
3 Screen
4-15 IEEE 488 Port (primary

address)

The 1/0 Option is used to tell the
device what to do. For the tape units,
the values 0,1, an 2 are used:

PET 1/0 Options-TAPE UNITS
o Read only file
1 Write only file
2 Write only file with End-of-Tape

mark when CLOSEd.

The fate of the 1/0 option is more
complicated for the IEEE 488. First of

all, it is called a "secondary address,"
and can have the values 0 to 31. If the
OPEN statement has a filename, the
1/0 option OR'd with hexadecimal FOis
sent when the file is opened. (No file-
name means nothing is sent.) Later,
when the PRINT#, INPUT# and GET#
statements are executed, the 1/0
option will be sent to the device as a
"secondary address" before the data
transfer is begun. This permits several
files to be opened to the same device
with different "secondary add resses"
for different fu nctions. The PET pri nter,
for example, uses one address for
output of data, another for setting
format, and so on.
The filename is a string which is used

to. identify tape files in the tape
header-the PET uses the filename to
separate programs and data files on
tapes. (I don't know whatthe filename
does on the 488 buss.)

The File Number, Device Number
and 1/0 Option can be either literal
numbers (i.e., 123) or BASIC ex-
pressions. The Filename can be a literal
string or string expression. OPEN

A+B,2,D%,Z$ is legal '(provided A,B,D%
and Z$ make sense!).

The comma must be between each
item, and if you want to specify atile-
name, all previous values must be
provided as well-even if you don't
care about the 1/0 option.

CLOSE (File number)

CLOSE "removes a file that has been
opened. .lf this was a tape file, any
characters left in the buffer will go out
to tape before the file is removed. (Tape
files don't write on the tape after each
PRINT#-instead, 191 character
"blocks" are written now and then.) If
you want to re-use a file, it must be
CLOSEd first. The PET permits a
maximum of 10 files to be open at any
time-and if you open more, the PET
will "hang up" without telling you! Be
sure to CLOSE your files!

When a file is closed, an "End of
Tape" mark will be written if the file was
opened with 1/0 option #2. If the file is
an IEEE 488 device, the "secondary
address" OR'd with hexadecimal EO
(note the difference) will be sent to the
device. -

PRINT# (File Number), (Variables
list)

PRINT# sends the data in the
Variables list to the desired file as
specified by the file number. Naturally
the file must be OPENed, and the 1/0
option set to a "write fi Ie" mode. (If you
fail to do this, you will see errors like
?NOT OUTPUT FILE ERROR or ?NOT
INPUT FILE ERROR.)
There is one very important thing

about PRINT#-what is sent to the file
is an exact copy of whatwould be sent
to the screen by an equivalent PRINT.
For example, if you have: PRINT#2,
10;20;30 what is actually sent is: sp 10 rt
sp 20 rt 30 cr ... the semicolons weren't
sent!! This means exquisite care must

DAM YOUR
DATA rr>
ACQUISITION hy Ik!l tfJ If"
MODULES I!:!I
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be taken to ensure what is actually on
your file is what you meant!! This
"feature" can be confusing for tape
files, and very difficult for IEEE
devices-it is very easy to think one
thing and do another. The best cure for
these woes is to have the equivalent
PRINT as well to show you what is
going on on the screen as well.

Less important, but a beginner's
error (perfectly excusable) is that
PRINT# and? do not mix well. You
must a/ways spell PRlNT# out in full
when entering programs. If you get a
?SYNTAX ERROR in a perfectly good-
looking PRINT#, try retyping it in! (Just
use the Screen Editor and move the
cursor to the 'bad' line & press
RETURN.)

and INPUT to check these out. One
useful item: CHR$(34) is the quotation
mark.

Be careful with this! All of BASIC's
output, including the READY. will be
sent to the -file. To escape back to
normal mode, the CLR is needed.
Closing the file is needed to empty the
tape buffer.

ST is a special variable which lets
you know how the file operation last
performed has operated. Each bit in ST
has a different meaning, and the AND
operation can be used to sort them out.

PET ST VALUES

BIT VALUE TAPES IEEE 488

GET# (Numeric or String variable)

This is similar to GET from the
keyboard-the PET will fetch one
character from the fi Ie. (If the character
isn't there the PET will wait for it until
timeout for IEEE, and search the file for
tapes.) As with GET, the only useful
one is GET (String variable). GET# is
fairly fool-proof and lets you read from
your file all the characters on it-very
useful for debugging!
You can also use GET# to recover

from tape fi les that aren't readable with
INPUT#-though the reconstruction
work can become wearisome. By the
way, neither GET# nor INPUT# will
recognize an end-of-file-you have to
use ST for this one, or better yet, have
your own end-of-file mark which the
program knows about.

CMD (File Number)

CMD lets the PET speak in a "direct"
fashion to a file. Inside the PET are two
software beings-the Operating
system, and BASIC. The Operating
system manages files, time, keyboard,
etc. BASIC thinks that the PET is really
a TELETYPE in its heart, and doesn't
know or care what the Operating
system does with BASIC's output. So,
when a LIST is done, BASIC sends a
listing to the Operating system, which
usually puts the data on the screen as a
program listing. CMD reassigns
BASIC's output to the desired file. As
an example, the following sequence
will put a program listing on a tape as
data (if there's a program in the PET.)

0 1 Write timeout
1 2 Read timeout
2 4 "short block"
3 8 "long block"
4 16 read error
5 32 checksum error
6 64 End of file
7 -128 End of tape Device not

present

INPUT# (File Number), (Variables
List)

INPUT# reads the data from the file
into the variables in the variables list.
The file must be in "read file" mode, or
you will get an error.

There are two very important things
about INPUT#. First, INPUT# works
just like INPUT does from the
keyboard. This means that for your
data files to work, they must be
character-for-character identical to
what you would type in in response to a
normal INPUT statement! Nearly all
files problems come from the fact that
what was PRINTed cannot be INPUT
later-the PRINT didn't set up the file
as an exact copy of what is expected by
INPUT! Second, INPUT# is very fragile
and susceptible to bad data-if you
have over 80 characters without a
carriage-return, or ask for too many or
too few variables, etc., the PET will go
off into limbo ....

To repeat yet again, debugging these
things consists of knowing exactly
what was sent to the file, and making
sure that exactly that will work
successfully with INPUT#. Use PRINT

For example, checking for an end of
tape is done with: IF (ST) AND 128
THEN Be sure to use the
parenthesis or BASIC thinks the state-
ment is: IF STAN D, which is nonsense!
(I won't explain this one now for space
is short. Try entering normal text for a
program and LIST it-have fun!)

Errors 4 and 8 will happen if you
somehow try to read a program tape as
data. Errors 16 and 32 mean your file
is bad-that is, for tapes, the PET is
unable to read the tape. Clean,
demagnetize and pray!

Errors 1 and 2 apply to the IEEE 488.
The PET is not up to the 488 standard
here-the device must complete the
handshake within 64 milliseconds or
the PET will see these errors. The cure
is to use GET# in a loop checking ST as
well. Jump back to the GET# or
INPUT# if the timeout error is present.
A similar approach can be applied to
PRINT# for the IEEE.
. Errors 64 and -128 are useful-if you
check for them constantly! I prefer to

OPEN 1,1,1,"PGM"
CMD 1
LIST
CLOSE 1
CLR
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Realty Expense Analysis
Program

with
tax-ready totals for IRS filing

REAP is designed for the prop-
erty owner or manager, provid-
ing complete expense informa-
tion for each building in pay-
ment by payment or summary
format including -
BUILDING-PAYEE report dis-
plays buildings expenses for all
or a selected payee
UTILITY-SUMMARY report dis-
plays yearly, year-to-date, or
average monthly expense by
building for electric, gas, water,
trash
TAX-TOTALS report lists build-
ing totals for utilities, insurance,
property tax, and repairs for
each building
Complete data input, edit, and
sort capabilities with extensive
error recovery make data main-
tainence easy.
REAP is available on cassette
wlcomplete documentation for
- TRS-80 II & Apple

Introductory Price - $25.00

Realty Software Company
2045 Manhattan Ave.

Hermosa Beach, CA., 90254
Call (213) 372-9419 for COD
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POISON
HOME

CONTROL Roger O. Littge, MD

WARNING: your home contains
products which MAYBE HARM-
FUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED.
This North Star BASIC program de-
termines the necessary EMERGEN-
CY MEASURES for ingestion of
household products.· Disk utility al-
lows expansion of substance vocab-
ulary to over 2400 names. Access
time less than 6 seconds. Free an-
nual updates. Complete Source
listings.

Diskette and Manual $28.00
Manual only, with listings 8.00

WATCH FOR cassette versions.
Available at your computer store
or from;

Berkelev Medical Data Associates, Inc.
Microcomputer Consultants

P.O. Box 5279, Berkeley, CA 94705
(4161663-6707
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put a special data marker in my files
and check for them instead.

If you have got this far, my sincere
congratulations! PET files are not easy
to understand, and I could devote
several columns to teaching howto use
them. If you have to learn with just this
article for guidance, it is going to be
tough-I suggest that you start with
small and simple examples, like print-
ing and reading one small number or
word via tapes.

There are some bugs with the PET
tapes and IEEE. For the tapes, the PET
won't write tape files with enough room
between each data block for the 'file to
be read correctly later. The cure is to
turn the tape motor on for a short time
(like 10 jiffies) between blocks. To
detect blocks, you must keep count of
the number of characters written to the
file-each block has 191 characters,
and when more than that arrive, the
tape is written to. The following POKES
provide control of the cassette motors:

Unit #1 ON: POKE 59411,53
OFF: POKE 59411,61

Unit #2 ON: POKE 59456,PEEK
(59456) OR 16

OFF: POKE 59456,PEEK
(59456) AND 239

The procedure for all this is:

1) OPEN your file. Set characters
counted to zero. (CT=O)

2) PRINT# to the file. Note the number
of characters PRINT#ed. (Be sure to
count carriage returns!)

3) Call the motor routine. Then con-
tinue.

Motor routine:

1) Add characters PRINT#ed to
characters counted. If the number is
less than 192, return.

2) Turn the motor ON. Wait 10 jiffys.
Turn the motor OFF.

3) Subtract 191 from the characters
counted. (CT=CT -191)

4) Return.
Another tapes bug is that certain

conditions can make the OPEN state-
ment work unreliably. Users of the 2nd

cassette will experience this more
often-I haven't seen the problem with
the #1 tape unit. Anyhow, Commodore
suggests the following before any
OPEN statements:

Cassette#1: POKE 243,122:
POKE 244,2

Cassette #2: POKE 243,58:
POKE 244,3

Also worth noting is that the two tape
units use the same wire for writing. If
you have two units, you can't OPEN
both for writing as different files and
have different data on both tapes. It will
all go out together. On the other hand,
when you SAVE, both tape units can
make a tape together! (Two SAVEs for
the price of one.)

The IEEE 488 has some difficulties
too. First, the timeout of 64
milliseconds will raise havoc with slow
devices. Second, the ATN line goes on
between INPUT# and. PRINT#
statements-which can be hard to live
with. Third, LOAD and SAVE operate-
with ATN remaining on-to the utter
confusion of any devices.

Commodore does offer a fairly
complete booklet, "PET Communica-
tion With the Outside World"-but you
have to request it-which covers PET
files and 1/0 fortapes and the IEEE488.

A Bit of Relaxation
Here's one for you to figure out (if

you can!). Clear the screen and enter
the following characters (exactly!):

hm L @ rvs @ cr
(Home, shift L, @, RVS, @, RETURN)

and then: SYS 32768.

Now, press some keys and see what
happens.

For some variations, add the
character rvs (reverse shifted
asterisk) before the L @ rvs @ com-
bination. For example,

(reset your PET)
clr hm rvs •••• off L @ rvs @ cr
SYS 32768

You can add as many rvs •as you want
in front. _



Build your own microcomputer
a5~ulearn

computer technology at home.
New from NRII The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes the
computer world and microcomputers appear
almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new,
convenient, and effective way to keep up with
this expanding technology. It's NRI's Computer
Iechnology Course, created and designed exclu-
sively for learning at home in your spare time.

Featuring NRl's Exclusive
Dual Language Microcomputer

NRI goes beyond book learning to
give you practical, "hands-on" experience in
designing circuitry, interfacing components,
programming, and troubleshooting. As you
learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-for-
learning microcomputer, incorporating the latest
advances in the state of the art. It looks and
operates like the finest of its kind, actually does
more than many commercial units. But NRI
engineers have designed components and
planned assembly so it demonstrates important
principles, gives you working experience in detect-
ing and correcting problems. And it's yours to
keep, put to work in your own home or business.

You also build and keep your own test
instruments, including a transistorized volt-
ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency counter.
And NRI's Discovery Lab® broadens your
horizons with specialized experiments and
theory demonstrations.

The Proven Way
to Learn at Home

You don't have to worry with travel,
classes, or time lost from work when you learn
the NRI way As they have for more than 60

years of teaching technical subjects, NRl brings
the material to you. You study in your spare time,
at your convenience, using "bite-size" lessons
that program material into logical segments for
easier assimilation. You perform experiments
and build equipment using kits we supply And
your personal NRI instructor is always available
for consultation should you have questions or
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shown the effectiveness of NRI training.
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courses in NRI's free, rOO-page catalog. Shows
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with the latest technology as you learn on your
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you

What are the elements of a good
computer game? -It might be best to
start with the elements that do not
necessarily make a good game.
Graphics are important, of course, but
remember that it will be very hard to
beat the graphics in a commercial
video game. Action is very important ih
any kind of game, but here again, the
video game features fast action, and
our little home computer may be no
match in this department. Surely there
must be some element in which the
personal computer can out-shine all
other mediums.

Yes there is, and that element is
STRATEGY. No other form of game has
the capability for strategic approach
that the home computer has because of
the computer's ability to keep track of
so many elements that are changing all
at once. This probably accounts for the
great popularity of the better Star Trek
programs around. More about this
later.

The secret of writing a good com-
puter game program, and in creating a
good computer game, issimplytothink
about the game itself. It must be a good
game, to be a good computer game. If
the game itself is half-baked, an
excellent program will not improve it
any. Okay, we know that programming,
graphics, and action do not of
themselves make a good game. Then
what are the elements of a good game?
The toy industry has been trying tofind
the answer to this question for about
100 years, but after 20 years of design-
ing games, I'm going to take a shot at it.

Elements of a Good
Computer Game
Sol Friedman

in your games;

Chance-Strategy-Action
There are three basic elements

contained in every game;

Chance
.Strategy
Action

Examples of games that illustrate these
elements are: Dice games (Chance),
Chess (Strategy), and TV Ping Pong
(Action). Most games have a mix of
these elements in varying amounts. No
one element is really more popular
than any of the others and there are
great and popular games that stress
Chance, such as most of the board
games that use dice or spinners, just as
there are many equally popular games
that stress strategy, like chess,
checkers and many others. There is no
need to point out the attraction of
action-type games when you think
about all of the fine TV-type games
which are almost exclusively action-
based, plus arcade games and the like.

A good game has some or all of the
three elements, but unfortunately, so
do the bad games. Looks like we are
getting nowhere fast. Now we come to
the essence of the matter. The
elements we just talked about are used
to create in the game player a series of
emotional responses while playing the
game. Think about how you feel when
you are playing a good and exciting
game. Tension, exultation, a feeling of
power (you are in control of your fate),
satisfaction at accomplishing a task
well done, conflict with the other
players and that nasty but happy

Sol Friedman Associates. 480 Birchwood Way, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33326.
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strategy, or action?
feeling when you have knocked the
stuffing out of your opponent. And we
cannot leave out the important
decision-making process in playing a

, good game. It's great to make
decisions that turn out well and lead to
victory. And last but not least, that old
cliche, the Ecstasy of Victory and the
Agony of Defeat. A good game sti rs the
emotions of the player, even in defeat,
and makes him want to try again.
Computer Games

It is sad to note that there are really
very few good computer games around
for the home microcomputer. But there
are some. The Star Trek games that are
well done are very good because the
Star Trek idea takes advantage of the
prime ability of the microcomputer to
keep track of many different elements
and factors that make up the game. To
do this any other way but on a
computer would be almost impossible.
It incorporates most of the elements we
mention above and does it well. Power
(you are the Captain of the Enterprise),
Tension (as time works against you),
Conflict (against the enemy) and so on.
Commodore's Space Trek is well done
within the limitation of 8K memory, and
I am sure there are other good ones
around. Commodore also has their
version of Othello called Reversal. This
program too, is well done and follows
all of the play of the original. It's a
simple game, but quite fascinating.
This is an instance in which the
microcomputer does a better job than
the original board game. Although the
game works well as a board game, it

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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could be tricky to find every combina-
tion to reverse the opponent's pieces
by hand without overlooking some.
The computer, of course, has no such
problem, and automatically carries out
the process, without error.

Personal Software has two games on
the market that are exceptionaily well
done. These games are simulations of
existi ng games, not new ideas, but they
are quite good. They are Microchess
2.0, and Bridge. The Microchess
program is done in machine language;
and that is probably how they were able
to cram such a sophisticated program
into the PET's 8K memory. It plays a
fine game of chess and has interesting
variations as well. The Bridge program
satisfies a personal longing that I have
had ever since I started to play Con-
tract Bridge some thirty years ago.
That was the desire for some kind of
Bridge game that would let me play or
practice the game when three other
players are not available to make up a
foursome. Although there have been a
number of simulations and board type
games available most were tedious to
set up and keeping track of what was
happening was a chore and not much
fun. Again the computer shines in the
bookkeeping department, keeping
track of all the variables competently,
dealing the cards in infinite variety and
acting not only as an opponent, but
actually taking the place of two op-
ponents and your partner at the same
time. Now your computer is doing ajob
that can be done in no other way, and
that is what it's all about. You mayor
may not be enthusiastic about the
games mentioned above, but they do
illustrate the amazing capabilities and
possibilities inherent in the microcom-
puter and point at vast, untapped
possibilities in the future. As a
professional game designer for over 20
years, I must predict the development
of games far beyond what is available

that indeed is a most important feature
of the computer. But there is no
question that the most important and
valuable ability of the computer in
game playing is its availability as an
instant and patient partner-opponent.
It really is a love-hate relationship that
we have with our computer. We love it
because it's always there and ready for
us to play with as an active opponent.
We love it because we can tell it how
well we want it to play against us. We

. love it because it never gets mad, or
impatient, or sleepy, or too busy to
play. And it never makes new friends
and becomes more interested in play-
ing with them than us. It is the truly,
ever-faithful companion. No wonder
we love it so! We hate it with a passion,
however, when it beats the devil out of
us at our own game! Boy, that's the pits.
"Like to try another game?" I would

"Designing a new game on the PEr computer".

Getting beat at his own game by Jon, Alan"

today, whether computer type, or those
available from the game companies in
the toy industry. I believe that they will
be so much more sophisticated and
challenging that there will be little basis
for comparison.
The Computer Opponent

I had talked earlier about the great
capability of the computer to keep
track of a multitude of variables, and

APRIL 1979

This program permits composing and printing letters,
flyers, advertisements, manuscripts, etc.. using the
COMMODORE PET and a printer.
Script directives include line length, left margin, cen-
tering, and skip. Edit commands allow the user to
insert lines, delete lines, move lines and paragraphs,
change strings, save onto cassette, load from cassette,
move up, move down, print and type.
The CmC Word Processor Program addresses an RS-
232 printer through a CmC printer adapter.
The CmC Word Processor program is available for
$29.50. Add $1.00 for postage and handling per order.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

L ~~'I•

guess that our reply to that question
would be, at times, unprintable!

At the same time, the ability to set the
difficulty levels of many games actually
becomes a learning experience for us.
We set the computer's ability low when
we first start, and raise the level and the
challenge as we become more
proficient. The exercise of the little
gray cells is quite stimulating. And it's
probably good for us as well. Maybe
that's why the think tank boys like to
play the computer games so much .
We do lose a very important factor

when playing with the computer as our
opponent, and that is, of course, a live
opponent. So what does a live oppo-
nent have that the computer doesn't?
Unpredictability! Creativity! In-
telligence! There is a human and
emotional interplay between people
that cannot be present with a com-
puter. Nor can the computer respond
emotionally to game play situations.
This makes game playing with people
much less predictable, and therefore
adds variations not possible with a
computer (and therefore, more in-
teresting). There are also non-
computer games that have an element
that can never exist in a computer
game. This is a kind of psychological
warfare that takes place between two
players. A Football Game that I design-
ed illustrates this concept perfectly. It

WORD PROCESSOR·

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
(203) 775-9659
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is a game of strategy called "Monday
Night Footbatl" in which the offense
plays are compared with the defense
plays selected by the opponent. The
play results depend on the spread
between the offense and defense plays.
Thus, a forward pass play against a
running play defense will usually show
a large gain. Similarly, a running
offense play will show a good gain
against a pass defense. Conversely, a
pass play against a pass defense will be
a disaster for the offense, as will a
running play against a running play
defense. And of course, there are
nuances in between. Played against a
computer, this could wind up being a
rather mechanical kind of game.
Played against another human, it
becomes especially interesting. I
forgot to mention that the players
cannot see the play selected by the
other until the play result is displayed.
Because you cannot see what play
your opponent is calling, you have to
try to assess what is in his mind. And
you have to try to "psych out" your
opponent. Thus you may start out on
offense playing a very conservative
game, until you have the other player
convinced that you are a real cautious
kind of guy. Then suddenly and sur-
prisingly, you call some wide open,
dangerous plays to try to catch him flat
footed. Then you switch back to the

original style, and then alternate un-
predictably. That adds a great deal of
fun to the game, above and beyond the
game itself. It's a real mental struggle. I
guess that's why Aurora Products sold
several million games.

(

" ! "

" ,
Working on zodlak ,a new astro ogy computer"

Computer Non-Games
I hope I won't be stepping on too

many toes in what I am about to say, My
object is not to hurt people's feelings,
but in some small way contribute to the
improvement in the state of the art of
computer games. Road-Racing games,
basketball games, and the like that
pretend to play the game, but are
almost wholly based on pure chance
and use little or no strategy, and little or
no graphics, are not really good games.
It's no fun to watch the screen tell you
to select a basketball shot, and after
you take the shot say, "Oops, sorry, you

TOP QUALITY,
LO-COST SPECIALS

Order by Cat No. and description.
UINo. D~sc,iption

1142
1147
1224
uae
una
10]J
10]J
1007

""110m2
21L02-2
21l02N-2
1291
1289
1020
1156
119'1
1225
1117
1117
1117
1001
1018
1018
1034
111]
1020
1020
1167

'1160
1067
1154
1031

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
O~rip'~" CASSETTES "'•.C••INo.

P,iu:

IIL1FT-IT" PC
DUPLICATING
KIT $25

IC MASTER
ce No. 1292

1979 $45

SEND FOR FREE
SPRING CATALOG
FEATURING:1093

1041
1036
1042
1179
1192
1195
1186
1187
1047
104J
1051
1049",.
Il.il

SARGON CHESS. n. . .. . .•..•.••..••.••.. 19.95
STARTREK.II. 1"-95
Set FI GAME SAMPlER, liP. . . .. . 5.95

~:~8~!~~II>il:: ,..': ;:;~ ~~~g~~:,R~~b~\~:s~C~E~~l
~~~i~b:~~E~~R~~~I~~~ ~I.. '. '. '...........•. '. '. '. ': ': ': '~Hi ~~~~gS~~~T~~CI~~~~T~~~~~~

enotvu '4.951 ••• so.rTW.A.R£Ii'A.NO.MIi~R•••••
OTHEllO VI. .>.95
SMAU 8USINESS 800KKHPING 1/11. . . 14.95
O,All Y BIORHYTHM PROGRAM 1/11.. . .>.9:-
MICRO nXT EDITOR lIb. . . . . 9.q.~
INV(NTORY MODULAR If II. . . . 1').,)5
EDIT-80.le~1 editor Itfl2k) . . . .. 39.95

ORDER BY MAIl.. PHON£.
MASTfRCHARGf., VISA, COD'S
OK I AOOS150 fORrOSTAG[
s HANDLING.
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missed!!" or "Hey, great, you score!"
Who cares? You were not involved in
any decisions, you did not plan any
strategy, you weren't required to exer-
cise any skills, Therefore, you didn't
earn either victory or defeat.

Thisis a personal feeling and I might
as well burden you with a personal
opinion about a category of computer
non-games. The games I am talking
about are the Dice-type games, games
of chance, some card games that
involve very little of anything but pure
luck, I get tired of playing those well
before I start. Real dice games can be
exciting when there is real money at
stake and where there are real people
involved. But mainly when there is real
money involved. Likewise, black jack,
roulette, slot machines a-id others,
These games, when played on a
computer, have few of the elements of
good games we have been talking
about. They do have some redeeming
factors, however, if you are fooling with
them in order to familiarize yourself
with the odds of winning money at
these games in Las Vegas. In that
respect, they can be of limited value.
Just remember that you may be a
world-beater at the game on your home
computer, but still lose your shirt when
real money is at stake. Make no mistake
about that! -

A specially designed SF TACTICAL BATTLE GAME for
your PET or TRS-80 Computer.
The man called Sudden Smith watched the five blips on
his screen spread out to meet the enemy, Two freighters
converted into something like battlewagons, powerful
but slow, and three real cruisers: the most powerful group
of warships ever seen near the Promethean system - except
for the Stellar Union fleet opposing them. Everyone was
calling it Starfleet Orion, though it existed for only this
day. It was life or death, and, after the object lesson on
the planet Spring. everyone knew it.

• rule book
STARFLEET ORION is a complete game system

• cassette• battle manual
• ship control sheets • program listings
Includes 2 programs, 22 space ship types, and 12 play tested
scenarios. Game mechanics are extrernelv simple, but play
is exciting, challenging, and rich in detail. When ordering,
specify Commodore PET (8K) or TRS-80 (level n. 16K)
version.

Send check or money order for $16.95 to:
Automated Simulations
Department R
P.o. Box 4232
Mountain View, CA. 94040

Cal ifornia residents please add 6% sales tax
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COMPUCRUISE
only $165

Navigational computer for mobile
use! Features cruise control, fuel
management, trip computer.
timer/counter. Warns low fuel!

DATA CASSETTES, 10 min. . . . . . . . . .. 2.00 Compensates for tire .size; converts
DISKETU, 5)," solt sector, ras-ec . . . ).25 10 metric. 44 Iunctionsl Mounts
SOUNDACTlvATEDSWrrCH,vo~. . 50 easily on. dash. E.l5y to read bri~hl

~~u[F~~~~~CJ!1. ~~o;~xi:;~I~~. . . . : ~~~ ~~~u~ti~~~' With installation m-
12 uf TANTALUM-lOV .,~I. . 15 Cott No. 1166
l3ufTANTALUM,.3SV •• i.L......... . .30 •••• l1li •••••••
12V TRANSfORMER, lOOm~, PC mounl. . 7S
IN4148 SWITCHING OIOOlS, fun k!~d . . . lS for 1.00
TEXAS IN!iT. TTl DATA800K 4.95
2SOn~ec21l02RAM.. . 1.50
6S0n~ec21t02RAM ,.. . 85
8 POS ROCkER DIP SWITCH. . . . 1.95
4 POS ROCUR DIP SWITCH. . . 1.25
1000uF25Vupritecilp.............. . .20
TRS-50 16k MEMORY ADD-ON KIT. . . 95.110
TRS·132 PRINTER INTERFACE. . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

j3; PI~~g~~~ ~~lNS~~Kt~~ .(~S~:~):: ::::::~; ~~i~rl;Ca~tt:;~r/~: ~drtiZ:~~
j~~\~~gtg~:~1\t~g~~g~· :::::~~ ~ea:d~~~sWi~~r~i2 S~~I ~tf~f~.
lN~OOl, 50V lA RECTIFIER. . . 20 for 1.00 We stock all refills! with step-by-

~~~11~:::i:E~:: .:': .. :: ~g:~:::g3 ti~~~~~~ons

lSAMP.l00PIV"'BLOCK~BRlDGE 1..50 ••••••••••••
SOLDERING IRON, ptncillypt, lOW. . .. . l.5O
47uf6JVupriltlyl;( 10 for 1.00

~~u~~~~VR~~tg~t;~A8i.E ~;j~~t::'" ::::: :sl~
104 KIT,2pilr~l1tt+2seri.lports 140.00
rROM PROGRAMMf,R 2706/16, Irom OAE 275.00
SHUGART MINIFLOPPY DRIVE., SMOO. . • • .....•... "175.00
.S·· R£ADOUT. cc. FND·50) ..
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Aesthetics: Is Your
Computer Missing Out?

Bill and Katha Endress

rtainlyone most impressive-looking home computers on the market, the Noval760 should blend
uite nicely with any decor. The entire system folds down into the desk and then rises up, as shown,
n in use. Priced at approximately $3300, it's available from Noval, Inc., 8401 Aero Dr., San Diego,

Is your computer hidden in the garage or basement?
Is it presentable enough to be brought into the house?
Here are some tips that will help in getting it ready for the living room.
Many personal computer hobbyists

are content to keep their machines in
the garage or basement workshops.
When my wife and I decided to join the
personal computing movement,we put
our system in the house. There are
several good reasons for taking your
system out of the workshop and
putting it in the home. First, it allows all
the membersof the family to join in the
fun of programming. Once your hobby
is appreciated by everyone in the
family, it becomesa lot easier to justify
the expense of a new piece of equip-
ment. As friends and neighbors see
your system in action, some of them
will want to join the movement. Only
with new computer converts creating
additional sales, can prices of equip-
ment come down. Manufacturers can
justify the cost of adding new products
to their lines. The big objection of many
hobbyists and hobbyist wives is that it
is hard to fit a computer into the home

environment. The system should add
to the decor of a room, and not detract
from it.

be considered when setting up your
system. The most ideal rooms are the
living room, the den (or office), and the
family room.

Choosing the setting When deciding which room to set
To successfully bring your system your system up in, you must take into

out of the workshop and into the home, consideration the power requirements
you must choose your setting wisely. 'of the system. A full system, complete
Notice that we said "system" and not with 64K memory, disc drive, line
terminal. Placing the terminal in one printer and terminal will havedifferent
room, and the computer in another, power requirements than a modest
necessitates running a long umbilical system that has only a video terminal
cord between the two units. This and 12K memory. If you have a larger
lengthy interconnection is susceptible system you might want to install a
to noise generated by the house dedicated power line. A dedicated
electrical and telephone wires. In order power line is a line from the electric
to compensate for this you must resort service panel directly to your system.
to running your terminal at a lower This line is used exclusively to service
baud rate. We do not believe that a the components of your system, and
system should be compromised when nothing else. The line is protected by
it is so easy to coordinate all of the its own circuit breaker or fuse. A
system components with the decor of separate line from your fuse or circuit
the room in which they will be placed. breaker box will also help to eliminate
Actually, any room in the house can any gliches caused by turning on lights

Bill and Katha Endress, 1128 Marygon St., Kissimmee, FL 32741.
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TBS DOES IT AGAIN!
"Systems Extensions for TRS-80"

-a book just for you
,~J

.41.ER5, I
.•ltj SYSTEMS, I

.< r~IAR£'. UiECK REG

1. Hints & kinks from TBS!
2. Programming aids!
3. Screen formatting!
4. DOS fixes!
5. Full systems catalog!
6. LPRINT Your Screen!
Only $3.00

•.::tRS, EXTENS ION CORDS..
.•':" TEN PI..I.JG STRIPS .. FANFOLD

.f1~SETTE TAPE, 800KS .. WORI) PRfJ(:E5~
".c.; [!ISKETTES. PE~:50NAt.IZE[) Cl£CKS Ct-I f

.•I£F:5.. TBS CF!5::.£TTES.. FCr,;:TRAN.. DISK DR I YES,
_ j COVERS.. COMPUTER HORKSTATI 0l-iS, CHECKBOC~(BAU;i

_",,5., GAMES.. REAt. ESTATE PROGRAMS.. MAILERS .. RAI)IO 5HAO
-' LIBRP.P'r' 1!?0.. INTERFACES., ACCOIJNTING SYSTEMS, ANDROID NIl

,rlL S'r'STEMS E:<JEN5IOl-15.. BU3INESS SOfHJARE! CHECK REGISTER ACCOI.
. 1NC!£j:INI; 5'T'STENS.. CASSETTE ORGANIZERS., E:<JENSION CORDS, 5'r'STEM PI)

."rICER.· PA'r'ROLL FORf'lSs STATIC GR(~JNI)S, TEN PUB::; STRIP'3 .. FANFCtD FORMS.. TRI
- SHACK PROC'U:: ;5, SOFTHARE.. BLA~II<CASS.£TTE TAPE, BOOtS ~JCF:(l PROCESSo;S, 1flR[.~

,11'(*010 HIM, t1£MO~·i' CHIPS, F!Rf'lI·JARE., DISKETTES s PER5£!f-IAlIZEO CHECKS Ctl FORI'1S, TOTA
.....:.£TTE TAPE· Boors .. ~JOR[) PROCESSORS, HARDl~ARE.. LIE:F.:AP'r' 10l1, INTERfACES, ACWJNTING S'tST"-

dSKETTES, PERSONALIZED CHECKS m'l FORMS.. TOTP.L S'r'STEMS EiJENSIONS., BUSINESS SOFTWARE, '
»;» TBS Cfl5SEtTES. FOHRArL DISK DRIVES.. DISK lNDEi<ING S'T'STE~1S, CASSETTE ORGAl-HZEPS., pr

..JJv'ERS, COi'lPlITH: WOf1:STATIONS.· CHECYE'J)(,;:: MANCER., PA'r'F:OLL FOf.11S.. STATIC GROllH[15, TEN P'

GAMES.. REAL ESTATE PRCU3RAMS, MAILERS .. RADIO SHAC:t-:.PRO[~JCTS,· SOFHftRE., E'.t.ANK CASSETTE T

_le.f.:P.RI;' 100.. INTERFACES s ACCOIJNTING 5';lSTENS .. ANDROW NIM.. MEMCR'r' CHIPS.. FIRMHAli'E.. NSK~"-
.• 5'r'STENS E>':mr;IONS! 8VSUJE5S SOFTWARE; CHECK REGISTER ACCOUNTING S';'5TEM., PRINTERS, TP'-

.rlOEXING S'r'STEMS., CflS~.£TTE ORGANIZERS, E:':TEN5JON WRDS .. S';'STEN ROHER !JHTS, DUST OJ/ElF
-el<, PAYRCtL FORMS, STATIC CiROt~·IDS.. TEN PLUG 5TRIP'=: s FANFOL(i FORMS., TF:ACTOR FEEDS., GA~'-
PRODUCTS, SOfniARE .. EtflNl' .. U15SETTE TAPE.. BOOKS, Io/OR[; PROCESSORS.. HARC.wARE., LIBRf!P'
MEMORYCHIPS, FIRMWARE, DI::.r.ETTES., PEF.50NKIZE[1

ITING SYSTEM, PRINTERS.. TBS CASSETTES., FORTRAN,
:R UNITS, WST CO'.,IERSs COMPUTEP lKIRrSTATJONS,
:TOR FEE(\5. GAMES! ~:EAL ESTATE F'f.,)GRAMS, ~1AILEF.'S..
IRE, LIBRAR'r' 1€t3, HHERffHS., ACCOUNTHb::; 5'T'SmlS,
, S'r'STEMS E;·;rHISIOtIS, E:USHES SOFTWARE.. CHECJ:
:~IGS'y"5TEMS., (:'P.SS.£TTE Of.:GANIZER5, E;-'~TEN5ION CWo
,L FORl'1Ss STATIC GROUN[·5.. !HI PUJJ STRIPS
SOFTWARE.. E'.t.ANK CASSETTE TAPL BOOrc
lIPS .. FIRMWARE, (lISKETTES s PEP~{!'
~M, PRINTERS, TBS CASSETTEc
I\.lST COVERS, COMPUTER ,.
. GAtE, REAL EST'"
:'~' 100.. HITP'~
[Xmr;Tr-'
, ~~,

See: At your local computer store or Radio Shack Associate
Mail: TBS, P.O. Box 49104, Atlanta, Ga. 30359

Phone: 404-939-6031 (COD, MC, VISA)

LIBRARY 100
-still available

at U.S. $49.50
+ $2.00 postage

and handling

The Bottom Shelf, Inc.
P.O. Box 49104
Atlanta, Georgia 30359
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or other electric appliances. If you have
a smaller system, the existing
household wiring should be sufficient
for your needs.

Take care in choosing the actual spot
in the room where your system will be
located. Windows can let in excessive
amounts of light, heat, cold or rain.
These can damage the finish and even
the components of your system.
Radiators and heaters should also be
avoided.

the quickest and easiest things you can
do is to change the color. The cabinet
color can be changed to complement
or contrast the color of your room. This
can produce some very striking effects.
Be sure to remove the equipment from
the cabinets before working on them.

The first step in painting your
cabinets is to prepare the surface for
painting. If the cabinet is already
painted, go over the surface with a fine
sandpaper. This will roughen up the
surface and allow the new paint to
adhere better. Small nicks and
scratches can be removed with a
courser grade of sandpaper. You will
then need to go over these areas a
second time with a fine sandpaper.
After the sanding is complete, wipe the
entire cabinet with a damp rag. This will
produce a clean surface that is ready
for painting.

found in many colors at any toy or
hobby store. Plastic surfaces can be
painted with no other preparation other
than cleaning them with a damp rag. If
your plastic surfaces have minor pits or
scratches, they can be carefully sand-
ed out using the same procedures as
used with metal cabinets.

When painting your cabinets, be sure
not to clog screw holes or ventilation
slits with the paint. Take your time and
do it right. We like to cover all ventila-
tion holes and slits from the inside with
lightweight aluminum window screen.
This keeps out long legged beasties
and other non-essential items. An
epoxy glue is used to hold the screen in
place. Although we have never used
one, we suspect a hot glue gun can also
be used to glue the screen to the
cabinet. Roughen the area where the
glue will be applied with some sand-
paper. This will help the glue to adhere
to the cabinet surface. Be careful not to

. get any glue in your eyes. The agents
used in epoxy glues cannot be remov-
ed from the surface of the eye and will
cause permanent damage. Avoid using
plastic screens. The heat generated by
your equipment will probably not melt
the plastic, but it can cause it to dry out
and become brittle and crack with age.

Paint your cabinets in a well ven-
tilated area. Fumes from the paints can
be hazardous to your health. Many
paints are flammable.

The Importance of Landscaping
your Computer

Landscaping can be an important
factor in helping to bring your system
into the home. It can help to soften
square lines and add color and warmth
to your setting. Plants, for example,
might enjoy the gentle murmurs as
your machine runs through its rou-
tines. If you do decide to place several
houseplants in the vicinity of your
system, there are some practical con-
siderations that you should be aware
of.

First, computers are extremely sen-
sitive to excessive moisture. The inter-
nal warmth generated by your system
will help to keep things dry, but if you
should be watering your plants and
accidently pour some water into your
video terminal, stand back! Another
thing to be cautious of is fertilizer. Most
plant foods can be quite corrosive.
Should you accidently spill some on Aluminum cabinets and panels can
any portion of your system, you must - be painted or finished 'au naturel.' This
remove it immediately, before it gives a chrome-like appearance. For
damages any of your system's com- this natural finish your cabinet must
ponents. This is especially important if have a non-anodized finish. If the
any should get on the circuit boards or cabinet has paint, remove it with a
other conductive surfaces. While on liquid paint remo.ver. Next, inspect the
the subject of corrosives, many plants ~ ._ _c • • " _~ • cabinet for any pitting or scratches.
will excrete a slightly acid substance-An exampleof bUildinga systemIntoa Minor pits and scratches can be

b· Ifurnlture- In this case,a roll-topdesk.Note
where leaves and flowers have een cutimini-floPPy drivein the lowerrighthandcorner. removed with #400 wet-or-dry sand-
from the plant. While this acid is very (photo courtesyCompu/Time,Box 417, Hunt- paper, used wet. After sanding out any
mild and is produced in minute quan- ingtonBeach,CA92648.) nicks or scratches, go over the entire
tities, it can stain and damage the finish cabinet with #600 wet-or-dry sand-
of your system's cabinets. Therearehundredsofdifferenttypes paper, used wet. A high polish can be

Be careful not to let fallen leaves, of paints. In order to have the best obtained by using buffing compounds
flowers, or potting soil get on or inside finished cabinet, you must match the and plenty of elbow grease. As an
your equipment. Screens installed over paint with the surface to be painted. option, Sears sells buffing wheels and
the ventilation holes in your cabinets Suitable paints for metal cabinets can buffinq compounds for use with bench
will help to prevent this problem. Plants be purchased at automotive shops. grinders. We prefer using a buffing

. should be kept off cabinet tops. The You can purchase these paints in a wheel/bench grinder combination
heat generated can dehydrate the wide variety of colors and finishes, because of the ease and speed of
plants and cause wilting. Plants can be including enamel, flats and even getting a good polish. Wash the finish-
placed on shelves built behind or metallic colors. You can also purchase ed cabinet with plenty of hot water and
beside the components. Hanging rubbing compound to give your paint dish soap to remove the residue left
plants can be placed anywhere over or job a high gloss. While at the over from the buffing compound. This
near the system, just don't let the automotive shop, ask to see their compound contains a waxy substance
tendrils touch any of the system. striping tape. This tape comes in that is used to form the compound into

different widths and colors and can be sticks. Use a soft rag as the aluminum
used to give your cabinets a personal, will scratch very easily.
custom touch. There are several interesting effects

If you have a plastic cabinet, do not which can be produced with very little
use paints intended for metal surfaces. trouble on unpainted aluminum. By
Use of these paints can cause the putting a piece of steel wool between
plastic to blister and soften. The paints your thumb and the cabinet and
intended for plastic surfaces can be twisting your thumb in a circular

Don't neglect the cabinet
One of the more important con-

siderations in making your system
more at home in your home is to give
attention to your system's cabinets.
There are many ways to improve the
appearance of your cabinets. One of
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INTRODUCI G
G2 .LEVELIII BASIC.
Now do more than ever before with the most powerful Basicyou can buy for the TRS-80.
Open the manual and load the cassette. Then get ready to work with the most powerful Basic interpreter you've ever had your hands
on...Level III Basic for Radio Shack Computers. It loads right on top of the Level II ROM, and in just 5K of space, opens up
your capability to new dimensions. For starlers, this new cassette-based interpreter gives you the whole catalog of disk programming
power Plus graphics commands. Plus powerful editing commands. Plus long error messages, hex and octal constants and con-
versions, user defined functions and a number of commands never before available on either cassette or disk interpreters!
Easier Loading, Fewer Keyboard Errors. G2 Level III Basic eliminates aggravations you've had, including keyboard "bounce" and
those super-sensitive tape deck settings. Programs will load easier, and you'll have far less trouble with input errors.
Basic Access to RS-232. Until now, if you wanted to access your RS·232 interface, you had to work in assembly language. G2
Level III Basic does the work for you, letting you use your interface with Basic statements.
Have YouWished for More Power? This new interpreter gives you 10 machine language user calls for subroutines, long error
messages, a new TIME$ call for your real time accessory, plus measure or limit input timing that lets you put a time limit on
responses when you're playing games or giving exams. And the list doesn't stop here.
Easier and More Powerful Graphics. This new Basic includes three simple commands that can eliminate dozens of program steps.
PUT transfers information from a designated array to your screen; GET reverses the process. LINE makes your computer do the
work when you input beginning and end points. Give it two diagonally opposite corner locations, and it'll outline the rectangle
you're looking for.
Only Microsoft Could Do It. G2 Level III Basic was created by Microsoft, the same company that wrote Level II Basic for Radio
Shack. And it actually uses Level II as a foundation for this enhanced add-on, By the time you've.mastered all it can do, calling
up the flexibility o( the graphics commands, and even enjoying the convenience of renumbering, you'll wonder how it was all
possi ble. It's like getting a whole new computer for your computer.
Available Now for Only $49.95. You get the power that might otherwise cost you hundreds of dollars in additional equipment for
only $49.95. Price includes the User Manual, a Quick·Reference Card, and a preprogrammed cassette tape. Load the tape,open the
manual, and get ready to work with the most powerful Basic Interpreter you've ever had your hands on. G2 Level III Basic for
the TRS·80. Another member of the growing G2 Personal Computer Program Library.

For the name of the G2 dealer nearest you, call us toll-free at 800/538·8540 or
800/538-8541. In California, please call 800/672·8691.
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THE REASON ••YOU BOUGHT •
YOUR COMPUTER. 8M'" A Product of GRT Corporation

Consumer Computer Group
CC.~.A~N 1286 North Lawrence Station Road, Sunnyvale, California 94086, 408/734-291 0



motion, you can produce swirls. These
resemble aircraft instrument panels. A
block of wood wrapped in fine grit
sandpaper and drawn across the
aluminum in parallel lines will produce
a very professional looking linear
effect. A frosted effect can be produced
by rubbing the aluminum with an ink
eraser. You should test the above
techniques on pieces of scrap
aluminum before attempting the panel
or cabinet. Prepare the surface as if for
painting and practice until you find an
effect you like.

Some of the most attractive cabinets
are custom cabinets made from fine
woods such as mahogany and black
walnut. If you don't want to go to the
time and trouble of building an entire
cabinet, there is a simple and very
effective way of adding the richness of
wood to your cabinets. Take a board of
the desired thickness and trim it to the r"'~~~!c-.'
length and height of the sides of your
computer. If the false side will block
any ventilation holes or slits, these
must be cut into the false side. The
wooden sides are then sanded, stained
and varnished. You can glue or screw
the sides onto the existing sides of the
cabinet.

The front of the computer can also be
customized with wood. We recom-
mend doing this only on computers
which don't have toggle switches and
status lights, unless you have plenty of
patience and spare time. The best way
to make a wood panel is to use wall
paneling. It is sold by your local lumber
store. These panels come in %" and Va"
thicknesses. They are available in
many woods and finishes. Since these

.. . panels are pre-finished all you must doA beautifuldo-it-yourselfcabinetshownhousing·· . . '
a MITS Altair 8800S,ADM-3terminal.Teletype IS t.nm the piece to sl~e and cut out the
and dual disk drives. (Photo courtesy Nels switch holes. Lettenng can be ac-
WinklessIII, Albuquerque,NewMexico.) complished with decals available

through most electronic parts
suppliers.

Another idea to consider is covering
your cabinet with fabric. This can be
done by coating the wrong side of the
material with white glue and spreading
the material overthe cabinet. Be sure to
smooth out any bubbles.

Avoid using vinyl coverings such as
Contac paper. The plastic tends to
shrink with age, leaving a very unsight-
ly appearance. . .

You are limited only by your im-
agination in the designs and effects
which you can create. Try some and let
your computer come out of hiding.

If youhaveaknackforworkingwithplexiglassyou
mighttry duplicatingthishandsomecasefor your
system.It wasbuilt by MikeSherick(of Lompoc.
California) for his dual Phi-deck,Digital Group
system. •

AJA Software
is first ... in price;

in performance;
in reliability!
All AJA "Ready-to-Run" software packages are written in BASIC, are
available on diskette only, and come complete with easy-to-follow
instructions. For complete list of available software, send for FREE
catalog.

WIDE SELECTION OF TR5-aO SOFTWARE
Thefollowingprogramsarewrittenfor theTRS-80andrequire:16K
memory,LevelIIdiscSASIC;16K memoryinterface;1 or2 discdrives;
RadioShackDOS.Printeris optional.
ProgramUtility Package $ ·35
RadioShackDiskBASICTutorial $ 35
LetterWriter $ 35
Payroll · $ 35
GeneralLedger $ 35
Inventory $ 35
Accounts Payable $ 35
AccountsReceivable $ 35
Sales/SalesAnalysis $ 35
TRS-80INTEGRATEDBUSINESSPACKAGE $175

Includesaccountspayable,accountsreceivable,payroll,general
ledger,lettergenerator,businessstatistiCS,inventory,andsales/
salesanalysis.Requirestwodiscdrives.

Californiaresidentsadd6%salestax

NEW! FIRST TIME LISTED
Record/BookLlbrary $ 15
NORTHSTAR
Chessin Basic $ 35

Beatthe computer, if you can. Requires2 disc drives
PropertyManagement $125

Just what you needto keeptrack of investments.
PROVEN WINNERS
Homemaker1 $ 50

Appointmentminder,shoppinglist, menuplanner,diet planner.
Specify:TRS-80;NORTHSTAR;APPLEII.

WordProcessor $ 35
Comescompletewitheasyto followinstructions

(714) 774-1270

1I9~~~}~~g~!!ARE
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Introducing the personal
computer you've waited for.

The EDdy Sorcerer.
I didn't buy my personal computer

until I found the one that had all the
features I was looking for.

The Exidy Sorcerer does everything I
wanted to do and a few things I never
dreamed of.

It isn't magic. Exidy started with the
best features of other computers, add-
ed some tricks of their own, and put it
all together with more flexibility than
ever before available. Presto! My
reasons for waiting just disappeared.
I wanted pre-packaged pro-

grams. Software on inexpensive
cassette tapes for the Sorcerer is
available from Exidy and many other
software makers.
I wanted user programmability.

The Sorcerer's unique plug-in ROM
PACTM Cartridges contain program-
ming languages such as Standard
(Altair 8k') BASIC, Assembler and
Editor (so I can develop system soft-
ware), operating systems such as DOS
(so I can also use FORTRAN and
COBOL) and applications packages
such as Word Processor.

- Altatr is a trademark for Pertee Computer Corp.

I wanted easy to use graphics.
Programming pictures is as easy as
typing messages on the screen, and the
256 character set includes 128 user-
definable graphic or foreign language
symbols.
I wanted the best video. With

122,880 points in a 512 x 240 format,
I get the most detailed illustrations.
I wanted to display more infor-

mation. The Sorcerer displays 1920
characters in 30 lines of 64 characters
- equal to a double-spaced typed
page.
I wanted a full, professional

keyboard. The Sorcerer's 79-key data
processing keyboard provides
desiqnated graphics, the complete
ASCII character set in upper and lower
case, and a 16-key numeric pad for
calculations.
I wanted memory. The 12k of

ROM holds a Power-On Monitor and
Standard BASIC; the user memory is
internally expandable to 32k.
I wanted expandability. Com-

munications, printer and tape storage
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interfaces are built-in, and the optional
6-slot S-l00 Expansion Unit captures
all the hobby computer creativity and
prevents obsolecense.
I wanted a computer that's easy

enough for children to use. I just
connect my Sorcerer to a video display
and a cassette tape recorder, and if I
have any questions the easy-to-
understand Operation and BASIC Pro-
gramming manuals have the answers.
I wanted to buy from an ex-

perienced manufacturer. In five
years Exidy has become the third
largest producer of microprocessor-
based video arcade games.
Iwanted an affordable price. This

is where Exidy does a little magic.
$895 for 8k, $1150 for 16k and
$1395 for 32k!
Now, what are you waiting for?
Call Exidy for the name of your

nearest dealer. (408) 736-2110. Or
write Exidy, 9.69 W. Maude Ave.,

Sunnyvale, II_ II
CA, 94086.· ~~c!J[]

E!2 inc.



For Women Only!

Making friends with that
home computer

Lorraine Mecca

Computers are here to stay so let that one at home
start working for you today. When you get to know it,
it can be a real home-maker instead of a home-
breaker.

Lorraine Mecca, Director of Marketing, SEKTOR,
PO Box 8;37, Hawthorne, CA 90250.

Are you a computer widow? Does
your husband disappear almost every
night into an electronic world of his
own? Have your efforts to become a
part of his computer playground been
greeted with bizarre explanations of
binary numbers and integrated cir-
cuits? When you come right to the
point and ask, "What does it do?" does
he smile at you inscrutably and say,
"Anything you tell it to"? Well, the next
time you are standlnq there looking at
his equipment and wondering just how
many designer dresses you could buy
if you sold all that silly stuff, take a
closer look at what is there. If your
husband has caught the computer bug
then you may be the proud owner of a
very useful tool for organizing your
housework and your social life. There
are no known cures for the "Solid State
Epidemic" and the only recommended
treatment is self-infliction. There is
nothing to be afraid of. It's half yours
anyway, so go ahead and use it!
Identifying the Components
The first thing to realize is that a

computer by itself can't do anything for
anyone, especially the everyday
housewife. In order to use it ef-
fectively, software and a variety of at-
tachments (called peripherals) are
needed. See if you can locate the
following:

Computer Mainframe - This is the
heart of the system. All other devices
connect to this component. If you are
still not certain which unit is the main-
frame, it is the one with the most wires
coming out of the back. This is the first
thing you turn on and the lastthing you
turn off.

Terminal - Sometimes called a The square disks are called five-inch
Monitor, this is the easiest part of the floppies or eight-inch floppies and
system to identify because it looks like extreme care must be taken not to
a TV screen. Just about any informa- touch the actual playing surface of the
tion in the computer and anything that disk. It should be handled only by the
you enter will be displayed on this protective housing. The reading and
screen. writing head of the disk drive must

Keyboard - The Keyboard is used come in contact with the exposed area
for entering commands and data of the floppy disk toread or write infor-
directly into the computer. It may be a mation. You must never turn off the
separate item, part of the terminal, part disk drive while the head is in contact
of the printer, or part of the mainframe with the disk. It could erase some of the
and is usually set up like an electric information on the disk.
typewriter with a few extra keys. Printer - In order to use and enjoy

Cassette Deck - In a beginner's your computer to the fullest it is neces-
computer system this is probably the sary to have a printer. This incredible
only method for reading programs and machine will produce a printed copy of
file? into the computer or writing data the information that you display on the
that you want to save. The cassette screen or have recorded in a file.
recorder provides additional memory Getting a hard copy is perhaps the
for the computer. Information that is most practical aspect of having a
stored on a tape can be read back into computer. If your husband does not
the computer at any time. have a printer, be sure to go with him to

Disk Drive - If you see a metal box pick it out. Look at the quality of the
with one, two, three or four narrow slits print. Some printers even have a variety
that are five or eight inches long, then of type faces. I consider the printer to
you are entitled to as many new outfits be the most important piece of equip-
as there are slits. This piece of equip- ment in the system.
ment is found in the home of a If you have identified the items
computer connoisseur and his wife described above then you have all of
should be dressed accordingly! The the Hardware any housewife could
function of the disk drive is essentially want, and your husband has been
the same as the cassette deck excepl correclly diagnosed as a cronic victim
that a square disk five or eight inches of the epidemic. But hardware is only
on a side is used in place of cassette half (the expensive half) of a func-
tape. The advantage of the disk is that tioning computer. Now comes the
moreinformationcanbestoredandthe equally important other half;
entire process is much faster. It is SOFTWARE.
possible to access more than one disk, . Software Makes It Run
which increases the capability of the The software is the program that is
computer geometrically. read into the computer to make it
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perform a particular task. The most
versatile piece of software that I have
ever encountered is the word
processor. There is a version available
to work with almost every combina-
tion of components manufactured. We
are using Michael Shrayer's Electric
Pencil II on our system. If your husband
has not already purchased a word pro-
cessor program, he has probably been
thinking about it. These programs sell
for about $100 to $200, and are well
worth it. (I used ours for writing this
article.)

A word processor program allows
you to type text directly on the screen,
almost the way you would use an
electric typewriter. The fantastic fea-
ture is a magic wand effect that allows
you to go anywhere on the screen to
make corrections, add words or lines,
or move entire paragraphs from place
to place.

Once you have a word processor
program or any other program, in your
hands, there are two things that you
must do before you can actually use
the computer. First, you must get your
husband to show you how to turn on
the mainframe and the peripherals, and
how to load the program. Be sure to
make notes on how to initialize the
system and read and write programs.
You will only need your notes for a day
or two because turning the machines
on and off or loading and saving data
will become routine after just a few
runs through the procedure.
Second, and most important, you

should read the manual that comes
with your word processor program.
You may have to read a section or two
more than once, but it is absolutely
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DEALERS
AMPTEC, Inc.
Denver, CO

Computerland
Lawndale, CA

Computer Components
Westminster, CA

Computer Craft
Houston, TX

Computer Shop
San Antonio; TX

Grice Electronics
Pensacola, FL

Newman Computers
Ann Arbor, MI

Computerland
Niles,IL

Computer Factory
New York City

Computer Mart
New York City

Computer Corner
White Plains, NY

Computer Nook
Pine BrOOk, NJ

Computer Encounter
Princeton, NJ

Computer Mart
Iselin, NJ

Kobetek Systems
Wolfville, Nova Scotia
AND OTHER COMPUTER STORES

HAVING TROUBLE LEARNING BASIC?

STEP BY STEP is an interactive computer course in BASIC
that's easy even for beginners. Program Design has de-
veloped a logical, structured approach that really works. At the
end of STEP BY STEP, you'll be writing programs using all

. important BASIC commands.

AVAILABLE FOR TRS-80 LEVELS I & II, PET, AND APPLE II

STEP BY STEP:
• presents material in small steps
• provides guided programming practice in each lesson
• tests your progress after each lesson
• teaches actual program Writing. not just terms
• is suitable for anyone from junior high up, regardless of

math background

10 lessons with quizzes, plus final test 3 cassettes
64 page Workbook $39.95 plus $2.00 shipping

p.o.1. has many other educational programs too. Available at
your computer store. Or order directly from us.

VISA & Master Charge accepted (include number, expo date,
MCinclude digits above name)

Department 401
Program Design, Inc., 11 Idar Court, Greenwich, Conn. 06830

THE LEADER IN QUALITY HOME SOFTWARE

announces new APPLE-II software
DR. MEMORY (32k) Disk Word Processor $49.95 Includes UPPER
and lower case plus complete printer controls. Variable page size, left
and right margins, automatic paragraphing and more. On diskette
with documentation.
APPILOT EDU-DISK (32k) $49.95 A complete multi-program C.A.I.
system for the APPLE II. Includes program editor and APPILOT
interpretor on diskette with extensive on-line HELP lessons plus
documental manual.

MICRO INFORMATION SYSTEM (32k) $99.95 is a breakthrough in
effective information systems of any size. This one system handles
accounts payable/receivable, inventories, appointment calenders,
cost estimating, real estate listings, sales solicitations, manpower
accounting, selective mailings and label printing, dietary information,
phone directories and more! On diskette.

SUPER-LOAD Cassettes
U-DKAW (16k) $17.99 -Hi resolution graphics editor.
ELECTRIC CRAYON (8k) $17.95 - Full color graphics editor.
MUSIC BOX (8k) $12.95 - three octave sound includes sharps, fiats,
note time, rests and tempo.
TANK WAR (16k) $12.95 - hi-res 2 player action.
MAZE GAME (16k) $12.95 - best 3-D color maze game.
SIDE SHOWS (8k) $12.95 - six colorful games in BASIC.
ESCAPE! (16k) $12.95 - a challenging 3-D adventure.1.- Available from dealers or write today to the ~

~ i MUSE CO., 7112 Darlington Drive, Baltimore, MD 21234 ~
Order by phone (301) 661-8531 MASTERCHARGE and VISAwelcome
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necessary if you are to discover what
the word processor can do. You'll be
amazed. You will start to get ideas for
using the program before you finish
reading the introduction.

Things To Do Today
This is a most useful file to establish.

If you are using cassette tape for
storage, be sure to put this file at the
beginning of the tape. (You must keep
a written record of the numeric loca-
tion of files that you have stored on
cassette tape. There is usually room on
the box to do this.) If you have a disk
drive you can simply name the file and
let the computer keep track of its
location.

Now ... to organize your day. Start
listing the things you want to ac-
complish.
Paint doorway (1 hr)
Pay bills (30 min)

Go to bank (15 min)
Go to Post Office (15 min)
Go to bakery (15 min)
Clean garage (6 hrs)
Make dentist appointment (5 min)
Write to mother-in-law (30 min)
Wash breakfast dishes (15 min)
Do laundry (2 hrs)
Dust living room (15 min)
Vacuum living room (15 min)
Water plants (5 min)
Go grocery shopping (1 hr)
Cook spaghetti sauce (3 hrs)

The list goes on and on, as every
housewife knows. Once you have listed
everything you can recall you should
examine the list and decide on your
priorities. Some things must be done
today but others can wait. Now, put
your list in order. Begin with a task that
can be done concurrently. For exam-
ple, start your first load of laundry

o Payment enclosed DVisa/BankAmericard

U.P.S. charges will be added to all orders. California residents add 6%sales tax.

DMasterCharge

Card No. Interbank No. _

Expiration date ~ _

Name _

f
I
I
I

City _~ State Zip :
I
I
I
I.~.~_. .__. , . .__. ,__. ----------------------1

Address _

Signature _

Send to P.P.S.
P 0 Br». 2DSl "(',dlk.I( h Cali to rnr.r 90740

For Iavt service or Il1le H mat Ion ( .r! I
1714) B94 ~7 ~6 h('IIo\('('n12 ,Inti S 1'1 (,1111orl1l.J trtnr-
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before you begin the breakfast dishes.
Save time by scheduling all outdoor
errands in one trip whenever possible.
By approximating the amount of time it
will take to complete a task you can
realistically plan your day. You may be
surprised to find that you're seldom
late for appointments once you let your
computer help with your daily
schedule.

Items can be added to the list at any
time, or the order can be changed.
You'll feel a sense of accomplishment
so often rnlssinq from housework as
you delete items from your list. Those
things that you just don't get to today
will be filed away until you compile
your next list. A nice thing about
keeping your records on the computer
is that you don't have scraps of paper
laying all over the house or at the
bottom of every purse you own. If you

CEes TRS-80 USERS
Centronics 779 printer with tractor feed $1179 ••
Includes cable for connection to Radio Shack
expansion Interface.
Mlni-lloppy disk drive $399. - includes cable for
connection to Radio Shack expansion inter-
face.
Centronics P-1 mlcroprlnter - same as Radio
Shack's "quick-printer". With cable $450.
Expanded mall list on diskette $59.95 - multiple
file and full update capabilities. Alpha and zip
code rapid sorting into labels and lists. Full
select and suppression capabilities on up to a
10 digit key $. Redundancy check and much
more!

Send for a free catalog of
TRS-80 software and hardware.

Cost Effective Computer Services
P.O. Box 3543 .

Grand Junction CO 81501
orcall (303)245-0980 between 5-11 p.m. MST
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vtace»:
How did you ever
do without it? © 1979PS Inc.
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RENUMBERING PROGRAM
(TRS·aO LEVEL II BASIC DISK)

IT ALWAYS HAPPENS; YOU NEED ADD-
ITIONAL SPACE IN AN ALREADY CROWD-
DED PROGRAM, OR PERHAPS YOU JUST
WANT TO CLEAN UP A FINISHED PRO-
GRAM. THIS RENUMBERING PROGRAM,
WHICH CAN BE RUN IN ALL MEMORY
SIZES, WILL RESEQUENCE YOUR BASIC
PROGRAM; STARTING AND INCREMENT-
ING WITH ANY NUMBER YOU CHOOSE,
WHICH WILL ALLOW YOU TO MERGE
PROGRAMS. SEQUENCE AND DESE-
QUENCE PROGRAMS ARE INCLUDED TO
COMPLETE THIS PACKAGE FORSEQUEN-
TIAL DISK DATA FILE HANDLING.

RESEQUENCE, SEQUENCE,
DESEQUENCE PROGRAMS WITH DISK

$20.00
AUTOMATED BUSINESS PROGRAMMING
88 WASHINGTON STREET
FLORISSANT MISSOURI ZIP 63031
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misplace a list you can check the items
on your terminal or print another list.
One day my husband came home

from work, looked around the house
and asked me what I did all day. I
walked over to the computer, punched
a few buttons, and handed him a hard
copy of the thirty item list I had
completed that day. Touche!
Letters
Corresponding via computer is quick

and efficient. Your typing speed will
increase because there is no need to hit
the carriage return after each line. The
line feed function is automatically
controlled by the program. Editing
your letter for spelling or clarification is
so easy, it's fun.

Electric Pencil is perfect for writing
such repetitive letters as invitations. A
basic letter is composed and saved into
a temporary file of the word processor
and can be personally tailored to each
intended guest. Once a letter is written
on the screen it can be printed, and the
temporary file cleared, or it can be
saved forever on a disk or cassette
tape. In this way your computer will
serve as a correspondence file and a
·copying machine, should you find that
you need a copy of anything that you
have written.
The word processor gives you exact

control over your printed material, line
length, page length and line spacing
are just a few of the variables that can
be controlled. You can also specify
right hand margin justification, so that
each printed page has a professional
look that is impossible to duplicate with
a typesetting machine.

II PET II
only $795 ~5~~D
• 14K ROM Operatong system
• 8K RAM Memory
• 9-'V,deo Monitor
• Built In Keyboard
• Digitally controlled tape

.,_::'_._,_::, ••.••1,. ,n perS?nal computers, along with the latest
I , are always In stock /ltlhe COMPUTER FACTORY

ideal cost efficient business
system for most professional and
specialized fields: medicine,

~~:'c:~~~~r;I~'.engineering, ./

PET 2001 - a=_mEiiiI
16K$995 I
32K$1195

16 or 32K By1esOyn""",; RAM
14K ROM OperaMg System
9"CRT

IMSAI
The lowcos\ solution
10' all small business
problems A wldev8roely
01 souware ,s
avarrab!e lor all yOI,Jr needs
pes series Include (luailloppies. 32K RAM
1,'0. DOS BASIC
• PCS~42 (400K81 $2995
• PCS·44 (7801<B) 53695
VOP·42 senes ados VIdeo termInal. key-
!)(lafd and VIOto above
o VOP.42 $4795 0 YOP·44 S4495

oYDP/BO S5.:.;:995~ --1........•••~~

DUAL DRIVE FLOPPY
DISK 2040 $1095
o 36QKByl\l'$Sloraga
o High Speed Data Transfer
o Plug9 into IEEE Port
o~Mic'oproc~Of
o 8K ROMOperatrngSystenl
o 8K ROM EnCOdrngand

o~:=~~9

o US8S Single or Ousl sided
Diskettes

SINGLE DRIVE
FLOPPY UNIT
2041 $595

TRS-80TII

APPLE IITM
16K RAM

Upgrade for your
Keyboard. Interface

~ $65 ;:::;
Installation instructions
& Ju.pers includedl

M/C • VISA. Phone orders
100% guaranteedl- If a part
ever fails, we'll replace itl

Mich. res. add 4% S.t.

WANT MORE CUSTOMERS?
We can give you an additional 50,000 potential buyers for
your Software, Hardware, Publication or Peripheral TRS-
80™ related product, and the cost is less than 20C a day I

EDITORIAL ARTICLES covering use or understand-
ing of TRS-80™ (any level) are now being accepted.
Submitted articles should cover software or hardware
applications and should be educational and informative.
Accepted compositions will be paid 5C per word. Interested
parties, send stamp for brochure (available in April).

flBS SOFTWARE/HARDWARE SUPPLIERS
FOR TRS-SO" MICROCOMPUTER
P.O. BOX 8297 • ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107

(313) 971-1308
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Write and run programs-the
very first night -even if yqu've
never used a computer before!

ELF 1/with video graphics system gets
Featuring you Up and running for just $99.95
ReA ~'m. cemauter system, start Ms~~:',,~:~~,~J~:~~8~~p~~,,!:ip~~,~~~,~!.PROM

1802 COSMAC ~:~~o; ~~~tr;;;i'~:~~e p:~~; f1~:ttn~:~~ Master ELF,11'5$9995 capabilities, then expand With GIANT Programmer ADO A Converter Controller Board and
. . . with your TV set for video display. BOARD to record and play back programs, edit and debug more!

$99.95 ELF II includes ReA 1802 B-bit microprocessor address- programs, communicate with remote. devices and make things So don', be trapped into buying a dinosaur that's already
able to 64K bytes with DMA. interrupt, 16 registers, ALU, 256 happen in the outside world ... KLUGE BOARD to use ELF II as obsolete. An ongoing commitment to develop the ReA 1802 for
byte RAM, full hex keyboard, two digit hex output display, a controller ... 4K RAM BOARDS... TINY BASIC ... ASCII KEY· home computer use by Netronics keeps you right on the outer
stable crystal clock for timing purposes, RCA 1861 video IC to BOARD ... LIGHT PEN ... ELF-BUG MONITOR .. _COLOR fringe of tedav's home computer technology.
disiliay your programs on any video monitor or TV screen and GRAPHICS & MUSIC SVSTEM... TEXT EDITOR.. _ASSEM Order your ELF 11,direct from the factory, with the coupon
5·slot plug-in expansion bus (less connectors) to expand ElF II BLER... DISASSEMBLER... VIlJEO DISPLAY BOARD... and- below! Netronics guarantees your success!

-NetrOnicsR&D Ltd., Dept CC-4- - PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTE~
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 Call (203) 354-9375 . I
Yes! I want my own computer! Please rush me-

kit at $99~5 R~es C$03S~!~agEeL~n~ ~~rk~u~ip~~~p:iciearning breakthrough for engineers and laymen Total Enclosed s I
handling {requires 6.3 to B voft AC power 0 Deluxe" Metal Cabinet with plexiglas dusl cover for ELF II. (Conn. res. add lax)

$29.95 plus $2.50 p&h
o Power Supply (required). $4.95 postpaid. 0 I am also enclosing payment (including postage & handlmg) for ~H~~aGE g!M~~fe·r.~~~~ge--1
ORCA 1802 User's Manual. $5 postpaid the items checked below!
o Tom Pittman's Short Course On Microprocessor & Computer 0 I want my ELF II wired and tested with power supply, RCA (Bank # - - - -)
Programming teaches you just about everything there is to know 1802 Users Manual and Short Course-all for just $149.95 plus~~~~E~~~'~Aa;~=c;~!O~LC;~t,:u':er_.W:::':itt::en:,:'::.n:::no:n'.::,e:Ch:ni::ca::.'.,:S:::.3:P&:::h::.' ~AC:::co:u:n':.======-

o GIANT BOAROTM kit wnh cassette 110. RS 232· 26 variables A·Z. LET. IFITHEN. INPUT. PRINT. GO TO.
C/TlY I/O. 8·bit P I/O. decoders lor 14 separate 110 GO SUB. RETURN. END. REM. CLEAR. LIST. RUN.
mstructons and a system monitor /eono $39_95 plus PLOT. PEEK. POKE. Comes fully documented and in-

$2 p&h ;:~~~~u~'~r~~~~~~~feri~~r~~t\~r o;~~~;~ s~~ee~I~:~~o Kluge (Prototype) Board accepts up to 36 IC·s. out additionat hardware. Also plays tick-tack' toe plus a
$17.00 plus $t p&h drawing game that uses ELF us hex keyboard as a JOY
o 4k Static RAM kit. Addressable 10 any 4k page to stick. 4k memory required. 514.95 postpaid
64k $89.95 plus $3 p&h 0 Tom Pittman's Short Course on Tiny Basic tor ELF II.o Gold plated 86~pinconnectors (one required lor each $5 postpaid.
plug-in bOard) $5.70 ea .. postpaid 0 ELF_BUGTM Oeluxe System Monitor on cassette
o Expansion Power Supply {recurred when adding 4k tape. Allows displaying the contents 01 all registers on
RAM) S34.95 plus $2 p&h your tv at any point in your program Also displays 24
o Professional ASCII Keyboard kit with 128 ASCII bytes 01 memory wilh lull addresses. blinkmg cursor
upper/tower case set. 96 pmtatne charecters. onboard and autoscrolling. A must tor the serious programmer'
regulator. parity. roqlc selecuon ano cnorce ot a hand- 514.95 postpaid
shaking signals to mate with almost any computer 0 Text Editor on cassette tape gives you the ability to
564_95 plus$2 p&h inserl.deleteoredithnesandwordsfromyourprograms
o Deluxe metal cabinet tor ASCII Keyboard, $19,95 while lhey are displayed on your video monitor. (Add Print
plus$250p&h printer and you can use ELF II to type error-tree letters Name _
o Video Display Board kit lets you generate a sharp. plus insert names and addresses from your mailing hst.I
protessronat 32 or 64 character by 16 line upper and $19.95 postpaid Address
lower case display on your tv screen or video rnonltor-> 0 Assembler on cassette tape translates assembly
oramaticanv improving your unexpanoec $99.95 ELF II language programs into hexidecimal machine code for

(FilS msroe ASCII Keyboard cabinet) $89_95 ELF II use. Mnemonic abbreviations lor Instructions City ------------ I
us $2 p&h (rather than numerics) make programs easier to read
o ELF II Tiny BASIC on cassette tape. Com- and help prevent errors. $19.95 postpaid State Zip :J
n~mclud~. LOA=. x . -= 0 Disassembler on cassette tape takes machine corte _ DEALER INQU"I;;;RI;'EEeS"IN'"V"IT"E"'D;--
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programs and produces assembly language source list-
mqsto help you understand and Improve your programs
$19,95 on cassette tape
SAVE 59.90-Text Editor. Assembler & Disassembler
purchased together. only $49.95! (Require Video Dis
play Board plus ek memorv.j
o ELF II light Pen, assembled & tested. S7.95 p!us $1
p&h
o ELF II Color Graphics & Music System Board kit.
$49.95 plus$2p&h
o ELF II connects directly to the video mput 01 your tv
set without additionat hardware. To connect ELF II to
your antenna terminals mstcao. order RF Modulator,
$8.95 postpaid
Coming Soon: A-D. O-A Converter. Controller Board
and more!

Build The Worlds Most
Powerful 8-Bit Computer
Featuring The Famous /nte/BOBS!

Explorer/85™
Starting for just $129.95 you can now build
yourself a sophisticated, state-of-the-art
computer that can be expanded to a level
suitable for industrial, business and
commercial use. You learn as you go, . .In
small, easy-to-understand, inexpensive levels!

As featured in
POPULARELECTRONICS
EXPLORER/85 shown with Video Monitor and Keyboard/Video Terminal

CHOICE OF HEX KEYPAD OR TERMINAL INPUT
II you plan to customize EXPLORER for dedicated use, we recommend that you order
hex keypad input. But, if you are planning to go whole hog and blow EXPLORER up
into a !~II size, state-of-the-art system with 8K or extended basic (coming soon), up
to 64K of memory, floppy disks, telephone interface, printers, and an sorts ot S-100
plug-ins-you'll be tetter off with the Keyboard/Video Terminal input. The $149.95
EXPLORER Keyboard/Video Terminal includes lull ASCII decoding with 128 ASCII
upper/lower case set, 96 printable characters, onboard regulators and selectable
display formats-32xl6 for tv set or 64x16 for video monitor (not included)

EXPAND EXPLORER. LEVEL,BY·LEVEL
Level "B", at $49.95, adds S-100 signals plus onboard RAM/ROM decoding
Includes all parts necessary to generate the stqnars. tor S-100 bus accessories. Just
add two 5-100 bus connectors and you have a complete S-100 compatible computer
with a world of add-ens at your fingertips. Choose from hundreds of products to

EXPLORER/85 gives you "big computer" features immediately. without turning you satisfy your individual needs. Level "B" kit also includes the address decoders for
into an appliance operator, doomed 10 run pre-developed software lor life. Simply on board RAM and ROM expansion, which are addressable anywhere in the 65K field
connect EXPLORER to a terminal. video monitor or tv set and 8 volt power supply and Level "C" expansion. at $39.95, expands the S-100 bus to allow a total 01 six
start running programs, the very first night! Level "A" teaches you machine 5-100 cards to be plugged into EXPLORER's motherboard and contained in
language and computer fundamentals. It lets you run exercise programs including EXPLORER's steel cabinet. Includes all hardware. mounting brackets, board guides,
programs to examine the cpu registers, examine memory, fill memory, move memory etc. Just add the number of S-100 bus connectors you need
and make up games. You can load and play back these programs on an ordinary tape Level "0" expansion, at $69.95, gives you 4K of onbcard static RAM utilizing
cassette-and display your ettcrts on any tv screen, video. monitor or printer. ($8.95 2114 IC·s. Your board will also accept lour 2716 EPROM's, which can be purchased
RF modulator required to~ tv use.) The SImplified architecture of the Intel 8085 separately. You now have an advanced mainframe that can be customized with the
makes EXPLORER far easier to understand than computers usmq the older, more peripherals of your choice to fit any (or all) specific requirements. Each level of

~~~~~~~d~tb~e~~u~7;rr'i~~I~I~~0~W~~e~t' a~~e;_~f~;~~~~e~YonE::r\~.R6~ y~~n c~~ .i:~I~~~eEf~o~ ~~r~~it~~~ ~~9~;~~~r ~o~pt~~R~W~~t:y!n stability, Factory service is

customizelttoperformadedlcated.task,tha~~~toonboard r - - - - - ORDERFROMTHISCOUPONTODAY!- - - - -"Ir~~~r'.~~..R~~:~:;,~~~~6~s;n capaourtes Netronics R&OLId., Oept CC-4, 333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT06676 I
EXPLORER's level "A" system features an advanced Intel 0 Level "A" EXPLORER/8S kit (specify 0 ter- 0 Deluxe Steel Cabinet for EXPLORER/8S.
80B5 cpu. which is 50% faster than its 8080A orede- minal or 0 hex keypad input), $129.95 plus $39,95 plus $3 p&h.
cesser. yet 100% compatible with a080A software $3 p&h. 0 Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Keyboard/video Ter-
which. you'!! discover, exists by the ton. "Big computer" 0 Power Supply kit. 5 amp, .± 8 volt, $34.95 mtnal. $19.95 plus $2.50 p&h.
features include an 8355 ROM with 2K deluxe monitor/ plus$2 p&h. 0 RF Modulator kit, $8.95 ppd. I
~r_~;~~t~on~rs~;~II;~~c~ p~~t~, 1~~II_~~0~;~:~:~~te~~~~ ~ ~~~,~OK8e5y~~::~~~~~~ai~~~i~~1 P~i~: $149.95 0 Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add tax) $--- I
:~~h ~g~~~~~~1~~~~~rYi~gl~~I~~ ~~~fi~~~y ca;;~:~~t~le~i plus $3 p&h ~c:~~~ # 0 Master Charge Exp. Date -- I
memory." "run at user location (go to)," "insert data." 0 Hex Keypad kit for hex version, $69.95 plus
"move contents of memory," "examine registers individ- $2 P&h. PHONE ORDERS CALL (203) 354~9375 I
uaJly or all," fill command (to fill the contents of memory 0 Level "8" S··100/0nboard RAM/ROM Decoder Print

~~~I:nZh~;~~~~~~\}:~~f~aJ\;gl~~do~~~eu~~~~~~ra~~o~~~! ~~h(.less S-100 connectors), $49.95 ptus $2 Name I
An 8155 RAM-I/O chip contains 256 bytes of RAM, two 0 Level "C" S-100 e-caro Expander kit (less Address
programmable.8-bit bi-directional apd one programmable connectors), $39.95 plus $2 p&h.
6-bil oi-directtcnat I/O ports plus programmable 14-M 0 S-100 Bus Connectors (gold),$4.85each. City _

~i~~~r~o~~~~~iii~erpr~;i;~O~~e~~~~tt f~~du.~e;;t ~:i~-h1e~ci 0 ~~ve~~'D" 4K Onboard RAM kit, $69.95 plus State Zip I
boards, 4K of RAM and 8K of ROM. PROM or EPROM. L ~ ..:-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED _ --1

• Features Intel 8085 cpul100% compatible with
8080A software!

• Onboard 5-100 bus (up to 6 slots)!
• Onboard RAM and ROM expansion!
• Built-in deluxe 2K Monitor/Operating ROM!
• CassettelR5 232 or 20 maJ4-1/2 8-bit parallel

110 and timer all on beginner's Level "A" system!
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Grocery List
The grocery list file is one that can be

used by the entire family above school
age. Adding items to a list is so simple
that there is no reason not to do it.
Everyone in the family knows where
the list is kept and can add items as
they are depleted. You can enter a list
of staples into the permanent file and
add new items between shopping days .
Purchased items can be deleted before
beginning each new list. Shopping with
a list is essential for any wife who is
trying to be faithful to a budget.

After a few weeks of computerized
grocery lists you may find that you are
buying the same foods almost every
week. If you want to spice up the
weekly menu, encourage your family to
make suggestions on the list. You, of
course, retain veto power, but your
computer could be a real crowd pleaser
at the dinner table,
Address and Phone Directory

The search function of your word
processor makes it a natural for a
directory, Names, addresses and
phone numbers can be entered in
alphabetical order and new entries
inserted anywhere (so your
alphabetical order can be preserved). If
you are looking for a name or number
just enter the known information and
use the search function. The computer
will sift through all the information in
the file and list the data that was
requested, This is great if you only
remember a first name or a partial
address, Tha.computer will narrow it
down to everyone with that name, or
everyone living in a certain town, You
can also use this file to note informa-
tion you may need to remember about
your friends, for example: drinks
scotch or hates spinach. It's surprising
how often this will come in handy when
planning social gatherings.
Wishes

This is by far my favorite file. It has
taught me a lot about myself. I know
now just how fickle I am about
materialistic goals. It is good that I
don't get everything that I want right
away, because I change the items and
priorities on this list more often than I
change my nail polish. I also date these
items for my own reference. When
Christmas, my birthday or any other
potential gift occasion is pending, I
make copies of this list for anyone with
even the slightest interest. It has been
quite some time since I received a gift
that I didn't really want, and now I have
my own private place to dream out
loud,
So, if there is a personal computer in

your house, don't hate it or make secret
plans to sell it. Let it be a new area you
share with your husband. Computers
are here to stay, so let your computer
work for you. It's a home-maker not a
home-breaker. _

CREATIVE COMPUTING



LD~PLEflT
LD~PlJTERLflTflLDGUE
We welcome entries from readers for the

"Compleat Computer Catalogue" on any
item related, even distantly, to computers.
Please include the name of the item, a brief
evaluative description, price, and complete
source data. If it isan item you obtained
over one year ago, please check with the
source to make sure it is still available at the
quoted price.

Send contributions to "The Compleat
Computer Catalogue," Creative Com-
puting, P.O. Box 789-M, Mornstown, NJ
07960.

SOFTWARE

'TINY-C' INTERPRETER
RUNS ON 8080 AND PDP-11

An interpreter for a subset of the C
structured programming language which
runs on both DEC POP-II and Intel 8080
processors is available from Tiny-c
Associates. The tiny-c Owner's Manual
sets a new standard for comprehensive
documentation of hobbyist software. It
includes a complete reference description
of the language, a tutorial walkthrough of a
training program, lots of sample programs
including comments on their programming
style, and a description of the Program
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Preparation System. It also includes
commented source code listings of both the
8080 and PO P-II interpreters, and a
chapter on how the interpreter works.

Tiny-c is intended primarily for the
education and hobbyist markets. The
tiny-c language handles integer and
character data, and arrays of either type.
Other features include compound
statements, if-else and while statements,
global and local variables, pointer
variables, and functions. Functions may
have arguments and may return results.
Recursion is allowed. The interpreter also
recognizes calls to functions written in
machine language. These, too, may have
arguments and return results. A minimum
of 16K bytes of memory is recommended to
run tiny-c.

The package includes a Program
Preparation System with which the user
can write, edit, run, debug, store, recall,
and link tiny-c programs. The PPS
includes a standard library of tiny-c
software tools. The PPS is written in
tiny-c! Thus it serves as an example of a
significant use of tiny-c, and IS also easll~
adapted to a user's or operating system s
requirements.

The Owner's Manual is available for $40
{rom Tiny-c Associates, P.O. Box 269,
Holmdel NJ 07733. Machine readable
copies of the interpreter are available
s.eparately on several formats of tape and
disk.
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PET BASIC COMPLEAT
ARESCO announces "off the shelf"

delivery of PET BASIC COMPLEAT, the
ideal PET accessory for beginners. Twenty

~ lessons of PET BASIC, including all the
major BASIC keywords, cursor control,
screen editing, and use of the graphic
characters. Over 400 screens of informa-
tion are contained in this 2-cassette tutorial
especially designed for beginning PET
users. The 170+ page manual which
accompanies the cassettes is indexed for
quick reference, three-hole punched for
easy review, and reproduces all 400
screensful of data (except PET's graphics).
Quizzes and exercises add to the fun of
learning how to use and program the
Commodore PET. $39.95.

ARESCO, P.O. 43, Audubon PA 19407.
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NEW SOFTWARE FROM
GRT

Recent G / 2 Program Library packages
include Beat the House, Clinic, Outwit and
Confrontation.

Beat the House contains the four Las
Vegas games of Blackjack, Craps, Roulette
and Slot Machine which simulate odds and
payoff "chances" to those on The Strip.

Clinic is a personal development
package including Biorhythm to chart
emotional, physical and mental patterns,
Diet to provide an eating plan to maintain
or change weight, and Longevity to analyze
heredity and lifestyle and project personal
profiles. .

Confrontation is a package of three
action games to sharpen eye-hand coor-
dination and reaction: Gunslinger,
Ballistics and Space Laser.

Outwit includes three logic games that
challenge the mind and memory: Nines,
Towers of Tibet and Line-of-Five.

The first G/2 System Software available
includes two BASIC programming
language packages by Microsoft, producer
of the industry's defacto Standard BASIC
used by Radio Shack, Apple, Commodore,
Exidy and many other manufacturers.

The G/2 Standard BASIC for the
Southwest Tech 6800 computer IS 8 to 10



times faster than Southwest Tech's BASIC
and offers 6800 owners a significantly
broader selection of application programs
now available.

The G/2 Extended BASIC for the
Processor Technology SOL is totally
compatible with SOL's operating system
and provides many features not available
in Processor Technology BASICs, enabling
better utilization of the computing power
of the SOL.

Suggested retail price for the G /2
personal computer program packages is
$14.95, $34.95 for the Southwest Technical
Products Standard BASIC, and $49.95 for
the SOL Extended BASIC.

GRT Corporation, 1286 Lawrence
Station Rd., Sunnyvale CA 94086.
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FUN SOFTWARE FOR THE
APPLE

Softape has a line of some of the most
exciting games available for the Apple II
computer system. Appletalker and Apple-
lis'ner team up for fascinating speech
synthesis & recognition system ($15.95 and
$19.95, respectively). Bomber! is a high-
resolution graphics game the whole family
will enjoy ($9.95). The Electronic Index-
Card File is a general-purpose home data
base system, using the Apple Disk System,
for saving and retrieving names, addresses,
recipes and hundreds of other things
($19.95). Or, how about turning your
Apple into a talking calculator with The
Talking Calculator ($12.95)? You can
create a fascinating color light/ music
demonstration with Music Kaleidoscope
($9.95). Softape, 10756 Vanowen, No.
Hollywood CA 91605.
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THE REALTY EXPENSE
ANALYSIS PROGRAM

REAP is designed for the property
owner or manager, providing complete
expense information for each building in
payment-by-payment and summary for-
mat including tax-ready totals for IRS
filing.

The Building-Payee report displays
expenses for any building, for all or
selected payees. A year's payment record
including total yearly expense, average
monthly expense and total number of
payments can all be displayed on-screen at
once for any regular paid account.
Duplicate or missed payments are easily
checked.

The Utility-Summary report displays
yearly, year-to-date, or monthly average

utility expenses for each building under the
categories-electric, gas, water, trash. This
enables the user to make quick building-to-
building comparisons.

The Tax-Totals report displays totals for
each building under the categories-
utilities, insurance, repairs and property
tax. This' certainly makes it a lot easier to
cope with April 15.

Special accounts may easily be set up to
track auto, general office management,
advertizing, telephone or any other ex-
pense type.

REAP is available on cassette with
complete documentation for the TRS-80
level I and 2, Apple, and PET computers.
Each 16K of user memory will handle 500
yearly expense payments. Larger data files
are possible by using Diskette data storage.

Realty Software Co., 2045 Manhattan
Ave., Hermosa Beach CA 90254.
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ASI BUSINESS SOFTWARE
IS NOW ALSO AVAILABLE
ON IMSAI

Arkansas Systems, Inc. has announced
that its business software for microcom-
puters is now also available on IMSAI
systems with the IMDOS operating
system.

Dr. James Hendren, director of micro
software development stressed that, "The
software will be available through dealers
on most microprocessors with CP/M*-Like
operating systems. Two disk drives, 32K
bytes of memory, and a printer are also
necessary. If your dealer doesn't have our
software, have him contact me."

Dr. Hendren indicated that the software
is "much faster than any BASIC software
that he has seen." ASI has used an indexed
sequential access method to speed disk
accesses. By using packed numeric data
storage, they have reduced the amount of
disk space necessary to store data; not only
increasing the effective data storage capaci-
ty but also reducing the number of disk
accesses necessary in processing-again
adding speed. The software can post 100
General Ledger transactions in 30 seconds.
"Some BASIC software packages take 40
times that long," Dr. Hendren added.

Payroll and General Ledger sell for $775
each, Accounts Receivable and Accounts
Payable for $495 each or all four for $2250.
Descriptive literature is available from
AS!.

Arkansas Systems, Inc. at 890 I Kanis
Road, Suite 206, Little Rock AR 72205.
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FORTRAN FOR TRS-80
A FORTRAN and assembly language

software package for Radio Shack's
popular TRS··80 microcomputer is now
available from Microsoft, the people that
wrote TRS-80 Level II BASIC. The
extensive package, which includes
Microsoft's FORTRAN-gO, compiler,
macro assembler, text editor and linking
loader, represents the first alternative to
BASIC programming for TRS-80 disk
users.

50

In addition to FORTRAN capability,
the TRS-80 FORTRAN package provides
the first assembly. language development
tools for TRS-80 disk systems. Because the
editor allows the creation of assembler
source files, data files, and FORTRAN
files, the utilization of the TRS-80 disk
hardware is greatly expanded.

The Z-80 macro assembler has a com-
plete macro facility, full set of conditionals
relocation pseudo operations, plus many
other features not found on other
microcomputer assemblers. The text editor
provides fast. random access editing
capabilities, usmg straightforward, easy-
to-understand commands. FORTRAN-80
includes all of ANSI 1966 FORTRAN
(except the COMPLEX data type) plus
enhancements such as mixed mode
arithmetic, logical operations on integer
data, ENCODE/ DECODE for format
operations to memory, and end-of-file and
error-condition trapping for read and write
operations. $350.

Microsoft, 10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819,
Bellevue WA 98004.
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CHALLENGER III
COMPATIBLE WITH
MICROSOFT EXTENDED-
DISK BASIC, FORTRAN,
AND COBOL LANGUAGES

Ohio Scientific, a major manufacturer of
low-priced full-capability microcomputer
systems, has just introduced a new software
package. This package makes their
Challenger III Series computers compati-
ble with all three of the common computer
languages, namely Microsoft Extended-
Disk BASIC, 1968 ANSI-standard FOR-
TRAN, and 1974 ANSI-standard COBOL.
The ne~ software, designated by Ohio
Scientific as OS-CP/ M, is a complete 48K
RAM Implementation of Digital
Research's popular CP/ M operating
system. Ohio Scientific's CP / M utilizes the
Z-80 microprocessor, one of the three
featured in every Challenger III Series
computer system. The other two
microprocessors are the 6502A and 6800.

OS-CP / M consists of a CP/M Text
Editor, 8080 Assembler, and Dynamic
Debugger, as well as a Microsoft 8080
Macro assembler, Extended-Disk BASIC
FORTRAN, and COBOL. Documenta~
tion includes reprinted, and annotated,
C~ / M. ~~d Microsoft manuals plus Ohio
Scientific s mtroduction and overview.
The software package also includes three
8-inch floppy diskettes. One diskette is for
FORTRAN and BASIC, one for COBOL,
and one duplicator. The new OS-CP/M
software makes it relatively inexpensive
and easy to upgrade an existing Model
C3-SI, C3-A, C3-B, or C3-0EM Ohio
Scientific computer system. $600.

Ohio Scientific, Inc., 1333 S. Chillicothe
Road, Aurora OH 44202.
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•••an(l it's COLOR
"The Compucolor II"
'... a personal colorgraphics system for the modern computer man.

* Color Graphics 13" Color CRT* Proven 8080ACPU System* 16K Extended Disk Basic* Up to 117* Key Keyboard* Up to 32K* RAM* Minidisk Drive 51.2K Bytes/Side *option .

Model 3 w/8K, 72 Key Keyboard, RS232 .. $1495.00
Model 4 w/16K, 72 Key Keyboard, RS232 . . . $1695.00
Model 5 w/32K, 72 Key Keyboard, RS232 . . . . . . . . $1995.00
Options: 101 Key Keyboard... . .. Add $135.00

117 Key Keyboard. . . . Add $200.00
Formatted Diskettes. . . . . . . . . . . 2/$1 9.95
Programmed Diskettes $19.95
Diskette Library Inc. Hangman, Othelio, Math, Chess, Startrek,
Blackjack, Cubic TicTacToe, FinanceVol. I,Finance Vol. II,Bonds and
Securities, Assembler, Text Editor, Personal Data Base.
Send for Complete Software Listing

COMPUTER
SPECIALS

EXIDY SORCERER™

w/8K

$1150 w/16K

$1395 w/32K
User programmable or use
cartridges. Combines the
desirable features of the PET,
APPLE and TRS-80 into a
complete expandable computer
system. If you are a comparison
shopper send for comparison
chart.

SPECIAL OFFER!
FREE SANYO 9" Monitor or
equlv, with purchase of 32K.

*Keyboard & enclosure totally
assembled
90 day Warranty
MICROSOFT BASIC
Video & Cassette Cable
Complete Documentation** S100 Expansion

Module ..... Add $299.00* * Cassette recorder
..... Add $44.95** Sanyo 9" Monitor

.. Add $169.95

KIM-1
Now only
$179.00
**Power Supply.. .. Add $59.95
* *Casselte Recorder. Add $44.95
**Sanyo 9" Monitor .. Add $169.95

. I

* KIM-1 Compatible
* 4K ROM Monitor
* 1K Bytes 2114 RAM* 65K Memory Expansion
* User EPROM 2716
* * Power Supply. Add $59.95
** Cassette Recorder. Add $44.95
** Sanyo 9" Monitor .... Add $169.95
School & group discounts available.
Buy now and receive $100.00 worth
of discount coupons: i.e.,
* SRM-1 1K Static RAM expo
reg. 42.00. . ..... disc. $32.00

* PEX-1 I/O Port, reg. $60.00. disc. $50.00
* SYM BAS-1 Basic ROM (Microsoft)
reg. $159.00 disc. $109.00

* KTM-2 CRT (TV Keyboard,
reg. $349.00 disc. $319.00

SYM Enclosure. .. $39.95

ANADEX PRiNTER
BREAKTHRU!
* 80 Columns, 112 cps* 84 lpm Bi-directional* Sprocket Feed* 9 x 7 Dot Matrix, Impact

~ paralielorS,erial ~" .:.
List $995.00 . ,
ACP $895.00 -~- _
Introductory Price ._

FLOPPY DISK
DRIVE SPECIAL
Siemens/GSI FDD 100-8
Single Sided 8" Floppy ~ ..
IBM 3740 Compatible '.
IBM System 32 .
Shugart (Elect.) ..
Compatible -

reg. $495.00 .'
NOWONLY $375.00
Manual Add $29·00

PRINTERS
OKIDATA Model 110 w/tractor w/RS232

$1675.00
OKIDATA Model.22 w/tractor w!RS232

$2705.00
DECWRITER II w/RS232 t 0-30 cps

$167500
DIABLO 1620-3 w/tractor feed.
w/Keyboard. $3255.00

DIABLO 1610-3 w/lractor teed $2995.00
IPSI 1622-3 w/tractor fee-d
(diablo compatible).. . $2995.00

IPSI 1612-3 w/tractor feed
(diablo compatible). . $2820.00

Centronics 761 (KSR) $1595.00
CentroniCS Micro S-' > $525_00

Centronics Micro P-1 .SALE $395.00
Centronics 761 RO $1495.00
Centronics 779 w/tractor feed .. , $1195.00
Teletype Model 43w/RS232 $1199.00
T! Model 745w/upper& lowercs. S1975.00
TI Model 810 S1895.00
Trencom 40 cot. Thermal Printer
w/APPLE I/O SALE $405.00

FLOPPY DISK'S
Shugart SA400 Minifloppy Disk .. $295.00
Shugart SA450 Dual Density .. $375.00
MPI B51 Double Density $279.00
MPI B52 Dual Head, .. $395.00
Shugart SA800/801 Disk Drive $495.00
Shugart SA850/851 Dbl.-Sided $625.00
Persci Model 277 Dual... SALE$1195.00

ADVANCED INTERACTIVE
MICROCOMPUTER* On Board 20 column alphanumeric

printer* Alphanumeric 20 character display* Terminal style Keyboard 54 Keys
* 6502 based CPU

w/1 K RAM $375.00*
w/4K RAM $450.00*
Assembler ROM .. Add $85.00
BASIC IN ROM Add $100.00
Power Supply Add$99.95
Enclosure. . .. Add $59_95

RCA
COSMAC VIP

Assembled. Regular price $299.95
w/Sanyo s" Monitor. Add $169.95

VP-590 Color Board
VP-595 Sound Board.
VP·570 4K Expansion Board.
VP-S80 Expansion Keyboard
VP-700 Tiny Basic ROM.
VP-710 VI P Game Manual.

NORTH STAR HORIZON *DOUBLE DENSITH
Now in stock North Star Z-80 based high-performance computer.
* 180KBytesperDisk 0* Z-80 Processor* Motherboard . __ -- ~. - _. -;.~'
* 2 Serial +1 ParaJlel Port Avail. .:
* 16K RAM
Horizon I Kit. $1349.00 (reg. $1599) Assem. $1649.00 ~
Horizon II Kit. $1799.00 (reg. $t999) Assem. $2199.00
Additional Disk Drive Kit.. .. $349.00 Additional 16K Memory. . .. $379.00
North Star Double Density Disk Subsystem Kit $599.00

Calcomp Model 143M Dual Density
Drive. . $625.00

Vista V-200 Minifloppy System w/S-l 00
w/CPM Double Density Controller
Assembled $699.00

Vista V-80 MinidiskforTRS 80 $395.00
Vista V-250 Dual Shugart Floppy System
w/S-100 Controller w/CPM
Assembled. . $2199.00

TERMINALS

ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 17329 • Irvine, California 9271 3
1310 B E_Edinger • Santa Ana, California 92705
TWX/TELEX 910 595 1565 • TEL (714) 558-8813

SOROC 10140 $1395.00
Sanyo 9" Monitor. $169.95
Sanyo 15" Monitor. $209.95
Motorola 12' Monitor w/o chassts .$219.95
Hazeltine 1400 $750.00
Hazeltine 1500 S1095.00
Hazeltine 1510 S1295.00

KEYBOARDS
GEO Risk Model 756 ASCII 56 Key
Assembled. $69.95

Metal case for Model 756. .. $27.00
Clare Pender 62 Key ASCII w/26 Pin
and 34 Pin Connector (new
surplussupply limited).. SALE $54.95

63 Key Unencoded Keyboard $32.95
10 Key Hexpad Unencoded $11.95

All prices FOB Santa Ana Please add shipping/handling_
For credit card purchase contact for quotation. Complete
FREE 1978 Catalogue - send 2S¢ for postage. Pricing
subject to change without notice.
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BASI
FOR BUSINESS
APPLICATIONS

Binary Systems Corporation is now
offering BASIC language source listings,
along with programming language and
users manuals, for business applications.
Immediately available are source listings
and manuals for CPA (Computer Prepared
Accounting)", a general ledger system, and
Write-On"; an automatic letter-writing
system. ° •

The CPA source listing consists of 2000
lines of code. Among routines included are
ISAM (Indexed Sequential Access
Method), a sort segment, and routines for
chaining ° trailers, both forward and
backward. The trailers are used to mark an
audit trail.

In addition to a language manual for the
BASIC interpreter, Disk BASIC Etc, the
CPA package also includes a 72-page
publication-quality users manual.

The system issues comments and
prompts to guide the user at crucial entry
steps. .

CPA is structured for conventional
double-entry, debit/ credit-accounting. The
system accommodates up to 200.accounts,
and there is no practical limit on the
number of account transactions.

The Write-On source listing consists of
700 lines of code. In addition to useful
utilities, the listing includes many segmen.ts
of string manipulation coding that Il-
lustrate the use of string operators and
functions.

Unlike most letter-writing systems,
which require that an operator type in
variable information at preselected stop-
ping points, Write-On?' automatically
types in disk stored variables. This feature
and the fact that the number of function
commands have been kept to a minimum,
make Write-On'" efficient and easy to use.

As written, both CPA and Write-On"
work with an iCOM company model
FD3712 dual-drive floppy disk storage
device, and a Diablo or dot-matrix printer.
The user must adapt the software to
systems with other components. The
programs and work space of each system
require at least 32K bytes of RAM. $75
each.

Micro Store, 634 S. Central Expressway,
Richardson TX 75080.
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CCA DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

The CCA Data Management System
will maintain, sort, and print reports or
mailing labels for any type file the user
needs. The system can be used for such
applications as name and address lists,
payroll, A/ R, A/ P, inventory control,
customer lists, and many more. The DMS
consists of 15 programs, runs under
Micropolis BASIC, and requires a
minimum of 32K. A printer is optional.

Records for any file can be added,
updated, deleted, scanned for, or inspected.
The system allows the user to define the file
and field names for each file. The files can
also be easily accessed by user written
programs for specialized applications.

The report writer allows the user to select
such report options as fields, titles, total-
ing, editing and record selection. $150.

Creative Computer Applications, 2218
Glen Canyon Road, Altadena CA 9100I.
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OASIS OS
Phase One Systems, Inc. of Oakland,

California is now marketing distributor
and single CPU licenses for the OASIS
high performance operating system. Users
and manufacturers of Z80 and 8080 based
microcomputers can' realize significant
dividends in performance and throughput
with OASIS by optimized disk I/O and
many other high performance
enhancements. Outstanding features are:
keyed index files (ISAM), Com-
munications package, Hard Disk dn~ers,
multi-user option, versatile text Editor,
FORTRAN, COBOL, and BASIC
languages, Print Spooler, Job Control
language, Macro re-locating Assembler,
dynamic Debugger, and many ot~er
utilities and features. An extensive
Business System package and other
software is also available. For brochure or
other information contact: Phase One
Systems, Inc., 7700 Edgewater Drive #710,
Oakland CA 94621.
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ASI SOFTWARE NOW CP/M
COMPATIBLE

Administrative Systems, Inc., is pleased
to announce the immediate availability of
its single-user system software,
OPUS/ONE, OPUS/TWO, S.O.S, and
FORTE, on CP/M-compatible diskettes.
This new format will allow users with a 32K
(minimum) CP/M-based system to load
and execute immediately A.S.I.'s powerful
system software packages.

Each package is structured as a CP/ r-.:t-
compatible file, which, when loaded, Will
execute, using the device drivers already
existing under CP/ M. Other files include a
System Generation Routine, which Will
allow the user to create an A.S.I. standard
system diskette with customized device
drivers, and a FORMAT routine, used to
set up data diskettes.

Administrative Systems, Inc., 1642
South Parker Road, Suite 300, Denver CO
80231.
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6K ASSEMBLER/TEXT
EDITOR FOR THE APPLE II
COMPUTER

ARESCO announces their 6K machine
language program for the APPLE II
personal computer, an assembler/editor
with full capabilities for source file editing
and a comprehensive set of assembler
directives.

The Assembler/Text Editor for APPLE
II lets you enter and edit assembly language
programs using standard 6502 mnemonics.
Source text, object code, and symbol table
may be located anywhere in your APPLE
II memory space.

The Assembler/Text Editor for APPLE
II is an adaptation of ARESCO's KIM-I
ASM/TED, which as been in international
use for over two years. The program is
provided on cassette tape, with full user
documentation. $29.95.

ARESCO, P.O. Box 43, Audubon PA
19407.
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MAIL LIST -MICROPOLIS
A general purpose mailing list program

has been developed for the M icropolis disk
system (Mod II). This package is menu
driven and contains seven modules for
maximum space savings. Search time per
name is greatly reduced due to key word
storage files. There are three (3~ user
defined variables and the program Will sort
by any of three (3) different parameters.
Two types of listings and a label generator
are the output options.

This system requires a minimum of 32K
bytes of memory and a single disk drive.
For the maximum record size (1000 names
and addresses) a 48K system will be
required. We offer an option of two sorts
with the program package. In the standard
version we use a fast Basic Language sort
routine (125 items =·120 seconds). In the
Machine Language Version we use an
extremely fast machine language sort
routine (125 items = 3 seconds and 1000
items = 20 seconds). Included in both
packages are a complete user's manual and
the program disk. When ordering please
specify your memory size and/or the upper
limit of your memory that is available for
program use; such as a Com pal System.
Standard Sort Mailing List Package,
$39.50; Machine Language Sort Mailing
List Package, $79.50.

Rodger Pogue, Computer Services, P.O.
Box 15643, San Diego CA 92115.
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STATISTICAL PROGRAMS
Research Resources Ltd. are pleased to

announce a statistical package for SWTP
compatible microsystems. The package-
named SA M (Statistical Analysis for
Micro-computers)-requires a minimum
configuration of 32K and a dual floppy
disk (mini or standard).

The entire package is conversational and
can be used with little or no tuition and
hence is very suitable for teaching statistics.

Research Resources Ltd., P.O. Box 160,
Potters Bar, Herts .. England.
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DISK FILE CHECK
MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

The Disk File Check Maintenance
System is now available for use on either
the BFD-68 or M F-68 6800 disk systems.
The system consists of ten (10) programs
that will perform complete maintenance of
a checking account and provide all the
necessary reports to assist the user both
when balancing the account and at tax
time. The complete system is tied together
by a menu program that automatically
Chains in the correct program to perform
the requested task. The system also
maintains its own master file directory.

_""__ ,_~,,-"' -'~ Computerware Software Services, 830
NEW SOFTWARE FOR First St., Encinitas CA 92024.
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The exciting challenge of playing chess
against the computer can now be brought
into the home with the new Interact
Microchess'" program cassette tape.
M icrochess-created by well-known chess
program designer Peter Jennings-
includes full color display and tournament-
style features like castling, pawn promo-
tion and en passant. Suggested retail price
for Interact Microchess is $29.95.

Other new Interact program releases
include Music Maestro, Star Track, Video
Chess, Message Center, and Level II
Microsoft BASIC (for $49.95). Interact
computers and a growing library of
exciting program tapes are available
nationally at selected computer, electronics
specialty and leading department stores.
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"DEMI-TEXT" FOR THE
TRS-80

"DEMI-TEXT" was designed to allow
the use of a Radio Shack TRS-80 as a text
editor. It was written specifically for the
cassette-based TRS-80 and utilizes many
of the advanced functions of Level II
BASIC.
• Designed for 16K Level II tape systems
or 32K TRSDOS disk systems that have
a line printer.

• Uses split screen video display format for
easy operation.

• Incorporates 12 functions:
ADD-to add a new page of informa-
tion.
INSERT-to insert a line in an existing
page.
DELETE-to delete a line from an
existing page.
MOVE-to move one or more lines from
one part of a page to another.
REPLACE-to replace text in a line.
LIST-to display lines of a page.
PRINT-to print a page on the line
printer.
GET-reads a page of text on tape or
disk into the computer for processing.
WRITE-saves a page of text on tape or
disk.
SEARCH-to find a character string in a
page and replace it with another string.
QUIT-to cancel processing of the
current page.
END-to terminate processing.

$34.95. Demi-Software, P.O. Box 570,
Lynbrook, NY 11563.
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TRS-80 DISK PAYROLL
Hebbler Software Services, 7142 Elliott

Drive, Dallas, Texas 75227 announces a
line of business related packaged programs
on disk for the Radio Shack TRS-80
microcomputer. The first release, Disk
Payroll, is an interactive payroll system
which handles any number of employees.
The package features completely
automated file handling, output options
for the TRS-80 line printer, and a com-
prehensive manual containing step-by-step
instructions. $59.95.
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Computer Mart of New York Delivers

The Unbeatable
Combination

ForAccountants
And Their Clients
• ALPHA MICRO - The Mainframe Micro 16-bit, Time Sharing,

Multi Tasking Computer System. Supports Multi-Terminals,
Printers, Hard Disks from 10 to 1,200 Megabytes.

• COMPLETE ACCOUNTING PACKAGE - Proven Software,
Accounts Receivable/Payable, Inventory, Order Entry,
General Ledger, Mailing Lists.

• WORD PROCESSING with Interr1al Virtual Memory. (You
only need 1'12Kto edit up to 64K file!)

• FAST DELIVERY of Integrated System

• SERVICE CONTRACTS with one day response

• 10 MEGABYTE SYSTEM from $18,000

COMPUTER MART OF NEW YORK, INC.

118 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016
(212) 686-7923
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TEACH YOURSELF
SOFTWARE

A breakthrough in educational software
for home computers, the TYCM Series,
(Teach Yourself by Computer) has been
announced by T Y C Software", Camp
Hill, Pennsylvania. The first of these
quality, self-taught courses, MIND-
MEMORY IMPROVEMENT is now
available.

MIND-MEMORY IMPROVEMENT
(Course Steps I and 2) has been designed
for the TRS-80 Level I and Level II
computers, and combines the advantages
of the home computer with a teaching
manual and audio cassettes. Each course
contains a number of programs on com-
puter cassettes.

The MIND courses teach a system for
memorizing lists of items easily. In addi-
tion, the MIND courses develop memoriz-
ing skills for more difficult material as well
as teaching a system for listening and
remembering. Emphasis is placed on
remembering people's names and faces.

Other soon to be released courses in the
TYCM Series are German Step by Step and
courses in history called, STEP BACK
INTO TIME.

T Y C Software's designers are ex-
perienced in both computer science and
education. The TYCM Series (Teach
Yourself by Computer) is a serious effort to
teach adults without gimmicks or games,
but in a challenging' and interesting
manner. $24.95, Mind Step I; $29.95, Mind
Step 2; $49.95 for both.

T Y C Software", 25 Cedar Cliff Drive,
Camp Hill PA 17011.
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ALPHA MICRO RELEASES
NEW ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE PACKAGE

Alpha Micro has announced the release
of Version 1.0 of its ALPHA ACCOUN-
TING software package.

Alpha Accounting is a comprehensive
accounting system designed for use with
computer systems based upon the Alpha
AM-lOOTM CPU board. The software
package consists of five (5) integrated
modules and a collection of business
subroutines: Alpha General Ledger; Alpha
Accounts Receivable; Alpha Acounts
Payable; Alpha Order Entry /Inventory
Control; Alpha Payroll.

Version 1.0 contains complete programs
of accounts receivable, accounts payable,
general ledger, and payroll, including the
interface between the packages. The order
entry / inventory control program has most
maintenance and print programs running,
with the balance of the program to be
released soon. Each of the modules contain
full documentation and test data.

Because of the number of programs and
the data file requirements, Alpha Accoun-
ting requires a substantial amount of disk
storage (several million bytes). For this
reason, Alpha Micro recommends using
Alpha Accounting with the AM-500™ 10
megabyte hard disk subsystem or one of
the larger AM-400TMhard disk subsystems.

Alpha Accounting is designed for

customizing by experienced
programmer / analysts. In its current form,
it is not intended to be a turn-key package
for the unsophisticated end-user. Alpha
Accounting is only available through
authorized Alpha Micro Dealers and
Systems Houses. .

Alpha Micro, 17881 Sky Park North,
Irvine CA 92714 (714) 957-1404.
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SDOS-A 6800 DISK
OPERATING SYSTEM

SDOS is a Disk Operating System for
6800 microprocessors with at least 32K of
RAM and floppy (or other) disk drive.

. SDOS can support 64K RAM and any
number or mixture of disk drives on-line.

SDOS provides a friendly environment
for application software or development
tasks. It supports both random (accessible
to the byte) and sequential disk files, device
independent I/O, a user customizable
command interpreter, and easy tailoring of
the disk drivers so that SDOS can be
adapted to virtually any disk hardware.
SDOS can handle disk devices/files with
storage capacities of up to 2.14 billion
bytes. New device drivers can be added,
operating with or without interrupts.

New disk files are created automatically
as needed. Furthermore, SDOS does all
space management on a dynamic basis, so
files can grow or shrink as desired.

Versions of SDOS are now available for
Midwest Scientific Instruments (MSI),
Cincinnati Milacron Model 20, Electronic
Product Associates Micro-68, Conrac, and
Wave mate 6800 systems. Several other
6800 computer systems should have ver-
sions of SDOS available soon.

Software Dynamics, 2111 W. Crescent,
Suite G, Anaheim CA 92801.
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CHANNEL DATA SYSTEMS
PERSONAL LEDGER FOR
TRS-80

After a very positive response to .the
Personal Ledger from users of Com-
modore's PET and many inquiries from
users of Radio Shack's TRS-80, Channel
Data Systems has adapted the Personal
Ledger to the TRS-80 Level II personal
computer.

Channel Data Systems' Personal Ledger
is a complete double entry bookkeeping
system with provisions for budgeting and
keeping records of income, deductible and
non-deductible expenses, assets and
liabilities. Its simple interactive features
enable entering transactions, adding or
editing accounts, and printing of a detailed
Income Statement and Balance Sheet.
Users completely unfamiliar with com-
puterized accounting and with little or no
knowledge of bookkeeping can use the
system.

Up to 150 accounts are allowed with
names and budgets specified by the user.
An audit trail of all entered transactions is
printed on the screen where it can be copied
with the screen printer or copied to cassette
if you do not have a printer. All account
data is stored on cassette, loaded prior to
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entering transactions and stored after
entering transactions. There is no waiting
for printing to the tape during operation of
the system. Extensive error recovery
features are included to allow reentry of an
erroneous instruction or value. Requires
16K bytes.

Personal Ledger is supplied on cassette
in TRS-80 Level II or Commodore PET
format (Please specify) and includes a
complete manual with a program listing,
flow charts, sample data, and complete
operating instructions. $20.00 (Calif. resi-
dent please add 6% sales tax). Channel
Data Systems, 5960 Mandarin Avenue,
Goleta CA 93017.
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8080 CHECKERS
TCD Incorporated is presently shipping

a checkers program that is capable of
playing a very challenging game of
checkers. The program can be set to play at
two different levels of difficulty (four and
six move look ahead) for both the beginner
and the advanced player. At level four the
program will respond in less than four
seconds and at level six the program will
typically respond in less than 60 seconds
and rarely more than 120 seconds. An
interesting feature is that it randomly
selects between equal moves-some that
have beaten it once, cannot duplicate their
feat. The checker board is imaged on the'
video display using the full height of the
screen and 3/ 4ths the width thus allowing
play without a separate checker board.

Hardware required is an 8080/Z80
computer with 12K RAM and a memory
mapping display such as the SOL, VDM-l
or TRS-80. The software is distributed on
CUTS cassette tape (orged at 0) and on
North Star diskette (orged at 2AOOH).
Prices are $19.50 and $24.50 respectively.
Documentation includes all the necessary
patches to allow 8080 Checkers to run on
any system meeting the above hardware
requirements and will run on a SOL as
shipped. A TRS-80 version is scheduled to
be released soon. TCD Incorporated, P.O.
Box 58742, Houston TX 77058.
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MICROPOLIS MOD II
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM

Structured Systems Group is now
distributing their line of microcomputer
business applications software on the
Micropolis Mod II format 5W' diskette.

SSG's software line will continue to be
available on 8" disks. The line includes:
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POWERFUL -PRS-
SOFTWARE WITH
EXTENDED
DOCUMENTATION

PRS The Program Of The Month
Corporation unveils comprehensive con-
cept in software presentation-I) Unique
documentation which gives clear, complete
and instructive text in a graphically
appealing manual. This documentation
doesn't only provide step by step "how to"
but also is geared to helping the end-user to
understand hardware-software interac-
tions, and to promote further applications.
2) Whether it be for games, applications
(horne and business), or sophisticated
programming tools and monitors, -
PRS- incorporates "human engineering"
designing in their powerful code. 3) All this
is assembled into an elegant and durable
gold-stamped cassette-folder.

-PRS- presently offers
"MICROFILE" a DATA FILE
MANAGEMENT program, "DDS II" the
famous DYNAMIC DEBUGGING

SYSTEM, A2FP, the APPLE II function
Plotter and CORE, the TRS-80 Co-
Resident System Monitor.

New programs will be released at regular
intervals.

Major brands are supported: SOL,
APPLE, TRS-80, SORCERER, and other
systems with Z-80, 8080 and. 6502
processors.

For more information, visit your nearest
dealer or write to: PRS THE PROGRAM
OF THE MONTH CORPORATION, 257
iCentral Park West, New York NY 10024.
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6502 VIDEO DRIVER
ROUTINE

A quality software package for use of
random access video display boards in
6502 systems.

The 6502 Video Driver Routine (VDR)
provides the necessary software support
for random access video display boards in
systems using the 6502 CPU chip. It allows
the video board to' be interfaced with
almost any software package (assemblers,
applications programs, BASIC inter-
preters, etc.) where output is expected to be
to a teletype or character oriented type
device.

The VDR software manages current
display position, cursor movement, line
and page overflow, scrolling, and control
functions (backspace, cursor left/ right,
screen clear, etc.). Programmable mode
control is maintained over the system's
video board so that graphics, Greek, and
reverse characters can be displayed on

NOW! SAVE UP TO 25DID
ON 3M FLOPPY CISKETTES

For Professional Data Processing
Results Specify -

"SCOTCH" 3M Floppy Diskettes

• SPECIAL • SPECIAL
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE PRICE EACH BOX OF 10
3M-740-0 8" Soft-sectored IBM format $6.50 $5.50 $49.00

for IBM, IMSAI, Cromemco

3M·740·32 8" 32-sectors, hard sectored $6.80 $5.80 $51.00
for Shugart, Tektronics,
Processor Tech

3M·744-Q 5" Soft-sectored IBM format $6.50 $5.50 $49.00
for Apple, TRS·aO, IMSAI,
Cromemco, SWTPe, Compu-
color, Intelligent Systems

3M·744·10 5" to-sectors, hard sectored $6.50 $5.50 $49.00
for NorthStar, Wang

3M·744·16 5" ts-sectors, hard sectored $6.50 $5.50 $49.00
for Micropolla, Altair, pee

"To qualify for these SPECIAL prices, payment must accompany order, or call with credit card.

e-feee ore F.O.B. our weretiouae. Add $1.50 shipping & handling per each 10 (or less) otskettes.

:~;~;:~:Sr:~lild::t:::: f::::~::~ sales tax. ~

Order today from your authorized dealer for 3M
Company "SCOTCH" brand 740 diskettes.

Call (315) 637·6208 or Send order to: P.O. Box 71 • Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066
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boards so equipped.
The 6502 VDR is specifically designed

for S-l 00 video boards which are organized
as 16 lines by 64 characters (such as Solid
State Music VBI-B, Polymorphic Systems
VTI, Kern-Moore Alpha-Video II, etc.)
and can be modified for other types of
boards as well.

The 6502 VDR is provided on KIM
compatible cassette tape (super-tape for-
mat) and includes object code that may
reside at either 0200 or 0000. Both
versions are ROMabie (may be used from
PRO M) and occupy less than Y2 K of
memory. $9.50 + $1.00 shipping.

Forethought Products, 87070 Dukhobar
Road, Eugene OR 97402.
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SPEECH SOFTWARE
Heuristics, Inc., announces the

availability of an application note for its
Model 20 series speech (word) recognition
subsystems used with Apple II computers
and S-IOO type computers.

The application note describes how to
swap, save, and restore vocabularies so
that the units can be used to recognize
multiples of 32 words providing virtually
unlimited vocabulary size. Another reason
to save data is to eliminate the need to
"train" the unit with the proper vocabulary
each time the Speech Lab is used.

Heuristics, Inc., 900 N. San Antonio
Road, Los Altos CA 94022.
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Send us $2.
We'll send you the
latest microcomputer
catalogue from
Computer Enterprises:

Computerlogue '78

Special!With your new
Computerlogue '78
we'll also send you a
credit coupon worth $3
on your first order of
$20 or more.

TM

P.O. Box 71
Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066

(315) 637·6208
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GENERAL LEDGER: A comprehen-
sive applications package suitable for
multi-client public accounting, or for
multi-corporate or multi-profit-center
accounting for corporations, partnerships,
or proprietorships.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: A com-
plete system that produces customer
statements and aged schedules of account.
The A/ R package will operate alone, or
interface with the G / L. Other features
include reminder notices, sales reports,
balance forward or open item accounting,
and a 25,000 customer capacity.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE: Designed to
produce aged statements of account
quickly and easily, and to write checks in
payment of desired invoices. The package
will interact with the G/ L, or stand alone.
An invaluable tool for cash management.

NAD: A name and address file that
allows the user to produce mailing lists
according to user-defined parameters.

QSORT: A full-disk sort/merge
program for the organization of com-
puterized files.

CBASIC-2: The latest version of
CBASIC; an advanced, business-oriented
BASIC language specifically designed for
the CP/ M operating system.

'The software runs on any 8080 based or
Z-80 based microcomputer with a
minimum 48K RAM and dual disks
operating under CP/ M. Structured
Systems Software is available nationally
through computer retailers, or directly
from Structured Systems, 5208 Claremont
Ave., Oakland CA 94618.
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BLACKJACK FOR CP/M
A Blackjack program instructs the

player on the "Basic Strategy" originated
by Professor Edward Thorp against a
single deck using Las Vegas rules. This
strategy gives you practically an even
game. The program runs under CBASIC or
Microsoft BASIC. $25.00.

Database, P.O. Box 22212, San Fran-
cisco, CA 94122.
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NEW SOFTWARE FOR
RADIO SHACK TRS-SO

AJ A Software, developers of "Ready- to-
Run" software programs for personal and
small business applications, announces the
immediate availability of a library of
applica-tions programs specifically written
for the Radio Shack TRS-80 microcom-
puter.

Minimum system configuration requires
TRS-80 BASIC; one or more floppy disk
drives; and 8K offree memory. A printer is
optional.

Included in the new offering are: Letter
Writer; Accounts Payable; Accounts
Receivable; Payroll; General Ledger;
Inventory; Sales/ Sales Analysis; and a
Medical/ Professional Billing package,
Also available are TRS-80 BASIC and
Disk BASIC Tutorial programs. $35 each.

AJA Software, P.O. Box 2528, Orange
CA 92669. ,
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NEW SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE FOR
COMPUTALKER SPEECH
SYNTHESIZER

Computalker Consultants, designers
and developers of the Computalker CT-I
Speech Synthesizer, announced the im-
mediate availability of the new Software
Package II.

Designed to expand the range of
applications of the Computalker CT-I
Speech Synthesizer board, Software
Package I! contains: CTEDIT, a new
parameter editor; CSEDIT, an editor for
the CSRI input; CTEST, a CT-I hardware
diagnostic; PLAYDATA, to hear the data
files; MEMVOICE, a vocal memory
dumper; KEYPLAY, a subroutine to play
letters/digits; and PIANO, a simple
musical keyboard.

Software Package I! is written in 8080
assembly language and includes the source
codes. It is priced at $30.00 and is available
on C/pm 8-inch diskette, North Star,
Micropolis, Tarbell, CUTS, CUTS for
SOL, MITS ACR, and paper tape.

The Computalker CT-I Speech
Synthesizer is an extremely reliable high
quality voice generator and is completely
compatable with the S-IOO Bus. It can be
operated in two modes: direct parameter
control and phonetic. The direct parameter
control mode produces high quality speech
by sending data to the synthesizer's nine
output ports at the rate of 900 bytes per
second from a predetermined speech
parameter data file. This produces highly
intelligible and natural sounding speech.
The characteristics and language
variations of the speaker are retained in the
output.

In the phonetic mode, the CSRI
Synthesis-by-Rule software converts
ASCI! phonetic text strings (for example,
"HHEHLOW") into speech parameter
data, then sends this data to the synthesizer
to produce speech.

Software Package II comes complete
with source code. It is available at most
computer retail stores nationwide, or may
be ordered direct from Computalker
Consultants. $30.

Computalker Consultants, 173021st St.,
Suite A, Santa Monica CA 90404.
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COBOL FROM LIFEBOAT
Lifeboat Associates announces the

immediate availability of a new COBOL
language. system designed for 8080
microcomputers called CIS COBOL ("Kiss
COBOL").

In addition to the ANSI standard
syntax, CIS COBOL offers extensions
designed to facilitate development of
interactive applications. One major area of
extension is the inclusion of screen format-
ting facilities permitting the creation of
data input screens having protected data
fields and cursor manipulation for auto-
skip between fields, numeric vetting, etc.
Interactive debugging of applications is
made possible through the inclusion of
breakpoints with ability to examine and
modify storage at run time.
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The COBOL system is available to
operate under the CP/ M (t.m. Digital
Research) FDOS or under ISIS II. The
CP/ M versions can be supplied on 8" IBM
single and double densities, in North Star
CP/ M format and both Micropolis CP/ M
formats.

The extreme compactness results in a
system which can be used to compile and
run a reasonable application, say 500 lines
and 250 user names, on a machine with a
total 32K of RAM for application,
COBOL and FDOS. $500.

Lifeboat Associates, 164 West 83rd
Street, New York NY 10024.
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FROM LIFEBOAT:
MACRO-SO AND EDIT-SO

MACRO-80 is the assembler supplied
with the FORTRAN-80 and COBOL-80
products of Microsoft, now equipped to
provide full Inter-defined macro facilities.
The outputs of the assembler are both a
production listing complete with cross-
referenced symbol table and relocatable
linkable object modules. A complementary
linking loader can link-edit the various
modules required for an application, with
provision for separately specifying
program and data addresses for ROMabie
purposes. Subroutine libraries are sup-
ported and searched at link time to satisfy
external references. A library manager for
creating and editing libraries is supplied
with the package.

EDIT-80 is a line-oriented and
character-oriented text editor. The editor is
designed to meet the needs of both the
advanced user, creating and altering disk
files and sending selected texts to either
object files or the system printer, and also
the beginner seeking a line-oriented editor
for creating programs and other text files.
The output format can be specified to
include sequenced line numbers and page
mark (form feed) characters, all of which
are usually ignored by compilers and
assemblers. When editing text which does
not include line numbers, EDIT-80 will
assign numbers which optionally can be
stripped or output with the resulting text.

MACRO-80 and EDIT-80 are available
for use with the CP/ M (t.m. Digital
Research) and can be supplied on 8" IBM
single and double density formats, and for
the North Star CP/ M and Micropolis
CP/ M formats.

EDIT-80 price: $89. MACRO-80 price:
$149 or $219 with FORLIB library.

Lifeboat Associates, ,164 West 83rd
Street, New York NY 10024.
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C COMPILER
A compiler for the programming

language C is now available for use on all
major PD P-II operating systems.
Developed by Whitesmiths, Ltd., the
compiler may be licensed for as little as
$500 and comes with a complete runtime
library of utility and input/output rou-
tines.

Versions of the compiler are available for
the Western Electric operating system
UNIX, and for the DEC systems RT-II,

CREATIVE COMPUTING



RSTS-E, RSX-II M, and IAS. Since the
code produced is symbolic assembly
language, C programs may be freely
intermixed with assembler co.de or even
other languages; with the use of suitable
interface protocols.
. The compiler operates in three sequen-
tial passes, and can replicate itself in as
little as 16K words of user space under
UNIX. Under RT-II, the compiler can
perform the saine task on an LSI-I I with
20K words of user memory and one disk
drive, making it an ideal too I for
microcomputer development work. $500.

Whitesmiths, Ltd., 127 East 59th Street,
New York NY 10022.
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NEW MICROCOMPUTER
TEXT EDITOR

EDIT-80, a random access, line oriented
text editor for 8080 and Z80 systems, is
now available from Microsoft. EDIT-80 is
the first microcomputer editor with ran-
dorn line access to. floppy disk files. Thus it
provides almost instantaneous access to.
any record o.f the file, even if the available
memory space is considerably smaller than
the file being edited.

In addition to. the standard line corn-
mands to. insert, delete, print or replace
lines of text, EDIT-80 offers many other
features such as automatic line renumber-
ing, global find and substitute, multiple-
page files and ability to. read in files without
EDIT-80 line numbers. EDIT-80's Alter
Mode provides a complete set of intraline

its
ytes
ooks.
argalns

Technico· IMSAI
Vector· Cromemco
Limrose •SWTPC

National Multiplex
Solid State Music

We stock various books and
magazines of interest to
the engineer and computer
hobbyist. We also have
available a large selection
of 'components and used
electronic test equipment.

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave.

Huntingdon Valley,Pa.19006
215/947-6670.800/523-5355
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BUSINESS
AND

PERSONAL
APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR TRS·80
MAIL-LIST Store up to 1300 names and addresses
per 5% n diskette, sort them alphabetically or by
zip, select them by special code or print all, com-
plete with special updating routines. Requires 16K,
two disk drives, and line printer. On diskette. $49.95
FILE-IT The data-base system for the TRS-80! Files
limited only by disk and memory space! Less than
one second access to any record, any subrecord!
Complete documentation allows custom modifica-
tion to your specific needs. On diskette. $24.95
ED-IT Disk-operating word-oriented editing sys-
tem enables you to modify any ASCII files ... even
Basic and Pilot programs! Find and change lines,
fix spellings, change variables! On diskette. $24.95
C-10s only $1.00; Diskettes $3.50 (Min.10 each)
Other programs available, too. Free List.

(California Residents add Sales Tax)

subcdmmands to. edit portions of in-
dividual lines.

The EDIT-80 Text Editing Package
includes a file compare utility program
called FI LCO M which compares source or
binary files and outputs differences
between them .

EDIT-80 runs on any 8080 or Z80 system
with the CPj M operating system. $120.

Microsoft, 10800 NE Eighth, Suite 8 I9,
Bellevue WA 98004.
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OHIO SCIENTIFIC NEWS
RELEASE

OS-AMCAP is a fully integrated small
business accounting system. The software
package runs on any Ohio Scientific dual-
floppy, quad-floppy or hard disk based
'6502 system. OS-AMCAP contains the
following integrated modules:

GENERAL LEDGER, including a
complete chart of accounts, cash receipts,
cash receipts journal, cash disbursements,
cash disbursements journal, adjusting
journal entries, chart of accounts, editing,
beginning balance, trial balance and
statement of earnings.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE with ag-
ing. .

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE with aging.
. INVENTORY, including inventory

analysis, inventory by vendor, inventory
overdue, inventory on order, inventory re-
order and detailed reports.

BILLINGjINVOICING for the inven-
tory which will optionally support

Or Call (415) 573-8217

CUSTOMER FILES with bill to, ship to,
credit and customer mailing and MONTH-
LY STATEMENTS.

PAYROLL.
For easy installation, the AMCAP

system includes the AMCAP configura-
tion program which automatically creates
all necessary disk files based on the user's
requirements for inventory items, accounts
receivable entries, accounts payable en-
tries, chart of accounts and other company
information. An AMCAP demonstration
disk which is pre-loaded with information
for a hypothetical company is also
available for demonstration and training
purposes.

OS-AMCAP is designated by Ohio
Scientific to be a small, concise, easy-to-use
"turnkey" business software package. It is
not designed for end user modifications or
customizations. For custom applications,
Ohio Scientific highly recommends the use
of OS-DMS and supporting business
packages. $975.

Ohio Scientific, 1333 S. Chillicothe Rd.,
Aurora OH 44202.

AMCAP is a trademark of American
Microprocessors Equipment and Supply.
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ICP EXPANDS THE
SOFTWARE DIRECTORY TO

FIVE VOLUMES
Containing over 5500 software product

descriptions, the ICP Software Directory
has been published by Internatioal Com-
puter Programs, Inc. for the past 12 years,
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RAM BOARDS IN 16K, 32K,
----------48K, and 64K BYTESHARDWARE Processor Technology has introduced a_________________ family of four dynamic RA M boards with

capacities of 16K, 32K, 48K, and 64K bytes
- collectively designated the nKRA RAM
boards.

Refresh is synchronous, so no wait states
can slow the microprocessor. Switch-
selectable addressing eliminates jumper
wires and the need to power down when
readdressing blocks of memory.

Board design permits future incorpora-
tion of bank select option. With bank select
memory may be expanded far beyond 64
bytes with all memory on-line continously.
Large programs - such as FORTRAN or
PL/ M compilers - can be loaded.

Worst case access time is 400 nsec. Cycle
time is 520 nsec. Power requirements are +8
to +40 VOCat I mA maximum, +15 to+19
VDC at 150 maximum and -15 to-19 VDC
at 50 mA maximum. No power supplies
need be regulated.

Prices range from $429 to $1350. Boards

making it the oldest and largest single
source of software product information
today.

ICP has now expanded the Software
Directory to a new total of five volumes,
each published twice a year.

The split, from the present three volumes
to five volumes dealing with software
products and services, will make it even
easier for software buyers to locate
information on specific products. Ad-
ditionally, users of the Directory will now
find it simplier to identify which volumes
are pertinent for their particular needs.

All volumes are available on a yearly
subscription basis; purchase entitles the
subscriber to the most recent published
volume of his choice plus the next updated
version of that volume.' The annual
subscription is $65.00 per volume with a 20
% discount on subscriptions for more than
one volume. The contents of each volume
are as follows:

Date Processing Management will con-
tain information on systems software
currently available and will be published
twice a year in January and July.

Business Management: Cross Industry
Applications will carry software product
information having general applicability to
many different business disciplines, ie.,
payroll, general ledger, etc. The volume
will be published in February and August.

Business Management: Industry
Specific Applications 'lists products and
services designed and supported for a
specific industry. It will be published in
March and September.

Mini-Small Business Systems: Cross
Industrv will contain listings of both
systems software and general. applications:
software for mini computers and will be
published in April and October.

Mini-Small Business Systems: Industry
Specific provides product and service
information designed for mini computers
used by specific industries. May and
November are publication months for this
volume.

International Computer Programs, Inc.,
9000 Keystone Crossing, Indianapolis, In
46240. (317) 844-7461.
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COMBINATION FLOPPY
DISK AND S100 ADAPTOR
FOR PET!

The' EXSIOO from CGRS Microtech
provides a combination Floppy Disk
Controller and S I00 Adaptor for the PET
computer. The EXS 100 is a single S 100 PC
board that connects to the PET memory

expansion socket with a flat cable. The
board can then be plugged into any S I00
mainframe for expansion to the popular
S I00 bus. Up to 3 Minifloppy Disk Drives
plug directly into the EXSIOO giving the
PET computer high speed disk storage.

As a Flopy Disk Controller, the EXS I00
uses the standard IBM 3740 format and
will drive up 'to 3 minifloppy disk drives for
up to 240 kilobytes of storage. A special
software package is available that allows •••••• _
the PET user to load and store program,
from the disk. The EXS 100 board also has
provision for EPROM storage on-board,
so that the .disk software will always be
instantly available,

The EXS I00 is available in three
versions: I-EXSIOO assembled as an SIOO
Adaptor only, $199.95; 2-EXS 100 ,
assembled as a disk controller only,
$299,95; 3-EXSIOO assembled as a com-
bination S I00 adaptor and disk controller,
$349.95. The board is also available in a
complete Disk Package, $799.95.

CGRS Microtech, P.O. Box 368,
Southampton, PA, 18966.
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are available through Processor
Technology dealers. For the location of
newest dealer, dial toll-free Processor
Technology's dealer locator hotline 800-
227-1241 (In California dial 800-972-5951 ).
For new product literature address
Processor Technology Corporation, 7100
Johnson Drive, Pleasanton, California
94566.
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SPECIAL MEMORY CARD
ADDS DEVELOPMENT
CAPABILITY TO EXISTING
MICROCOMPUTERS
Pragmatic Designs has introduced DBM-
I, a memory card that allows any S-100
type computer to be used as a memory
emulator during program development for
small, dedicated systems.

The DBM-I is a 2K byte memory card
which can be accessed by both a develop-
ment computer and an application com-
puter. The development computer loads
the memory with the applications
program. This program can then be
executed by the target computer. During
debugging, the applications computer can
be haIted and the program changed using
the development computer's monitor
commands. This effectively extends the
more powerful development computer
"into" the application computer's memory,
eliminating the need for time consuming
EPROM programming during program
development. Once the program is debugg-
ed it can be programmed into an EPROM
and installed in the application computer.
The DBM-l can be used as normal system
memory when it is not being used for
development.

Two OBM-I's can be cascaded for
applications requiring up to 4K of program
memory. In these applications the
breakpoint logic is daisy chained, allowing
the breakpoint to be set for any address in
the 4K block.

DBM-I plugs into the popular S-IOO
bus. The memories have an access time of
300 NS, allowing full speed memory
emulation with virtually all popular
microcomputers.

Pragmatic Designs, Inc. 711 Stierlin
Road, Mountain View, CA 94043.
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S-100 8080 CPU BOARD
SSM (formerly Solid State, Music)
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introduces its new CBI 8080 CPU board
for S-I 00 bus computers. The CBI contains
enough RAM, EPROM and other features
to allow a 2 board computer. All that is
needed is an I/O or video board.

The CBI has 256 bytes of on-board
RAM for scratch memory that can be DIP
switch addressed to any 256 byte boun-
dary. Sockets are provided for 2K of 2708
EPROMs for a monitor program, small
operating system, industrial control
software on other functions. The EPROMs
are DIP switch addressable to any 2K
boundary. For operation without a front
panel, the CBI can vector jump to the
beginning address of the on-board
EPROM on power-up or reset.

An 8 bit parallel input port with separate
status is provided on the CBI, with DI P
switch addressing up to 31 decimal. The
input port can be used for a keyboard or for
up to 8 sensing lines for home or industrial
control application.

Available in kit or assembled form,
$144.95. SSM, 2116 Walsh Avenue, Santa
Clara CA 95050.
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D-TO-A FOR PET
Technical Hardware, Inc. has an-

nounced an eight bit analog interface card
that plugs directly into the PET computer.
This card can be used as a digital-to-analog
converter to generate music with precisely
controlled harmonic structure. It also
functions as an A-D converter. This makes
it possible to interface ADAK-I-PET with
any combination of up to eight joysticks,
thermometers, light sensors, etc. The
software cassette supplied with ADAK-l-
PET includes programs for waveform
generation by means of Fourier synthesis,
two voice songs utilizing synthetic
waveforms over an 8 octave range, and
several paddle games. Extensive machine
language coding is used to provide fast
response. General purpose machine
language handling software also is includ-
ed on the cassette, The ADAK-I-PET is
priced at $99.50. A general purpose version
that can be used with any 8 bit
microprocessor is $69.50 Technical
Hardware lnc., Box 3609, Fullerton, CA
92631.
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SOUND SYNTHESIZER
FOR THE TRS-80

Proteus Computing has developed a
sound synthesizing system for the TRS-80
microcomputer. The unit can produce over
250 various tones covering 8 octaves.
Because of the wide range and speed by

APRIL 1979

which notes can be produced, any song or
game sound can easily be created. Unlike
most other sound producing units on the
market today, this unit is controlled totally
from simple BASIC commands and not
machine language. Aside from being easily
programmed the unit is easy to install->
just plug it into your Level II keyboard or
interface, no extra hardware of any kind is
needed.

The synthesizer is housed in an attractive
veneer cabinet and comes complete with
volume control, quality speaker, power
source and ribbon cable connector.

Included with every unit is an instruction
sheet and a demo program tape ready to
CLOAD, with such items as STAR WARS
theme (with lasars), The Entertainer,
Flight of the Bumblebee, CLOSE EN-
COUNTERS theme and others. If you
have some other m ic r o sys t e m ,
modifications are possible. Write for
conversion tips. $150, tested & assembled:
Proteus Computing, P.O. Box 2252.
Livonia Michigan, 48150.
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M9900 CPU-16 BIT MINI
FOR S-100 BUS WITH
PASCAL

The M9900 CPU interfaces the Texas
Instruments TMS9900 to the S-100 bus.
The single-board processor offers the
power of a 16-bit minicomputer with
hardware multiply and divide, multiple sets
of 16 general registers, and multiple
addressing modes, while retaining com-
patibility with most S-IOO memories and
peripherals. The M9900 allows optional
use of 16 bit memories, which achieve the
highest S-100 memory performance
available today.

Software includes a complete disc
operating system featuring a Sequential
Pascal compiler. A powerful text editor,
BASIC, relocatable assembler, linking
loader, interactive debugger, and
diagnostics are included with the system.
$700 assembled, $550 kit.

Marinchip Systems, 16 St. Jude Road,
Mill Valley CA 94941:

12-BIT DIGITAL-TO-
ANALOG CONVERSION
BOARD

A 'new Precision Analog Interface
Board, featuring two 12-bit digital-to-
analog converters, has become the latest
product entry from Vector Graphic, lnc.,
designers and manufacturers of small
business micro systems.

Fully assembled, the PAl B supports a
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myriad of measurement and control
applications and is compatible with most
S-IOO bus microprocessors.

Two analog output channels and a
variety of output voltage ranges allow
operation in eithermonopolar or bipolar
modes. In addition, a convenient patch
area allows user-designed circuitry to be
added.

When used with a microcomputer,
Vector Graphic's PAIR functions as a
successive-approximation analog-to-
digital converter for measurement and
control of up to eight analog input
channels. A separate 8-bit digital output
port is also featured on the board. $390.

Vector Graphic Inc., 31364 Via Colinas,
Westlake Village CA 91361.
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TRS-80 SERIAL I/O
This board is RS-232 Compatible and

can be used with or without the expansion
bus. There are on board switch selectable
baud rates of 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, and
2400, also parity odd or even or no parity,S
to 8 data bits, and I or 2 stop bits. And has
a D.T.R. line. Board only $19.95, part no.
8010, with parts $59.95 part no. 8010A,
assembled $79.95 part no. 8010e. Elec-
tronic Systems P.O. Box 21638 San Jose,
CA 95151 (408) 226-4064.
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ABSOLUTE VIDEO
CONTROL

A new S-IOO compatible Video Display
Interface (VDI) provides unequaled
software control of screen presentation.
The video board from Objective Design,
Inc. will create alphanumeric displays of
80 x 24, 64 x 16, 64 x 32,40 x 20, and many
other formats-all selected by program-
ming. Each individual character has
reverse video and 4 levels of gray scale.

Users can select via software a syn-
chronized access mode, which prevents
snow and other screen disturbances when
entering data. The program-set display



parameters assure compatibility with any
monitor - American or European stan-
dard, any number of scan lines, low or high
resolution, interlace or non-interlace.

The character set is programmed in
PROM, which can be replaced by the user.
In addition, the VDI board is designed to
combine with Objective Design's Program-
mable Character Generator card for an
infinite variety of characters and superfine
graphics. Maximum resolution is 512 x
512. .

Objective Design, Inc., P.O. Box 20325,
Tallahassee, FL 32304.
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ALTR-2480NEW
GENERATION VIDEO
DISPLAY BOARD WITH
TRANSPARENT MEMORY

Matrox Electronic System, the company
which introduced the video RAM
alphanumeric CRT controller has
developed another significant innovation
in the design of alphanumeric display
boards. The design concept has been
incorporated into the AL TR-2480, a new
24 line x 80 character alphanumeric video
interface card for the S I00 bus.

This new concept, called Transparent
Memory, solves the classic memory con-
tention problem common to all CRT
displays. The problem occurs because the
display refresh memory must be accessible
by both the CRT controller for CRT
refresh and by the CPU.

The new Matrox transparent memory
design eliminates this problem. The CPU
can access the refresh memory at any time,
the display is completely glitch free, and the
CPU is never interrupted. The method is '
completely general and does not rely on the
peculiar timing characteristics of a par-
ticular CPU.

So far, the transparent memory feature
has been incorporated into three industry
standard buses besides the S 100 bus
including the Intel/ National SBC-80, DEC
LSI-llj2 and Motorola Exorcisor.

Ali cards in the series feature memory
mapped addressing. This allows the full
power of the processor's instruction set to
be used for display data manipulation. The
128 location character generator features
the full ASCII set including upper and
lower characters as well as limited
graphics. A 5 x 7 dot matrix in a 6 x 10 dot
cell is used resulting in a non-interlaced
completely flicker free display. All models
are available in both American and
European TV standards and operate from
a single + 5V power supply. A compatible
family of graphics controller cards with

variable resolutions ranging from 256 x 256
to 512 x 256 points is also available. $295.

Matrox Electronic Systems, 2795 Bates
Rd., Montreal, Que., Canada H3S IBS.
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MISCELLANEOUS
NEW PRINTOUT
DESIGNER

A unique 70 line x 160 column printout
design sheet from Stirlingj Bekdorf" helps
mini- and microcomputer users plan and
code report formats more easily. The 160-
column width allows extra space for
reports printed on machines using
condensed-mode type.

Rather than use grid cells the actual size
of the final printed characters, the
Stirling/ Bekdorf 78 P4 uses scaled-up cells
for human writing comfort. Each 78P4 cell
is 3mm wide by 5mm high, giving nearly
twice the character-writing area of some
other printout form cells.

Special coded column markings at
columns 80, 96, and 132 let a programmer
easily track the relative position of each
printed character. Scaled page length
arrows reference the last possible printed
line on standard 8\t2" and II" paper (for
printers yielding 6 printed lines per vertical
inch).

Far more stout than other printout
design sheets, each 78P4 can stand
vigorous erasures and substantial hand-
ling.

78P4 Printout Design Sheets are the
newest member of the Stirling/ Bekdorf
system for rapid, accurate software
development. Every part of the system, the
78F2 Flowchartrix", 78CI Combination
CodingjCRT Layout, and 78P4 Printout
Designers, is carefully engineered to save
time and headaches as you originate,
modify, or extend small-computer instruc-
tion sets.

Stirling/ Bekdorf, 4407 Parkwood, San
Antonio TX 78218.
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BORIS ... THE WORLD'S
SMALLEST TALKING
CHESS COMPUTER

Chafitz, Inc. has introduced two new
battery-operated models of BORIS, the
talking chess computer. Both models are
designed to teach chess by suggesting
moves for beginners and play at varying
skill levels. Experienced players can use
BORIS' exclusive position programming
feature to set up special board positions for
practicing strategies or to remove pieces for
handicapping. During each game, BORIS

CREATIVE COMPUTING

ESCON
SELECTRIC CONVERSION

l
ADD HIGH QUALITY
PRINTING TO YOUR
MICRO

If you already own a Selectric"
typewriter, you already have a high quality
printer for use with your microprocessor.
ESCON interface system lets you convert a
standard IBM office Selectric® into an
output printer for your microprocessor. in
just a few hours. No holes to dnll.
Selectric® typewriters onto which ESCON
systems are installed in accordance with
factory instructions remain eligible for
IBM warranty and service. Complete
instructions provided. Entire installation
takes only a few hours.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Compatible with any systems using the S-
100 bus=-e.g. ALTAIR, IMSAI, SOL,
Poly 88, Equinox, etc.
Output: Parallel
Code: ASCII
-User Software Controlled: User defines
polarity and position of status bit in-
dicating comple tion of operation.
Input: One LS-TTL
Output Current: 24mA
Bus: S-IOO
Power Supply: 30VDC at 2A

DESCRIPTION ASSEMBLED
Mechanical parts, sole-
noids and instruction
manual

Power supply and solenoid EA-B $140.00*
DRIVERS

EAA $250.00

COMPUTER INTERFACE CARD EAC
Complete set EA-T $49q.00

Instruction manual (if
purchased separately) $ 9.95

*avaiJable in kit form, subtract $20.00.
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flashes messages to his opponents from his
seemingly-human brain. Both models
know all classic chess rules and solve any
mate-in-two problem.

BORIS MASTER, housed in a solid
.walnut case, operates for 8 hours on
rechargeable batteries. His special Position
Storage Memory holds board positions for
up to one week, allowing games to be
interrupted and resumed during that time.
BORIS JR. operates for over 10 hours
using AA batteries, Currently, BORIS is
regarded as the most advanced personal
chess computer available. $99.95. Chafitz,
1055 First Street, Rockville MD 20850.
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SUPERPHONE-IT'S THE
MOST TALENTED
TELEPHONE IN TOWN

It's a standard size pushbutton phone
that easily connects to any phone line-
rotary dial or touchtone.

It's a 4-function calculator that can be
used at any time-even when you're

talking. Calculations appear on the bright
LED display.

It stores up to 20 phone numbers,
including area and access codes, and dials
them automatically. It redials the last
number automatically if you get a busy
signal. You just press the "re-dial" button.
The phone numbers can be easily changed
at any time.

It's a 24-hour digital alarm clock that can
be set to the minute to remind you of
appointments. It has a built-in stop watch
to time your calls. Its calendar clock mode
displays the hour, minute, day and date. It
comes in 5 colors. It has a built-in battery
that continues the phone functions in the
event of a power failure. $229.95.

LC.P, Marketing, 3031 Tisch Way, Suite
750, San Jose, CA 95128.
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CUSTOM CARRYING CASE
FOR TRS-80 COMPUTER

A matched set of custom-built cases to
carry, protect and store the Radio Shack
TRS-80 TM computer is now available
from Ambico Inc. These handsomely
crafted cases, designed and manufactured

Radio Shack Computer Users

TRS 80 monthly
- newsletter

The largest pubtlcation devoted to the TRS-SOSystem

• Business • Software Exchange
• Personal Finance • Market Place
• Practical Applications • Questions and Answers
• Gambling-Games • Program Printouts
• Latest RADIO SHACK Developments

., ••and ",ore

Major programs puhlished monthly ... Complete income tax
program (long and short forms) ... Inventory control Ex-
tensive mailing list and file program ... Payroll Stock
selection and Indicators ... Horse selector for picking win-
ners ... Renumher program lines ... chess ... Checkers ...
Financial package ...

124. Per Year
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in the United States, make transporting
and storage of the TRS-80 components
safe and convenient.

Each carrying case is made of durable
vinyl and has a handsome black textured
finish and a luggage style handle. The cases
are dust proof and have bottom skids for
added protection. The larger case "A"
holds the computer's 12-in. video monitor,
while case "B" is designed to accommodate
the computer keyboard, cassette machine,
power supply, cables, cassettes and
accessories. $35, case "A"; $25, case "B."

, Ambico Inc., 101 Horton Avenue,
Lynbrook, NY 11563.
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DESK & CPU CABINET
"The Ideal Work Station." Now you can

combine the superior performance of your
own co.mputersystem with the beauty and
convenience of our new work station. $290.
• 24"x48" or 32"x60" black laminant desk
top.

• 26" chrome legs with cross brace and
adjustable levelers, attaches to CPU
Cabinet.

Add·on Mini·Disc for the TRS·SO*

only

$399ru1
Requires 16K RAM.
Level II BASIC and
Expansion Interface,

, Dual and triple drives
also available,

from

[~EJl()(JM 1
PER COM DATA COMPANY, INC.

DEPT. C •318 BARNES· GARLAND. TEXAS 75042
Phone: (214) 272-3421 or

Call toll free: 1-800-527-1592

Box 149C New City. New York 10956(914) 425-1535

Send (or FREESoftw,areCatalogue (Including listings of
hundreds of TRS programs available on cassette and diskette),
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• Simulated walnut grain finish with black
laminant toe-kick.

• Bronze (clear) Plexiglass door with
chrome hardware and magnetic lock.

• Removable Back Panel.
• RETMA STD 19" rack-21" high front
and rear metal mounting rails (4).

• Adjustable shelves are optional.
• Dimensions: 23"w x 26"h x 23W'd

23"w x 26"h x 32"d .
GROUP TWO, 4901 Morena Blvd.,

Suite #305, San Diego, CA 92117.
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The Energy Monitor, an electronic
device that visually converts kilowatt hours
used into actual dollars and cents, has been
developed by Dupont Energy Manage-
ment Corp. Designed to save consumers
money, the Energy Monitor has a built-in
micro-computer that automatically com-
putes energy use on a daily as well as
monthly basis. Set a budget and if usage
exceeds the desired budgeted amount, a
warning flashes. Easily installed and
matches any decor. $295. Dupont Energy
Management Corp., 3301 Conflans, Suite
102, Irving, TX 75061.
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TIME CONTROLLER
ChronTrol, a unique micro-computer

time controller with the capability to
perform a wide range of time control
variations, has been developed and in-
troduced by Lindburg Enterprises of San
Diego, California.

ChronTrol's uses range from security
and household appliance control to the
intricate time variations needed in
laboratory or experimental work.

ChronTrol was originally conceived for
its uses in horticulture and indoor garden-
ing, where it can promote the growth of
plants by simulating the natural daily
variations of the photoperiod.

Using ChronTrol is simple and requires
no special skills. You simply plug Chron-
Trol into a standard 120 volt outlet, set the
program you desire on the 20-key control
panel, and plug the device to be controlled
into the outlet on ChronTrol's rear panel.

ChronTrol can operate up to 10 on/off
functions-the duration of the "on" time
can be as brief as one second or as long as
168 hours.
The basic ChronTrol unit has one outlet

but, multiple outlet models are available,
with two or four outlets, that allow
performance of multiple operations,
separately or coordinately. A battery-
powered memory protection system is also
available as an option, and protects all
programs in case of power interruption.
$70.

Lind burg Enterprises, 4888 Ronson
Court, San Diego, CA 9211 I, or by calling
(714) 292-9292.
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COMPUTERS

PASCAL MICROENGINE-
COMPUTER SYSTEM

Computer interface Technology (CIT), a
major distributor and manufacturer of
computers and computer peripherals,
announced that they are marketing the
world's first 16-bit PASCAL computer
system that directly executes PASCAL
object problems.

The system identified as the CIT- PME-
16 PASCAL MICROENGINE, uses the
Western Digital P-Machin,e LSI chip set
and supports the University of California,
San Diego (UCSD) version of PASCAL.

CIT's PASCAL MICROENGINE
SYSTEM comes complete with desktop
CPU, 64K of RAM memory, dual 8-inch
floppy disk subsystem, 60cps line printer,
CRT with upper and lower case letters, and
the PASCAL Operating System on dis-
kette. Also included are complete
documentation and technical manuals.
The UCSD software package includes the
BASIC and PASCAL compiler, file
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manager, editor and debugging aid .
In addition to the complete system, CIT

will market the PASCAL MICRO-
ENG INE as a complete computer without
peripherals.

Suggested quantity one retail price for
the computer is $2995 and $8000 for the
complete system.

Computer Interface Technology, 2080
South Grand, Grand Centre, Santa Ana
CA 92705.
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ATARI INC. ENTERS
PERSONAL-HOME
COMPUTER INDUSTRY

Atari lnc., a division of Warner Com-
munications Inc. and the nation's leading
manufacturer of sophisticated computer-
controlled video games, is entering the
personal-home computer industry.

Atari will shortly introduce two new
personal computer systems that have been
developed for use by both those people
with no prior computer experience and
those with experience and sophisticated
needs and requirements.

The Atari line of personal computers will
have a substantial library of computer
software consisting of applications such as: .
Personal Financial Management; Income
Tax Preparation; Household and Office
Record Keeping; Computer Aided Instruc-
tion in over 20 subject areas, including
Math, English, History, Literature,
Economics, Psychology, Auto Mechanics
and many others.

Both the ATARI-400™ System and the
ATARI-800™ System are programmable by
the user in the most popular language for
personal computers, BASIC. Other
programming languages will become
available on preprogrammed solid state
cartridges.

The general purpose ATARI-400TM
System allows an easy transition from
video games to a full-fledged personal
computer. The System features a 57 key
monopanel keyboard, single cartridge slot
for solid state programs of up to 8,000
bytes of memory, cassette recorder
capability and an internal audio speaker.
The specialized ATARI-800™ System

features dual cartridge capability, user
expandable random access memory up to
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48,000 bytes, a series of optional peripheral
devices including a high speed floppy disc
for mass data storage and retrieval, and a
40-column printer utilizing standard paper.
The versatile and expandable nature of the
ATARI-800™ System allows the consumer
to select components tailored to their
specialized needs. Other peripheral
devices, including telecommunications
capabilities are currently under develop-
ment. Atari, Inc., 75 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York NY 10019.
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6800 DEVELOPMENT
PACKAGE $895
A 16K development system for the 6800

can be configured for $895 according to a
special price formula announced by
WINTEK Corp. The development package
includes a burned in single board com-
puter, 16K bytes RAM, RS-232 interface
with switch selectable baud rates, 300 and
2400 baud cassette interfaces,

FANTOM-II monitor/debug ROM,
powerful editor/assembler software, card
rack, back plane, and power supply. The
package price is $177 less than the regular
$1079 price. An EROM programmer
module and 15 interface modules are also
available on 4W' x 6W' boards with
industry standard 22/44 pin edge connec-
tors. WINTEK Corp., 902 N. 9th St.,
Lafayette IN 47904.
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SINGLE BOARD
MICROCOMPUTER WITH
FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER

The 90F / MPS microcomputer is a
single board OEM product, based on the
Z80™ microprocessor family.

90F / M PS board-resident facilities in-
clude: multi-density DMA floppy disk
controller, up to 65 Kbytes dynamic RAM,
up to 14 Kbytes of ultraviolet erasable
PROM with programmer, IKbyte of static
RAM, up to four 8-bit programmable I/O
ports (two Z80-PIO's), four programmable
counter / timer channels (Z80-CTC), an
RS232C or 20 milliampere serial port with
selectable baud rates, 2.5 or 4M Hz.
'operation and, PROM-resident system
monitor with debug capabilities.

Features of the 90F/MPS' floppy disk
controller include: DMA-based disk
access, support of up to four 5Y4" or 8"
single / double density drives, multi-track
transfers and data scanning.

4044 - $5
450 nsec. - Quantity 64

250 nsec.

1-31 chips
32-63 chips
64-over

$8
7
6

450 nsec.

$7
6
5

2716 - $49
Single 5V Supply - Limited Quantity

Z-80A -
4 Mhz. Version

Other Specials
6810 - $4.25

All are Factory Prime Chips - Guaranteed Good

8251A - $7.50

$19

~- eattle Computer Products, Inc.
~ 1114 Industry Drive, Seattle, WA. 98188

(206) 575-1830
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Its int~l~bag.
Th~ biggest and best selection of microcomputer

softwar~. anywhere. And the list graws bigger every day.
CP/\VIconfigured for the most popular 80801Z-80

microcomputer systems and other terrific software, now
available. Call or write for our latest literature.

Lifeboat Associates, Suite 506, 164 West 83rd Street
New York, NY 10024/(212) 580-0082

Single unit pricing for the 90F / MPS
microcomputer with l6KB dynamic RAM
and two parallel ports is $1,295.
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT'S
DATASYSTEM 325

New cabinet and furniture design of
Digital Equipment's Datasystem 325 small
business computer features brightly
colored silkscreen prints created by graphic
artist Corita Kent. D325 configuration
shown includes new VT 100 video display
terminal, central processor with 60K bytes
of memory, cartridge-type disk units with
10 million characters of storage, and 180-
character-per-second printer. Digital
Equipment Corporation, Maynard MA
01754.
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GP8ativ8 Gomputind

$8.95
from Creative Computing Press

Computer Rage
This fun and educational new board game

is based on a large-scale multiprocessing
computer system. The object is to move
your three programs from input to output.
Moves are determined by the roll of three
binary dice representing bits in a computer.
Hazards include priority interrupts, pro-
gram bugs, decision symbols, power fail-
ures and restricted input and output
channels. Notes are included for adapting
game for school instruction. A perfect in-
troductory tool to binary math and the
seemingly-complex computer. [6Z)

Binary Dice
Now, the same dice used in Computer

Rage can be purchased separately. Three
binary dice (red, green and blue) in a zip-
lock bag. $1.25 postpaid [3G).

", .. No (hanks, .... ius/scanning ... "

./~

.7

Take a break. Sit back and
and relax with the biggest and best collection

of computer cartoons ever, hundreds and
hundreds of cartoons about computers, robots, calculators AI and much more. [6G)

.03

"But you distinctly said 10 dump IhfJ liIes."

The Colossal
Computer Cartoon Book

"When ere YOl.l90;ng toteem the eJillefence between
8 fly and II flaIling decimal?"

$4.95
120 pp. softbound

from Creative Computing Press

Be A Computer Literate
by Marion J. Ball and Sylvia Charp

This is the most basic, introductory book on computers ever put
together for instructional use. Its full-color diagrams, drawings,
photos and large, explicit type make this book a pleasure to read.
This chapter titles, themselves, best illustrate its contents- [6H)

I Introduction
II What Are Computers
III Kinds of Computers
IV What Goes On Inside Computers
V Communicating With The Computer
VI Language Of The Computer
VII How To Write A Simple Program
VIII How Computers Work For Us

Glossary

$3.95
61 pp. softbound
from Creative Computing Press



bpinfjs)200 Itsbost
Volume 1

$8.95
328 pp. softbound
from Creative Computing Press

The Best of Creative Computing

The first two years of Creative Computing
magazine have been edited into two big
blockbuster books. American Vocational
Journal said of Volume 1, "This book is the
'Whole Earth Catalog' of computers." [6A]
Volume 2 continues in the same tradition.
"Non-technicai in approach, its pages are
filled with information, articles, games and
activities. Fun layout."-American Libraries.
[6B]

Volume 2

".w~__~~~~.r
$8.95

336 pp. softbound
from Creative Computing Press

4-Year Cumulative Index
Yes, folks, Creative Computing has

been around for four (count them, 4)
years! Our first issue was Nov/Dec 1974
and Vol. 4, No.6 was Nov/Dec 1978. For
those of you with all those issues
around it's sometimes difficult to
remember just when that neat article on
Mag)c Squares appeared, or which four
issues carried the CAI Series of articles,
or in which issues we reviewed all 34
books on BASIC.

Also, not to overlook our cousin ROM,
we've included all the meaty articles,
programs, reviews and other informa-
tion from that periodical too.

We've cross-referenced articles that
have appeared in both Creative Com-
puting magazine and the Best of
Creative Computing Vols. 1 and 2,
hence, the current source of every
article is listed.

Articles are classified by subject area
and listed by title and author. Over 2000
separate items are included. The index
does not include a cross-reference to
author.

The index was put together by Jane
Fletcher on a DECsystem-10 using the
text editor and runoff (with a Diablo
1620).

Price for this blockbuster of an index
is just $1.00 postpaid, $1.25 for first
class delivery, $2.00 foreign. Orders
must include payment (no bank cards,
COD's, or orders to be billed).

Artist and Computer

by Ruth Leavitt

The Best of
BYTE

"Get yourself a copy
of this book if you enjoy
feeding your mind a diet of
tantalizing high-impact information."

San Francisco Review of Books.

$4.90
121 oo. softbound
from Creative Computing Press

$11.95
386 pp. softbound

from Creative Computing Press

This is a blockbuster of a book containing the majority of
material from the first 12 issues of Byte magazine. The 146
pages devoted to hardware are crammed full of how-to
articles on everything from TV displays to joysticks to
cassette interfaces and computer kits. But hardware
without software might as well be a boat anchor, so there
are 125 pages of software and applications rang ing from
on-line debuggers to games to a complete small business
accounting system. A section on theory examines the how
and why behihd the circuits and programs, and "opinion"
looks at where this explosive new hobby is heading. [6F]

This unique art book covers a multitude of computer
uses and the very latest techniques in computer-generated
art. In its pages, 35 artists explain how the computer can be
programmed either to actualize the artist's concept (such
as the visualization of fabric before it is woven) or to
produce finished pieces. Over 160 examples, some in full
color. [60]



HEATH ANNOUNCES
ASSEMBLED COMPUTERS

From Heath Company, Benton Harbor,
Michigan comes word that most major
Heath Computer products are now
available in assembled as well as kit form.

Computer products available in
assembled form include the WH8 8-Bit
Computer and its associated memory and
interface boards, the WH 17 Floppy Disk
System for the WH8, the WH II A 16-Bit
Computer and associated memory and
interface boards, the WH27 Floppy Disk
System for the WHIIA, and the WHI4
Line Printer designed for use with either
computer system.

For more information about the entire
line of assembled computer products from
Heath, send for a FREE copy of the latest
Heathkit catalog. Write Heath Company,
Department 350-830, Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49022.
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As a result, virtually all 6800 software will
run on THE SYSTEM. But MONBUG
outputs to memory-mapped video cards
permitting graphics, animation and our
exclusive memory window. MONBUG is
only available on MicroDaSys systems.

The MD-609A is upwards compatible
with the third generation Motorola 6809
processor chip. The 6809 offers 16 bit
internal arithmetic, hardware multiplica-
tion, 18 addressing modes and 3 times the
throughput of a 4 MHz Z-80. MicroDaSys
will soon offer a PASCAL compiler,
COBAL and FORTRAN for use with the
new 6809.

The SYSTEM 2 adds a 32K RAM card
populated with 8K of RAM and is priced at
just $699 (kit), $899 (assembled). Adding
memory to the SYSTEM 2 is as easy as
plugging memory chips on the 32K
STATIC RAM card. Each 8K additional
RAM is·$219.

Our SYSTEM 3 combines a full 32K
STATIC RAM with a mini-floppy disk
drive, controller and our DOS for excep-
tional computational capability. $1499
(kit), or $1799 (assembled).

MicroDaSys, P.O. Box 36051, Los
Angeles, CA 90036.
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dreds of checks, receipts, and other
records. The video terminal allows viewing
and correction of escrow information at
speeds up to 960 characters per second
(cps). One of the two standard printers
provides typewriter-quality reports .and
letter-perfect documents at 55 cps. A 120
cps matrix printer is also available.

The EBA recently completed months of
field testing in a major Los Angeles escrow
office and is now in production use.
Multiple input terminals have been added
at that location to accommodate several
operators at one time.

The EBA can be either purchased or
leased. The lease costs of the four EBA
models range as low as $2.36 to $2.87 per
hour on a 40 hour work week basis.

Adventures In Computing, Inc., 8756
Warner Avenue, Fountain Valley, CA
92708.
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PERIPHERALS

"THE SYSTEM"FROM
MICRODASYS

At $549 (kit), the MicroDaSys
SYSTEM I is truly one of the best buys on
the market. The system features our
custom console, keyboard, S-IOO bus
motherboard, 16 amp power supply, fan',
64 x 16 upper and lower case
video / graphics card, and the MD-690A
CPU board. The assembled price is $699.

Besides combining the 6800 processor
(6802) with the S-100 bus, the MD-609A is
truly a system on a board. Features include
a 2400 baud cassette interface, 10K PROM
space, IK RAM, 20 I/O bits, an RS-232
interface, and interrupt driven keyboard
input. This CPU is as flexible as state-of-
art should be, permitting the user such
options as putting 8K BASIC in on-card'
PROM, multitasking and timesharing.
There is even 2400 Hz real-time clock
circuitry provided.

The IK PROM monitor (MONBUG) at
the heart of THE SYSTEM is compatible
with the standard 6800 ROM (MIKBUG)

ESCROW BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION (EBA)
SYSTEMS

AIC announced today the release of a
new Escrow Business Administration
(EBA) System designed to significantly
reduce the administrative costs and
problems which exist in many. California
escrow and real estate offices.

This new system will greatly speed up the
processing of escrow transaction, simplify
the closing process, and .provide better
overall control of an escrow office's dollars
and documents. The same system can also
eliminate the need for separate and costly
word processing machines.

Designed specifically to overcome the
limitations and drawbacks of the com-
puterized escrow processing services
previously provided by some commercial
banks, the EBA provides much faster
closing times and with a greatly reduced
error rate.

The EBA System consists of a
microcomputer mounted in an attractive
desk, a television-like video display ter-
minal, a high-speed printer, and a package
of computer programs which took ten
months to ·develop. The memory of this
system is provided by economical "floppy
diskettes", each of which can hold hun-
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THE WRITEHANDERTM-
NEW ONE HAND TYPING
KEYBOARDS-MODELS
FOR EITHER HAND

A one handed keyboard for computers,
terminals, displays and other 128 character
ASCII or ISO coded devices is now
available in both right and left hand
configurations and in large and small sizes.

The new model features snap-action
switches, improved circuitry, and
Keypressed signals as well as Strobe pulses
to signal that data are available.

The small keyboard is finding wide
application for touch typing and data entry
where a free hand is needed, such as for
telephone orders, computer programming,
and for astronomy and microscope obser-
vations. Pencil notes may be written with
one hand while typing data with the other.

The keyboard code is easily learned by
blind people and those with a disabled
hand. When connected to portable equip-
ment, the Writehander allows inventory or
field survey data to be conveniently entered
with one hand.
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The Writehander can be interfaced with
any computer, terminal, printer or other
device that will accept parallel 7-bit code
signals and provide the nominal power
required.

The Writehander can transmit the
various European alphabets in ISO
registered codes by using slightly different
finger codesior a few characters. Katakana
and Cyrillic code charts are also available.

NewO company, 246 Walter Hays Drive,
Palo Alto CA 94303. NewO is in produc-
tion on the new models.
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This II inch by II inch active surface
digitizer offers user controllable features
such as metric/inch capability
binary/ BCD outputs, RS-232Cf 8-bit
parallel interface, all selectable at the
interface connector.
The HI PA D is accurate to ±.O 15 inches

with a resolution of .005 inches. The data
rate may be set to input up. to 100
coordinate pairs per second. Four buttons
on the edge of the tablet allow the user to
relocate the origin and select point or
stream modes of operation.

The unique cursor allows marking or
non-marking of the curve being traced by
merely depressing the cursor button at
points being considered.

This new input device is a natural
companion to the HI PLOT" digital
plotter recently announced by Houston
Instrument.

An Optional Display is available.
$795.00.

Houston Instrument, One Houston
Square, Austin TX 78753.
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PLOTTER UNIT
Sylvanhills Laboratory, Inc. has a new

X-V plotter unit which includes a plotter,
drawing surface, electronics and power
supply completely assembled and ready for
interface to any eight-bit TTL Parallel

APRIL 1979

port. Pen holder accepts any writing
instrument or stylus 7-11 mm diameter;
encoded for 0.0 I-in/ pulse, but 0.005-in
optional. Pen travel speed 2.5-in/sec max.
with 24 volt supply. A basic 8080 software
program is included in the Owners'
Manual.

Applications include architectural,
mechanical, and schematic drawing; PC
board artwork, positioning of small ob-
jects; computer generated art; games; and
many others.

The unit combines plotter, console, and
power supply together at a low price:
UNIT-I, I I" x 17" drawing area, $1,049;
UNIT-2, 17" x 22" drawing area, $1,249.

Plotters are also available in kit form
with console and power supply priced
separately.

The plot driver software is now available
as Ascii source files on paper tape, CP/M
small disk formats. TEl and Cromemco
small disk formats are also available. Both
BASIC and assembler source are provided.

SYLVANHILLS LABORATORY,
INC., P.O. Box 646, Pittsburg KS.

THE BIT PAD ONE
Summagraphics Corporation has added

to its highly successful low-cost digitizer,
the Bit Pad, with a new one-piece version,
the BIT PAD ONE. BIT PAD ONE is a
wholly integrated digitizer combining both
the tablet and electronics in one table-top
unit.

BIT PAD ONE is a full capability, high
quality digitizer permitting ease of entry of
positional information. The BIT PAD
ONE is designed for fast, easy, low-cost
data collection of X,Y values. The small
size, 11" x I I") and compact design make
the BIT PAD ONE completely portable
and adaptable to a wide variety of
applications.

The Bit Pad is easily interfaced to a
variety of micro computers via either 8-bit
parallel output, RS232 Serial com-
munications interface, and IEEE-488
standard interface. $666.

Summagraphics Corporation, 35
Brentwood Avenue, Fairfield CT 06430.
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LOW COST LIGHT PEN FOR
MICRO-PROCESSORS

Symtec Inc. has announced a new low
cost light pen for micro computer use.
The new light pen is intended for the small

business and home market and can be used
for a wide range of applications. The new
light pen can be used on any standard TV
or display monitor in black and white or
color. Uses include; menu selection,
peripheral control, program branching,
data input, graphics aid and much more.

The Symtec light pen is supplied com-
plete with interface and provides an x,y
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coordinate number to the buss when the
pen is activated by a touch sensitive switch
or from software control. The Symtec light
pen can provide x,y values of up to 255 in y
and up to 511 in x and are software
dividable to fit any screen size.

The new Symtec light pen was designed
to complement the Apple II computer and
installs directly into the Apple I/O plugs.

The Apple version of the Symtec light
pen is provided with a demonstration
cassette written in integer basic for easy
modification by the user if desired and to
allow easy use of the pen in the users own
programs. A complete listing of the light
pen routine and suggested uses is included
in the applications manual.

The Symtec light pen for S- I00 buss
machines will be available in early 1979 and
will provide comparable features.

$249.95. Computerland of Southfield,
29673 Northwestern Hwy., Southfield MI
48034.
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PERK FOR PET PERSONAL
COMPUTER

PERK is a plug-in, typewriter style,
alphanumeric keyboard, designed to
enhance the operation of the Commodore
PET -a Personal Electronic Transactor
with a great variety of applications.

Although supplied with a built-in
calculator-type . keyboard, the PET
keyboard is only half the size of standard
typewriter keys. The PET non-standard,
block layout makes touch-typing virtually
impossible.

The PE R K standard keyboard,
however, makes data entry convenient. It
shares the PET internal keyboard inter-
face, allowing the two keyboards to be used'
interchangeably. Both are active at all
times, allowing the operator to use the
PERK keyboard for normal data entry,
and PET keyboard for numerics or PETs
extensive graphic capabilities.

In addition to standard upper-and-lower
case alpha characters, with proper shifting
the PERK keyboard "alpha-lock" allows
easy entry of upper-ease-only or "TTY"
mode operation. Standard CRT terminal
control functions are implemented for
cursor control; and full screen editing
capabilities are provided.

The addition of the George Risk In-
dustries PERK keyboard makes the PET
personal computer ideal for many
business, scientific, educational, word
processing and personal computing
applications. $229.95.

GEORGE RISK INDUSTRIES, INC.,
GRI Plaza, Kimball NB 69145.
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Mow,a book
for the practicing
professional ...

"This is the best handbook of data
communications system technology
that this reviewer has yet
encountered." - Arvid G. Larson in
ACM ComRuting Reviews
February 1978
Digital Press announces the

publication of TECHNICAL-
ASPECTS OF DATA COMMUNI-
CATION by John McNamara.
Written for the practicing pro-

fessional, TECHNICAL ASPECTS
OF DATA COMMUNICATION
details the nuts-and-bolts prob-
lems and solutions in configuring
communications systems. It
features: •comparison of protocols
(DDCMP, BISYNC, SDLC)· exten-
sive explanation of interface stand-
ards (CCITT/V.24, RS232C, RS422,
RS423) • six comprehensive
appendices (how far/how fast?,
modem options, codes, UART,
format and speed table for asyn-
chronous communication, chan-
nel conditioning) •20 milliampere
loop • telephone switching
systems •error detection

•382 pages • 125 figures> 70
pages of tables • index •hardcover

VENDOR
___ L_IT.....E_R_A_T_U_R_E_ EVERYTHING YOU EVER

WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
FLOPPY DISKS

DISCUS 2D S-100 DENSITY
DISK SYSTEM
Thinker Toys announces the introduc-

tion of DISCUS 2D, a full-size,
single/double density disk system capable
of storing up to 600K bytes of data on each
side of a diskette which is formatted to be
compatible with the IBM System 34. Like
the original single density DISCUS I,
DISCUS 2D comes fully assembled with a
controller board and a Shugart SA800R
full-size drive mounted in a cabinet with a
power supply.
The S-IOOcontroller board utilizes the

Western Digital 1791 dual-density con-
troller chip and also has power-on jump
circuitry, IK of RAM, IK of ROM with
built-in monitor, and a hardware UART
with a baud rate generator to simplify I/O
interfacing. It is capable of handling up to
four drives.
Software includes BASIC-yr· virtual

disk BASIC, DOS and Disk/ Aassembler
and editor. Extra cost optional software
including CP/MT

., Microsoft Extended
Disk BASIC and Fortran is available.
The price is $1149 for the completely

assembled single/double density system
and $795 for each additional drive.
Thinker Toys, 1201-lOth St., Berkeley CA
94710.
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The 24-page, full-color booklet traces
the development of electronics from
ancient times to the present, focusing on
the human interest side of science. Impor-
tant discoveries and the people who made
them are described in the easy-to-read
narrative.
Topics included are magnetism, ancient

use of batteries, electricity in nature, the
development of "wireless" com-
munications, TV, radar and the transistor,
electronics in aviation and space explora-
tion, and the computer age, plus much
more.
The New Science Fair Story of Elec-

tronics is available free from participating
Radio 'Shack stores and dealers,
nationwide.
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SOFTWARE CATALOG
A new catalog of microcomputer

software products has been announced by
TSC. Dozens of assembly language
programs are described, mainly for the
6800 and 8080 microprocessor. The
software includes editors, assemblers, text
processors, math packages, games,
utilities, and more. Most programs are sold
with printed source listing and machine
readable object code in the form of disk,
cassette, or paper tape. Prices range from
$3.75 to $75.00. Catalog: 25~. Technical
Systems Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 2574,
West Lafayette, IN 47906.
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Square One Co., a distributor and
manufacturer of floppy disks and supplies
has just released a 12 page booklet
explaining everything you should know
about floppy disks before you either buy
them or use them. Entitled, "THE FLOP-
py DISK, WHAT YOU SHOULD
KNOW," details the care and handling of
the media, how to properly mail floppies
and how they work.
The booklet is useful for new personnel

in office and word processing en-
vironments. It helps newcomers feel more
comfortable by providing them with
knowledge and saves them from the
possible embarrassment of ruining a
diskette or losing data.
"THE FLOPPY DISK, WHAT YOU

SHOULD KNOW" is available, free of
charge, from Square One, 614 Eighteenth
Ave., Menlo Park CA 94025.
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COMPUTER TERMINALS
DIRECTORY
A unique, user-oriented directory of

computer terminals has just been published
by the Association of Time-Sharing Users
(ATSU).With a photograph and a full page
of information about each of 120 ter-
minals, the Directory represents over a
year's compilation effort by the Associa-
tion.

What does the Directory contain that is
not already provided by other data
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o Check enclosed 0 Money Order enclosedI Plus $1.00 for Postage and Handling. CC49 I

I Nrune I
I Address I
I City State Zip__ I
L__ ~e~ply in~. only. __ ~

NEW SCIENCE FAIR®
STORY OF ELECTRONICS

An all-new and updated edition of Radio
Shack's popular educational comic book,
"The New Science Fair Story of Elec-
tronics ... the Discovery that Changed the
World!", is now available for free distribu-
tion to schools, clubs, youth groups and
interested individuals.
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processing reference sources on the
market? The latest pricing information, a
list each terminal's lease costs (when
available), the number installed, and
information about who to contact at each
supplier for further information. A full
description of all terminal features is also
given.

In bound form, the Computer Terminals
Directory is $45, prepaid. By subscription,
in loose-leaf form, it is part of the
Association's three-volume "Interactive
Computing Directories," and is available as
part of membership in ATSU for $85.
Orders for the Directory orfor Association
membership should be sent to: ATSU, P.O.
Box 9003, Boulder CO 8030 I.
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MICROCOMPUTER
EVALUATION SERIES

Management Information Corporation
introduces a new series of reports dealing
with the evaluation of microcomputer
systems-Business Microcomputer
Evaluations. Each report will contain two
complete evaluations of business
microcomputers analyzing the equipment,
programs, prices, and service capabilities
of the manufacturers. These reports are
specifically designed to meet the selection
needs of .the personal computer user and
small businessman.

Business Microcomputer Evaluations-
I represents the first in this series. The two
evaluations contained in this 28 page
report are Radio Shack's TRS-80 and the
Apple II Computer. Both evaluations
describe up-to-date features and
capabilities of each of the system. $10 ($15
outside US and Canada).

Management Information Corporation,
140 Barclay Center, Cherry Hill NJ 08034.
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SMALL BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
Creative Computer Consultants Inc.

announces publication of the Standard
Software Library, a series of books
containing listings of programs written in
BASIC with complete documentation.

Each volume in the series will be devoted
to a single application. The first three
volumes deal with Accounting Programs
for Small Computers. Volume I "General
Ledger" enables a small busines} to set up a
fully automated General Ledfer system
with a complete Chart of Accounts.
Included are programs for editing, sorting,
merging and posting of transactions. A
Trial Balance report is available in either
summary or detail at the users option.
Income Statement. and Balance Sheet
reports may be obtained at the close of each
accounting period with both current and
year to date totals and percentages.

Volume 2 "Accounts Receivable"
provides a fully automated system for
dealing with customer accounts.

Volume 3 "Payroll" enables a business to
automate all of the normal payroll func-
tions.

All of the programs are written in a level
of BASIC common to practically all of the
current microprocessors and minicom-
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puters. This means that each user can use
the programs on an "as is" basis with a
minimal effort. At the same time the
modular nature of the programs and the
accompanying documentation make it
easy to revise the program to meet special
user requirements.

Volume I "General Ledger" will be
available at computer stores or may be
ordered direct from Creative Computer
Consultants Inc., P.O. Box 211 L Norwalk
CT 06852 (203-847-0141) at $49.95.
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FREE GUIDE TO HOME
COMPUTERS FROM NCE

A helpful book on the latest and best
information about home computers is
being offered free by NCE/ CompuMart,
Inc. Getting Started with Microcomputers
(cover price $2.95) evaluates 25 books and
periodicals on current technology and
equipment and recommends each for its
usefulness to the programmer, engineer or
systems designer. This illustrated paper-
back also includes an up-to-date buyer's
guide with current prices and capabilities
of today's home computers. It explains
what each computer can do for fun-
games like baseball, aerial battles, black-
jack, scramble and biorhythm analyses-
and for household management services
like balancing the checkbook and simple
bookkeeping. Also details the expansion
possibilities of each system. To receive your
free copy, write to: NCE/CompuMart,
lnc., P.O. Box 8610, Ann Arbor MI 48107.
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THE BEST OF THE PET
GAZETTE

This 96-page publication is a treasure
trove of information for PET owners. It
includes reviews, program listings and
hints, interesting tid bits, and advertising
from many vendors of PET hardware and
software. The reviews are hard-hitting,
short, and to the point. Covers topics such
as attaching a video monitor to the PET,
graphics, program overlays, music, and
more. Get one if you don't have all the back
issues of the PET Gazette. The PET
Gazette, published by Len Lindsay, is a
nonprofit organization. The Best of is
yours for a donation ($10 suggested). The
magazine is free.

The PET Gazette, 1929 Northport Dr.,
Room 6, Madison WI 53704.
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MAGAZINES,
JOURNALS

KIM-1 USER NOTES
KIM-I USER NOTES, the original 6502

newsletter with over 2100 subscribers
worldwide (now known as USER
NOTES:6502) is expanding its coverage to
include the Synertek SYM and Rockwell
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FORTHE SERIOUS
STUDENT OF
HARDWARE

SYSTEMS DESIGN

"This is an excellent book a major
contribution to the literature of corn-
puter hardware,"
-Gerrit A. Blaauw

Technical University of Twente
Enchede, Netherlands

" •••a valuable historical record and a
fascinating reference work for engi.
neers and computer scientists to gain
insight Into the issues and traps of de-
veloping and marketing ·complex prod.
ucts In a fast changing field."
-Jack B. Dennis
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Computer Engineering: A DEC View of
Hardware Systems Design by C. Gordon Bell,
J. Craig Mudge, and John E. McNamara is the
story of hardware systems design practiced
at Digital Equipment Corporation over the
past 20 years.

Computer Engineering is written for peo-
pie who want to or must understand the eval·
uation of hardware systems design. The
focus of the engineer and student of deslqn
will be primarily on the highly technical dis-
cussions, while that of the manager/planner
will be more on the economic and market-
place issues.

The three introductory chapters discuss
computer systems from seven different per-
spectives; technology evolution; packaging
and manufacturing. Five major sections tol-
low: "In the Beginning" (transistor circuitry
and DEC modules) "The Beginning of the
Minicomputer" (18·bit computers, 12·bit
computers, and structural levels of the PDp·
8), "The PDP·11 Family" (from the beginning
of the Family through VAX), "The Evolution
of Computer Building Blocks" (RTMs, LSI
processor bit slices, and multi-microproces-
sors), and "The PDp·10 Family." Three ap-
pendices cover the ISPS and PMS notations,
and measuring computer performance. A
bibliography and Index are included.

585 pages, 83 tables, 364 figures, hard-
cover, $19.95, plus $2 for postage and han-
dling (U.S. only).

Send check or money order 10: Dept. CE·H,
Educational Services, Digital Equipment
Corporation, Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA
01730.

~oul~k-;to order - - - ~pY(ieS) ~

IComputer Engineering: A DEC View of Hard-,
ware Systems Design.

, Enclosed is a check or money order for ,

, ~Iease ship book(S) to: CC49 ,

I Name I
I Company/University I
I
Department ,
Street _

I City State __ Zip 1
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A IM machines and its size to offer twice as
much information in a brand new format.
KIM will, of course, continue to get the
most coverage.

Subscribers rates are $13.00/6 issues
(U.S. & Canada 1st class) and $19.00/6
issues elsewhere. U.S. funds only.

USER NOTES:6502, Eric C. Rehnke,
Publisher, P.O. Box 33093, North
Royalton OH 44133.
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NEWSLETTER FOR
APPLE II OWNERS!
RAINBOW

Subscription orders are now being
accepted for the independent User
Newsletter dedicated to the APPLE II
personal computer. The $15.00 subscrip-
tion price includes all ten issues of volume
·1, and the first issue will be available
December l st, 1978. The RAIN BOW will
include items of interest solely to APPLE
II owners! Share discoveries, programs,
experiences, innovations, and anecdotes-
internationally.

Send subscription orders, articles,
letters. software (for review, exchange, or
sale) to THE RAINBOW, P.O. BOX 43,
AUDUBON, PA 19407. Overseas orders
include $10.00 for airmail postage if
desired.
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HOW TO FIND THE
PERSONAL COMPUTER
YOU WANT

Personal computers, once a hobbyist-
oriented system, are quickly becoming
more and more popular on the small
business computer market. Small
businessmen have found that personal
computers have many of the qualities they

_ seek in a system and are offered at a lower
cost than the minicomputer-based system.

Radio Shack has published a technical Unfortunately, most businessmen know
reference handbook for their TRS-80 little when it comes to buying a system.
Microcomputer System. The illustrated, Most of the computer 'jargon' is foreign to
108-page book is intended primarily for them, a fact which not only confuses them
technically oriented pers<;ms With ~ good but might also leave them with a personal
working knowledge of digital logic. circuits. computer system that really doesn't satisfy

Wntten 10 the straightforward, informal their business needs.
,man!1er that has become a hallmark of To help these businessmen 'ease' their
RadIO Shack publications, the TRS-80 way into the world of personal computers,
Microcomputer Technical. Reference as opposed to being 'thrown' in full force,
Handbook includes technical information Management Information Corporation
and schematic diagrams for both Level-l has produced a publication which
and Level-Il TRS~80 systems. describes those things a potential buyer

TopICS covered 10 the book are: Theory would want and need to' know before
of Operatl.on, AdJustm~nts and purchasing a system.
Troubleshooting, The Outside World This 24-page publication, entitled Per-
(c.onnectlOns to external devices), Parts sonal Computers for the Businessman,
List and fold-out ?chematlcs. . explains what a personal (or rnicro-)

The TRS-80 Microcomputer Technical computer is and how it differs from a
Refer~nce H,~ndbook IS pnced at $9.95. minicomputer. It also describes a shopping
The 8 Y2 x 1.1 s?ftboun.d book ISavailable strategy to follow when the decision is
from partlclpat~ng RadIO Shack stores and made to purchase a system (i.e. don't let the
dealers worldwide. price tag be the only consideration). $7.50.

CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD Management Information Corporation,
140 Barclay Center, Cherry Hill NJ 08034.

TRS-80 Reference Manual

VisiCalc'TM
How did you ever
do without it?., 1979 PS Inc.
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THE FIRST
NEW ENGLAND
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE HANDBOOK

Designed as a directory of every resource
available in New England, The Handbook
will list and describe: computers,
peripherals, software, retailers, repair
organizations, courses, clubs, user groups,
user publications, and trade journals. The
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Handbook is another resource of The
Boston Computer Society, Boston's infor-
mation exchange and resource center for
the microcomputer industry.

The First New England Microcomputer
Resource Handbook. will be useful for
many audiences. Home, school, business
and laboratory computer users will be able
to locate software, user groups,
peripherals, user publications and repair
services easily. Prospective purchasers will
be able to compare costs and features of
computers, as well as services and support
by local vendors. Novices to the microcom-
puter phenomenon will have a resource for
locating stores, clubs and courses to help
further their involvement and understand-
ing. Visitors to the New England area will
have a complete list of places to visit. $2.00.

At participating computer stores or by
mail from: The Boston Computer Society,
17 Chestnut Street, Boston MA 02108.
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CALCULATORS

CARD-PROGRAMMABLE
TEACHING CALCULATORS

EduCALC dual-display lecturer's
calculators are available with Hewlett-
Packard and Texas Instruments card-
programmable "master" calculators. Each
unit is an oaken lectern similar in size to a
portable typewriter. The master calculator
is permanently mounted on top for
instructor operation. On the other side,
facing the audience, are large neon digits
which repeat the calculator's readout with a
wide viewing angle and 60-foot legibility.

EduCALC Model 67 GD incorporates
the H P-67 fully programmable calculator.
It has a Smart Disp lay'" which
automatically reformats the IS-digit LED
calculator display for the 12 big digits. The
new H P-29C continuous-memory
programmable IS also available on
EduCALC Model 29 GD.

The TI Programmables 58 and 59 are
built into Models 58 GD an 59 GD; both
offer Tl's new Solid-State Software
modules with up to 5000 steps of program
library in each. Model 59 GD can also read
and write programs on little magnetic
cards; it has. up to 960 program steps or 100
data registers. All models carry a full one-
year warranty and are supplied with
carrying case and owner's manual.

Educational Calculator Devices, lnc.,
P.O. Box 974, Laguna Beach CA 92652.
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NEW SIX FUNCTION LED
DISPLAY WATCH-BALL
POINT PEN BYWRITE-TIME

A stainless steel pen that tells month,
date, day of week, hour, minute and
seconds. Lighted dial to see in darkness and
can be used for stop watch. Accuracy
within one minute per year. Battery
operated with one year factory warranty.

Write-Time, 9621 Olive St. Rd., P.O.
Box 28907, Dept., St. Louis MO 63132.
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TEACHER'S CALCULATOR
DISPLAYS HEX AND OCTAL

The EduCALC PG GO is similar in size
to a portable typewriter and has two
display areas. A built-in Texas Instruments
"Programmer" calculator is on top for the
instructor's use. A second display of big
neon digits faces your audience-it shows
the same numbers as does the calculator,
with a wide viewing angle and legibility at
60 foot range .
. You can use the PG GO as if it showed
your students the arithmetic register of a
digital computer.. It displays hex and octal
as well as decimal base numbers, and
performs Boolean operations and base
conversions. In hex and octal arithmetic it
operates naturally, with integer "two's
complement," just like a computer.

It handles even IBM 370 problems with
ease, and multiplies your effectiveness in
teaching programming, debugging, repair,
and logic design. An instruction Manual is
included. EDUCATIONAL"
CALCULATOR DEVICES, INC., P.O.
Box 974, Laguna Beach CA 92652.
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Apple IT is at The Computer Store

The Apple" II, today's most popular personal computer, is at The
Computer Store. Along with the latest in Apple peripherals. Like
the new Disk" II floppy disk drive. Or, printer and communica-
tions interfaces. And, the latest in software including the new
Apple/Dow Jones Stock Quote Reporter. The compact Apple II
gives you 48K RAM memory with full color graphics and high
resolution graphics. It's the most powerful computer in its price
range.

At The Computer Store, we have more than ever before in
microcomputers, memories, terminals and peripherals. All backed
by a technical staff and a full service department. Stop in today,
you'll find more than ever before at The Computer Store.

'The Computer Store .
820 Broadway, Santa Monica, California 90401 (213) 451-0713

The Original Name In Personal Computer Stores
Store Hours: T••••-Fri" 10 am-8 pm, Saturday, 10 .10-6 pm

Located two blocks north of the Santa Monica Freeway at (he Lincoln Blvd. exit.
Phone and mail orders invited. BankAmericard/Visa and Master Charge accepted.
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tJotices
Electronic
Mail Box
A Washington, DC area electronic mail

box is now in operation by the Amateur
Radio Research and Development Corpora-
tion (AMRAD)-a club of over ?OO radio and
computer amateurs.

The electronic mail box is an AMI 6800
computer which may be accessed either via
telephone line or by means of an amateur
radio repeater in McLean, Virginia.
Telephone access is initiated by dialing

(703) 281-2125. Any 110 or 300-baud ASCII
terminal with standard Bell Telephone
model 103 tones (1270 Hz mark, 1070 Hz
space) may be used. The user should first

, type 'several "returns" to permit the com-
puter to automatically adjust to the user's
terminal speed. .

Radio access is via the WR4APC 2-meter
VHF-FM repeater operating on 147.81 MHz
input, 147.21 MHz output. The computer
recognizes the call sign WD41WG when sent
using 45-baud (60 wpm) Baudot
radioteletype with tones of 2125 Hz (mark)
and 2295 Hz (space).

The electronic mail box is similar to the
Community Bulletin Board' Systems
(CBBS) currently in operation:

Atlanta
Chicago
San Diego
Santa Clara

(404) 458-4886
(312) 528-7141
(714) 565-0761
(408) 246-2805

The AMRAD system responds to the
following commands:

H-Help
S-Summarize Messages
R-Read
K-Kill Message
F-Find name or subject
M-Memory left
E-Enter Message
G-Goodbye

The system is self teaching and prompts
the user for each message element. A
hexadecimal serial number is assigned each
time the computer is accessed.

Anyone is invited to access the system via
telephone lines. Radio access is limited to
licensed radio aniateurs with Technician or
higher class license. Messages of a com-
mercial nature are not permitted because
the message may be transmitted over the air
via amateur radio where such traffic is
prohibited by the Federal Communications
Commission. Messages should be kept
reasonably brief because messages are
stored in 16K RAM. There are plans to
expand the memory sometime in the near
future, but for the moment the capacity is
about 20 to 30 messages. Also, users should
"kill" messages addressed to them as soon
as they are received.

For additional information, write AMRAD,
1524 Springvale Ave., McLean, VA 22101.

Trade Association Forms In
Microcomputer Industry
A trade association is being created to

support the growth and development of the
microcomputer industry.

Named the Microcomputer Industry
Trade Association (MITA), its membership
is expected to encompass all segments of
what is also called the personal computer
industry, including hardware manufac-
turers, software producers, retailers, system
houses, distributors, consultants publishers
and others.

The association will bring all of these
segments together to solve problems within
the industry and to represent their interests
to those outside the industry, according to
Jim Warren, president of MITA.

"MITA will be involved in issues such as
microcomputer shows, interface standards,
warranty, service policies, retailer support,
legislative action and consumer education,
among other things," Warren said.

"These issues are the industry's major
concerns and interests based on informa-
tion gathered through public meetings and
an informal survey conducted in the four
months of the association's formation," he
explained.

He also stated that the association
expects to propose membership benefit
programs such as group insurance, credit
reporting, transportation discounts and
others.

Warren is among eleven directors elected
during an industry-wide meeting of ap-
proximately 140 at the 3rd West Coast
Computer Faire November 3. Other forma-
tion meetings were held at major microcom-
puter shows during August in Philadelphia
and September in Dallas.

The other directors are Carl Burlin, Byte
Shop of Placentia; Jim Brown, Computer
Data Systems; John French, consultant; Bill
Honeyman, Honeyman & Associates; Shelly
Howard, Micro Computer Devices; Bill
Langenes, Computer Retailing; Adam Os-
borne, Osborne & Associates; Neil Otto,
Otto Electronics; Vern Raburn, GRT Corp.;
and Don Smith, Jade Computer Products.
Warren is publisher of Intelligent Machines
Journal and chairman of the West Coast
Computer Faires. Langenes was elected
secretary and Raburn elected treasurer.

Companies wishing to support MITA may
send $100 as seed money applicable to
membership dues when they are adopted at
the May meeting. A check payable to MITA
may be sent to Vern Raburn, MITA
secretary, c/o GRT Corp., 1286 Lawrence
Station Road, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086.

For more information, contact Jim
Warren at (415) 851-7664.
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DPMA Sponsors 2nd Annual
Student Program And Paper
Competition

Data Processing Management Associa-
tion (DPMA) will be sponsoring its second
annual student program and paper com-
petition in connection with its San Diego '79
International Conference and Business
Exposition to be held October 14-17,1979 in
the Town & Country Hotel.

James R. Stallard, COP, Assistant
Professor, Information Systems Depart-
ment, San Diego State University, will chair
the student program to be held Sunday,
October 14. Program and competition
material will be sent to al1140 DPMA student
organizations, consisting of nearly 4,000
members, encouraging members to submit
papers for the program.

Awards will be presented to the winners in
two categories, graduate and un-
dergraduate, at the student program. Each
DPMA Region is asked to select one
winning paper in both categories and
forward them to DPMA International Head-
quarters. (505 Busse Hwy, Park Ridge, IL
60068) The deadline for the competition is
June 1.

Emphasis in' the competition must be
placed on subjects in the area of manage-
ment of data processing activities and the
use of data processing in management
responsibilities.

Clemson Conference
The Clemson Conference on Small Com-

puters: Applications for Business, Industry,
and Everybody will be held at Clemson
University, Clemson, S.C. on May 23 & 24,
1979. The conference will be of great value
to all those who have become interested in
small computers but who have await-and-
see attitude. In addition, people who are
already involved with small systems will find
the conference highly interesting and
beneficial. There will be discussions on a
wide variety of applications, tutorials on
small systems, and exhibits of equipment.
Applications to be discussed are business,
industry, engineering, medicine, education,
agriculture, and the home. David Ahl of
Creative Computing will be the keynote
speaker.

For registration information contact K. E.
Johnson, Continuing Engineering Educa-
tion, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C.
29631. For information on the applications
to be discussed or equipment exhibits,
Contact W. J. Barnett, Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering Department, Clemson
University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK!

THE COMMODORE PET 2001
and a FREE COURSE IN BASIC!

(If you already know BASIC,
substitute program of equal value)
Buy the 8K PET and receive FREE. a

computerized course iD programmiDg!
Ba.lc BASIC. by Ralph ••am ee, Ph.D ••and
Ronald Lodewyck. Ph.D. Is an extensive
series of programs which teach BASIC In
a clear, interactive, and dynamic style
which Is only possible with a compater.

Certain features of the PET
continue to place it way ahead of

ALLcompetition:
-Complete screen editing allows INSERTION and DELE-
TION of characters anywhere in the screen listing of a
program! No retyping of lines to correct errors.
-6502 Microsoft BASIC continues to be the fastest ver-
sion available. REAL-TIME animation. REAL-TIME con-
trol appllcations. and numerous time-sensitive applica-
tions become possible with Commodore BASIC. The
competitors' BASIC's 'are usually too slow for anything
but 'static' programs!
-Completely integrated self contained unit- NO 'rat's nest'
of dangling wires and connectors. Single cabinet contains
9"~RT screenwith crisp clear resolution. cassette tape
drive. 72 key keyboard and separate numeric keypad.
-Rugged heavy-duty steel cabinet-the PET is durable
enough for demanding industrial applications, yet makes
an attractive addition to the home environment.
-lrmovanve file control system makes data file handling
and 'input/output' operations by the cassette, printer,
disk, and other peripherals easy.

-Three optimized methods to expand: 1) memory ex-
.pansion bus for additional RAM & ROM. 2) IEEE-488
bus for VO expansion. The IEEE bus allows up to 15 de-
vices 'on-line' simultaneously-ALL connected to the same
port _ No need for multiple expensive RS·232 or parallel
ports' 3) 8 bit parallel 110 port with handshake lines for
simpler applications.

The Commodore PET Is not perfect. but ••e
are yet to see.ANYeompetltloD that is a.
iDDovative in design, as durable in con'"
struetion, or as versatile or fUDto u.e

.sthe PET.
8K PET with Basic BASIC programming course
(or equiv.) '795
New 16K PET with FACTORY full sized ASCII
keyboard, but does not include cassette drive (call,
or write to verify) '995

32 K PET with full ASCII keyboard, but w/o
cassette -1195
PET Printer-Impact printer with formatted printing,
full graphics printing, TRACTOR feed ...
..many features -975
PET FLOPPY DISK. dual shugart minifloppy.
approx. 330K under internal microprocessor
CONTROL-FULL DOS '1095

Prices quoted for new peripherals are
preliminary and approx.

The COMPUCOLOR II, The Best
Home/Personal Computer

Available. Intelligent Systems
Corporation of Norcross,

Georgia has been building color
video graphics terminals for

years, and the Compucolor II is
based on the same high level soft-
ware and advanced hardware

design of commercial/industrial
systems costing thousands of
dollars more. The Compucolor
II comes with the following

STANDARD features!

ALTOS ACS-8000 SUN SERIES:
a new standard in CP/M based

systems
-Single board construction for highest bandwidth. signal
purity, reliability, ease of maintenance, and lowest cost.
-4 mhz Z80 w/32K 200 nanosecond 4116 RAM,
sockets for 64K
-Dual Shugart 8" dnves-sinqle density/sided standard;
double density andlor double sided drives optional.
-28 megabyte hard disk (Shugart) available this summer
in matching cabinet.
-Large prototyping board available for custom apphca-
lions; installs next to main board. (room for 75 16 pin lC's)

-2 accessory AC outlets for printer, terminal, etc.
-2 RS-232 and one 16 bit parallel port standard.
-PASCAL, COBOL, CBASIC. FORTRAN, and Z80
macro assembler
-90 day warranty for parts/labor.
When high bandwidth (high speed), low cost, and
reasonable expandability are considered. the price/
performance advantages of a single board design
far outweigh the advantages of a so called 'stan-

dard' bus configuration. Why pay thousands more
for lower performance? Altos decided that hard·
ware requirements were adequately met with a

sin gle "6x9"· board!

ACS·gOOO-l, 32K, single density/sided (500Kbyle)
'3840.00
ACS·SOOO-2, 32K, double density/sing. sided
(I mbyte] '4500.00
ACS·SOOO-3, 32K, single density/doub. sided
[Irnbyte) '4800.00
ACS·8000-4, 32 K, double density/doub. sided
(2 mbyte) '5300.00
additional 16K ram- -99: proto board w/connector

'150.00
CP/M free with computer: CBASIC'IOO.OO:
Fortran IV '500.00: PASCAL '200.00:
COBOL '7 70.00: ZSO macro assembler '100.00

ALLITEMS AVAILABLENOWI

-Mintfloppy disk drive. built-in, with advanced DOS,
accessable through BASIC, or stand alone. Sequential,
Random files.
-13" color CRT STANDARD-- 32x64 characters w/gra-
phics
·16K extended DISK BASIC with FULL graphics capa-
bilities BUILT -IN! No need for extra kluged graphics pro-
grams!
-RS-232 port for printer or modem, STANDARD

-Can function as an intelligent tenminai for larger system
-72 Key ASCU keyboard standard, with many extra features
-large selection of software on diskette, with more coming
-User group and newsletter

IT MAY BE HARD TO BELIEVE, BUT THE
ABOVE SYSTEM WITH 16K USER RAM, 2 FREE

DISKETTES (W/4,5 PROGRAMS EACH)
ISONLY'1695!

2nd Minifloppy disk drive, 52K '400
Optional 117 Key keyboard (nwneric duster, etc.) '225

SOFTWARE DISKETTES, '19.95.EACH (contain
4-6 programs each)
Startrek, Othello, Chess, Math Tudor, Sampler (free

w/CCII)
Black Jack. Personal Finance I. Personal finance
2, Bonds & Securities, Equity.

Personal Data Base '29.95: Text Editor '24.95:
Assembler '24.95: Programming manual '25:
Maintenance Manual -50.

Write for farther detallsl
Compare with the TRS-80 and Apple III

SAVE BY BUYING
COMPLETE SYSTEMS!

ALTOS SYSTEM (I):
ACS·SOOO-I, 32 K, W/CP/M, Altos utilities· '3840
CBASIC'IOO

Hazeltine 1500 with full end-user warranty! (90 day
parts, labor, usually ON-SITE, from Hazeltine!'U9

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 810 printer, with R5-i32·
(with full factory warranty!) Comparable to Centronics

703) '1895
Printer Cable '35

ALTOS SYSTEM (l), list price '7065

SPECIAL SYSTEM PRICE $6895
Beware of the poor warranties most 'bargain basement'
peripherals include! ALL peripherals (unless otherwise
stated) from Plainsman Micro Systems include the FULL

(usually on-site) WARRANTY and service from
the manufacturer.

Plainsman Micro Systems
P.O. Box 1712 B

Auburn, Alabama 36830
800·633.8724 (Div. 5C Corp)

Master Charge/Visa: Free UPS Shipping on all
orders prepaid with cashier's check (heavy items

shipped freight collect)
Unless otherwise stated, all item.

assembled, tested, warrantied 90 days for
parts and labor

Sales & Service for 051, Altos, Commodore,
Compucolor & HDE

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORES!

800·633·8724

The Logic Store
Columbus Square Mall

3050 Macon Road
Columbus, Georgia
(404)568-0197

R.N. Clemmons, Mgr.

The Logic Store
3808 Pepperell Parkway

Opelika, Alabama
(205)745-7735

William Carroll, Mgr.
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Introduction
This program illustrates the

possibility of composing music in
four-part harmony by using a com-
puter random generator. An algorithm
was devised incorporating rules of
music composition, and developed on
the Honeywell model #1646. The
computer output consists of sets of
numbers representing notes, chord
variations, tempos and voicing.
Utilization of the output permits the
writing of music. This method of com-
position is unique from any other
published method, in that there is no
human intervention after the program
has been started.
Program Summary

The I/O device was the Data Access

..-v--_ ..•....Music Composition:

A Different
\. Approach

Nancy Altmayer

f music composition this
omposes music in four-part

of human intervention after the
operator input! It's interesting to. see the

1~~lI~rilClo'"cein music when the rules are not followed.
Altmayer, who is currently aHending

•••.•~~ n University, developed the progra,m as a
term project tor a high school computer math class.

dom generation was again used to
select a tempo for the piece, and finally
to assign note values for each chord.

The random number generator
'INT(RND(O)*U)' generates numbers
by multiplying an input constant by
the number of seconds past midnight.
The constant is a truncating factor to
yield the desired number of digits.
Musical Description

As a result of different instructions
in the program, pieces can be written
in either major or minor keys. A selec-
tion of one of the four tempos, 4/4, 2/2,
3/4, or 6/8 is made. Each chord has the
possibility of being a-different value
(e.g., a quarter note) and has inver-
sions making up SATB (soprano-alto-
tenor-bass) voicinq. -

Nancy Altmayer, 442 Pyne Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540, or 549 Greenway East, West Hempstead, NY 11552.
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System model #360. The computer
used in Honeywell model #1646. This
has a main memory of 64K, with 276
disk drives, each with 7% megabyte
capacity. Because of the program size
file linkage was necessary which was
accomplished'by using a 'CHAIN' com-
mand.
Through the use of random number

generators, chord numbers were
selected. These chord numbers were
put through a series of tests rep-
resenting the rules of composition.
Chords not fitting into these rules were
eliminated. Inversions for these chords
were then selected through random
generation, breaking them up into
definite soprano-alto-tenor - bass
arrangements. This being done, ran-



Table 1.
Operating Information
Computer Language - BASIC
File Size - 256 coding lines
Input - keyboard
Starting Code - XBASIC MUSIC
Random generator used
Linkage used - 'CHAIN' Command
Output printer - Data Access Systems
#360

Table 2.
Rules of Composition
1) A 4 chord cannot be followed by a 5
or a 3 chord.
2) Two 5 chords cannot be next to each
other.
3) The 3 chord cannot follow the
chord.

Table 3.
Glossary of Musical Terms
Beats - The temporal unit of a com-

position, as represented by the up-
and-down movement of a conduc-
tor's hand. In slow or medium
tempo, the 4/4 measure has four
beats, the 3/4 has three, the 2/2 has
two. In fast tempo there may be only
two beats (in 4/4) or even one beat
to the measure.

Chord - The simultaneous sounding of
three or 'more tones. In this music
program, triads with doubled roots
(total of four notes or voices) are
used, Ex. • J

=IE
Chord Number - A number assigned a ,

chord depending on its position in
the scale. Ex: The 5 chord in the c
major .scale -

$ ;0 e 0

0 ( )

~ 0 ..3 4 S b 7 8
I

.2.

Chord Variation - The transposition of
the notes in a chord yield a
variation. for a basic triad with a
doubled brass note, there are
Pn - 4! - possible variations
2! 2

Harmony - The simultaneous oc-
currence of musical tones as op-
posed to melody (i.e., succession of
tones). In four-part harmony each
note of the chord will denote
another voice; soprano, alto, tenor, ,
bass.

APRIL 1979
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Inversion- A term applied to various
procedures involving the substitu-
tion of higher for lower tones and
vice versa. in connection with
chords, inversion is effected by
transposing one or more of the
constituents into a higher (or lower)
octave.

Inversions or variations (on chords) -
The transposition of the notes
within a chord. Ex:

Major, Minor Scales - The basic scales
of most music heard today are the
major and minor scales, both
consisting of seven different notes
forming five whole tones (w) arid
two half tones (h), the former in the
arrangement wwhwwwh, the later,
whwwhww. Starting from C, the
tones of the major scale (C Major)
are:
CD EF G ABC,
those of the minor (C minor),
C DE F G A BC
(brackets indicate half tones)

Time Signature - A sign given at the
beginning of a composition to
indicate its meter (time).
Ex: 33 to the measure

4 quarter note gets 1 beat

Table 4.
Program Symbols
N(I) - chosen chord values
I - chord number
J - chord number
N(B) - all chord values
N(S) - chord values that fall within

limits
L - counter
V(K) - chord inversions
T(A) - tempo of piece
E(D) - chosen note values
S - counter
R(W) - file for discarded chord values
C - counter
E(C) - note values
Q - counter, measure carry-over
S - measure counter
K - counter
F - numerical value of notes
T - number of beats in a measure

Table 5

'MUSIC'
PROGRAM STEPS

INPUT
-Indication of Major or Minor Key
-Number of Notes Desired
Random Generation of Chrod Values
elimination of incorrect chords
-Chord Sequence to Follow Rules of

Composition
-Misplaced Chords Erased
INVERSION OF CHORDS
-Random Generation
-Inversions Become 4-Part Harmony

of Piece
TIME SIGNATURES RANDOMLY

GENERATED
-Choice of Four Different Tempos

4/4, 2/2, 6/8, 3/4
NOTE VALUES RANDOMLY .

GENERATED
TRANSFER TO STAFF PAPER

Bibliography
Apel, Willie and Daniel, Ralph T., The
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York, 1966.

Kemeny, John G. and Kurtz, Thomas
E., Basic Programming, Second
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Lincoln, Harvey B., The Computer and
Music, Cornell University Press,
Ithaca, New York, 1970.

Pinkerton, Richard C., "Information
Theory and Melody", Scientific
American, February 1956, pp. 77-86.



Program A Program listings for Music Composition

?LIST. MUSIC

10 DIM N(300) .R(300),V(300).T(300) .E(300)
20 PRINT "NANCY ALTriAYER"
30 PRINT "TERM PROJECT"
40 PRINT "MUSIC COMPOSITION BY COMPUTERS"
50 FILES MELODY
60 INPUT P
70 REM IF A MAJOR KEY IS WANTED. INPUT 8
80 REM IF A MINOR KEY IS WANTED. INPUT 9
90 S=O

LOO I=RND(TIM(6»
11 0 B=l
120 1=0
130 "=0
135 Q=O
140 L=l
150 U=P
160 INPUT G
170 U=P
180 PRINT TAB(10); "I";1AB(16) ;"N( U"
190 PRINT
200 FOR Y=l.G
210 FOR X=1.10
220 B=6+1
230 N(B)=INT(RND(O)*U)
240 NEXT X
250 IF N(6»U THEN 370
260 IF N(B)(L THEN 370
261 Q=Q+l
262 IF Q=(G+1) THEN 400
270 S=S+l
280 N(S)=N(B)
290 PRINT TAB(5) ;S;TA6(12) ;N(S)
300 NEXT Y
310 PRINT
320 PRINT "S="S
330 PRINT "THERE WILL BE"S~1"NUM6ER OF CHORDS IF NON~ ARE ERASED"
340 L=S+l
350 REM THIS WILL GIVE ME 1+1 NUMBER OF CHORDS
360 GO TO 400
370 W=W+l
380 R(W)=N(B)
390 GO TO 210
400 S=S+l
410 I=S
'120 J=S
430 N(I)=l
440 PRINT TAS(IO) ;IIJ";TAB(16) ;"I\J(I)";TAB(25) ;"1"
'150 PRINT TAB(5) ;J:TAB(12) ;N(I) ;TAB(20);I
460 PRINT
470 S=S-l
480 IF N(S)=3 THEN 500
'190 GO TO 550
500 W=W+1
510 R(W)=NIS)
520 GO TO 470
530 REM I AM WRITING MY COMPOSITION BACKWARDS
540 REM THE "1" CHORD WILL BE FIRST
550 1=1-1
560 J=J-1
570 N(Il=NIS)
580 PRINT TAB(S) ;J;TAB(12) ;N(I) ;TAB(20);I
Sill PRINT
590 IF S=l THEN 840
600 IF NIS)=4 THEN 650
610 IF NIS)=5 THEN 720
620 IF NIS)=l THEN 780
630 S=S-l
640 GO TO 550
650 S=S+l
660 IF N(S)=3 THEN 690
670 IF N(S)=5 THEN 670
6110 GO TO 550
690 W=W+l
700 R(W)=N(S)
710 GO TO 650
720 S=S-l
730 IF N(S)=5 THEN 750
740 GO TO 550
750 W=W+l

'-------------------------------------------76

RANDOM GENERATION OF CHORD VALUES

TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT OF CHORD

ELIMINATION OF CHORDS NOT FITTING
RULES OF COMPOSITION

PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT OF CHORD VALUES

ELIMINATION OF CHORDS NOT FITTING
RULES OF COMPOSITION

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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~ TRS-80 OWNERS ,~--------~ .--------~AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ~

CASSETTE SOFTWARE DISKETTE
Package # 1036 (Level II) : $495.00

COMPLETE SMALL BUSINESS - This program is a complete small business program that was tailored to
work for most small business applications. The program includes such things as Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable, Invoicing, Inventory Control, Payroll and General Ledger.

Package # 1038 (Level II) $ 99.95
ACCOUNTS REGEIV ABLE

Package # 1039 (Level II) . ',' $ 99.95
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Package # 1044 (Level II) $125.00
INVENTORY CONTROL

Package # 1045 (Level II) $ 99.95
INVOICING

Package # 1046 (Level II) $ 99.95
PAYROLL

Package # 1047 (Level II) $ 99.95
MAILING LIST

Package # 1026
(Level II, DISKETTE) , $24.95
Includes the following:
SPACEWAR II - CIVIL WAR - TRAP THE TRIBBLE -
LIFE - KNIGHT - CONCENTRATION and LUNAR
LANDER.

Package #1024 '
(Level II, DISKETTE) $24.95
Includes the following:
SPACEWAR I - BANNER ---:UFO ATTACK - PILE UP-
BIORBYTHM - AUTO RACE and WORDS.

OVER 150 EXCITING PROGRAMS
* MORE EVERY DAY *

ELECTRONICSEDUCATION MARKETING

Also available for PET and APPLE.
All SOFTW ARE-80 programs are guaranteed.

Programs available in Level I and Level II Basic.
All of our business programs will operate with printer; custom programs also available.

With certified check or money order, all orders shipped within 24 hours.
Personal checks allow 2 weeks. Send for our complete catalogue.

SOFTW ARE-80

18228 Cabrillo Court
Fountain Valley, CA 92708'

ALL PRICES AND PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
•••
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760 R(W)=N(S)
770 GO TO 720
780 S=S-l
790 IF N(S)=3 THEN 810
800 GO TO 550
810 W=W+1
820 R(W)=N(S)
830 GO TO 780
840 PRINT "1="1
841 PRINT
850 J=l PRINTING OF CHORD ASSIGNMENTS
860 N=l
869 PRINT TA8(10);"J";TA8(16) ;"N(I)";TA8(25);"I"
870 PRINT TAB(5) ;JlTAB(12) ;N( I) ;TAB(20);1
880 PRINT
890 IF I=L THEN 940
900 1=1+1
910 J=J+l
920 N=N+l
930 G-O TO 870
940 PRINT "N"=N
950 PRINT "CHORD VARIATION"
%0 PRINT
970 M=O
980 C=l
990 H=l

1000 PRINT TA8(10);"K"ITA8(16) ;"V(K)"
-1012 0=12
1020 J=O
1030 1=0
1040 K=O
1050 FOR Y=l.N RANDOM GENERATION OF CHORD VARIATION
1060 FOR X=1.10
1070 C=C+l
1080 J=J+l
1090 1=1+1
1100 V(C)=INT(RND(O)*D)
1110 NEXT X
1120 IF V(C)(H THEN 1220
1130 IF V(C)D THEN 1220
1140 K=K+l
1150 V(K)=V(C)
1160 PRINT TA8(5);K;TAB(12);V(K)
1170 NEXT Y
1180 PRINT
1190 PRINT "K=L="K
1200 L=K
1210 GO TO 1250
1220 M=M+l
1230 F(M)=V(C)
1240 GO TO 1060
1250 PRINT TAB(7);"J";TA8(12);"N(I)";TAB(20);"V(K)";TAB(27);"S";
1260- PRINT TA8(32) ;"A";TA8(37);"T";TA6(42);"6"
1270 PRINT ,,----------------------~-------------------------------------------"1280 PRINT
1290 PRINT
1300 J=O
1310 1=0
1320 K=O
1330 IF J=L THEN 1960 ASSIGNMENT OF CHORD VARIATIONS
1340 J=J+1
1350 1=1+1
1360 K=K+1
1370 IF N(I)=7 THEN 1900
1380 IF N(I)=8 THEN 1930
1390 HEM THERE ARE 12 POSSI6LE VARIATIONS
1391 IF V(K)6 THEN 1400
1395 ON V(K) GO TO 1430.1470.1510.1550.1590.1630
1400 V(Z)=V(K)-6
1405 ON V(Z) GO TO 1670.1710.1750.1790.1830.1870
1410 REM THE NUM6ERS FOLLOWING THE V(K) INDICATE THE POSITIONS OF
1420 REM THE NOTES IN THE CHORDS
1429 REM INVERSION V(K)=1
1430 PRINT TAB(2) ;J;TAB(- 8) ;N(I) ;TA8(16) ;V(K) ;TA8(22) ;"3";TA8(27) ;"1";
1440 PRINT TA8(32) ;"5"ITA6(37) ;"1"
1450 PRINT
1460 GO TO 1330
1469 REM INVERSION V(K)=2
1470 PRINT TA8(2) ;J:TA6( 8) ;N(J) ;TA6(16) ;V(K) ;TA8(22) ;"1";TAB(27) ;"5";
1480 PRINT TA6(32) ;"3"-ITAB(37) ;"1"
1490 PRINT
1500 GO TO 1330
1509 REM INVERSION V(K)=3
1510 PRINT TA8(2) ;JlTA6( 8) ;N( t) :TAB(6) ;V(K) ;TA8(22) ;"5"ITAB(27) ;"1";
1520 PRINT TA8(32);"3";TAB(37);"1"
1530 PRINT
1540 GO TO 1330
1549 REM INVERSION V(K)=4
1550 PRINT TA8(2) ;J;TAB( 8) ;N(J) :TAB(6) ;V(K) :TAB(22) ;"3"ITAB(27) ;"5";
1560 PRINT TA8(32);"3";TA6(37);"1"
1570 PRINT
1580 GO TO 1330
1589 REM INVERSION V(K)=5
1590 PRINT TAB{2) :J:TAB( 8) :N(I) :TAB(16} ;V(K} ;TA8(22) ;u5":TAB(27) PI1":
1600 PRINT TA8(32);"3";1AB(37);"1"
1610 PRINT
1620 GO TO- 1330
1629 REM INVERSION V(K)=6
1630 PRINT TAB(2) ;J;TAB( 8) ;N(I) ITAB(6) ;V(K) ;TAB(22) ;"1";TA8(27) 1"3";
1640 PRINT TAB(32);"5"ITA8(37);"1"

CREATIVE COMPUTING78



••••••••••••••••••••••••• CCI ••••••••••••••••••••••••

• Non-Linear Systems, Inc.

MS-21S MINISCOPE

Dual-Trace-2 Channel
Separate/Chopped Or Alternate Modes

MODEL NO. NET MODEL NO. NET-----

l\HJLTIMETERS COCNTERS

LM-3A $134.00 FM-3TB/11:i $ 93.00

LM-3A/LH 137.50 FM-3TB/230 95.00

LM-3.5A 155.00 FM-300TB/115 102.00

LM-3.5A/LH 158.50 FM-300TB/230 105.00

LM-40A 209.00 FM-7 215.00

LM-40A/LH 212.50 FM-7/LH 218.50

LM-4A 250.00 FM-7/PH 218.50

LM-4A/LH 253.;;0 SC-5 98.00

LM-300 114.00 SC-5/LH ,101. 50

LM-300/LH 117.50 SC-5/PH 101. 50

LM-350 144.00

LM-350/LH 147.50 OSCILLOSCOPES

RMS-350 208.00 MS-15 $318.00

RMS-350/LH 211. 50 MS-215 435.00

-----
/

BANK OF AMERICA AND MASTERCHARGE
WELCOME. TERMS: MIN. ORDER $10.00 ADD $2.00
POSTAGE AND HANDLING IF ORDER IS UNDER
$25.00 AND SENT U.P.S. ADD $4.00 POSTAGE
AND HANDLING IF SENT VIA U.S. MAIL.

VIDEO
TERMINALS
SOROC 1Q120 995
LSI ADM3A 895
HAZELTINE 1500 1225
HAZEl_TINE 1510 1395
HAZELTINE 1520 1650
HAZELTINE Modular One 1995
PERKIN ELMER Fox-1100 1295
PERKIN ELMER Owl-1200 1995
INTERTUBR 784
MICROTERM ACTIV-A 550
MICROTERMACTIV-B 800

PRINTERS
TTY Model 43 1277
TTY Model 40 (80 cen 2960
TTY Model 40 (132 Col) 3760
Okidata Model CP110 (+Optns)1295
Okidata Model 22 2695
TI Silent 700 Model 745 1995
TI Model 810 Serial, no opt 1895
TI810 VFC, CP, Full ACSII 2295
NEC Spinwriter, RO, Friction .. 2775
NEC Spinwriter, KSR, Friction .3090
.NEC Tractor Mechanism 140
XEROX 1700, KSR, Friction 3240
XEROX 1710, RO, Friction 2850
XEROX 1720, Comm. Term 3450
XEROX Tractor Feed for Above. 200
XEROX 1760, Matrix, 200 cps .. 3145
DECWRITER LA36, KSR 1654
DECWRITER LA180, RO 2295
CENTRONICS M779, Friction .. 1175
CENTRONICS M779, Tractor .. 1275
CENTRONICS M761, KSR 2025
CENTRONICS M761, RO 1895
CENTRONICS M703 Printer 2805

COMPUTER COMPONENTS INC.
5848 Sepulveda Blvd., Van Nuys, CA 91411

(213) 786-7411
4705 Artesia Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260

(213) 370-4842
6791 Westminister Ave., Westminister, CA 92683

(714) 898-8330
3808 Verdugo Ave., Burbank, CA 91505

(213) 848-5521
CLOSED SUNDAYS AND MONDAYS

c
C
1
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?LIST MUSIC2
26'13 PRINT "J="J
26'15 GO TO 2672
2646 PRINT "T="T ASSIGNMENT OF NOTE VALUES ACCORDING TO
26'17 J=O TEMPOS
2648 PRINT TAB(II)I"T"ITAB(18)I"F"
2651 ON T(A) GO TO 2660131301360014070
2660 REM THIS WILL ASSIGN MEASURES DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF TIA)
2670 0=0.
2671 GO TO 2680
2672 0=0
2673 0=0+1
2674 PRINT OIEIO)
2675 IF O=J THEN 26'16
2676 GO TO 2673
26110 S=O
2685 0=0
2690 IF J=L THEN 3050
2700 0=0+1
2710 1=1+1
2720 J=J+l
2730 K=K+l
2735 PRINT "E(O)="EIO)
2740 I~ EID)=l THEN 2750
2741 IF E(0)=2 THEN 2780
2742 IF EID)=3 THEN 2810
2743 IF E(0)=4 THEN 2840
274'1 IF E(0)=5 THEN 2870
2745 IF E(0)=6 THEN 2900
2750 S=S+4
2760 F='1
2770 GO TO 2920
2780 S=S+2
2790 F=2
2800 GO TO 2920
2810 S=S+l
2820 F=l
2830 GO TO 2920
28'10 S=S+.5
2850 F=.5
2860 GO TO 2920
2870 S=S+.25
2880 F=.25
2890 GO TO 2920
2900 S=S+.125
2910 F=.125
2920 IF S)T THEN 3000
2930 IF S=T THEN 2970
29'10 PRINT TAB(6) IJITAB(13) IF
2950 PRINT
2960 GO TO 2690
2970 PRINT TAB(6)IJITAB(13)IFITAB(20)I"ENO OF MEASURE"
2980 PRINT
2990 GO TO 2660
3000 Q=S-T
3010 PRINT TAB(6)IJITAB(13)IFITABI20)I"END OF MEASURE +"Q
3020 PRINT'----------------------------------------80------------------------------------'

1650 PRINT
1660 GO TO 1330
1669 REM INVERSION VIK)=7 V(Z)=l
1670 PRINT TAB(2) IJITAB( 8) IN(IlITABI16) IVIK) ITAB(22) 1"1"ITAB(27) 1"1"1
1680 PRINT TAB(32) 1"5"ITAB(37)J"3"
1690 PRINT
1700 GO TO 1330
1709 REM INVERSION V(K)=8 V(Z)=2
1710 PRINT TAB(2) IJITABI 8) INII) ITABIl6) IV(K) ITAB(22) 1"1"ITABI27l 1"5"1
1720 PRINT TAB(32)1"3"ITABI37)1"1" .
1730 PRINT
171f0 GO TO 1330
17'19 REM INVERSION ~IK)=9 V(Z)=3
1750 PRINT TAB(2) IJITAB( 8) IN(IlITAB(16) IVIK) ITAB(22) 1"5"ITAB(27) 1"1"1
1760 PRINT TAB(32) 1"3"ITAB(37)1"1"
1770 PRINT
1780 GO TO 1330
.1789 REM INVERSION VIK)=10 V(Z)='1
1790 PRINT TAB(2) IJITAB( 8) IN(I) ITAB(16) IV(K) ITAB(22) 1"1"ITAB(27l 1"1"1
1800 PRINT TAB(32) 1"3"ITAB(37)1"5"
1810 PRINT
1820 GO TO 1330
1829 REM INVERSION VIK)=11 V(Z)=5
1830 PRINT TAB(2)IJITAB( 8)IN(I)ITABI16)IVIK)ITABI22)1"1"ITABI27)1"3"1
18'10 PRINT TAB(32)1"1"ITAB(37)1"5"
1850 PRINT
1860 GO TO 1330
1869 REM INVERSION VIK)=12 V(Z)=6
1870 PRINT TAB(2) IJITAB( 6) INII) :TAB(16) IVIK) ITAB(22) 1"3"ITAB(27) 1"1"1
1880 PRINT TAB(32)1"1"ITABI37)1"5"
1890 PRINT
1895 GO TO 1330
1900 PRINT TAB(2)IJITAB( 9)I"REST"
1910 PRINT
1920 GO TO 1330
1930 PRINT TAB(2) IJITAB( 9) I"HOLO"
19'10 PRINT
1950 GO TO 1330
1960 WRITE Ul.B.I.W.L.U.J.C.K.M.O
1970 CHAIN "XBASIC MUSIC3"



3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3195
3200
3201
3202
3203
3204
3205
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3'120
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3'190
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3665
3670
3671
3672
3673
3674
3675
3680
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3870
3880
3890
3900

S=Q
GO TO 2690
PRINT "IN 4/4 TIME."
PRINT "F='I INDicATES A WHOLE NOTE"
PRINT "F=2 INDICATES A HALF NOTE"
PRINT "F=l INDICATES A QUARTER NOTE"
PRINT- "F=.5 INDICATES AN EIGTH NOTE"
PRINT "F=.2~ INDICATES A SIXTEENTH NOTE"
PRINT "F=.125 INDICATES A THIRTY.SECOND NOTE"
GO TO 4530
0=0
S=O
IF J=L THEN 3520
0=0+1
1=1+1
J=J+1
K=K+1
PRINT "EID)="EID)
IF E(O)=l THEN 3210
IF EID)=2 THEN 3240
IF EID)=3 THEN 3270
IF E(D)=4 THEN 3300
IF EID)=5 THEN 3330
IF EID)=6 THEN 3360
S=S+2
F=2
GO TO 3390 ASSIGNMENT OF NOTE VALUES FOR 2/2 TEMPO
S=S+l
F=l
GO TO 3390
S=S+.5
F=.5
GO TO 3390
S=S+.25
F=.25
GO TO 3390
S=S+.125
F=.125
GO TO 3390
S=S+.0625
F=.0625
GO TO 3390
IF S>T THEN 3470
IF S=T THEN 3440
PRINT TAB(2);J;TABI 9);F
PRINT
GO TO 3150
PRINT TAB(6) ;J;TAB(13);F;TABI20);"END OF MEASURE"
PRINT
GO TO 3140
Q=S-T
PRINT TAB(6);J;TABI13);F;TABI20);"END OF MEASURE +"Q
PRINT
S=Q
GO TO 3150
PRINT "IN 2/2
PRINT "F=2
PRINT "F=l
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
GO TO
0=0
s=o
IF J=L THEN 3990
0=0+1
1=1+1
J=J+1
K=K+1
PRINT "EID)="EID)
IF EID)=l THEN 3680
IF EID)=2 THEN 3710
IF Elb)=3 THEN 37QO
IF EID)='I THEN 3770
IF EID):5 THEN 3800
IF E(D)=6 THEN 3830
S=S+3
F=3
GO TO 3860

TIME."
INDICATES A WHOLt NOTE"
INDICATES A HALF NOTE"

"F=.5 INDICATES A QUARTER NOTE"
"F=.25 INDICATES AN EIGTH NOTE"
"F=.125 INDICATES A SIXTEENTH NOTE"
"F=.0625 INDICATES A THIRTY-SECOND NOTE"
'1530

S=S+1.5
F=1.5
GO TO 3860 ASSIGNMENT OF NOTE VALUES FOR 3/'1 TEMPO
S=S+.75
F=.75
GO TO 3860
S=S+,375
F=.375
GO TO 3860
S=S+.1875
F=.1875
GO TO 3860
S=S+.09375
F=.09375
GO TO 3860
IF S>1 THEN 39'10
IF S=T THEN 3910
PRINT TABI21;J;TABI 91;F
PRINT
GO TO 3620

WORLD
SIMULATION

by James L. Murphy, Ph.D.

222~2
A"'.:lAC.wwwww

A fully interactive ecologic model. Allows
manipulation of all system variables. Plots 15
variables in 3 different graphs on any standard
printer. Begins in the year 1900 and projects all
values at any interval up to selected ending
year. Seven variables (Birth Rate, Death Rate,
Pollution Ratio, etc.) may be dynamically al-
tered at selected dates within each program run.

All variables and their behavior are fully
compatible with Jay W. Forrester's Model
WORLD2, as described in World Dynamics
(Wright-Allen Press, 1971).

Variables graphed:

POPULATION POLLUTION GENERATED MATERL STD OF LIV
NAT RESOURC FOOD RATIO NAT RESOURC USAGE
POLLUTION RATIO LIFE EXPECTANCY CAP INVEST RATIO
QUAL OF LIFE BIRTH RATE CAP INVEST RAT. AG.
CAP INVESTMENT CROWDING RATIO CAP INV AGRIC FRACT

Two different versions provided on each
diskette, both with complete source listings,
and manual.
Manual only, with source listings
5W' Diskette-North Star BASIC.
8" Diskette-CBASIC .

· .$8.00
· $28.00
· $32.00

'-------------------------------------~81

At your computer store, or from

Berkeley Medical Data Associates, Inc.

MICROCOMPUTER CONSULTANTS

r.o. Box 5279
Berkeley, California 94705

(415) 653-6707
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3910 PRINT TAB(6);J;TAB(13);F;TAB(20) ;"END OF MEASURE"
3920 PRINT
3930 GO TO 3610
39'10 Q=S-T
3950 PRINT TAB(6);J;TAB(13) ;F;TAB(20);"END OF MEASURE +"Q
3960 PRINT
3970 S=Q
3980 GO TO 3620
3990 PRINT "IN 3/4 TIME."
'1000 PRINT "F~3 INDICATES A WHOLE NOTE"
4010 ~RINT "F=1.5 INDICATES A HALF NOTE"
4020 PRINT "F=.75 INDICATES A QUARTER NOTE"
'1030 PRINT "F=.375 INDICATES AN EIGHTH NOTE"
'1040 PRINT "F=.1875 INDICAtES A SIXTEENTH NOTE"
4050 PRINT "F=.09375 INDICATES A THIRTY-SECOND NOTE"
4060 GO TO 4530
4070 0=0
4071 PRINT "HI"
4080 S=O
4090 IF J=L THEN 4'160
4100 0=0+1
4110 1=1+1
'+120 J=J+l
4130 K=K+l
4135 PRINT "E(O)="E(O)
4140 IF E(O)=l THEN '1150
4142 IF E(0)=2 THEN 4180
4143 IF E(D)=3 THEN 4210
41'14 IF E(D)=4 THEN '12'10
4145 IF E(0)=5 THEN 4270
4146 IF E(0)=6 THEN 4300
4150 S=S+6
4160 F=6
4170 GO TO 4330
4180 S=S+3
4190 F=3
4200 GO TO 4330 'ASSIGNMENT OF NOTE VALUES FOR 6/8 TEMPO
4210 S=S+1,5
4220 F=1.5
4230 GO TO 4330
4240 S=S+.76
4250 F=.76
4260 GO TO 4330
4270 S=S+.38
4280 F=.38
4290 GO TO 4330
4300 S=S+.19
4310 F=.19
4320 GO TO 4330
4330 IF S)T THEN 4410

4340 IF S=T THEN 4380
4350 PRINT TAB(2);J;TAB( 9);F
4360 PRINT
4370 GO TO 4090
4380 PRINT TAB(6) ;J;TAB(13) ;F;TAB(20);"END OF MEASURE"
4390 PRINT
4400 GO TO 4080
4410 Q=S-T
4420 PRINT TAB(6);J;TAB(13);F;TAB(2ti);"END OF MEASURE +"Q
4430 PRINT
4440 S=Q
4450 GO TO 4090
4460 PRINT "IN 6/8 TIME."
4470 PRINT "F=6 INDICATES A WHOLE NOTE"
4480 PRINT "F=3 INDICAtES A HALF NOTE"
4490 PRINT "F=1.5 INDICATES A QUARTER NOTE"
4500 PRINT "F=.76 INDICATES AN EIGHTH NOTE"
4510 PRINT "F=.38 INDICATES A SIXTEENTH NOTE"
4520 PRINT "F=.19 iNDICATES A THIRTY-SECOND NOTE"
4530 RETURN

?LIST MUSIC3

2000 FiLES MELOOY.MEL002
2010 READ nl.B.I.W.L.U.J'C.K.M.O
2015 DIM E(300) .-T(300)
2020 W=RNO(TIM(6))
2030 C=1
2040 U=4
2050 A=O RANDOM GENERATION OF TEMPO
2060 A=A+1
2070 T(A)=INT(RNO(O)*U)
2080 IF T(A)U THEN 2060
2090 IF T(A)(C THEN 2060
2100 PRINT "T(A)="T(A)
2110 PRINT
2120 1=0
2130 K=O
2140 ON T(A) GO TO 2170.2220.2270.2320
2150 REM LN 1150 WILL PRINT THE TEMPO OF THE COMPOSITION
2160 REM THE FOUR MOST COMMON TEMPOS ARE USED
2170 PRINT TAB( 8);"THE TEMPO OF THE PIECE lS 4/4 TIME"
2180 PRINT TAB( 8);''----------~-----------------------"
2190 PRINT
2195 TlA)=1
2200 T=4
2210 GO TO 2380
2220 PRINT TAe( 8) ~"THE TEMPO OF THIS PIECE IS 2/2 TIME~
2230 PRINT TAB( 8);"-----~-----------------------------"
2240 PRINT

22 START-AT-HOME
COMPUTER BUSINESSES
In "The Datasearch Guide to Low Capital,
Startup Computer Buslnelles"
CONSULTING. PROGRAMMING. SOFTWARE PACKAGES
• COM. FREELANCE WRITING. SEMINARS. TAPE/DISC
CLEANING • FIELD SERVICE • SYSTEMS HOUSES •
LEASING • SUPPLIES. PUBLISHING. TIME BROKERS.
HARDWARE DISTRIBUTORS • SALES AGENCIES •
HEADHUNTING • TEMPORARY SERVICES • USED
COMPUTERS. FiNDER'S FEES. SCRAP COMPONENTS.
COMPUTER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE HOME.
Plus -- Loads of ideas on moonlighting,
going full-time, image building, revenue
building, bidding, contracts, marketing,
professionalism, and more. No career
planning tool iike it. Order now. If not
completely satisfied, return within 30
days for full immediate refund .

• 8'h X 11 ring bound • 156 pp. • $20.00

Phone Orders 901·382-0172

aRTRSERRCH
incorporated

5694 Shelby Oaks Drive Suite 105 Memphis, Tenn. 38134

Rush __ copies of "Low Capital Startup Computer Businesses" to me
right away.

NAM~COMPANY _
AOORESS _
CITY/STAT~lIP _

o Check Enclosed 0 Ban«americard 0 Master Charge

*------------------------------------

Going ck::tt:·:/overthe
quality of your printing?
BeSELECTRIC@inthe future.

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Any microcomputer can interface with any model
IBM SELECTRIC~

Prices * S-100
Parallel
RS-232
IEEE-488

$496.00
$525:00
$549.00
$560.00

All prices include mechanical assembly, elec-
tronics, cables and manuals.
Units tested and assembled.
*Prices valid in USAonly.
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2245 T(A)=2
2250 T=3
2260 GO TO 2380
2270 PRINT TAB( 8);"THE TEMPO OF THE PIECE IS 3/4 TIME"
2280 PRINT TAB( 8);"------------------------------- "
2290 PRINT
2295 T(A)=3
2300 T=2
2310 GO TO 2380
2320 PRINT TAB( 8) ;"THE TEMPO OF THE PIECE IS 6/8 TIME"
2330 PRINT TAB( 8);"---------------------- "
2340 PRINT
2345 T(A)=4
2348 T=1
2360 GO TO 2380
2380 B=RNO(TIM(6))
2390 N=1
2410 U=6
2415 W=O
2416 Q=O
2420 C=O RANOOM GENERATION OF NOTE VALUE
2430 0=0
2440 PRINT "J="J
2441 PRINT
2445 PRINT TAB( 7l ;"0";TAB(13) ;"E(O)"
2450 FOR Y=1.J
2460 FOR X=1.10
2470 C=C+1
2480 E(C)=INT(RND(O)*U)
2500 IF E(C)U THEN 2590
2510 IF E(C)(N THEN 2590
2511 Q=Q+1
2512 IF Q=(J+1) THEN 2631
2530 D=0+1
2540 EID)=E(C)
2550 PRINT TAB(2) ;O:TAB( 9) ;E.(D)
2555 NEXT X
2560 PRINT
2570 NEXT Y
2580 GO TO 2631
2590 W=W+1
2600 R(W)=E(C)
2610 GO TO 2460
2631 PRINT
2632 PRINT "T="T
2641 CALL MUSIC2
2642 STOP

IIIC(!;l
;11111••IIII~~11

laet-I 4 lbe stand-alone., •-I Tape Storage System.
BETA-1 is the answer to the many requests MECA has received for a universal tape unit. So we are
proud to present the first mass storage solution for non-S100 bus microcomputers. Now you can
own a BETA-1 complete, assembled and tested, for only $399.

STANDARD FEATURES

• Random seek to file at more than 100
inches per second.

• Typical access time is 10 seconds or less.
• Plugs directly into standard 8-bit parallel

I/O port.
• Fast load time at 8000 bits per second.
• Reliable - Uses professional phase-encod-

ing technique.
• Internal 8035 microprocessor with 1K byte

program.
• Self-contained high level operating system.

• Up to 1 megabyte on-line with a single
drive.

• Replaces disk at a fraction of the cost and
delivers similar performance.

• Interfaces to most popular microcomputers
and requires only a parallel or serial port.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Serial I/O Port
• Double the loading speed for 16,000

bits per second.

The BETA·1 will interface easily to most popular microcomputers. Deliv-
ered assembled only' (sorry, no kits). Limited quantities available from
first production run, SO ORDER NOW!

Dealer inquiries welcomed.

Ille~;1
Sound too good to be true? Then judge for yourself and place your order 7026 O.W.S. Road,YuccaValley, CA 92284
today. Call MECA, or your favorite dealer, for more details. (714) 365·7686
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LEADERIN
rrnceocomsuns EDUCATION

AN INTRODUCTION TO PERSON-
AL AND BUSINESS compUTING
by Rodnay Zaks
250 pp, ref C200 $6.95
The basic introductory text
on microcomputers, with a
detailed evaluation of the fea-
tures and peripherals required
for specific applications. No
prior computer knowledge
required.

miCROPROCESSORS: flOm Chips
to Systems
by Rodnay Zaks
420 pp, ref C201 $9.95
An educational text, used
worldwide at universities and
in industry designed to teach
all the fundamentals of mi-
croprocessors, the assembly
of a system, and its use.

MICRCJPIIOCf$SOl!
• INlEIIFACING

nCHNIQUIS

~~~

.~~~
~-~~""'-.-'-'-

miCROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
AustinLeseaand RodnayZaks
416 pp, ref C207 $11.95
All the basic interfacing
techniques, from keyboard to
floppy disk, including the
standard buses (S100 to
1EEE488).

miCROPROCESSOR LEXICON
120 pp, ref Xl $2.95
Dictionary and tables. All the
definitions of the micropro-
cessor world in a pocket
book format.

mlCROPROGRAmmED APl
ImPLEmENTATION
330 pp, ref Z10 $25.00
How to design an APL
interpreter.

SELF STUDY COURSES ON
PROGRAmmiNG THE 6502 CASSETTES
by Rodnay Zaks
320 pp, refC202 $10.95
An introductory program-
ming text for the 6502. Does
not require any prior pro-
gramming knowledge. From
arithmetic to interrupt-driven
input-output techniques.
6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK
by Rodnay Zaks
ref 0302 $12.95
Actual application programs
to interface the 6502 to
the real world, from LED to
motor, and analog-digital
conversion.Available Shortly

Ten courses to study at home
or in the car. The most time-
efficient way to learn. Includes
workbook and cassettes.
INTRODUCTORY $29.95 ea
S1-INTRODUCTION TO MI-
CROPROCESSORS (2.5 hrs)
S2-PROGRAMMINGMICRO-
PROCESSORS (2.5 hrs)
COMPREHENSIVE $59.95ea
SB1- MICROPROCESSORS

(12 hrs)
SB2 -MICROPROCESSOR
PROGRAMMING (10 hrs)
SPECIALIZED $49.95
SB7 -MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING (6hrs)

TO ORDER
By phone: 415 848·8233, Visa, MC,
Amer Express

By mail: circle books on ad. Include
payment.

Shipping: add 65¢ per book (4th class)
.or $1.50 faster shipping (UPS).
Double for cassettes and overseas.

Tax: in California add tax.

FREEDETAILEDCATALOGUE

8
2020 Milvia Street
Berkeley, CA 94704

Tel415 848-8233Telex336311
Deplce

Program B Program for generating sample
composition in F Major (see Figure 1).

7XBASIC MUSIC
RUN
NANCY ALTMAYER
TERM PROJECT
MUSIC COMPOSITION BY COMPUTERS
!8
!15

1 1
2 1
3 7
'+ 7
5 '+
(, 7
7 6
8 7
'3 3

10 5
11 2
12 7
13 7
1'+ '+
15 2

S= 15
THERE WILL BE

J
16·

15

1'+
13

12

11
10

'3

8

7

6

5

'+

3

2

I=
J

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

'3

10

11

12
13

1'+
15
16

N I I)

16
NI Il
1

NUMBER OF CHORDS IF NONE ARE ERASED
I

16

2 15
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7 13

7 12

2 11

5 10

3 '3

7 8

7

7

'+ 5

7 4

7 3

2

NI I)

1

2

7 3

7 4

4 5

7 6

7

7 8

3 '3

5 10

2 11

7 12

7 13

4 1'+
2 15

16



CHORD VARIATION
K V(K)
1 4
2 10
3 3
4 7
5 4
6 5
7 '3
8 4
'3 8

10 '3
11 6
12 5
13 1
14 10
15 7
16 10

K=L= 16
J N (l) V(K) S A T B

T= 4
T F

E(D)= 2
2

E(D)= 4
2 .5

E (0)= 1
3 4 END OF MEASURE+ 2.5

E(D)= 2
4 2 END OF MEASURE+ .5

E (0)= 1
5 4 END OF MEASURE+ .5

E(D)= 1
6 4 END OF MEASURE+ .5

E(D)= 2
7 2

E (0)= 5
8 .25

E(D)= 1
9 4 END OF MEASURE+ 2.75

E(D)= 5
10 .25

E (0)= 1
11 4 END OF MEASURE+ 3

E(D)= 2
12 2 END OF MEASURE+

E(O)= 1
13 4 END OF MEASURE+

E(D)= 2
14 2

E(O)= 4
15 .5

E(o) = 4
16 .5END OF MEASURE

IN 4/4 TIME.
F=4 INDICATES A WHOLE NOTE
F=2 INDICATES A HALF NOTE
F=l II~DICATES A QUARTER NOTE
F=.5 INDICATES AN EIGTH NOTE
F=.25 INDICATES A SIXTEENTH NOTE
F=.125 INDICATES A THIRTY-SECOND NOTE

2642 ExIT

Figure 1. Sample composition in F Major (after
transcribing from computer printout to staff
paper). Also see Program B.
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John M. Anderson
One of the classical problems en-

countered by students of computer
applications is that of how to assign or
match one group of objects to another
qroupof objects in the best possible
way. Dubbed the "assignment
problem," a procedure for solving the
problem was developed almost fifty
years. ago by the Hungarian
mathematician E. Egervary. Our pur-
pose here is to tantalize the dabbler in
algorithms with a challenge to discover
further applications of this amazing
"Hungarian Algorithm."

Consider the problem of Dilirius the
Roman promoter-namely that of
matching mean and nasty gladiators
against wild and vicious beasts in the
Coliseum of ancient Rome. A good
contest was appreciated by the affluent
Romans who demonstrated their
pleasure with cheers and a shower of
coins on the winner, who later split the
loot with the promoter; unless of
course the winner was a dumb animal,
in which case the promoter was left to
handle all of the winnings. A poor
contest was met with booing and
whistling and a shower of less valuable
missiles such as half-eaten pizzas. On a
given day, Dilirius tried his best to
provide a group of. contests which
pleased the crowd which he hoped
would increase the total loot thrown
and with it his share.

It was clear to Dilirius that the weight
of a spectator's purse at the end of the
day was directly related to the total

John M. Anderson, Department of Business and
Economics, University of North Carolina at Wil-
mington, Wilmington, North Carolina 28406

CREATIVE COMPUTING



level of his booing for all of the
contests, so he sought to, match the
gladiators and animals in such a way
that the overall level of booing was kept
to a minimum. As a first step toward
solving the problem, Dilirius used his
judgement and an arbitrary numerical
scale of one to one-thousand to
estimate the level of booing that would
result from a particular match. For
example, if he matched Clodius and a
frothing opossum, his estimate might
have been recorded as "Booing
cccMx LVII." (The reader should not
confuse the arbitrary heu ristic descri b-
ed here with the more refined concepts
of Boolean algebra.) Estimates for all
possible matches were scratched on a
clay tablet, an example of which
appears below:

Figure I
SAMPLE BOOING TABLET*

TABLET
OF

BOOS
.0'

v~ «)4Y
0° ~ Q«) <ff

~O -P ~~ ..f?a v ~- ..<...

6 2 8 4
594 3
5 12 8 9
15 30 20 18

CLODIUS
GAUDIUS
pLODIUS
SNODIUS

*Ratings are translated to Arabic
sympols for this example. They are
further expressed in hundreds.

If he chose the matches in such a way
that the total of all booinq for the day
was a minimum, then it Was likely that
the spectators' purses were as light as
possible at the end of the day and he
was quite well off indeed. On the other
hand, a group of matches which
increased the total level of booing
reduced the promoter's returns.
Dilirius studied the tablet shown in
Figure I and began in row 1 matching
Clodius with the lion, thereby minimiz-
ing the boos for that match. Moving to
row 2, he matched Gaudius with the
tiger which again kept the boos to a
minimum for a match. Plodius was then
matched with the opossum .and
Snodius was left with the wildebeest.
This rather simple method of solving
the problem resulted in a total booing
level of 30. It seemed natural to Dilirius
to start in the upper left-hand corner of
the tablet (northwest corner) and work
his way down, row by roW. Such an
approach to finding quick and easy
solutions is still widely used in many
such problems. In fact, over the years
this algorithm has come to be known as
the "Greedy Algorithm." (I have often

APRIL 1979

wondered if it was named for Horace
Greedy ... 1 seem to recall a famous
admonishment: "Go northwest young
man!" Alas; the name really comes
'from the manner in which you move
systematically through the tablet,
graboing greedily the best matches
you can as you go.)

As it turns out, Dilirius could have
scheduled the matches in Figure I with
a total booing level of 28, thus bringing
him a few more mites. Using trial and
error on a small problem such as this,
even the wildebeest could have found
the best set of matches. Try your hand
at it...

ClodiuS vs. =~oos
Poldius vs. =__ boos
Gaudius vs. =__ boos
Snodius vs. =__ boos

Total Boos= boos

On more festive occasions such as
the Caesar's birthday, Dilirius was
faced with scheduling as many as
twenty matches. Such a list of matches
could be scheduled in over 2,430,000,-
000,000,000,000 ways! Even the pen-
urious Dilirius could not evaluate all
possible scheduies for this event. if he
could evaluate one different schedule
each second (which is unlikely),. it
would take him over 77,000,000,000

. years to finish the job-and that's
without taking a break for wine! Un-
fortunately for Dilirius, more than two
thousand years passed before an easy
way of selecting the best tournament
schedule emerged. Let's look at how
modern promoters might solve such a
problem.

87

To begin, assume that no wild beast
was compelled to combat more than
one wild gladiator and vice versa.
Therefore, a schedule always con-
sisted of a single entry in each row and
each column of the booing table. Since
there must be one entry chosen in each
row (or column), we can conclude that
it is the relationship between those
entries that must be important to the
problem and not the absolute size of
any particular entry. Therefore, we can
. reduce all of the entries in a row (or
column) by the same amount without
disturbing the relationships between
those entries-the smallest before the
reduction is still the smallest after the
reduction; the largest before the reduc-
tion is still the largest after the reduc-
tion; and so forth. Also, notice that the
relationship between rows and
columns is not disturbed. If we
systematically reduce each row and
column by an amount equal to the
smallest element in a row or coiumn,
then we will produce a new table of
what could be called "relative boos." In
fact, there will be at least one element
in each row and column which
represents zero relative boos.

If we could find a set of those zeroes
which made up a complete schedule of
matches, then we would have a total of
zero relative boos for all of the
matches. That would certainly be the
best we could do. The Hungarian
Algorrithrri systematically reduces the
entries in the table until the table
contains the minimum number of zero
entries needed for the construction of
a zero-relative-boo schedule, and then
identifies such a schedule.
This writer's program, which is based

upon a modified version of the
Hungarian Algorithm developed by J.
Munkres, is listed below. The program,
called ASSIGN, is written in Hewlett-
Packard BASIC. A sample run solving
the problem in Figure I follows the
program listing. You can enter any N by
N table, where N is no larger than 20. If
larger tables are needed, then the DIM
statements must be changed to set up
additional storage.

As a footnote to the above example,
you may be interested to know that
poor scheduling was the eventual
undoing of Dilirius who Was attacked
by a frothing gladiator after the
gladiator was subdued by a frustrated
opossum. One could say that it certain-
ly wasn't the boos that made him
Diliruis, but it was the boos that led to
his downfall. _

Program Next Page



LIST
ASSIGN

DIM AI20,20J,PI20,2J,RI20J,CI20J,Z.IL,,0,2J,XI20,20J 910
DIM WI20,20J 920
PRINT "F'0R AN NXN MATRIX, INPUT THE VALUE 0F' N: 930

10
11
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
160
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870

INPUT N
PRINT "ENTER THE MATRIX 0NE R0W AT A TIME, WI TH
PRINT "SEPARATING EACH ELEMENT:"
MAT INPUT XIN,N1
F'0R 1= I T0 N
F'flR J = 1 T0 N
WI1, J 1=XI I, J J
NEXT J.
NEXT I
PPINT " "
PRINT "THE C05T MATRIX IS:"
PRINT" "
MAT PRI NT X;
PRINT" "
mR 1=1 T0 N
t11=9999
F'0R J.= 1 Tei N
IF' X( r,JJ<Ml THEN 220
G0T0 230
Ml=X( I,J1
NEXT J
re R J = 1 T0 N
X(I,JJ=XII,J1-Ml
NEXT J
NEXT I
F'0R J = 1 T0 N
Ml=9999
F'0R 1=1 T0 N
IF' X(I,JJ<Ml THEN 330
G0T0 340
Ml =X( I, JJ
NEXT I
F'0R i=1 T0 N
XI I, J J =X( I, J 1 -M 1
NEXT I
NEXT J
MAT A=ZERIN,2J
MAT C =ZERIN J
MAT Z=ZER
MAT P=ZER
MAT R=ZERINJ
L=1
F0R 1=1 T0 N
J=1
IF' J>N THEN 640
IF' XII,JJ=O THEN 510
J=J+ 1
G0T0 470
IF' 1= 1 THEN 600
Ll=L-l
F'0RK=1 T0Ll
IF' (A(K- 2J )#J THEN 560
00T0 580
NEXT K
G0T0 600
.J=J+ 1
00T0 470
AIL, 1J=I
AIL, 2J =J
CIJJ=1
L=L+ I
NEXT I
L=L-l
IF' L=N THEN 1600
M=1
F'0R 1=1 T0 N
J=I
IF' J>N THEN 860
I F' X I I, J J #0 THEN 750
IF' C(JJ#O THEN 750
IF' R( IJ#O THEN 750
G0T0 770
J=J+I
00 T0 700
P(M, I J =1
P(M,21=J
M=M+I
F'0R K= 1 T0 L
IF' (AII\, I J) =1 THEN 840
NEXT K
G0TI2I 880
R( I J = I
C(AI~:, 2J J=O
NEXT I
G0T0 1380

940
C0HMAS" 950

960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
liDO
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
13~0
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
I~40
1550
1560
1570
1580
1585
1586
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670

88

880
890
900

K2=M-I
RI=P[K2, I J
CI =P( K2, 21
K3=L
K=I
S= I
IF' K= 1 THEN II i0
G0T05 0F' 960-1040
F'0R J=I T0 K3
IF'A(J,21=CI THEN 1010
NEXT J
K=K-I
G0T01150
RI=A(J, I J
5=2
00T01110
F'0R J=1 T0 K2
IF' P(J, I J=RI THEN 1090
NEXT J
K=K-l
G0T0 1150
CI=PIJ,2J
S=I
Z I K, I J =R I
Z[K, 2J =CI
K=K+I
G0T0 940

A ( I, I 1=Z I K5, I J
A( I,2J=ZII<5,2J
K5=K5+ 2
G0T0 1160
L=L+I .
AIL,IJ=ZIK,IJ
AIL, 2J=Z(I<, 2J
I F' L =N THEN I 6DO
MAT P=ZER
MAT R=ZER
MAT C=ZER
F'0R I = I T0 L
CIAI I, 21 J=1
NEXT I
M=I
00 T0 680
MI=9999
F'0R I = I Tfl N
IF' RIIJ#O THEN 1470
re R J = I T0 N
IF' CIJl#O THEN 1460
I F' X II , J J<MI THEN 1450
GOlTOl1460
Ml=XII,JJ
NEXT J
NEXT I
F'OlR 1=1 re N
F'0R J=I re N
IF' R(IJ#O'THEN 1540
IF' CIJ1WO THEN 1540
XII,J1=X[ I,JJ-MI
GOlT0 1570
IF' R[IJ#1 THEN 1570
IF' CIJJ#I THEN 1570
XII,J1=X( I,JJ+MI
NEXT J
NEXT I
PRI NT "INTERNEDIATE MATRIX"
MAT PRINT X;
GOlTOl680
Q=O
F'flR 1=1 re N
Q=Q+WIA( I,ll ,AI I, 2J J
NEXT I
PRINT
PRINT "MINIMlJv. T0TAL C0ST IS:";Q
PRINT
PRINT "THE SOlLUTI0N PAIRS F'OlLLOlW,WI TH R0W

INDEX F'IRST:"
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750

I

PRINT" "
MAT PRINT A;
PRINT" "
PRINT "THE F'INAL MATRIX F'OlRMF'OlLLOlW5:"
PRINT" "
MAT PRINT X;
STOlP
END

CREATIVE COMPUTING

K5=1
IF' K5=K THEN 1260
F'0R 1=1 re L
IF' AI 1-1 ]#ZIK5+1-1 J THEN 1210
IF' AII,2J#ZII\5+1,21 THEN 1210
GOlT0 1220
NEXT I



RUN
ASSIGN

FI2IR AN NXN MATRIX, INPUT THE VALUE 1211' N: ?4
ENTER THE MATRIX I2INE R0W AT A TIME, VlITH CCilMMAS
SEPARATING EACH ELEMENT:
?6 .•2 .•8 .•4
??5.19 .•4 ..•3
??5 .•12.•8.,9
?? 15, 30, 20, 18

THE C0ST MATRIX IS:

6 2 8 4

5 9 4 3

5 12 8 9

15 30 20 18

INTERMEDIATE MATRIX
4 0 3 0

4 8 0 0

0 7 0 2

0 15 2

MINIMUM T0TAL CI2IST IS: 28

THE SCilLUTICilN PAIRS FCilLL0W, WITH RIiIW INDEX FIRST:

2

3 3

4

2 4

THE FINAL MATRIX FI2IR~ FCilLLCilWS:

4 o o3

4 8 oo

o 7 o 2

o 15 2

D21NE

APRIL 1979

"According to the computer, in just another fraction of a second we will be
exactly halfway between Earth and Mars at their closest orbital paths."

NOBODY SELLS THE
BEST FOR LESS

LIST
PRICE

SPECIAL
PRICE

Exidy S-100 Expansion Unit for
Sorcerer 299.00 255.64
Expandor Black Box Printer 491.95 420.61
Ithaca Audio 16K Memory Upgrade
for Exidy Sorcerer & TRS-80 140.00 119.70
Teletek System Central Interface 385.00 329,17
ATVResearch Micro-Verter 35.00 29.92
Cromemco 32K Bytesaver Kit 195.00 166.72
Scotch 5" Diskettes (Box of 10) 65.00 45.00

Call for our prices on:
North Star, Sanyo, Integral Data Systems, IMC, Problem Solver, SSM,

Vector Graphic, Dynabyte, ECT, Oliver, Sorcerer

Subject to Available Quantities. Shipping and Insurance Extra

WE ARE NOW AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS
FOR SCOTCH DATA PRODUCTS

HOURS: Monday: 12 to 6, Tuesday-Friday: 12 to 9, Saturday: 10 to 6

Computer Lab of New Jersey
141 Route 46

Budd Lake, New Jersey 07828
Phone (201) 691-1984

Prices valid thru May 15, 1979
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Why should you select
Creative Computing

Software?
1. Highest quality programs-outstand-

ing applications for education, recrea-
tion, business, and household manage-
ment.

2. Best value-up to ten different pro-
grams per tape.

3. Reliability-programs thoroughly test-
ed and de-bugged.

4. Redundant recording- two copies of
every program on each tape.

5. Professional quality tape-high density
oxide, 100% calendered, flat frequency
response, low noise, high output.

6. Anti-jam cassette-teflon lubricated
six-rib gasket, hard welded windows,
double locking self lubricating hub,
double flanged rollers on stainless steel
pins, heavy metal shield.

7. Hard plastic box-best protection, easy
to file.

8. Widely available-carried by most retail
computer stores.

9. Made in U.S.A.
10. Inexpensive-best value per dollar of

any software.

A Word About
Tape Quality

All video tape, most computer 'tape, and
some good cassette tape is calendered.
Calendering is what gives tape the smooth,
glossy appearance on the oxide side.
(Compare a Maxell UD tape to a poly pack
tape and you'll see the difference.)

As you know, if your tape heads are dirty,
you lose frequency response. A rough tape
surface causes virtually the same effect as
dirty heads. It prevents intimate tape head
contact with the main body of the tape.
When tape is coated, it has millions of
microscopic peaks and valleys. Calender-
ing eliminates the peaks andvalleys, causing
a very smooth surface. In addition, since
there are no rough peaks, there is less oxide
ruboff and less head wear.
Calendering is just one of the many high

quality features you'll find in Creative
Computing Software cassettes. We could
havepurchased cassettes for half the price
that would have worked, but we wanted to
be sure that our cassettes would last for
years and would give you an error-free
program load every time.

Rather than rush our software to market,
we've paid attention to tape quality, the
cassette mechanism (it won't jam), redun-
dant recording, and packaging (hard plastic
box) as well as the programs themselves.
With Creative Computing Software, you can
be sure you're getting the absolute bestthat
money can buy.

PET (8K) Software
CS-1 001. Logic Games-1. Six favorites from
BASIC Computer Games with super
graphics. Awarl, the African logic game v.:ith
12 pits and 36 beans. Bagels, which
challenges you to guess a secret 3-digit
number. Martin Gardner'S Chomp in which
you chomp on a cookie with a poison
corner. Flip-Flop-change a row of X's to
O's. Hexapawn played with three chess
pawns. Hi-Q, a solitaire peg-removal game.
$7.95.

CS-1002. Number Games-1. Six number
logiC games including Guess in which you
guess a secret number. 23-Matches-try not
to take the last match. Letter in which you
guess a secret letter. Number, a random
jackpot game. Trap in which you trap a
mystery number between two trap numbers.
Stars gives you stars as clues to the secret
number. $7.95.

CS-1201. Sensational Slmulations-1. Five
super simulations including the popular
Animal in which the computer learns
animals from you. Fur Trader lets you trade
furs in old Canada. Hammurabi in which
you manage the city-state of Sumeria. Ortry
making your fortune in the Stock Market. A
logic game, Word, has you guess secret
words. $7.95.

CS-1003. Logic Games-2. Six challenging
puzzles including Rotate, in which you
order a matrix of random letters. Strlke-S,
try to remove all nine digits without striking
out. The classic number game, NIM. In
Even-Wins try to take an even number of
chips. Hl-Lo, a number guessing game with
a jackpot. Batnum, the super "battle of
numbers!" $7.95.

CS-1004. Graphics Games-1. Five amazing
realtime graphics games designed especial-
ly for your PET. In Chase, one player
pursues the other through a maze of
obstacles and "zap doors." Escape-
attempt to escape from a prison patrolled by
robot guards. Dart provides arithmetic drill
and indicates how close your response is to
the correct answer on a dart board. In
Snoopy you compute distances on a
number-line while trying to shoot down the
Red Baron. In Sweep you must try to hit nine
targets in order by controlling the path of a
cannonball. $7.95.

cP8ativ8
computinfj
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CS-1005. Graphics Games-2. Six favorite
games. LEM, lunar lander with a graphic
display and optional auto-pilot. Nuclear
Reaction, a game of skill for two players.
Artillery, in which two players shoot it out
over computer-generated terrain. Bounce
traces the path of a ball bouncing around.
the screen. Checkers, with graphic display,
from our BASIC Games book. Dodgem, try
to outmaneuver another player or the
computer to get your pieces across the
board first. $7.95.

CS-1006. Conversational Games-1. Talk to
ELIZA, the computerized psychoanalysis
program. Compose poetry with Haiku.
Challenge your vocabulary and word-
guessing skills with Hangman. Hurkle, try to
find the hurkle on the 10 by 10 grid in five
moves. In Hexletter, you compete to capture
more letters on a hexagon than your oppo-
nent. $7.95.

CS-1007. Board Games (7 Games). Yahtzee
- classic 5-dice game. Win or lose your
fortune in Blackjack. The classic game of
Backgammon. Defeat the Klingons with
your phasers and photon torpedoes in
TREK3. One Check - solitaire game to
leave one checker on a board. Bug -
graphic demo zaps bug. Revenge olthe Bug
- graphics demo. $7.95.

CS-100S. Sports Games-2 (7 Games). Kite
Flight - cut the string of your opponents
kite. Splat is a parachute jump game. Car
Race - zoom around the course. Breakout
- knock bricks off the wall. Bowling - a
day at the lanes. Football - you're the
quarterback. Shoot baskets in Basketball.
$7.95.

Blank Cassettes
CT-CS. Blank C-8 cassettes with 4 minutes
of tape per side. Perfect for one or two
programs. Highest quality tape packaged in
nifty red translucent cassettes in soft plastic
box. $1.00 ea., 5 for $4.00.

To Order ...
Creative Computing Software should be

stocked by your local retail computer store.
If your favorite outlet doesn't yet offer it,
have him call C.J. at 800-631-8112. (In NJ,
201-540-0445).

Or you can order directly from Creative
Computing. Send your check for tapes plus
$1.00 shipping and handling per order to
Creative Computing Software, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown; NJ 07960. NJ residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa or Master Charge are
acceptable also. For faster service, call in
your bank card order toll free to' 800-631-
8112. (In NJ, 201-540-0445).



Apple II Software
CS-4001,' Space Games-1. Four color-
graphics programs for your Apple, in-
cluding Rocket Pilot an advanced lunar
lander simulation in which you guide your
spacecraft over the mountain to a safe
landing on the opposite side. In Saucer
Invasion, you protect the earth by shooting
down.ithe alien invasion fleet with your
missile launcher. In Star Wars, you line up
the Tie fighters in your sights and fire before
they get away. Dynamic Bouncer is a color
graphics demonstration program for your
Apple which fills the screen with colored
walls that appear and disappear at random,
while a ball bounces around within. $7.95.

CS-4002. Sports Games-1. Four exciting
graphics games. Includes an amazing
Baseball game for two players who control
infielders and outfielders, type of pitch, and
the swing of the bat. Even has sacrifices,
double plays, and home runs. Horse Race
allows up to eleven players to bet on the
outcome of a horse race. Slalom challenges
you to ski through the gates in a minimum
time. In Darts you try to throw your darts as
close to the bullseye as possible by con-
trolling the game paddles. $7.95.

CS-4003. Strategy Game·s-1. Play Check-
ers" in color against the Apple. Skunk is a
dice game for one or two players. UFO is a
space game in which you must outwit an
enemy spaceship. Blockade with exciting
graphics and sound effects, with a one or
two player option. Genius, a challenging
trivia quiz. 'Requires Applesoft BASIC.
$7.95.

CS-4201. CAI Programs-1. US Map asks
you to identify states and their capitals.
Spem"g helps ttie user study a list of
words he has previously entered. Math
Drill for simple arithmetic problems. Add-
With-Carry is a sophisticated tool for teach-
ing addition of two' and three place
numbers by helping the student work the
problem digit by digit, adjust to the
student's level of skill. $7.95.

, CS-4301. Know Yourself (4 Programs). life
Expectancy - will a different life style
increase your life expectancy? Psy-
chotherapy - analyze symptoms in your
feelings and behavior to determine your
mental health. Computer literacy - what's
yours? Alcohol - effect of alcohol on your
behavior. $7.95.

SOL-20 Software
Write for latest releases.

CP1M Software
CS-9001. Games-1, An 8" floppy disc
containing the first fifty-one games from
Basic Computer Games in Microsoft Basic.
All the games from Acey Ducey to Hi-Q
including such favorites as Animal,
Bullfight, Craps, and Hangman. (To run this,
you need CP/M and Microsoft Basic.)
$17.95.
CS-9002. Games-2. The second half of
Basic Computer Games including life,
LEM, Mugwump, Stars, 23 Matches, Word,
and forty-five others. A total of fifty-one
games on an 8" floppy disc. $17.95.

CS-9000. Special Package. Two discs (CS-
9001 andCS-9002) and the Basic Computer
Games book. A $43.40valueforonly$37.95.

Exidy Sorcerer
Software

CS-5001. Graphics Games-2. ~6 Games).
LEM - lunar lander with display and
optional auto pilot. Nuclear Reaction - two
players bombard an atom with protons and
electrons. Pie Lob - two players lob pies at
each other over a sand castle. Bounce
traces the path of a bouncing ball. Checkers
- beginners game. Dodgem - try to get
your pieces across the board first. $7.95.

~~t>(H.ttvuC~tUI"I)n1>'vd
s,.tl\"\ifl5>H

OSI Challenger 1P
and Superboard II

CS-6001. Graphic Games-3 (4 Games). In
Tank Attack seek and destroy enemy guns
hidden among houses and trees before they
get you. Dodgem - try to get your pieces
across the board first. Free for All -
airplane, ship, and submarine vie for each
other. Hidden Maze - find your way
through an invisible maze. $7.95.

cP8ativ8
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Radio Shack
TRS-80 Software

CS-2001. TRS-80 4k Levell Games-1. Battl-
ing Deathstars, an exciting two player
realtime graphics game. Hangman chal-
lenges you to guess the computer's word
before you're hung. Lunar Lander in which
you try to land safely on the moon. Kid's
Math Race teaches simple arithmetic. Or
play checkers against your TRS-80. $7.95.

16K Level " Tapes
CS-3001. Board Games-1 (6 Games).
Backgammon - the classic game. Qubic-
try to get 4 pieces in a row on a 3-d board.
Flip Disc - logic game similar to Othello.
Wumpus I and II - hunt the Wumpus while
avoiding pits, bats and other hazards.
Mugwump - find it in hiding. $7.95.

CS-3002. Space Games-3 (4 Games). Ultra
Trek - keep the galaxy safe from invading
aliens. Romulan - outwit the sneaky
invaders. Star Wars - get TIE fighters in
your blaster sights. Star Lanes - the
ultimate game of barter and trading. $7.95.

CS-3003. Adventure (2 VerSions). Explore
an almost endless maze of caverns with
incredible riches and hazards. You'll run
into unusual creatures, quicksand,
diamonds and rubies, a rusty ax and many
other strange and beautiful things.
Challenging and fun for all ages. $14.95.

CS-3201. Ecology Simulations-1 (4
Programs). Simulations adapted from Hun-
tington II Project. POP - explore three
population growth models. STERL - vary
use of pesticides vs. release of sterile males
to control fly pest population. TAG - Use
"tagging-and-recovery" sampling techni-
que to estimate the number offish in a pond.
BUFFALO -Manage a Buffalo herd to allow
hunting while keeping buffalo from becom-
ing extinct. Comes complete with extensive
resource manual. $24.95.

To Order ...
Creative Computing Software should be

stocked by your local retail computer store.
If your favorite outlet doesn't yet offer it,
have him call C.J. at 800-631-8112. (In NJ,
201-540-0445).

Or you can order directly from Creative
Computing. Send your check for tapes plus
$1.00 shipping and handling per order to
Creative Computing Software, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa or Master Charge are
acceptable also. For faster service, call in
your bank card order toll free to 800-631-
8112. (In NJ, 201-540-0445).



April Foolishness Dept ....

Pasdicrive DOCUMENTATioN
By COMPUTER

Some years ago, I read a science fiction tale in which an
inventor connected a teletype to a random letter generator:
as chance would have it, the machine began, after some
years of producing garble, generating recognizable sen-
tences. Soon it was engaged in printing the entire written
works of man. One day, on reading newspaper texts from
a future time, he destroyed the machine, sold his house,
and vanished.

Yesterday's science fiction is tomorrow's science fact.
Turning the scientific truth underlying this whimsical tale
to reality was the objective of our Predictive Documenta-
tion Project. It is well known in mathematics that any given
sequence of letters will appear as a substring infinitely often
in an infinite sequence of letters. The practical problem of
retrieving a substring as long as the entire written works of
man is severe, for we have neither infinite stores nor infinite
times in which to examine them. It is not difficult to prove
that the mean distance from the beginning of an infinite
string of letters until the beginning of the first substring
constituting the entire written works of man is approxi-
mately 1027letters, assuming that letters are generated ac-
cording to their frequencies in standard English and that
the Sprintworthy technique of autocorrelation is employed
in the random letter generator (Sprintworthy, 1970). This
result is of little practical value on ordinary computers,
which can perform perhaps 107operations per second. At
such speeds, the computer would require 1(¥Oseconds, or
roughly 1014/3 years, to begin generating the entire works
of man.

An important, but little noticed, technological advance
was made in the late 1960's: the computer research group
at the Sam Houston Institute of Technology designed an
instruction-Iookahead, multiply pipelined machine for
weather prediction (Fern, 1969). In a configuration with P
parallel, pipelines and L instruction-Iookahead units, the
machine could perform

f(P,L) = 109+I08LP

operations per second. In its maximum configuration with
P= 1000 and L= 10, 10gLP = 3 and f(P,L) = 1012 opera-
tions per second. At this speed, the above computation time
is reduced from 1014/3 to 109/3years. The machine, there-
fore, does not meet our research need.

Copyright® 1978by The Journal of Irreproducible Results, Inc. Reprinted with
permission. Subscriptions to JIR, one of the wittiest and amusing "scientific"journals
around are available for only $3.70 for four issues from P.O. Box 234, Chicago
Heights, IL 60411.

PETER J. DENNING
Purdue University

For us, the breakthrough came in 1971 when one of the
members of our research team, Foonman, discovered an
ingenious way of folding the pipeline mechanism back on
itself through the lookahead units (Foonman, 1972). The
technique, which is the subject of a patent application, is
based on dividing the P pipelines into L groups; by feeding
the outputs of each group through a lookahead unit cycli-
cally into the next group, Foonman was able to multiply
the operation count by a large factor. Foonman's theory
predicts that the modified machine's speed is f[ f(P/L,L), L]
operations per second. For the maximum configuration,
P = 1000and L = 10, and

f[mooo/io, 10), 10] = f( 109+loS}OHX),10)

= f( io'', 10)
= 109+I08101Oll

= 1020operations per second.

The modified machine is thus capable of performing about
3 x lQ26 operations per year; the time for it to reach the first
substring containing the entire written works of man is thus
a little over 3 years.
The machine, with Foonman's modification, was put

into operation in January 1974. In mid February 1977, as
expected, the first written sentences of man began appearing
on the output device. The Old Testament started appearing
on March 13, and the New Testament on March 28. These
documents were handed over to the Department of Ancient
Scriptology of this university, where they may help unravel
the mystery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Although the machine is busily producing the entire writ-

ten works of man, it is (to our surprise) not producing doc-
uments in their natural historical order. Shortly after the
New Testament was printed, for example, we discovered
the text of the April 15, 1977, issue of the New York Times.
(Thereafter, Chaucer's Canterbury Tales began appearing.)
This proved to be a blessing in disguise, for we did quite
well in the stock market on April 15 and were able to fi-
nance the project for two additional years.

To no one's surprise, much of the machine's output is of
little interest - for the entire written works of man include
diaries of unknown people, or old grocery lists. The mean
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time between the production of major documents appears
to be one to three weeks. When produced, these documents
are sent to the appropriate university department or govern-
ment agency for study.

The implications of this machine for text editing are enor-
mous, as it is now possible to get the final version of a doc-
ument without having actually to prepare it. This article,
for example, has not yet 'been written. We found it in the
machine's output for 30 April 1979.

REFERENCES
1. Sprintworthy, S.••Random auto correlations, " Road and Track (April

1970),35-17.
2. Fern, F., "Design of a highly parallel machine for solving weather pre-

diction problems," Bull. S.H.l. T. (1969), 123-901.
3. Foonman, 1.1., "A device for multiplying the operation count on a

folded highly parallel machine for solving weather prediction prob-
lems," Report No. TR-72-99 (1972); patent application 077-555-1212.

Manuscript written 30 April 1979; received 10April 1977.
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Dial-A-Consultant
Have you ever wished for an unbiased,

independent expert with the time to spend
a few hours with you discussing the relative
merits of different personal computers so
you could determine the one that's really
best for you? Or perhaps when debugging
a program, you've said to yourself, "Wow
man, I just know that if I found the right
person they could look into my skull with
mental telepathy and just see that
typographical (or logical or computational
or , . .) error in my code?" Or maybe you
want to interface your electric blanket to
your TRS-80 4K Level I system using
nothing but an AM radio, or would like to
know the secrets of life,

Fret no more! Due to the unprecedented,
incredible demand we've had at Creative
Computing, we're proud to announce Oial-
A-ConSUltant. Our staff includes hundreds
(even in hexadecimal) of consultants
waiting by our special phones, and they'll
be unhappy if you don't call right away!
Remember, we're as close as your touch-
tone phone (beep beep beep beep beep
beep beep beep beep beep, hum to the
tune of "I Am The Walrus" being played
backwards-Floppy EPROM of this secret
COdewill be out in a future issue of Creative
Computing.) Or, if you can't wait, here it is
in Bar Code encoded using the Lysander
system described on pp 168-70 of the
Sep/Oct '78 issue.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

APRIL 1979

Dabr I13rrtlr, publ!5l)rr 'l:5tabli5l)rb 1075

24695 Santa Cruz Hwy,. Los Gatos, CA95030
THE 8ESTWAY TO DETERMINE IF ON_LINE CAN BE OF VALUE TO YOU IS TO TRY A •

CIRCLE 128 ON REAbER SERVICE CARD

Z-80 microprocessor design,
block/character modes,
printer Interface, switch selec
Loop Interfaces, etc.

Emula!e. LSI ADM 3"',

sing, cursor read command.
limited graphics capability,
to 19,~00 bps, EIA/Current
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Puzzles6 Problems
reetings, puzzle fans, my name is Charles BarryTownsend and I am your new
puzzle editor. To help me with this column I have enlisted the help of an old
magician friend of mine, Merlin of King Arthur's court. Together we have
written several books chronicling the best puzzles that have perplexed and

~~~ bemused thinking people for over one hundred years. Besides presenting,
what we consider to be, some of the classic problems of the past we cordially

invite all of our readers to send in their favorite puzzles. the writer of each puzzle that
, Merlin selects for inclusion in this column will receive a free copy of the book "Merlin's
Puzzler 2".
So much for introductions. Let's get down to puzzling, Merlin, if you please!'

A headless man had a letter to write,
It was read by a man who had lost his sight.
The dumb repeated it word for word,
And deaf was he who listened and heard.

Merlin has started the ball rolling with a difficult
problem. (Hint: There's more than one way to write a
letter).

A Tale of Greed
Two Bedouin Arabs halted in the desert to eat their midday meal. Their store consisted

of eight small loaves, of which five belonged to the first and three to the d. Just as
they sat down, a third Arab overtook them and asked to be permitted to
share their meal, to which they agreed. Each ate an equal porti
the eight loaves, and the third Arab, at the close of the
meal, handed the others eight pieces of money in
payment. A dispute arose as to the division of the
money, the first Arab maintaining that as he had five
loaves and the other three only, the money should be
divided in the same proportion. The other maintained
th~ as all had eaten equally, each should take half the
,~~~J:~';'~' money between them. Finally,

they agreed to refer the matter to the third Arab, who
that both were in the wrong, and pointed out the
division. What was it?

Alice in Puzzleland
"Well, Alice, my dear," said the Duchess; "put down that

croquet mallet and give me your attention. You will need
more than five minutes to solve my puzzle. Framed below we
have a portion of the alphabet. Some of the letters are above
the line and some are below the line. You are to write the
remaining letters, placing
them correctly either above
or below the line. I will meet
you at the Palace when you
have finished."

A EF HI'KLMN
BCD G' J OP
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TRS-BOE.S.

SERIAL 110
• Can input into basic
• Can use LLIST and
LPRINT to output, or
output continuously.
RS-232 compatible.
Can be used with or
without the expansion
bus. On board switch
selectable baud rates
of 11 0, 150,300, 600,
1200, 2400, parity or
no parity odd or even,
5 to 8 data bits, and 1
Dr 2 stop bits. DTR.
line. Requires +5,
-12 VDC • Board only
$19.95 Part No. 8010,
with parts $59.95 Part
No. 801 OA, assembled
$79.95 Part No. 801 0
C. No connectors pro-
vided, see below.

EIA/RS-232 con-
nector Part No.
0B25P $6.00. with
9', 8 conductor
cable $10.95 Pert
No.D825P9. •3' ribbon cable

with attached con-
nectors to fit TRS-
80 and our serial
board $19.95 Part
NO.3CAB40.

MODEM'::-
• Type 103 • Full or
half duplex. Works up
to 300 baud .• Origi-
nate or Answer. No
coils, only low cost
components. TTL in-
put and output-serial
• Connect 8 !1 speak-
er and crystal mic.
directly to board •
Uses XR FSK demod-
ulator • Requires +5
volts • Boar-d only
$7.60 Part No. 109,
with parts $27.50 Part
No.109A

RS-2321 TTL·::-
INTERFACE

• Converts TTL to RS-
232, and converts RS-
232 to TTL. Two sep-
arate circuits • Re-
q~res -12 and +12
volts. All connections
go to a 10 pin gold
plated edge connector
• Bear-d only $4.50
Part No. 232, with
parts $7.00 Part No.
232A 10 Pin edge
connector $3.00 Part
No.10P

MINIDISK

Box of 10
$29.95

RS"2321 TTY·::-
INTERFACE

T.V.
TYPEWRITER
• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line, 16
lines, modifications for
64 char/line included
• Parallel ASCII (TTU
input. Video output
• 1K on board memory
• Output for computer
controlled curser.
Auto scroll • Non-
destructive curser •
Curser inputs: up,down,
left, right, home, EOL,
EOS • Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts
at 1.5 amps, and -12
volts at 30 mA • All
7400, TTL chips.
Char. gen. 2513 •
Upper case only •
Board only $39.00
Part No. 106, with
parts $145.00 Part
No. 106A

UART&
BAUD RATE

GENERATOR{:'
• Converts serial to
parallel and parallel to
serial • Low cost on
board baud rate gener-
ator • Baud rates:
110, 150, 300, 600,
1200, and 2400 •
Lo~ power drain +5
volts and -1 2 volts
required • TTL com-
patible • All characters
contain a start bit, 5
to 8 data bits, 1 or 2
stop bits, and either
odd or even parity .• All
connections go to a 44
pin gold plated edge
connector. Board only
$12.00 Part No.1 01,
with parts $35.00 Part
No.1 01 A, 44 pin edge
connector $4.00 Part
No.44P

• Converts RS-232 to
20mA current loop,
and 20mA current loop
to RS-232 • Two sep-
arate circuits • Re-
quires +12 and -121------------------0.4
volts. Board only
$4.50 Part No. 600,
With parts $7.00 Part
No. 600A

S-100 BUS -::.
ACTIVE TERMINATOR

APPLE II'::'
SERIAL 1/0
INTERFACE

Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 0
to 30,000 • Plugs into any peripheral
connector. Low current drain. RS-232 input
and output. On board. switch selectable 5 to
8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and parity or no
parity either odd or even. Jumper selectable
address. SOFTWARE. Input and Output
routine from monitor or BASIC to teletype or
other serial printer. Program for using an
Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal.
Also can output in correspondence code to
interface with some selectrics .• Also
watches DTR • Board only $15.00 Part No.
2, with parts $42.00 Part No. 2A, assembled
$62.00 Part No. 2C

BK EPROM PIICEON

Saves programs on PROM permanently(until
erased via UV light) up to 8K bytes. Programs
may be directly run from the program saver
such as fixed routines or assemblers .• S-
100 bus compatible. Room for 8K bytes of
EPROM non-volatile memory (2708's) .• On-
board PROM programming • Address
relocation of each 4K of memory to any 4K
boundary within 64K • Power on jump and
reset jump option for "turnkey" systems and
computers without a front panel. Program
saver software available .Solder mask both
sides • Full silkscreen for easy assembly.
Program saver software in 1 2708 EPROM
$25. Bare board $35 including custom coil,
board with parts but noEPROMS $139, with
4 EPROMS $179, with 8 EPROMS $219.

WAMECO INC. /wmc/;nc.

TAPE :::
INTERFACE

• Play and record Kan-
sas City Standand tapes
• Converts a low cost
tape recorder to a
digital reconder • Works
up to 1200 baud. Dig-
ital in and out are TTL-
serial • Output of
board connects to mic.
in of recorder • Ear-
phone of recorder con-
nects to input on board
• No coils. Requires
+5 volts, low power
drain • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 111,
with parts $27.50 Part
No. 111A

FDC-1 FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD will
drive shugart, pertek, remic 5" & 8" drives
up to 8 drives, on board PROM with power
boot up, will operate with CPM (not
included). PCBD $42.95

FPB-1 Front Panel. (Finally) AMSAI size hex
dis~ays. Byte or instruction single steJ:l.
PCSD $42.95

MEM-1 A 8Kx8 fully buffered, S-100, uses
2102 type RAMS.
PCBD $24.95, $168 Kit

QMB-12 MOTHER 80ARD, 13 slot termi-
nated, S-1 00 board only $34.95

. $89.95 Kit
CPU-1 8080A Processor board S-1 00 with

B level vector interrupt PCBD .. $25.95
$89.95 Kit

RTC-1 Realtime clock board. Two independ-
ent interrupts. Software programmable.
PCBD $25.95, $60.95 Kit

EPM-1 1702A 4K EPROM
card PCBD $25.95

$49.95 with !larts less EPROMS
EP.M-2 2708/2716 16K/32K

EPROM card PG8D $24.95
$49.95 with )larts less EPROMS

QMB-9 MOTHER BOARD. Short Version of
QMB-12. 9 Slots PCBD $30.95

$67.95 Kit
MEM-2 16Kx8 Fully BUffered 2114 Board

PC8D $25.95, $269.95 Kit

HEX ENCODED
KEYBOARD

E.S.
This HEX keyboard
has 19 keys, 16 encod-
ed With 3 user defin-
able. The encoded TTL
outputs, 8-4-2-1 and
STROBEare debounced
and available in true
and complement form.
Four on board LEOs
indicate the HEX code
generated for each
key depression. The
board requires a single
+5 volt supply. Board
only $15.00 Part No.
HEX-3, with parts
$49.95 Part No. HEX-
3A. 44 pin edge con-
nector $4.00 Part No.
44P.

DC POWER SUPPLY-::-

ONIC SYSTEMS Dept. x

• Board supplies a regulated +5
volts at 3 arnps., +1 2, -12, and -5
volts. at 1 amp .• Power required is
8 volts AC at 3 amps., and 24 volts
AC C.T. at 1.5 amps .• Board only
$12.50 Part No. 6085, with parts
excluding transformers $42.50
Part No. 6085A
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.-------------------_._---------_._-----_._---------_.--Ii rofessor Pepper, at the last puzzle convent- i
•
- ion on Merlin's Isle, exhibited his latest _

_ invention, The Automation Puzzle Gen- •
• erator. All you have to do is turn the crank, at i
- the base of the generator, and the figure, -! dressed like a clown, will draw a different !
• puzzle for you every time. The puzzle •i generated in our picture is simple enough, all yo i
_ have to do is calculate the number of triangles in _
• the "star" drawing. Be careful, though, you are •i allowed only one try at it. i
- -• •- -• •- -! The Puzzle Generator !
• Twice ten are six of us, The Old Soup and Fish •
- Six are but three of us, _
• Nine are but four of us, Willard Wordsworth, the "Word, Professor" •i What can we possible by? has a change-the-word puzzle that could i
_ Would you know more of us, have come straight out of a P.G. Wodehouse _! Twelve are but six of Lis, novel about "Jeeves" and Berne Wooster. !
• Five are but four, The expression "putting on the Old Soup-and •.

•
_ do you see? Fish" is used here to tax your puzzling ._

powers. Willard explains that in this type ofi puzzle the object is to change the word in the i
_ top row into theword in the bottom row in the _
• least amount of moves. During each move •i the puzzler must change . i
- one letter in the word so _
• that a new word is formed. •- -• (For example: You can •

•
- change the word WARM _.

into the world COLD- . -• using the following four I
•- moves - WARM, WARD, .-
_ WORD, CORD COLD). _
• Willard informs me that •

•
- this is a very old type of puzzle, and, a very entertaining ._
_ type in that it is not to difficult for the reader to make up _
• similar puzzles on his own. (If you come up with any good •i ones send them along to Merlin). i
- A Weighty Matter _
! With how many weights, and of what denominations !
• respectively, can you weigh any number of pounds from 1 •i to 127 inclusive? i
i .1I_lIell.II.II_II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II. i
- Well, that's it for this issue, folks. By the way of _
• introduction Merlin challenged you with seven puzzles •i from our books "Merlin's Puzzler 1& 2". Next month we will ii venture farther afield. i
! Your Editor ~ / /JJ ~ n i
• c::--~ &~ Ic._---\, _------------------_._---_._--_. __ .•._------------------'Answers on page 152.
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I was inspired by the article
"Gumowski," in the Sept/Oct Creative
Computing, to find a similar routine for
my new PET. The limiting factorofa25
by 40 display precludes anything
approaching the subtle tracery
produced by that remarkable program.
This routine, however, has several
advantages (besides that of running on
a PET!): it is easily adaptable to any
BASIC computer driving a character or
hlqh-resolutlon display - such as the
TRS-80, the Apple, the new Exidy and
all the rest. It can be used with a line
printer (though storage space and time
will be a consideration here), and if you
have an x-y plotter, you're really in
luck, because you can generate the
figures in their greatest detail. The
accompanying figures show examples
of line printer output, on a 40 by 70
grid, and x-y plotter output.
HOW IT WORKS

The routine itself is quite simple, yet
provides a great deal of flexibility. The
essence of the algorithm is in line 107.
Think of a pen mounted on a rotating
arm of varying length. Let the radius
change as a function of the angle, and
the pen will trace out a curved line. In
particular, if R doesn't change atall, we

Michael D. Zorn, 833 S. Peck Rd.#4, Monrovia, CA 91016

have a circle centered on the pivot of
the arm. Line 107, then, defines the
function, in this case, R = Z*SIN(TH*T).
Line 100 lets the arm go once around a
circle (to 2 tt radians) in increments of
two degrees.

That's all there is to it. However,
unless you're writing to a radar screen,
you need to get from the land of
(r,theta) to the land of (x,y). This is
done by the next two lines: 110 and 115.
In the PET, X% and Y% automatically
convert the results to integer. Be sure
not to omit this conversion - it's an
essential part of the process.

We're still not there, though, because
while we do have the x,y coordinates,

the screen itself is just one long array
(1000 bytes in the PET, for example).
Line 120 takes care of this problem.
(Notice the similarity to the routine in
the Short Programs section in that
same issue.) Let's take the transforma-
tion in two steps: first, consider the
screen as a 40 by 25 grid, with the point
(1,1) at the lower left. The upper left, or
home, would be (1,25), and the upper
right, (40,25). So we can find the
location of (x,y) in the screen array by P
= (25 - y)*40 + x. Since we'd like the
origin to be in the center of the screen,
all we need to do is translate the origin
from the lower left. 20 units right and 13
units up: P = (25-(y+13) )*40+(x+20).
This formula then reduces to line 120
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(actually, the sign of Y is reversed, but
all that does is invert the figures, and I
like them better that way).
CONVERTING TO OTHER SYSTEMS

Now let's consider modifying the
routine for your particular computer. In
line 120, the 40 represents the number
of characters or points across the
display, and the 20 is just half that
number. The 12 is half the number of
lines - each "half" truncated to
integer. The Z in line 37 sets the
maximum radius, and should be set to
about the same value as half the
number of lines. If Z is too large, the
figure will extend past the edges of the
screen. The K in line 38 allows for the
screen aspect ratio. It insures that a
circle comes out circular, rather than
elliptical. For the PET, 1.25 seems to
work quite nicely. To calculate the
value for your particular system, first
plot (or print) a column of 10 symbols.
Then find out (by marking the length
on a card) how many symbols across it
takes to make the same length. Then K
= number across/number down. The Q
= 81 tells which character is POKEd
onto the screen. For the PET, this is the
big dot, shift-Q. Asterisks seem to work
nicely on a printer. For higher resolu-
tion displays, you might prefer points.
The S in line 39 is the location of the
start of the screen in memory.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



THE ANT

For a line printer, the setup is a little
different. In this case, we start with an
M by N array of blanks. As each X,Y is
generated, set ARRAY (X,Y) to DOT.
Then, when the figure is completed,
print the entire array at one time. To
figure the size of the array, start with the
numbers of lines on a page - let's
suppose it's 40, as in my case. Multiply
this by the printer's aspect ratio. Most
printers I've seen are 10/6. This gives
66.6666, which we round up to the next
convenient round number - say, 70.
Then dimension the array 40 by 70, and
proceed as before. If the 70 is larger
than the number of print positions on
your printer, start with that number and
work backwards.

...........
THE BUTTERFLY

For a plotter, take out the integer
conversion, replace line 120 with the
equivalent of CALL PLOT(X,Y) (that is,
move the pen to the next x.y), and set Z
according to the plotter's
specifications. If the figure is too
granular, decrease the step size in line
100, to 1 or even .5.
CHECKOUT

To check out the routine for a non-
PET system, first put a REM into line
107 to hold the radius constant, and
input A=1 and B=1. This should
generate a circle of maximum radius.

APRIL 1979

(You might want to take out the integer
conversion at lines 110 and 115 at this
point to see what happens.) If that
works, you're home free. Take out the
REM, input A=1 and B=1, and you
should see the 3-leaf rose. If the circle
is too big, however, reduce Z. If the
circle isn't circular, adjust the value of
K. If the dots seem randomly sprinkled
over the screen, check out line 120.
Copy it into another line, say 5000,
followed by a PRINT,P. Then feed it
x=O,y=O,arid P should be at the center
of the screen (500 for the PET). Feed it
the coordinates of the corners, and see
if they map correctly into the screen
array. The upper left coordinate
(-19,12 for the PET) should give 0 or 1. fundamental shape. Some of the

figures are quite striking, and deserve
to be given names, such as the Glider
(A=1,B=5), the Ant (4,5), the Butterfly
(1,6), and the Lotus (4,4). All of these
are for T=3, as are the figures on these
pages. After you've gone through these
few hundred possibilities, here are
some directions for opening up the
investigation:

-let A and B be non-integers
- holding A constant, produce a

series of figures by slowly varying
B in fractional steps from one
integer to the' next

-let T be a non-integer (interesting
values for A, B, and T would be
numbers of the form p/q, where p
and q are small integers) ,

- use the X and Y values to drive a
digital-to-analog converter which
in turn drives an oscilloscope

- run the routine in a "warp drive"
mode by setting A=B= a very large
number (between 30000 and
100000)

All of this has come from the simple
formula r = a sin n. There are any
number of other formulas you might
use. The only restriction is that r should
not be allowed to grow without limit, as
would be the case with r = a tan. If you
do use a formula like that, be sure to
check the limits on X and Y, oryou'li be
POKEing into the operating system,
into your hi-fi set, and into the PET next
door.
There's an almost infinite variability

to these figures, yetthey're not random
- they're symmetrical, mathematical,
and beautiful.
37 Z=12: Q=81
38 K=1.25
39 S=32767
40 T=3
41 INPUT "A<B";A,B : PRINT "a"
100 FOR TH=O TO 2*1'1'STEP 2*'11'/180
107 R=Z*SIN(TH*T)
110 X% =K*R*COS(A*TH)
115 Y% =R*SIN(B*TH)
120 P=(12+Y%)*40+X%+20
130 POKB s+P,Q
'140 NEXT TH
150 END

THE LOTUS

For a plotter, make sure that the pen
starts out at the middle of the page.
Also, make sure that the pen doesn't
come down until the first (x.y) is
reached (it may not always be at the
origin). Finally, make sure that the
value for Z gives a maximum size circle
during the initial checkout.
APPLICATIONS

The fundamental shape for a given
value of T is drawn when A=i3=1. In
general, when T is odd, there are T
leaves (use them later to have your
fortune told) and when T is even, there
are 2T leaves. Then let A and B vary as
integers in the range 1 through to or so
to produce the variations on the
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WHAT WHL HAPPEN---=-=IF~.. cc",~~"",~~~~'
~

This article describes amethod of teaching the concept ~understand how the system works. The computer is an
of expected value through an experiment - conjecture - excellent tool for this type of experimentation. In the time
explain mode which uses the computer to simulate it takes students to repeat an experiment 100 times, a
repetitions of games. The games, the rationale for computer may simulate the experiment 10,000times. The
choosing those particular games, and the computer thinking required to set up a computer simulation is in
programs to simulate the games are given in detail. itself useful in understanding the experiment. A useful

sequence of activities for students might look like this:
WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF ... ?

In the 1600's a French gambler, the Chevalier de Mere,
had a run of "bad luck". The dice turned against him and
he suddenly found himself in the uncomfortable position
of losing money! For some time the Chevalier had been
systematically winning by betting (at even odds) that in
four tosses of a die he would obtain a six at least once.
When his source of takers dried up, he changed the bet. He
now bet that in 24 tosses of a pair of dice, hewould obtain a
double-six at least once. Since 4/6 = 24/36, he assumed he
had an equally profitable bet. To his surprise he began to
lose. In his search to find out why, he consulted Blaise
Pascal (1623-1662) who in turn discussed the problem
with Pierre de Fermat (1601-1665), two of the greatest
mathematicians of all time. From the analysis of de Mere's
problem a new branch of mathematics was born. Born of a
desire to understand the behavior of systems thatcannot
be entirely controlled.
Just as the Chevalier started his study of probability with

a misunderstanding about the probabilistic basis of his
new bet, many students start thei r study of probability with
misconceptions about the nature of a probabilistic
statement. Their prior study of mathematics has dealt (at
least in their minds) with exact answers. Students expect
probability to deliver an exact description of what will
happen. If a fair coin is tossed .10times you will get exactly
5 heads. Consequently, (the students' reasoning goes) if
you have tossed it 9 times and have gotten h.t.h.h.t.h.t.h.t,
then of course the next toss has a high probability of being
a t. If you ask a class on day one which outcome is more ,
likely to happen (h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h) or (h,t,t,h,h,t,h,h,t,t),
many of the students will choose the latter because 5 t's
and 5 h's are more likely than 10 t's, True,.but not relevant
to the question asked. Each of the outcomes has
probability 1/210 = 1/1024 of happening. Let us give
another example from a game situation. If the probability
of winning a game which pays even money is 3/7, the
student expects to be exactly $1 behind at the end of 7
games. The student assumes that you win exactly 3 and
lose 4. So you win $3 and lose $4, for a total loss of $1.
Theoretically he is correct. It is in the belief that this
theoretical expected value determines what will happen
for each 7 games that the student is in error. The authors
feel that students need to have their "faith" in what
probabilistic statements mean shaken. To accomplish
this, students need to do a great deal of experimentation
before being exposed to a theoretical discussion of certain
aspects of probability. That is, they need to explore a
situation until they have some feeling for what is
happening or until, as de Mere, they are puzzled enough to

Paper first delivered at AEDS Convention, May 16-19, 1978, Atlanta, GA.

A PROBLEM IS POSED

STUDENTS GATHER DATA
BY HAND

'COMPUTER SIMULATION
OF PROBLEM

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

CONFIRMATION BY MORE
COMPUTER SIMULATION
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The rest of this paper describes a sequence of
laboratory and hands-on computer activities designed to
assist in the teaching and learning of one important aspect
of the probability of game situations - expected value.
These activities are divided into two groups.
The first group comprises several games of "chance".

The games, with names such as Gambler's Choice, Over
and Under, Coins in a Pocket, have been programmed in
BASIC, using the RND function. The outcomes depend on
a roll of dice, a random sample, or a coin toss. Students
play the games several times, as many' as they think
necessary in order to predict the result if each game were
to be played 10,000 times. The games are designed so that
for some, a prediction can easily be made, for others, not.
A classroom discussion of expected value enables the
students to verify the accuracy of some of their predic-
tions. Extended discussion of the expected value of
independent variables leads to successful analysis of the
remaining games.
The secorid group develops intuitively the expected

number of trials until first success, preparing the way for a
classroom derivation of the formula 1/p. Simulatiori of
completing a collection of baseball cards allows the
students to compare a complicated example with the
results predicted by theory.

ACTIVITIES
The unit is introduced by simulating COINS IN A

POCKET. The story is that a newspaper costs 5¢. A
customer has5 pennies and adime in his pocket and offers
to pay for the paper by letting you, the vendor, select, at
random, 2 of the 6coins. USingmarked chips, the students
repeat the selection of coins 10 times and calculate the
total value of the coins selected. One student might obtain
2 pennies 8 times and a dime and penny 2 times for a total
of 38¢.Based on these 10 trials, the student would predict

that after 100 trials she would have $3.80; in other words
the average of 3.8¢ per trial would hold.
'To actually repeat the game 100 times would be time-

consuming, so we look for a way to do it by computer. On
our machines, Tektronix 4051's; using BASIC, RND (-1)
produces a random variable between 0 and 1, (the (-1)
ensures that repetitions will produce different results).
6*RND(-1) lies between 0 and 6; so that X = INT(6*RND
(-1)) produces a variable equaily likely to take on the
values 0,1,2,3,4,5. We identify selecting a coin with
generating X; if X =0 we'll say we selected the dime. The
program we use is:
100 PRINT "TAKING TWOCOINSATRANDOM FROMA

DIME AND 5 PENNIES"
110 PRINT
120 PRINT "HOW MANY TIMES SHALL WE REPEAT?"
130 INPUT N
140 U=O
150 FOR K=1 TO N
160 X=INT(6*RND(-1))
170 IF X=O THEN 220
180 Y=INT(5*RND(-1))
190 IF Y=O THEN 220
200 U=U+2
210 GO TO 240
220 U=U+11
240 NEXT K
250 PRINT "AVERAGE VALUE OF THE TWO COINS IS

";U/N;" CENTS"
260 END
Running this program for N = 100 leads most students to
predict that after 1000 times the total amount would be
close to 5000 cents. COins in a Pocket is a good game
situation to start with because the average value becomes
apparent after a few runs of 100trials. In the next sequence
of games it is much harder to decide on the average value.

PET
TRS-80
APPLE II
SORCERER*
Eventually all other micros

8 K Bytes
Minimum
Needed

30¢ PER PROGRAM?

Gaudeus is a monthly cassette tape with at least ten programs each month with such topics as Home
Economics - Business - Trivia - Games - Language (Computer) - also programs in Math, Physics,
Geography, Chemistry, Recipes, Nutrition, Speed Reading, Buzz Phrase Generator and much more. The
back of the cassette, besides having recipes, tables or charts, will also have short stories and editorials with
speed control so you can train speed reading.

The introductory price is $30.00 per year.

"our previous preinrroducrory price of $25.00, plus an extra C·30 cassette has been extended for Sorcerer owners to May
15.1979.

GAUDEUS, Box 113, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417
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GAMBLER'S CHOICE: A gambler has a choice of two
games. The first costs $10 to play; 3 dice are rolled and the
player receives the sum of the numbers rolled in dollars.
The second game costs $12 to play; 2 dice are rolled and
the player receives the product of the numbers rolled in
dollars. The program plays both games the same number
of times.

100 PRINT "GAMBLERS CHOICE"
110PRINT
120 PRINT "GAME 1 COSTS $10 TO PLAY. 3 DICE ARE

ROLLED."
130 PRINT "YOU GET THE NUMBER OF DOLLARS

EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE DICE"
140 PRINT
150 PRINT"GAME 2 COSTS $12 TO PLAY. TWO DICE

ARE ROLLED. YOU GET THE"
160 PRINT "NUMBER OF DOLLARS EQUAL TO THE

. PRODUCT OF THE DICE"
170 PRINT
180 PRINT "HOW MANY TI MES DO YOU WANT TO PLAY

EACH GAM E?"
190 INPUT N
200 1=0
210 J=O
220 FOR K=1 TO N
230 X=INT(6*RND(-1 ))+1
240 Y=INT(6*RND(-1 ))+1
250 Z=INT(6*RND(-1 ))+1
260 1=I+X+Y+Z-1 0
270 J=J+X*Y-12
280 NEXT K
290 PRINT "IN GAME 1 YOUR WINNINGS TOTAL ";1;"

AVERAGE PER GAME=";I/N
300 PRINT
310 PRINT "IN GAME 2 YOUR WINNINGS TOTAL ";J;"

AVERAGE PER GAME =";J/N
320 END

Typical outputs are:

AVERAGE WINNINGS PER GAME

N

1000
1000
5000

Game 1

.58

.45

.54

Game 2
.41
.20
.35

For the game one the students might say, "There appears
to be an average value and it appears to be in the low 50's."
For game two the data presents a much more confusing
picture.

OVER AND UNDER: This game has been popular at
fundraising events. Two dice are rolled; the player can bet
that the sum of the numbers showing will be under 7, equal
to 7, or over 7. Bets on over and under each pay even
money; 7 pays four times the bet. If you always bet over (or
under) what will your winnings be after 100 games? After
10,000 games? Will you do better if you always bet on 7?
(Losing less is.mathematically, doing better!) For a series
of 100 games, the outcome is clear, but the amount of the
average loss is not clear.
100 DIM W(3)
110 PRINT "OVER AND UNDER"
120 PRINT "HOW MANY GAMES DO YOU WANT TO

PLAY?"
130 INPUT N
140 PRINT "HOW DO YOU BET? FOR UNDER, ENTER

r- -1; FOR 7 EXACTLY, ENTER 0;"
150 PRINT "FOR OVER, ENTER 1"
160 INPUT B
170 W(1)=0
171 W(2)=0
173 W(3)=0
180 FOR J=1 TO N
190 C=INT(6*RND(-1))+1
200 D=INT(6*RND(-1))+1
210 IF C+D 7 THEN 250
220 IF C+D=7 THEN 270
230 W(3)=W(3)+1
240 GO TO 300
250 W(1)=W(1)+1
260 GO TO 300
270 W(2)=W(2)+1
300 NEXT J
310 IF B=-1 THEN 360
320 IF B=O THEN 390
330 G=W(3)-W(2)-WO)
340 GO TO 430
360 G=W(1)-W(2)-W(3)
370 GO TO 430
390 G=4*W(2)-W(1 )-W(3)
430 PRINT "YOUR TOTAL WINNINGS ARE $";G
440 PRINT "AVERAGE WINNINGS PER GAME ARE

$";G/N
450 END

BETTING ON 7 BETTING ON OVER

Number Average Number Average
of Games Winnings of Games Winnings

100 -.25 100 -.22
100 -.35 100 -.20
100 -.20 100 -.08
100 0 100 -.12
100 ~.5 100 -.20

After the students have played these games and have
tried to predict the outcome for 10,000 or 100,000 trials, we
emphasize that their predictions are made on the basis of
average winnings and then consider the following
situation: Let 2 coins be tossed. If they both show heads,
you will win $5. If one is heads and one tails, you will win
$2, but if they both show tails, you will lose $20. Suppose
the game has been played 1000 times with the outcomes:

Heads, Heads 200 times
Heads, Tails 721 times
Tails, Tails 79 times

Your winnings will be
winnings = 5)(200 + 2x721 + (-20)X79
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Your average winnings per game will be

.. winnings
average winnings = 1000 =

5~[12000001+ 2X [~~~l + (-20)x[16~Ol = .862. 200

The bra c k e t e d t e r rri s : [1 000 ].

[1~~61 and [16~01 are the relative frequences of 2

Heads, Heads and Tails, and 2 Tails, respectively. Over a
great humber of trials, these relative frequencies will
approach the theoretical probabilities of these events.
When the relative frequencies are replaced by
probabilities, We call the average winnings, the expected
value of the game:
Expected Value = E = payoff x probability + payoff x
probability + ...

Now we will look at the games played and compute
theoretical expected values. For coins in a pocket, the

probability of 2 pennies is ~~ the probability of a dime and

penny is 155. Thus the expected value is

2 x1Q+ 1 x.Q... = li =5 cents
15 15 15 .

This confirms the student predictions based on the
simulations.

For Over and Under, the probability of a 7 is 6/36 = 1/6;
the probability of over is 15/36; the probability of under is
also 15/36. For the games, assuming a $1 bet,

E (bet on 7) = 4 x 1/6 + (-1) x 5/6 = -1/6
= -.1666

E (bet on over) = 1 x (15/36) + (-1) x (21/36)
= -1/6 = -.1666

The student predictions based on the simulations cited
earlier might be -.26 for a bet on 7 and -.16 for a bet on
under. After the theoretical discussion, the students might
decide to simulate the experiment again using the
computer for a larger humber of trials.

For Gambler's Choice I and II, the possible outcomes
can be listed and their relative frequencies (i.e. theoretical
probabilities) can be determined. For example in Game 1,
we get the following theoretical frequencies

Sum 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Frequency 1 3 6 10 15 21 25 27 27 25 21

14 15 16 17 18
15 10 6 3 1

E (game 1) = (-7)X(2~6) + (-6)X(2~6) + (-5)x (2~6)

+ (-4)X(d~6) + C-3)X(i156) ".etc.

E (game 1) = .50

These calculations are tedious and serve as a motivation
for the theoretical analysis of expected value of indepen-
dent events. If X,Y and Z are the values showing on a die,
then E(X + Y + Z) = E(Y) + E(Z) and E(XY) = E(X)E(Y). The
expected value on the face of a die is
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 3.5.

6 For game 1, subtracting
the $10 to play, the expected value is 3.5 + 3.5 + 3.5 -1 0 =.5
or $50. For game 2 it is (3.5) x (3.5) - 12 = 12.25 - 12 = .25.
From the simulations, the former value was predicted by
many students; the .25 did not become apparent even after
10,000 trials.
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PURCHASE PER MONTH
DESCRIPTION PRICE 12 MOS. 24 MOS. 36 MOS.

LA36 DECwriter II ........... $1,595 $ 152 $ 83 $ 56
LA34 DECwriter IV .......... 1,295 124 67 45
LA120 DECwriter III, KSR .... 2,295 219 120 80
LS120 DECwriter III, RO ..... 1,995 190 104 70
LA180 DECprinter I, RO...... 1,995 190 104 70
VT100 CRT DECscope ....... 1 162 88 59
TI745 Portable Terminal ...... 1,875 179 98 66
Tl765 Bubble Memory Term .. 2,795 267 145 -98
Tl810 RO Printer ........... 1,895 181 99 56
Tl820 KSR Printer 395 229 125 84

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS. MODEMS. THERMAL PAPER
RIBBONS. INTERFACE MODULES. FLOPPY DISK UNITS :

PROMPT DELIVERY. EFFICIENT SERVICE

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS·80 DISKDISK
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, CPA Gen. Ledger,
Gen. Payroll, Farm Payroll, Job Cost, Word Processing,

Restaurant Payroll, Utility Billings, Depreciations.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FULL CHAINING CAPABILITY

ALL SYSTEMS LICENSED

For sample reports send $6.00 to cover postage & handling.
Each system is priced at $240.00.

First time user cookbook documentation.
Money Order, VISA Master Charge only, Please.

Please state 2 or 3 disk systems.

2 DISK SYSTEM
PA YROLL 125 EMPLOYEES
ACCTS. PAYABLE 200 VENDORS
ACCTS. REC. 250 CUSTOMERS
GEN. LEDGER 125 ACCOUNTS
JOB COST 25-45 JOBS

3 DISK SYSTEM
250 EMPLOYEES
400 VENDORS
500 CUSTOMERS
250 ACCOUNTS
50-130 JOBS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
DESIGN, INC.

P.o. Box 735
Yakima, WA. 98907
Call 1-509-575-0320
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TRIALS UNTIL FIRST SUCCESS
One of the first applications of expected value is

determining the mean number of trials until first success.
The students first use the computer to simulate several
examples. The program used is:

LIST
100 PRINT "NUMBER OF TRIALS UNTIL FIRST

SUCCESS"
110 PRINT "ENTER P, THE PROBABILITY OF

SUCCESS, AS A DECIMAL"
120 INPUT P
130 PRINT "ENTER N, THE NUMBER OF

EXPERIMENTS"
140 INPUT N
150 T=O
160 FOR J=1 TO N
170 K=O
180 X=RND(-1)
190 K=K+1
200 IF X < P THEN 220
210 GO TO 180
220 T=T+K
230 NEXT J
240 PRINT "AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRIALS UNTIL

SUCCESS IS ";T/N
250 END

Then if P is the probability of success arid q = ~ - p the
probability of failure, the expected number of trials IS

E = 1 . P + 2q . P + 3q2 . P + 4q3 . P + ... ,

where 1 . P stands for 1 trial x probability of success,
2 . q . p stands for 2 trials x probability of 1 failure then

success, 3 . q2 . P stands for 3 triais x probability of 2
failures then success, A standard manipulation, com-
puting E - qE, summing the geometric series and solving
for E, leads to

1 1E=--= -
1 - q P

If the probability of success is 1/6, e.g., as in rolling a 4,
then it will take on the average 1/p = 6 tries until the first
success, i.e., until the first 4.

BASEBALL CARDS: An application of this result is the
number of baseball cards needed before acquiring a
complete set. We assume there is an unlimited supply of N
different baseball cards. The expected number of cards
necessary to have a complete set is

~+...lL + ...lL + ... + 1i. = N(1 +~+--L + ... + _1_).
N N-1 N-2 1 2 3 N

For N = 10, E = 29.29. For N = 50, E = 224.96. The program
listing is
100 DIM C(100)
110 PRINT "BASEBALL CARDS. THERE ARE N CARbS

IN THE SERIES. ENTER N" .
120 INPUT N

. 130 PRINT "FROM HOW MANY TRIALS DO YOU WANT
TO COMPUTE THE AVERAGE?"~:gk~~UTK

160 FOR 1=1 TO K
170 0=0
180 FOR J=1 TO N
190 C(J)=O
200 NEXT J

210 X=INT(N"RND(-1))+1
220 C(X)=C(X)+1
230 IF C(X)=1 THEN 250
240 GO TO 210
250 0=0+1
260 IF D=N TH~N280
270 GO TO 210
280 T=O
290 FOR J=1 TO N
300 T=T+C(J)
310 NEXT J
320 PRINT T;" CARDS"
330 S=S+T
340 NEXT I
350 PRINT "AVERAGE NUMBER OF CARDS IS ";S/K
360 END

Sample output from the BASEBALL CARDS program is:
BASEBALL CARDS. THERE ARE N CARDS IN THE
SERIES. ENTER N
10
FROM HOW MANY TRIALS DO YOU WANT TO COM-
PUTE THE AVERAGE?
15

29 CARDS
31 CARDS
34 CARDS
17 CARDS
64 CARDS
44 CARDS
20 CARDS
30 CARDS
23 CARDS
38 CARDS
30 CARDS
16 CARDS
31 CARDS
23 CARDS
28 CARDS

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CARDS IS 30.5333333333

Let us return to the Chevalier de Mere's problem and
compute the expected winnings of a bet of a louis d'or in
each situation.

The probability of at least one six in four rolls of a fair die
is 1-(5/6)4 = .5177, so that the expected winnings are:

E=1 x .5177 + (-1) x .4823 = .0354.
But, the probability of a double six in twenty four rolls of a
pair of fair dice is

1 - ( ~: ) 24 = .4914

so that the expected winnings are
E=1 x .4194 + (-1) x .5086 = -.0172

Computer simulations make one wonder how much time
the Chevalier spent gambling since the difference in the
two bets is not perceivable in 10,000 trials!

"For this example,

1 1 1
E = 5 x (4") + 2 x ("2) + (-20) x (4')

= - 1..!... = _ 3 75
4 .

In the (vety) long run you will average a loss oi $2.75 per
game. •
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Dear Mr. Uter:
No need to settle for second
best any longer. Now you can
produce "hard-copy" print-
outs on a Selectric II, and do it
at a low cost!
You rea!'y should

IF Y0 U 0 W N A IRS 80 ~ .
JjEL~[TrrA-p~INfiPUT'S""y·o'if~JfJST A
CABLE LENGTH AWAY FROM A
"HARD
Word Processing System!

C0 PY" ( Typewriter Quality: )
. clean, clear, high-fidelity

... just a simple hook-up with the supplied cables
and your SELECTRA-PRINT is ready to run.
For Word Processing on a TRS-80, for example,

just command "LPRINT" and SELECTRA-PRINT
automatically outputs clear, clean, high-fidelity,
hard copy. .. and of course you can use it to
print-out any other information you might need.

SPECIAL NOTE:
SELECTRA-PRINT is a Selectric II typewriter and
although it has been modified for computer
print-out, it may still be used as a standard
office typewriter.

PRICE: $1.850.00* *TRS·80 Version $1925.00

OPTIONS:
Dual Pitch
Correction Feature
Noise Reductibn Feature
RS-232 Interface

$125.00
$125.00
$50.00

$195.00

Direct International Sales: Discounts Available to
International Sales Division EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS
17648 Orna Drive Dept. No. CC 1-74 PO Box 8394
Granada Hills, CA 91344, USA Ann Arbor. MI 48105 (313) 665-8514

* SELECTRA-PRINT is VERSATILE!
SELECTRA-PRINT is compatible with most micro-
and mini-computers including PET • Appll' •
Heath H8 • IMSAI • Cromemco • Alpha Micro-
systems • Space Byte • North Star Horizon •
SWTP. Vector Graphic. Sol. Polymorphit:;.
Digital Group. Ohio Scientific. Altair. Sorcerer
Xitan • Rex. KIM. EXORcisor ....

"From now on, PRINT-OUT
takes on a new meaning"

M30

micro
computer
devices

inc.
960 E. Orangethorpe, Bldg. F

Anaheim, California 92801 .-------
Telephone (714) 992·2270

"Innovators to the Microcomputer Industry"

mcd
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I Can Steal Your Computer!
Dr. Harold Gluck

When it comes to stealing your
personal computer I am the best in the
field. I was just a small timer when one
of the biggest fences out here sends
for me.

"I got a setup for you that will make
you rich," he tells me. "From now on
you only rob homes where they have a
personal computer and I will tell you
who has them. All you have to do is to
steal it. You have to deliver to me eight
to ten a week at the least. You get one
hundred bucks for each job. What do
you say?"

This looked like big money to me.
So I went to work stealing computers.
Maybe I will hit you soon. I'm not
dumb, and I soon figured out he was
paying for the tips on which' people
had those computers. That's his
business, not mine. And I know he
turned them over to a big outfit.

My girl goes with me and sits at the
wheel of my car. I am going to
burglarize the third house on the left in
this small community, I have already
phoned and got no answer. Just as a
double check, I was on the line for ten
minutes in case somebody was in the
shower. The door in front of this house
is made of heavy wood and has two
locks. However, there is a back door.
The kids go in and out of it and the
neighbors often use it in their calling.
It is made of light wood and has six
small glass panels. Got such a door in
your suburban home? I knock dut one
panel completely, put my hand
through and turn the inside latch. I
enter quickly. If I want to play it
double-safe, I have ready another
pane of glass that I can shove into
place. But I know beforehand just
where that computer is located-in the
studio room on the first floor. In less
than three minutes flat, I am out of the
house and the computer goes into the
truck of my car.

Dr. Harold Gluck, 2939 Grand Concourse, Bronx, CREATIVE COMPUTING

Don't be fooled if this article
has an air of "fiction" to it.
The author is a police
criminologist, carries a gold
police shield, is Dean of the
American Academy of
Criminology and is a "first
rate (legal) burglar.'"

You should know that the best time
for me to hit a private home is on
weekdays, between 10:30 A.M. and
noon or between 1:30 P.M. and 3 P.M.
Housewives, their husbands at work
and their children in school, are apt to
be away during those hours.

I do some casino prior to hitting a
private home. My girl friend has a
walkie-talkie so she can com-
municate with me. Just in case danger
appears we've got a set of code words.

"Looks like clouds on the horizon,"
means a couple is headed my way. "I
think Pete is here," means a patrol car
is approaching. "There's a gathering
for the picnic," ... a group of kids is
headed my way.
Twenty minutes from the place I

robbed, in another community, is a big
expensive home. This fellow has a real
expensive personal computer in his
den, down in the basement. I watched
him come home. He has that nice
efficient "wireless door raiser" for his
garage. He didn't come out so I figured
(correctly, it turned out) that he has a
door from the inside of his garage to
the rest of his house.

I rented a car just like his, so if
somebody spots it they would think he
came home early. And despite what
the manufacturer might tell you, I
know how to raise that garage door.
The door from the inside of the garage
to the rest of the home was open. I got
a bonus for this job.
I used a trick you've probably never

heard of to rob a college prof of his
personal computer. I found out that he
and his wife lived there alone. So what
did I do? I bought them two orchestra
seats for a leading show and I sent
them to the husband with a note like
this: "Dear Professor-Just to repay
the favor you did for me. Hope you and
the wife enjoy the show." Then I
signed with an initial that he couldn't
read. Not only did I get that computer, .
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but he had some cash laying on his
open desk!

In one home I hit, there was an
expensive painting on the wall. But I
make it a rule: Never have any stolen
merchandise in my home. If there is
cash around for the taking, I take it.

Some of the older homes in the
suburbs have ground-level windows to
give air and light to the basement. Alii
have to do in those cases is kick in the
glass, reach in and open the window.
There is usually an outside garbage can
in the back of the house so I can
conceal the broken glass. I don't
bother to replace it in these situations.

Sure, I can pick locks. I don't like the
front-entry job as a rule, but I have
used it with this technique: I carry a

\ large wrapped' box as though I'm a
delivery man. I know the people are
out. I ring the bell and then pick the
lock. I took that computer out by the
back door.

One fellow had a setup that beat me.
No trouble getting into his house. In
the studio room there was a heavy iron
stand. Which was actually bolted to
the floor. The computer was bolted to
this stand. As I looked at it, I had a
funny feeling go down the back of my
spine: A hundred to one he's got a
special hidden burglar alarm that will
go off if I try to rip the setup apart. So
he kept it and I guess he never knew I
visited him.

Two weeks later I made up for that
one. My fence sends for me and gives
me an address. "This fellow has nine
computers upstairs in his home. He
gives special evening classes. He's got
top hardware on his doors and win-
dows and a burglar alarm system that
goes to an answering service. Can you
handle it? I'll get you two extra people
if you need them."

Nothing doing on the extras. If they
get caught they can put the finger on
me. So this is how I got those nine
computers:



I rented a panel truck. On the side I
attached removable signs: "Roof
repairs." My girl put on jeans. She is
going to work with me on this one. I
know when the owner is out. His wife
works in the college. I go around the
back. Put a ladder up against the wall.
I go up to the second floor. He's got.no
protection against a burglar there.
Open the window easily. I used a rope
and a large canvas coverbag. Down
gently went those computers. No
damage at all to them. However, I was
worried in case somebody spotted me.
It worked out fine.

Now some advice (for free) on how
you people who live in private homes,
and have computers, can protect
them. There may be no such thing as a
burglar-proof home. But there is a
home that will resist burglars. The
burglar must work against time. If he
comes to the back door and sees it's
not glass but steel, .and he finds a
garage door to the house that is really
secure, he may be discouraged. On
front and back doors, have two good
bolt locks with top cylinders. Protect
the cylinder with a face plate.
Otherwise, it can be pulled out! You
can also have metal strips along the
door so it is tough to try to pry it open.
And no hinges from the outside! I still
laugh about the back door I removed
witha simple screwdriver.

Put locks on all windows, and that
includes your upstairs windows. You
can get a vibration detector or metal
stripping that will sound an alarm if
somebody tries to break the glass.

But remember: Somebody has to
hear the alarm and be ready to go into
action. Forget the visible outside alarm
that I can put put of commission
easily. It should be connected to an
alarm service company. One com-
munity has a TV surveillance setup
directly to police headquarters. I won't
hit that place.

For you folks who live in apartment
houses and have those nice personal
computers keep in mind that I stay
away from those that have an alert
doorman. He has to check on me with
the occupant and he can easily
remember me again.

So I go for the apartment house
without a doorman. My fence gives me
ten names and addresses of people
that live in apartment houses and
have personal computers. Some apart-
ments still are without those intercoms.
Even those with them present no
problem. First I use the phone trick.
Then I double check with the intercom.
No answer, and I do have a set of pass
keys.on me. I open the door and go up
to apartment 5C.

This fellow has two locks on his
door. I got a crowbar underneath my
jacket. I force the door open! You see,
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the frame rests on wood and is old.
Once inside the rest is easy.

I don't like fire escapes, but I have
tried that method. To protect yourself,
get a strong metal window guard, Be
sure it ,is one approved by the fire
department. Now here is something
you WOUldn't think about unless I told
you about it: Also protect the windows
on the side of the fire escape! With
care I can get to that ledge and open
the window!

Ever hear about the police I.O.
service? They lend you an engraver.
With it you inscribe your social securi-
ty number on the frame of your
personal computer. You can buy a
cheap engraver for under twenty
dollars. It is a good investment.

I am starting to wonder: What
happens if my fence can't get those
leads any more? So I tried something
to s.ee how it would work. I got an
OUtfit that makes me look like a man
from the phone company. With lots of
tools around me. I go to some houses
in a small suburban town near a big
university. I visit eight homes. No
trouble at all! This is what I say at the
door: "Phone company. There's a hum
along the line. Just a few minutes to
check it out." I even had a card with my
picture on it made up by a friend. If
they want my 1.0., I hold it up. Of those
eight homes, there were computers in
three of them! A month later I got all
three.

I tried a different trick in some
apartment houses. Had a can with me.
"Exterminator man, madam," is what I
said. I was welcomed and used the can.
But I looked around quickly. Of seven I
visited, only one had a pesonal com-
puter. Better business for me if my
fence keeps on getting those leads.

Finally, ideas for you people living in
private homes or in apartments. Trust
nobody at the front door! Every 1.0.
can be forged. Have a wide angle peep
hole so you can look out. If you see
what looks like an I.D. card you ask for
the name of the agency, person in
charge and address. If you get a phone
number, don't call it! It could be to a
pal in the bar. Check with information.
Of course you can tell that person
outside: "I have just called the police.
Hope you don't mind waiting until the
patrol car arrives."

I know, it's a helluva world with all of
us wanting to knock you over. Be
careful and alert and know the game
.. , and keep your compu _
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·HAVE I GOT 'A
DEAL YOU

, • Western Digital's Pascal MICROEN-
GINETMComputer $2995.00
• Enclosure
• Power Supply
• UCSDPascal (Release 30)

• Dual 8 inch Floppy Disk Drive System
$249500

• Single Sided
• Double Density (Total 1-Megabyte)
• Power Supply
• Enclosure

• CABLES $100.00
• Disk Drive Cable
• CRTCable

• Dr. Kenneth L. Bowles "Beginners
Manual for UCSD Pascal Software
System" $9.95

• One Year Free Membership in the
PASCALUSERSGROUP $6.00

TOTAL LIST $5605.95

*OUR GIVE-AWAY PRICE*
$3995.00

ACT FAST: Offer Limited to 200 Units

• Fooory G.xxarlood.

• Mosterchorge and
Visa card excepted.

• F.OB. Costa Masa.
Californio.

• C.O.D. requires 10%
oecost with order.

• Delivery from stexk
to six weeks.•bVlS4'lEi] LEE MATHEWS & ASSOCIATES

3095 Red Hill Avenue
Costa Mesa, California 92626
(714) 557-0560
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If a computer is going to understand

any language other than machine
code, it will have to contain a parser, a
program that figures out what ex-
pressions of the language mean by
decomposing them into their parts.
Both interpreters and compilers spend
most of their time parsing the lines of a
program. In most cases, parsers are
written using stacks and a few simple
programming tricks. Stack parsing is
an elegant and flexible tool, which has
a wide variety of uses. In this article we
will explain how it works and show
how it can be used to make life easier
for people who use computers.
To illustrate the main ideas involved,

we will present a simple program,
called a people parser, that evaluates
expressions of arithmetic like (2+3)*4,
8/4-2 and 2*3)-4. The first of these,
(2+3)*4, is relatively straightforward; it
stands for 2 plus 3 (=6) times 4 (=24).
The second, 8/4-2, might lead to
confusion because it is not clear
whether we are to divide 8 by 4 (=2)
and take 2 from this (=0), or to subtract
2 from 4 first (=2) and then divide 8 by
this (=4). Most people would assume
(unless their brains are warped by too
much APL) that the division should
happen first, and the correct result is
O. In ordinary life, we assume that
division and multiplication are to be
done before subtraction and addition

•
unless parentheses say otherwise. As
we will see, it is a very simple matter to
build this "hierarchy" of the operators
into a stack parser.
You might think.that the last expres-

sion, 2*3)-4, was a misprint becauseof
the missing left parentheses. But one
of the points of this paper (maybe its
main point) is that using a stack parser
it is easy to evaluate expressions in
spite of parentheses errors.
Parentheses errors are annoying

bugs. Not only are they more frequent
than we would care to admit, but they
are the kind of error the computer
ought to fix. I mean, if the parser is
smart enough to figure out that your
parentheses are mismatched, then it
ought to be smart enough to figure out
how to fix them. "Hmmm ... " you say,
"Sounds like a dream. Wouldn't it take
a big expensive program to fix the
errors in an intelligent way?" The
answer is "No!" It takes virtually no
extra code to write a stack parser that
is kind about parentheses.
So why don't people do this

already? They do, sometimes, but
generally systems programmers think
that it is better to abort at a
parentheses error because there is no
assurance that the computer will fix
things up correctly. Agreed, even the
most intelligent parser is not going to
be able to guess what the programmer

.
intended in all cases. ut there is a
tradeoff to be weighed here. It is not
clear that the cost of a bad guess by
the computer outweighs the penalty of
having a program that won't run
because the system was hung up
about a silly parentheses error. The
vast majority of parentheseserrors are
easy to fix. The expression 2*3)-4 for
example, clearly meansmultiply 2 and
3 and subtract 4, and as we shall see,
this is exactly what our people parser
will make of it. Once you see how well
a people parser does at correcting
errors, you will be a lot less worried
about misinterpretation by the com-
puter. Besides we could always tell
users what correction is being made
so they can confirm or reject the
computer's decision.
As more and more real people (as

distinguished from programmers) get
the chance to interact with computers,
it becomes more important to be
gentle about mistakes that are madeat
the terminal. I became interested in
this because of my work on EMIL, a
system to help people learn how to
find proofs in logic. To use it, people
must type in logic formulas.
Parentheseserrors are quite common,
especially at first, but the parser in
EMIL does not complain, since it can
fix them with a high degree of ac-
curacy. This avoids a lot of frustration

James w. Garson, Dept. of Philosophy, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556.
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in interacting with the computer. I
have enjoyed the tolerance EMIL
shows so much that I wonder whether
. people, and even programmers,
wouldn't be happier with gentle
parsers.
Since it is easiest to work with an

example, we will build a people parser
for expressions of arithmetic which
involve numbers, +, -, *, I, and
parentheses. To keep the illustration
simple, we will assume that we already
have subroutines that can detect and
evaluate the numbers and can perform
addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. We will also assume at
first that + and - are always binary
operators, that is, that they have to be
flanked by two numbers. Ordinarily we
write -5 as shorthand for 0-5. In ~5, - is
a unary operator, because it is applied
to one number, not two. In arithmetic
notation, same symbol - is used for
both unary and binary operators.

~.

Once we have a parser for binary
operators, we will explain how to
handle unary ones, and also how to
deal with symbols like - that are both
binary and unary.
T.he first thing we have to do is

explain what a stack is. Stacks are
basic programming tools which have a
variety number of applications. If you
know about stacks, just skip this
paragraph. A stack is very much like
what its name implies, it is just an
ordered pile of items (think of a stack
of pancakes). One of the items is at the
top of the stack and it is the only one
that is accessible. (If you try to get a
pancake in the middle the whole stack
is liable to topple over.) There are two
basic things you can do to a stack:
push (or add) a new item on the top of
the stack, covering the item that used
to be on the top, or pop (or remove)
the top item from the stack, un-
covering the item beneath it. (See

You can use the versatile new BETSI
to plug the more than 150 S-100 bus
expansion boards directly into your PET*!
On a single PC card, BETSI has both interface circuitry and a 4-slot S-IOO motherboard. With
BETSI, you can instantly use the better than 150 boards developed for the S-IOO bus. For
expanding your PET's memory and I/O. BETSI gives you the interface. The single board
has both the complete interface circuitry required and a 4-slot S-IOO motherboard, plus an
80-pin PET connector. BETSI connects to any S-IOO type power supply and plugs directly
into the memory expansion connector on the side of your PET's case. And that's it. You
need no additional cables, interfaces or backplanes. You don't have to modify your PET in
any way, and BETSI doesn't interfere with PET's IEEE or parallel ports. And-when you
want to move your system-BETSI instantly detaches from your PET.

BETSI is compatible with virtually all of the S-I 00 boards on the market, including memory and
I/O boards. BETSI has an on-board controller that allows the use of the high-density low-power
"Expand ora m" dynamic memory board from S.D. Sales. This means you can expand your
PET to its full 32K limit on a single S-IOO card! Plus, you won't reduce PET's speed when
you use either dynamic or static RAM expansion with BETS!. Additionally, BETSI has
four on-board sockets and decoding circuitry for up to 8K of 2716-type PROM expansion
(to make use of future PET software available on PROM). BETSI jumpers will address the
PROMs anywhere within your PET's ROM area, too.

MAIL ORDERS ARE
NORMALLY SHIPPED
WITHIN 48 HOURS.
VISA AND MASTER-
CHARGE ORDERS ARE
BOTH ACCEPTED.

Cll978 Forethought Products

APRIL 1979

The BETSI Interface/Motherboard Kit includes all
components, a 100-pin connector, and complete
assembly and operating instructions for $119.

The Assembled BETSI board has four 100-pin
connectors, complete operating instructions and a
full6-month Warranty for just $165.

FORETHOUGHT PRODUCTS
87070 Dukhobar Rd. ffP
Eugene. Oregon 97402
Phone (503) 485-8575
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Figure 1.)
Most programming languages don't

have stacks, but it is easy to simulate
them using arrays. Let's start with a
one dimensional array called STACK;
the items on our stack are stored in
STACK (1), STACK (2), STACK (3), ...
etc. We also need a variable called
TOP which contains the number of the
position in STACK where the item at
the top of the stack is found. So
STACK(TOP) is the item at the top of
the stack. To push a new item on the
stack, you simply let TOP=TOP+1 and
then set STACK(TOP) = ITEM. To pop
the stack and put the popped item in
RESULT, just let RESULT=STACK
(TOP) and TOP=TOP-1. (You might
want to erase the item in STACK(TOP)
before setting TOP=TOP-1, but usual-
ly this isn't necessary.) If we pop a
stack enough times it will be empty,
i.e., TOP will be 0 and we cannot pop it
any more.
~.~

BETSI is the new Interface/Motherboardfrom Forethought
Products-the makers of KIMsr"-which allows users oj
Commodore's PET Personal Computer 10 instantly work
with the scores of memory and I/O boards developed for the
5-100 (/msai/ Altair type) bus, BETSI;,t; available from stock
on a single 5Vz" x 10"printed circuit card,

BETSI is available off-the-shelf from your local dealer or (if
they're out) directly from the manufacturer,

Ask about our
memory prices, too!

*PET is a Commodore product.
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Our people parser will contain two
stacks. The first, called number stack
will contain values of numbers that we
.tind, and operator stack will contain
operators +, -, *; I, and also ). Each of
the stacks will have a separate variable
that says where the top is. Now apart
from the usual processes of popping
and pushing stacks we will want to
explain another one called plop. Plop
is a sort of qlorified pop that applies to
both of our stacks. To plop the stacks
you: 1) pop a symbol off the operator
stack, 2) pop the top two numbers off
the nurnberstack, and then 3) apply
the subroutine for the operator you
got to the numbers you got. Then 4)
you push the. result back on the
number stack. For example, if 3 and 2
are the top two numbers on the
number stack and + is on the top of the
operator stack, then the result of plop
will be to pop + off the operator stack,
pop off 3 and 2, and then put the result
of adding 3 and 2 (namely 5) back on
the number stack. (see Figure 2,) If we
ever find) on the operator stack and
are asked to plop the stacks we simply
pop it off and leave it at that, for it
doesn't correspond to any
mathematical operation.

Since we are going to let our parser
determine grouping on the basis of the
hierarchy of the operators, we will
need a table· of strengths of the
symbols we will be using
Symbol Strength

1 4
3
2

+ 1
) 0

We included the symbol) on the table
with strength 0 for convenience. The
reason for this will be clear later.

Now we know enough to learn how
our people parser works. It is a bit
easier, though not necessary, if our
parser reads expressions from the
right to the left, instead of in the usual
way. (This allows an easier solution to
the problem of adding unary
operators.) Now here's what to do. We
consider each symbol of the input
expression in turn starting from the
right. If it is ) it is pushed on the
operator stack. If it is a number, its
value is pushed on the number stack.
If it is ( you keep plopping the stacks
until either ) is at the top of the
operator stack, (or that stack is
empty). If it is a binary operator, (like +
or *) then we plop the operator stack
repeatedly (if we have to) until the
operator being scanned is stronger
than what is on the top of the operator
stack. (See the table of strengths.)
Then we push the symbol on the
operator stack and start the process
over from the top.

When you have finished scanning
. the expression you simply plop the

Table
of

Strengths

stacks until the operator stack is
empty. Lo and behold, the value of

. your expression will be on the top of
the number stack and that stack will
contain a single item.

There are some details about the
process which we have not been
explicit about in this description.
Since you may want a handy chart for
checking what the people parser does
to sample expressions we have written
out the program in Figure 3. It should
be fairly easy to read. We use 'do
while' followed by a condition, so that
the statements which go with it are
simply skipped if the condition is not
met. For example in:

3, Do while ( is scanned:
3A
3B
3C _

5.
statements 3A-3C are performed
repeatedly as long as r : is being
scanned, but if ( is not scanned we go
to line 5. We use indention and outline
notation to indicate which statements
go with which 'do while.'

To help those who are used to
BASI.~ understand the do while con-
struction, here is how we would write

30 Do while ( is scanned:
31
32 _
50 Do while a binary operator is

scanned:
in BASIC:

29 REM S$ CONTAINS THE SYM-
BOL CURRENTLY BEING
SCANNED

30[IF S$ <> (THEN 50]
31
32 _
33 GOTO 30
50Cif S$ < > + & S$ < > * &

S$ < > - & S$ < > 1TH EN 60]
The best way to understand this

whole thing is to go through an
example or two. So let's see what
happens when we parse 8/4-2. Start-
ing from the right we see 2. This goes
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on the number stack. Then we see -
which goes on the operator stack,
since the stack is empty. Next, we put
4 on the numberstack and then we
come to I. Since - is on the top of the
operator stack, and 1 is stronger, we
push 1 on that stack. Finally we come
to 8 which goes on the number stack.
Our two stacks now look like this:

8
4

2

Number stack

1

Operator stack
We have finished scanning our expres-
sion so we have to plop until the
operator stack is empty. After the first
plop we have:

2
2

Number stack Operator stack
and after the second:

o
Number stack Operator stack

We are done, and the right value
(namely 0) appears on the number
stack.

Now let's see how our parser works
on 2+3*4. Since * is stronger than +, we
will want the multiplication evaluated
first so that the expression comes to
14. Let's see if that is what we get.
First, 4 goes on the number stack, * on
the operator stack and 3 on the
number stack. Our stacks look like
this:

3
4

Now we find + and since this is weaker
than * we have to plop the stacks.

12

Now our operator stack is empty and
so we can push + on it.

12 +

Next we find 2, which goes on the
number stack

2
12 +

and after we PLOP the stacks to finish
up, the right answer 14 appears at the
top of the number stack.

Now let's just add a parentheses to
the expression we just did to illustrate
what happens when there is a
parentheses error. Let's start with
2+3)*4. Notice that this time we should
add first and then multiply. The result
should be 20 not 14 as in the previous
example and that is what happens.
First we put 4 on the number stack,
then * and ) on the operator stack.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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The instructions say ) is always
pushed on the operator stack despite
its strength.) Then 3 is put on the
number stack. We are now scanning +
and the stacks look like this:

3
4

4B. Replace the top of the
number stack with the result

4C. Scan the next symbol to the
left.

For an example, let's evaluate
2-ABS(2-4). By the time we come to
ABS our stacks look like this:

-2
Now + is stronger than) (which has a Then we are instructed to take the
strength of 0), so + goes on the absolute value of what is on the
operator stack: number stack and put the result back

there:

which results in the end with O.
How do we manage in a notation

where the same symbol can be both
binary and unary? Won't we need an
elaborate routine to determine
whether a given symbol is to be
interpreted one way or the other? Not

. really. We haven't discussed an impor-
When we plop next we simply remove) tant detail about the operation of plop.
from the operator stack, and at the What happens if we try to pop the
next plop we get the right answer: number stack and we don't have two

numbers to pop? We could just stop
with an error and that is probably what
we will want to do in most parsers.
However, in this case we can supply
the value a for the missing number if
there is one number and the operator
being scanned is + or -. This has the
effect of reading -5 as if it were 0-5. If
we do this, we can treat + and -
properly without having to decide
whether they are binary or unary
operators ahead of time. Assuming we
make this change to plop, we need to
make one slight adjustment to section
5 of our program. This section ends
with 5D: Go to step 1. If you put "If you
are scanning (, +, -, * or / then go to
step 3, else go to step 1" instead, the
program will work fine.

+

3
4

Notice how ) on the top of the stack
protects us from seeing the *. If * were
at the top, we would not be able to add
+ to the operator stack but would have
to plop beforehand.

Next we put 2 on the operator stack
and we begin plopping the stacks.
After the first plop we have:

5
4

20
Let's take an expression with a

mismatched left parentheses as our
final example: 2*(3+4. Notice that we
want to do add ition fi rst and then *,
and the answer should be 14. By the
time we are scanning ( the stacks look
like this:

3
4 +

When we see ( we are supposed to
plop until the operator stack has) at
the top or is empty. So we must plop
once:

7

2
and by the time we have scanned all
the symbols we have:

2
2

Next we see * which goes on the
operator stack, and 2 which goes on Let's evaluate 4+(-5*2) to see that all
the number stack: is well. By the time we get to -, the

stacks look like this:
2
7

and when we finish off by plopping we
get 14.

Now what do we do if we have a
unary operator or two? For example,
we might use ABS for the absolute
value of a number. Then ABS (2-4)
would stand for 2. It is very simple to
modify our parser to include this.
Between steps 3 and 4 we add:

4. Do while a unary operator is
scanned:
4A. Apply the function for that

operator to the number on
the top of the number stack

5

2 Next we see * and then 2, so our stacks
Since - is weaker than * we plop, and now look like this:
then add - to the operator stack

10

Next, we scan left, encounter (, which
according to our revised instructions
means that we go to step 3. Step 3 says
it is time to plop the stacks. Since one
number is missing, we supply 0; the
result of subtracting 10 from 0 is 1-10
which goes on the number stack in
place of 10, and the operator stack is
popped.
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-10

(Notice that if we hadn't changed our
instructions in step 5, that we would
arrive at step 2 scanning ( and stop
with an error.) We now scan left, and
see + and then 4 with this result:

4
-10 +

When we plop according to step 7, we
get -6, which is what we want.

If 'the computer is going to fix up
mistakes it would be best if we inform
users about what changes were made
by the computer, so that they 'can
verify them. So we will need a way to
keep track of what corrections were
made and to assemble the corrected
expression for their inspection.

This is easy to do if we take
advantage of the structure we have
already laid down. All we need to do is
to add a new stack called the expres-
sion stack. This will behave very much
like our number stack but it will store
the corrected expression. Any time we
push a number on the number stack,
we push the symbol being scanned in
the expression stack as well. When we
plop the stacks we also modify the
expression stack. We pop off the top
two items on the expression stack (call
them Land R), we pop the top item
from the operator stack (call it 0), and
then push the expression (&L&O&R&)
back on the expression stack. Here we
used the symbol & for concatenation,
so for example if 5 and 3 are the top
two items on the expression stack and
+ is on the top of the operator stack,
then (5+3) is on the top of the
expression stack after .plop.

Let's watch all three of these stacks
during the parsing of the expression
2*(3+4 to see how this works out. By
the time we are scanning the (, the
stacks look like this:

3. 3
4 + 4

Number Operator Expression
stack stack Stack

Now we plop:

7 (3+4)

2
7

After plopping we have:

2
(3+4)

14 (2*(3+4))

and the result on the expression stack
is the correctly parenthesesed version
of our input. If you want, the outside
parentheses can be stripped off so that
2*(3+4) is shown to the user.



Personal Computing ...
It All Comes Together at NCC '79.

Only during the National Computer Conference will
you have an opportunity to experience personal
computing to the fullest. And that's why the
1979 Personal Computing Festival,
June 4-7 in New York's Sheraton
Center Hotel, formerly the Ameri-
cana, is different. As a conference
within a conference, it will give
you the chance to explore the
complete spectrum of information
processing while concentrating on
those aspects of personal computing
you won't want to miss ...including 'M
equipment, applications, ideas,

iand new developments that
have created .excitement
throughout the entire com-
puting community.
Only at NCC '79 will you

find such a panorama of
computer products on
display ...ranging from
micros to maxis, from
processors to peripherals.
Included will be the latest
innovations in low-cost
computing for business,
professional, and home use.
Against the backdrop of the

prestigious NCC, the Personal
Computing Festival has attracted many
well-known experts and personalities who will
participate in an information-packed technical
program and compete for prizes for the best
presentations. Join them in exploring applications
ranging from use of small business systems and
financial analysis to personal networking, new
information utilities, and aid to the handicapped.

You will also have ample opportunity to discuss
new ideas and novel approaches to shared prob-
lems, to find out what to expect in the year ahead,
and observe interesting and clever applications dem-
onstrated by the individuals who developed them.
Plan now to take part in a unique personal comput-

ing experience at NCC '79. You can register for the
Festival at the Sheraton Center Hotel, 52nd Street
between 7th Avenue and Avenue of the Americas,
for only $15 which includes your copy of the

\
\

NCC '79 Personal Computing Proceedings. Reg-
istrations, excluding the Proceedings, also are
available at $5 for one day and $9 for all four
days. The Proceedings will be available separate-
ly at $8. For additional information on NCC '79,
including housing and registration procedures,
contact AFlPS, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale,
N.J. 07645; telephone 201/391-9810. To obtain
information on the special NCC Travel Service
call toll-free 800/556-6882.

~
CC'79

PERSONAL COMPUTING FESTIVAL
. c/o AFIPS, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, N.J. 07645



Introducing
HDS SOFTWARE

FOT the Apple /I
HDS-I Our complete system
for database creation, manip-
ulation and retrieval. Ma-
chine language routines
allow lightning-fast retrieval
of information based on a
virtually unlimited number
of criteria. Fits in 16K. re-
quires DOS $100.00
HDS-l Adventure in a maze!
You search a monster-ridden
maze of rooms, corridors
and chambers in quest of
magical items (and the way
,out!)
16K tape version $15.00
3lK DOS version $30.00
MUCH MORE! Send for free
catalog. Send your check plus
$1.00 shipping and handling
per order (Calif. residents
add 6% sales tax) to:
Holistic Data Systems, Inc.

III 0 Wilshire Blvd.
Suite 446

Santa Monica, CA 90403
(l13) 450-619l

CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD

12" BLACK & WHITE
LOW COST VIDEO
TERMINAL
$139.00 LIST
Add $5 for shipping and handling
Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

//,/---- ..--~~--

One year
limited warranty

• Ideal for home, personal and business corn-
puter systems; surveillance monitors· 12"
diagonal video monitor • Composite video in-
put • Compatible with many computer systems
• Solid-state circuitry for a stable & sharp pic-
ture • Video bandwidth-12 MHZ± 3 DB • ln-
put impedance-75 Ohms· Resolution-650
lines Minimum IN Central 80% of CRT;550 Lines
Minimum beyond central 80% of CRT ref EIA
RS·375 • Dimensions-11.375" high; 16.250"
wide; 11.250" deep (exclude video input con-
nector) • Weight-65 KG(14.3 Ibs)net

Use Master ChargeNisa or send money order.

Micro Products Unlimited
P,O.Box 1525,Arlington, TX 76010

817/461-8043

Dealer inquiries welcome
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There are quite a number of in-
teresting uses for this kind of parser.
For example, it is a very effective
structure to use for changing from
standard notation (sample 2*(3+4)) to
the RPN notation used by some
calculators (sample 34+2*). Here you
would usean expression stack and no
numberstack, and change plop so that
O&L&R is pushed back on the expres-
sion stack instead of (&L&O&R&). It is
just aseasyto build a parserto convert
from RPN notation back to standard
notation.
If you everget.to usea people parser

you will probably pick up the habit of
leaving out parentheses, especially
those that begin and end an expres-
sion. There is really no reason to
include matching parenthesesin most
circumstances. For example,2*(3+(4/7
is a better notation than 2*(3+(4/7)): It
requires fewer symbols, expresses
grouping in a way that is easy on the
eye, and doesn't force us to count
parentheses. In this, it has some
advantagesof RPN and the familiarity
and legibility of standard notation.
Sometimes I wonder why this kind of
notation wasn't adopted in the first
place. _

FIG 1
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" ITEM 4

liTEM 51 ITEM 3
ITEM 2
ITEM 1

After popping
Item 5 off

FIG 3

Scan the symbols of the input expression
from right to left. If there are no more
symbols to scan, go to step 7.

1. Do while) is scanned:
1A. Push) on the operator stack
1B. Scan the symbol to the left

2. If you are, scanning a number put its
value on the number stack and scan
the symbol to the left else you have
an error, so stop.

3, Do while ( is scanned:
3A. Do while the operator stack is

neither empty nor has) on its
top.
3A 1.Plop the stacks.

3B. If) is on the top of the operator
stack, pop it off.

3C. Scan the next symbol to the left
5. If a binary operator is scanned then

do this:
5A. Do while strength of the symbol

scanned is not greater than the
strength of what is on the
operator stack: Plop the stacks

5B, Push the symbol scanned on
the operator stack

5C. Scan the symbol to the left
50. Go to step 1

6, Stop you have an error
7, Do while the operator stack is not

empty: Plop the stacks

//-,,---..~

I
f ITEM 6

ITEM 5
ITEM 4
ITEM 3
ITEM 2
ITEM 1

ITEM 5
ITEM 4
ITEM 3
ITEM 2
ITEM 1
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Oriqinal
Stack

After Pushing
Item 6 on

FIG 2

Before Plop During Plop After Plop
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STACK STACK STACK STACK
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or Complete Systems
The best price and delivery is from MiniMicroMart!

NORTH STAR
HORIZON

Boards • •

BANTAM 550
from PERKIN-ELMER

Small in size, light in weight, and low in
price - but top of the list in features
and performance.

• Upper and lower case
• Full 24 x 80 format
• Sharp 7 )(10 dot matrix
Get everything you want without paying for
things you don't need - List $996

NOW FROM US AT $799
Add $20 for anti-glare screen

(specify gray or green)
SHIPPING Add $5 for East Coast; $7.50 for
Midwest; $8.50 if you are in Pacific Time Zone.

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACES
OUR

PRICE
$849
1499

LIST
Morrow Discus I $995
Discus I (dual drive) , 1795
Discus 20 (Double Density) 1149
Disk Jockey I Controller Bd

Tarbell Floppy Disk Interface $190
Micromation Doubler, double-
density controller $495 $419
Megabox dual-drive dbl. density
system, over 1 megabyte ... 2295 2054
Mega II, over 2 megabytes. . .2995 2695

SO Computer VersaFloppy floppy
disk controller board, kit ... $159 139

Micropolis 1041 MacroFloppy .$695 $625
1042 MacroFloppy w/case & P.S..... 709
1053 Dual MetaFloppy .... 1895 1695

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
fantastic new Xitan Disk Controller Board
single and double density, handles mini-
and stenderd-size drives simultaneously,
complete with CP/M compatible DOS
and Xitan disk BASIC. Assm.!tested
List$595 OUR PRICE $499

SOFTWARE
Complete stock of Xitan software (for-•...----------------1 merly TO L) in inventory at substantial

SPECIAL - SAVE $300 savings.

Xitan (TOL) 0-32 32K Oynamic
Memory Board, List $869

OUR PRICE: $569

•

Now Double Density
Horizon 1 KitList $1599 $1349

Assembled/Tested List $1899. . .. 1599
Horizon 2 (w/2 drives) Kit List $1999. 1699

Assembled/Tested List $2349 . . .. 1939

4 MHz Z-80 CPU Board, Kit $199 . 169
AssembledlTested List $259 . . . . .. 209

Complete Minifloppy Disk System
w/BASIC and drive, Kit List $699 . .. 589
Assembled/Tested List $799 . . . . .. 689

979
169

$169

OUR
PRICE
$269
309

$359
796

$269
304
304
339
579
629

$399
495

THE PRINTERM 879'
Best Printer Buy for '79

Unbelievable speed at low price -
120 cps, printing in upper and lower case with
a 9 x 7 dot matrix in a bi-directionalmode. Micr-
processor-controlled RS232or optional parallel
interface directly compatible with TRS-80 or
Cromemco System 2 or 3. Friction or pin-feed
models available. Friction-feed model can use
standard Teletype roll.

Friction Feed Model, List $1395 $1099
Pin-Feed Model, List $1495 $1199

TERMINALS AND PRINTERS
Hazeltine 1500 . . . . . . . . . . • .. $1049
1510 .•..•............. , 1149
1400 _ 699

Soroc 120 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $849
Intertube ., _ $784
Lear Siegler ADM3A, assm. . . . . . . . $849
Kit 775

Teletype 43 RO, TTL (serial) . . . . . . $874
43 KSR/Terminal, TTL (serial) ..... 979

T.I. 810 Printer. . . . . . . . . . . .. $1695
Centronics 779 w/tractor . . . . . . . . $995
IP-125 Brightwriter w/1210 print
control option $754
IP·225 w/1210 & 1250 options 889

DecWriter II . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1490
RS232 Cables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25

.Call or write for price and delivery
information on EXIDY SORCERER

If you own a TRS-80 or Heath H-8
write for our special catalog. Man~
unique offersings - Save 10%-20% on
TRS-80 accessories.

MORE SPECIALS
Xitan VDB Board
Xitan 5MB-II, List $395
The fantastic new Xitan ZPU-II

our price $314
$339
$319

CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL
TDL SIVIBBOARD

Provides for Zapple ROM, 2K RAM, parallel
interface, 2 serial interfaces, and tape cassette
interface.
Bare Board only, w/documentation . $ 49.95

Complete Kit _ 147.50
Assembled and Tested 197.50
None of above include Zapple ROM or RAM.
Zapple Monitor ROM , 29.95

MEMORY BOARDS

LIST
North Star 16K Dynamic, Kit $399
Assembled & Tested . . . . . $459

Dynabyte 16K Static RAM, 250ns ...
32K Static RAM, 250ns . . . .$995

Morrow SuperRAM 16K Static
450ns, Kit $299
450ns, Assembled 334
4 MHz, Kit 334
4 MHz, Assembled 369
32K Static, 4 MHz, Kit .. , $649
32K Static, 4 MHz, Assm.... 699

Cromemco 16K RAM Card w/Bank
Select, Kit. . . . . . . . . . . $495
Assembled _ 595

SO Computer ExpandoRAM
w/o RAMS (no chips) $139
32K Dynamic w/8K. Kit 189
32K Dynamic w/16K, Kit ......•. 237
32K Dynamic w/32K, Kit •.. Special $329

Vector 481<Static, Assm•... $695 $589

Prices in this ad include 2% cashprepayment discount (bank transfer, check, money order, etc.).
VISA and Master Charge accepted, but 2% cash discount does not apply. Slightly higher prices
apply to government and institutional purchase orders when not prepaid.
Above prices subject to changeand all offers subject to withdrawal without notice.
SHIPPING, HANDLING & INSURANCE: Add $2 for boards, $7.50 for floppy disk systems,
$12 for Horizons.
OEM and dealer inquiries invited.

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG-

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 479-7620 TWX 710 541-0431
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David and Annie Fox

Marin Computer enter:
A "New Age" Learning Environment

There should be more
"computer awareness"
centers like this all over the
country. Getting people, of
all ages, turned on to com-
puters and alleviating their
fears should be a common
goal for all of us.

Marin Computer Center is a non-
profit, educational organization,
whose purpose is to bring the wonders
of advanced technology (computers
and the like) within the reach of all
people.
We have set up 16 microcomputers in

what was formerly the library of a
modern school in San Rafael, Califor-
nia. In a spacious, well-lit room, with
beamed ceiling, orange carpeting and
many plants, we've created the kind of
comfortable environment that has
rarely been associated with computers.
We would like to tell you how MCC

came to be, what it is, and where we
plan to take it. .

How It All Began
Marin Computer Center was seen as

a vision at first. We came upon the
idea-or it found us-quite unex-
pectedlyin mid-Auqust of 1976. How
strange it seems now, and yet very
natural all at the same time.

To say that computers and the world
they represented was far from the
world that we inhabited then would be
a gross understatement. At that time in
our lives, and for several years prior to
that time, we were "spiritualists"-
lovers of the occult, psychic
realm-followers of numerous "per-
sonal growth" excursions-always
seeking. We considered ourselves very
much the "humanists"-with our
respective careers of teaching and
counseling.

We felt that not enough people were
coming in contact with new ideas
about themselves, not enough people
were growing in their personal lives.
The question was, how to introduce the
vast majority of Americans to
themselves. We took a look around and
noticed the beginning boom of video
games. What if we developed a video
game in which people could learn more
about themselves and their

relationships with others in the process
of playing? Of course, the stated
purpose of the game wouldn't be
personal growth, that would just be a
side effect of playing it.

From this idea we jumped to a
fantasy of a huge complex similar to
Disneyland. The main difference would
be in the participation level of the
visitors. Disneyland is fun but it is
essentially a place where they "do it to
you." You watch animated dolls while
riding on a boat or go for a submarine
ride and watch sea serpents looming at
you. No one is given an opportunity to
interact with the environment, to play
with the environment in a way where
some new and unique learning ex-
perience would result. We envisioned a
technology playland where all this
could happen. To actually "be" on the
bridge of the USS Enterprisewith other
visitors and make contact with other
worlds. To warp your own intergalactic
vessel around the universe while look-
ing through a three dimensional
viewscreen and experiencing the force
of acceleration. To feel weightlessness
in a zero gravity room. The movies
"Westworld" and "Futureworld" are the
closest we've seen to this idea. Of

David and Annie Fox, Co-Directors of Marin Computer Center, 70 Skyview Terrace, Room 301, San Rafael, CA 94903.
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course, the conflicts of man versus
machine in those films represent the
fears we wanted to help people over-
come in order to make the most of
technology.

With our long range goals set, we had
to find something which we could
accomplish with today's technology.
The concept of the Marin Computer
Center was born. We embarked-
whole-heartedly without a backward
glance. It seemed as if we had been
running full steam in one direction-
then one day screeched to a halt for no
apparent reason-and zoomed off at
twice the velocity down a new road!

It may seem strange that two people
with no technical background would
be audacious enough to enter the
hallowed grounds of "computerland,"
but somehow our naivete has served to
make the whole thing unique and
appealing in the eyes of others.

We created Marin Computer Center
because we felt that there needed to be
some educational facility that would
bridge the gap between people's fears
and their natural curiosity about com-
puters. It seemed evident to us that the
rapid growth of the personal com-
puting industry would result in a
"computer in every home" by the early
1980's. Judging that as an inevitability
and evaluating the prevailing attitude
about computers, it seemed obvious
that people needed a painless way to
ease themselves into the Computer
Age.

Many people feel that computers are
cold, dehumanizing instruments of
totalitarianism. The image of Big
Brother and the "Computerized Socie-
ty" seem to go hand in hand. At least
that has conveniently been the fic-
tionalized view. We would bethe first to
admit that in the recent past computers
have been used in ways that have
resulted in general feelings of
powerlessness and dehumanization.
However, it is important to distinguish
between computers (the species) and
how they've been used. In other words,
it is short-sighted to condemn a device
simply because of the misuse and
abuse it has suffered at the hands of
people with something less than the
"common good" in mind.

Alarmists and political paranoids
argue that computers are potentially
dangerous in that they can be used to
store incredible amounts of very per-
sonal data and then recall that informa-
tion at an astonishing rate. They
become uneasy at the thought of the
"Master Computer" controlled by the
CIA.

The Computer is a powerful tool.
And it, like many powerful tools
throughout history, has been used and
misused by people who seek power for
purposes of both good and evil.
When the printing press was first
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invented, the church began to fear its
use for the purpose of widespread
propaganda against Church Doctrine.
They launched their own campaign
against the machine, condemning it as
a tool of the Devil. One would have to
admit that there have been some pretty
libelous, degrading and socially un-
redeeming things that have been
presented to millions of people in the
form of the printed word. However, one
would not be hard pressed to think of
just a few of the beautiful, inspiring,
and beneficial things we have ex-
perienced through our exposure to
words in print.

So which is it? Tool of the Devil or
Invention of Enlightenment? Actually
the printing press is neither. The
printing press is just a machine that
prints words on paper. The discussion
is arbitrary and meaningless. The same
is true of the debate about the potential
joys and evils of a computerized socie-
ty.

Computers are here to stay. And the
general public needs to start taking
responsibility for its own personal
participation in the world of com-
puters. Because they are such "all
purpose" machines, it is up to us to
decide which of their various purposes
are ones that we want to support.

Marin Computer Center's main goal
is to "introduce people of all ages to
computers and the advanced
technology which they represent in
order that anyone might begin par-
ticipating in the process of computer
assistance for society."

When we started we felt certain that
our objectives were valid and would
serve a valuable function in this socie-
ty. However, lofty goals and innovative
plans are meaningless if they cannot be
manifested in the physical universe.
And in order for our dream to take real
form we needed money.

Our quest for capital led us to dozens
of private foundations. We spent Six
months peddling our grant proposals
with no success to speak of.

For long periods of time our goal
seemed extremely distant and as likely
as a winning sweepstake ticket. In the
face of such overwhelming odds and
dispair, were we discouraged? We sure
were! Weeks went by and nothing
happened-no forward movement; our
plan was stagnating and so were we.
Many times it seemed as if we con-
tinued with our phone calls and letters
just to spite all the people who thought
we were crazy to persist with an idea
that couldn't g€" off the ground. And
I'm sure we rrust have been. Crazy
enough to continue persisting even
though the Foundations weren't exact-
ly beating a path to our door, we knew it
didn't mean that money couldn't be
obtained through another source.

So we did what most people do when
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they need money-we hit the banks. Lo
and behold, with the help of a friend
(with more financial credibility than we
had) our loan application was ap-
proved!
That was in July of 1977-a full

eleven months after the whole idea was
hatched!

In the two months that followed, we
rented 5,000 square feet in a beautiful
vacated school building, ordered and
received nine Sol-20's and one
Equinox, obtained some programs,
invited 300 people to an open house,
placed three ads in local newspapers-
and held our breath.

Visiting the Center
On September 10th we opened our

doors-at long last Marin Computer
Center had crossed over into the
physical universe. Over 700 people
showed up for our open house celebra-
tion and during the past year, they have
steadily continued to come. Little
children with· their parents,
neighborhood kids stopping in after
school, handicapped children and
adults, older people-all with an in-
terest in computers to guide them.

MCC was created to give people an
experience of computers and the
advanced technology which they
represent. In the first year that we've
had our doors open, we have in fact
been providing that kind of experience
in addition to many other kinds of
experiences that we had not an-
ticipated.

For example, on Saturdays' MCC
provides a place for families to come
together in an attractive and calm
environment for a unique "learning
experience." We see them come in,
wide-eyed and slightly apprehensive.
They have heard about this place from
friends (who had "a terrific time") so
they thought they'd see for themselves.
They. don't have any idea what to
expect and frankly, they've got their
guard up. We greet them and make
them feel welcome. We acknowledge
the uncertainty they are exuding and
they begin to feel that they don't have
to pretend that they're feeling at ease
when they're not-their anxiety is
understood and then they begin to
relax.
We tell the newcomers about ou r set-

up, in terms that they can relate to. We
talk about why we've created this
center and that we're glad that they've
corne to explore. After talking for a
while, we suggest a computer game
that might interest them, load the
machine and let them settle in for the
fun of confronting a new learning
experience.

Adults and children relate to new
learning situations in totally different
ways. We have learned much from
observing people with computers.
Children seem to be very much at-
tracted to the CRT terminal-because

of their familiarity with TV and home
video games, children between the
ages of 7 and 10 feel very much at home
with our microcomputers. Their at-
titudes towards the computers are
open, eager and an almost matter-of-
fact acceptance of the things that the
technology of today has managed to
accomplish. Older children, while
equally open, seem to be more ap-
preciative of the wonder of it all. They
have reached a point in their own
cognitive development to be able to
imagine in abstract terms what a
computer is and how it manages to do
what it does. (There is a greater
preponderance of 14yearold boys who
frequent the center than any other age
group.) So although children of
different ages may be experiencing the
computers differently, they all are
unanimous in their enjoyment of and
fearless approach to the machines.

On Saturdays MCC
provides a place for
families to come
.together .in an attractive
and calm environment
for a unique "learning
experience."

Adults, on the other hand, are less
likely to welcome the challenge of this
particular "unknown" with open minds.
Adults come to the center with the
whole gamut of preconceived at-
titudes, ideas and beliefs about com-
puters. Their experience may have
been in the form of a mistaken IRS
refund, a cancelled magazine sub-
scription that kept on coming or other
annoyances that have been blamed on
a computer foul up. With these kinds of
things in mind, many adults come to
the computer center ready for a fight, it
seems. They are sour-faced individuals
who wish that the animal "computerec-
tus" would go on the endangered
species list and not survive. Then there
are women in the 35-50 age group who
feel intimidated by the "superior"
intelligence of computers. They are
embarrassed that the computer will
make them look foolish by knowing
more than they do. Finally there are the
older adults (in the 50-70 age range)
who are bewildered by it all. They feel
that the world is just moving too
quickly and that they are being left
behind.
After a direct experience with com-

puters, one's fears are seen as
groundless. Then the individual
creates the opportunity for him/herself
to really explore the computer as a new
personal medium of creative expres-
sion.

One of the ways both adults and kids
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can do this is by taking one of our
classes in computer programming. The
classes are really an introduction to
microcomputers and the computer
languages BASIC (for adults and
teenagers) and PILOT (for young
children). Each course covers a brief
history of computers-through
vacuum tubes to transistors to in-
tegrated circuits to large scale integra-
tion; discussion of how a computer
works and then right into learning the
language and creating your own
programs.

Our classes are for absolute
beginners-no prior knowledge is
assumed or expected. Since we per-
sonally tiptoed into the field without
the usual prerequisites we fully under-
stand and empathize with the fear and
general uncertainty people bring with
them into our classes. Because of this
empathy we are particularly good at
creating a safe learning environment
for them to explore these "intelligent"
machines.

Graduates of our courses have
gotten right into the process of using
computers. in their lives for more fun,
profit and efficiency. Some examples
are: the man who created a program to
calculate the milk production of his
goats, the teacher who used the course
to create specialized curriculum for his
junior high school deaf students, the
woman who was in charge of the
reservations department in a large
airlines and wanted to have more
knowledge of computers to increase
her feelings of effectiveness in her job
and the 14 year old boy who has
created and sold (to Processor
Technology) a computer game called
RACE.

One's success at survival has always
been based on the ability to adapt; a
willingness to change. With the world's
increasing rate of change we've all got
a challenge just to keep up with it. More
important than keeping up with it is to
be a part of that process of change. We
at Marin Computer Center are giving
people a wonderful opportunity to
participate in that area of change in
today's world known as "Computers."
By directly interacting with computers,
people begin experiencing new
feelings of freedom and confidence,
replacing their former fear and con-
fusing overwhelm.

All of these people have an ex-
perience at the Computer Center
which enables them to step outside of
their preconditioned feelings of hostili-
ty, fear and confusion and enter a new
world. A world that is not the de-
humanizing robot world that they first
imagined-but a world of people and
learning and change instead. It's an
exciting new world, and there is a place
in itforeveryone. The child in all of us is
fascinated by computers-the "New
Age Toy, Tool and Servant" of
Humankind. ••
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Syneeteks unique new rerm.natrccks
like a keyboard but It contains all the
logic to display 2410nes or 40 charac-
ters Upper Lower case and t28 special
graph.c cnarecters mev beoutputtoa
mcmtcr (or TV w.th RF modulator)
Localed.hng (erase lone or screen). ad-
dressable cursor, scr cumc. wrap-
arcund.euto-receetocnonet mtertaca

----L-i-s-t~$-2~7~9~.~~ ~~~I ~a~yd,~a::;~~n~~~;;~~e this your

SJ).\..E. $189.95
5·100 MPA

$750
• 14K ROM, 8K RAM
• Fast Microsoft BASIC
• Integral Tape & CRT
• Graphics & Lower case
• Real-time clock
• IEEE and Parallel I/O

IPET
MICROSOFT ~~~~

BASIC "IIH·~11L~
·8080Microplocessor
• 8K RAM. 2K ROM

1/ you can I deCide between a
sophisticated v.oec game and a
homecompule.lhenlhe Inle.-
aCI ModelOne is lor you. Hook II
10your ector TV a!'ld you ve gal
bOlh! You can play one of the
games which are InCluded nee
or you can load Edu·BASIC and
wrole your own games.

Besl 01 all you gel ever 5294
wO.lh 01 nee cas sette s

For a nrmted lime we are olle"ng In-
tecact s new Iloannq pomt BASIC by
Microsoft free wrtb Ihe purchase of a
16K Interact Modell ThiS saves you
$4995 and gives you the most BASIC
programming power available In a
computer tms Size Oller good lor or-
ders -ecervec belore Apllt31 1978
please mention uus ad when ordering

The most computer value you can buy in a single box,
the PET is a complete system. It's our most popular
computer.

YHEPEY--------------------------------
CONNECTION Beeper- PET ccnt-eneo

beep 52495
Peturua - Play mUSIC from
your PET 529.95

Video Buffer - Outout lor
second monitor $29.95

Combo - Petunia Video
Buffer combined $49.95

RS-232 Modem Inlerfaces for PET

Oro9mate Answerback
OM Modem

Dual PorI RS-232
aronecnonerrotertece

Single Pori RS-232
Bidirectional Interface

Cabinet 101 above interfaces
sener Printer tntertace With
case (output only)

Theorog,naI1ullyp'oandab1ps,ngle
ooa-o co-oocre-

SECOND CASSETTE FOR PET$95
Th.s perophelal ham Commodore gives
you theabollty.to use one tape deck tor
mput and cne toroutour to coPy Illes
updaterecordsetc

apple
II

The most powerful computer you can aHach 10your TV
NCE/CompuMart now carries the popular Apple
II microcomputer system. It easily attaches to
any TV and can be used for either business or
games. To see why the Apple II continues to be
the leader in TV-display computers, write for
more information.

$675.00

32K PET sp.\.l:. '»om".d

$169.95
$214.95

EXPAND YOUR KIM
SYSTEM:

KIM to S-100 Board
$169

15

89.95
MICRO TECH. POWER SUPPLY
Assembled $34.95

KIM ENCLOSURE
KTM-2

A new concept
in terminals
Only $349.00

16K Apple II Computer
48K Apple II Computer
Disk Drive & Controller
Second Disk Drive only

$1195
$1795
$ 595
$ 495

With the trade-in of your work-
ing PET.

$1,195.00 otherwise

c,"I-~n)
S~~
MONITOR
VM4709 9 Quahty manila' $169 Assembled & tested NO W $187

Hazeltine
1400

\~
Now a 5t h Generati 0n "!fIj~~ii!I!!i'~.~"'1iII!
in Terminals:
Immediate Delivery

Hazeltine 1500 full of features $1049
Hazeltine 1510 with buffer logic $1149
Hazeltine 1520 with printer interface $1499

• Ift1l!'''~1~"a·h.". ~••~•.
• IM"'ICf ~S21ZC.eto

S-100 MPA gives your PET
complete control of the S-100
bus (even DMA). Get an
assembled unit at kit price.
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VIDEO TERMINAL
by XITEX

16ln)(64chr.dlsplay.128pr.nlable
characters, sottware UART (ASCII
or Baudot). 3 serial Interfaces &
cassette 110. true composite video
TTL compatible. easy power con-
nection



Checker Challenger

"I enjoy checkers although I'm an average player at
best. I think my moves have improved since playing
with this electronic partner."

"Checker Challenger" qualifies as a
complete pastime package as it serves
all ages. It isanattainment gamefor the
beginner and a challenge for the
advanced player. There are two levels
of play in Model CR (also known as
Model '2'). The first level (L-1) givesthe
neophyte a good introduction and
appreciation of the game of checkers
and the second level (L-2) helps to
sharpen the skill of the expert.
The course of play is clearly outlined

in an instruction booklet and easily
understood. Each dark square is
numbered. When a move is made by
the player, the numbers of the squares
involved are then entered on the
keyboard of the game board. The
numbers light up in a display window.
The computer selects a counter move
and its numbers are revealed in the
window. If the player makes an im-
proper move, the window will show
four dashes. If a mandatory jump is not
taken, the letters "JP" will appear. Play
continues when the player enters a
correct move. At the conclusion of a
match, a "win" or "lose" light will
appear.

A notable feature is that a lengthy
phone conversation or any other inter-
ruption does not affect the play.
"Checker Challenger" is all solid state
and designed to be left on for days or
weeks. Another plus factor is position
verification. If, by chance, the checkers
become disarranged, a "PV" key will
identify each square that should be
covered.
After becoming familiar with the

operation of the computer, I played 24
games on the first level, winning 17,
losing 5 and with the other 2 resulting
in a draw. On three occasions, it was
apparent that the computer committed
tactical errors, obviously to encourage
a novice. However, one could become
complacent and lose the match. Sub-
sequent movesby the computer show-
ed little or no weakness.Responsesby
the computer on the L-1 level were
rapid, testifying to a remarkable
programming of moves.
No obvious errors were made by the

computer on the second level of play.
Again, playing 24matches, Iwon only 9
gamesand lost 13. Nearthe conclusion
of two games, the computer malfunc-
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tioned, one indicating an illegal move
and the other a jump. Neither com-
mand was valid. I had an instinctive
feeling that perhaps the superior
intelligence of the electronic brain
recognized the possibility that it was
going to lose! Giving it the benefit of
the doubt,1 considered these two
matches to be a draw.
I suppose that two malfunctions in 48

games (with perhaps 200 moves per
game) is not too unusual for such a
complex electronics game - or is it? A
0.0416 error factor may be too high.
. "Checker Challenger" is truly a
"thinking machine" and should take a
prominent position in the field of
electronic games. It could become a
welcome relief from boredom, es-
pecially for shut-ins, hospital patients
and TV football widows.
"Checker Challenger" is manufac-

tured by Fidelity Electronics, 5245
West Diversey Ave.,Chicago, IC. 60639
(312) 237-8090. It is widely available in
retail outlets. Suggested list price is$re. _
Howard Ahl, 1008 S.w. Meadowbroo~ 9d., Palm
Bay, FI. 32905.
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Back Issues of
From the folks at Creative Computing

Some computing magazines are practically timeless.
Take ROM for example. The nine back issues are
filledwith ideas,' applications, techniques, games and
just plain good reading by authors such as Lee
Felsenstein, Theodor Nelson, Joseph Weizenbaum,
BillEtra and Frederick Chesson.

Get Your Back Copies While They
Last!

July 1977
SOL. The Inside Story; Braille and the Computer;

Video newspaper; A Chip is Born; The Care and
Feeding of Your Home Computer; Digital Foam=the
peripheral of the future.

August 1977
The Kit and I, Part I, by someone who's never

soldered before; Introduction to the fundamentals of
Computer Memory; Tips for the do-it-yourself
hardware beginner; Binary clocks; APLomania.

September 1977
Xeroxes and other hard copy off your CRT; Payroll

Program; How Computers Work; The Kit and I, Part
II: or Power to the Computer; CCD's: How They
Work and How They're Made; A look at PLATO, an
Educational Computer System; IBM5100.

October 1977
Binary Arithmetic For the Beginner;

Microprocessor Aid for the Deaf and Blind; The
Kilobyte Card; Scott Joplin on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi;
Building a Basic Music Board; Flowcharting; Payroll
Program

November 1977
Solar Energy Measurement; A Beginners Introduc-

tion to BASIC; ThE:Kit and I, Part III;More Music to
Play on Your Computer; Micro Maintenance;
Solomon and Viet: Putting Together a Personal
Computing System; Time Sharing on the Family
MICRO.

December 1977
A Beginners Guide to Peripherals; The Best Slot

Machine Game ever; Artificial Intelligence?; An
Electronic Jungle Gym for Kids; File Copy Program;
Better Health Through Electronics; the Kit and I Part
IV.

January 1978
Synthetic Skin for Your Robot and How to Make It;

TLC: A Visual Programming Language; The Code
That Can't Be Cracked; Beginners Guide to Com-
puter Graphics; The Computer and Natural
Language; First-Timer's Guide to Circuit Board
Etching.

February 1978
A Practical Mailing List Program; Artificial In-

telligence; Assemblers; Flowgrams-A New Program-
ming Tool; Refresher Course in BASIC; Micros and
Analyzing Election Results; Upgrading Your BASIC.

March-April 1978
Introduction to real time concepts; Felsenstein: An

Absolute-Time Clock; Dreyfus: Things Computers
Still Can't Do; Introduction to Interpreters; Othello
Games; Weizenbaum: Incomprehensible Programs;
The Quasar Robot Revealed; Chesson: Cryptanalysis.

----------------------------I Please rush me the following back issues of ROM: I
I issue (month) ( ) $ 2:25 each postpaid I

() 5.00 for 3 issues postpaidI ()14.00 for all 9 issues postpaid II ------- ()Cash, check, m.o. enclosed I
IName IAddress _

I City State Zip ---- I
I Send to: Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960 .J---------------------------

The
computer

•magazine
for the curious

100 Pages Per Issue!

Regular Columns by:
Lee Felsenstein

- Theodor Nelson
- Joseph Weizenbaum

Bill Etra
Frederick Chesson
Eben Ostby
A. I. Karshmer

- Andrew Singer

Get your back copies
while they last!!
(We are not planning a Best of ROM
book.)

In a hurry?
Call your Visa or Master/Charge
order in to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201-540-0445)



Tim Barry

A review of whatsit,
the "fun" personal data base

for home and business use~-,-r-:

"Whatsit" (Wow! How'd All That
Stuff Get In There?) is a data base
system written by Lyall Morrill, Jr. of
Computer Headware. It is available for
$125 from Information Unlimited, 331
W. 75th Place, Suite 2-1, Merrillville,
Indiana 46410.

It's not often that I find myself
completely in admiration of a software
product. Many programs becoming
available for mass distribution are
really inadequate, and even the
programs that are reasonably good
tend to bring out the latent critic in me.
I was, therefore, very pleasantly sur-
prised when I became acquainted with
WHATSIT.

WHATSIT is a small data base
manager program designed for micro-
computer users. It is available for both
North Star and CP/M- disk systems.
The North Star program is written in
North Star BASIC (Version 6, Release
3), and requires a 24K North Star
System. The source listings are includ-
ed in the manual. The CP/M version is
written in CBASIC and requires a
minimum 40K CP/M system and
CRUN, the CBASIC run time monitor.
CRUN is not provided with WHATSIT
so to use the CP/M version you need to
have both CP/M and CBASIC. (CP/M
and CBASIC are both widely adver-
tised and available.) The source listing
of the CBASIC version of WHATSIT is
not provided, and it is not clear as to
whether or not it is available.

·CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp.
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Data base managers are programs
designed to allow data to be stored
and accessed according to user defin-
ed relationships. In general, the more
complex the data relationships, the
more complex and flexible the data
base manager. WHA:rSIT is designed
for small systems,' but it provides a
level of flexibility that is more than
adequate for both hobbyists and small
businesses.

Data is organized in WHATSIT
according to Subject, Tag and Object
indexes. When entering data you enter
the first key (subject), second key
(tag) and data entry (object). The
individual keys and entries may be up
to 30 characters each for North Star
and up to 200 characters each for
CP/M. New entries are automatically
cross-indexed and entries can be
deleted at any time. This allows you to
keep WHATSIT continuously up to
date.

Once the data is stored, you access
it via spill requests (more commonly
called "guerries"). You do this by
entering a subject; tag; or object; or a
subject and tag; subject and object; or
tag and object pair. WHATSIT will spill
all the elements associated with the
specified key or keys. For example, if
you enter a subject, WHATSIT will
spill all tags and objects associated
with that subject. If you enter a subject
and tag pair you get the associated
object.

The Northstar version of WHATSIT
can hold up to 2000 entries on a single
disk. The CP/M version can hold a
whopping 25,000. As the size goes up
the access times tend to get a bit long,
but it's nothing compared to trying to
find something on my perpetually
messy desk. Access times can be
minimized by regularly repacking the
data base to remove obsolete or
deleted entries. The utilities for
deleting and repacking are included
with WHATSIT.

No doubt this sounds a bit con-
fusing, but don't worry. WHATSIT's
command dialog is very conver-
sational and easy to use. The manual
is also very tutorial and presumes no
knowledge of data bases or computer
systems. Before long, you'll be storing
and spilling information like a pro.

I've only had WHATSIT for two
months, and I can already question
how I ever lived without it. There are
just so many things that can be stored,
cross-referenced, listed, etc. I have
used it to cross-index my record
collection, monthly bills, phone direc-
tory, important dates, etc. 1 plan to do
my coin collection, gourmet recipe
file, wine lists and who knows what
else. At work, it can be used for
business cards, manufacturers
literature, parts lists, etc. The
program's structure and operation are
so flexible that you can almost make
up your own rules. _

Tim Barry, 46 Starlite Ct., Mountain View, CA 94043.
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Sample Run of Whatsit. Computer responses are indented. Operator
inputs at far left.

A>CRUU "IHATS 1T
CRUU VER 1. 04

Loe d r nq ,

"IHRTSIT I
A cr-ee t t en of C"mput'''1!1' Heed ue r-e

001 ve Base" s 6. 1 per-cent. full.

Wha.tsit.?
CREATIVE COMPUTING?

CRE~TI\IE CONPUTING's PUBLISHER' s: DAYID AHL
CREATIVE Cot1PUTING~:; EDITOR" s JOHN CRAIG
CREATIVE COMPUTIUG" s ADDRESS'" s PO BOX 789-r1 .. MORRISTOl;IN N,J 07960
CREflTIVE COMPUTING'" s PHOt-IE":; (201) 541,3-0444
Tha.t" s s i i :

Wh03.tsi l?
GREAT rYE cor1PUTINO" S PHONE ISN" T (201) 540-121444

',.'E5

News to me!
CREATIVE Cor1PUTINO.r s PHONE we s (201) 540-0444
Rep La c e it?

r no exa nc ,
Got 1t!

fell roe (;REATIVE Cot1PUTlNO"s nee.•.•PHONE?
(201) 54~!t-0445

Wha.lSl t.?
~IHMT"'S CREATIVE COf1PUTIHG"S PHONE?

CREflTIVE Cor1PUTIHG's PHONE's (201) 5413-0445.

Whatsi t.?
ENE.

8',Je for- now!

L-JHATSlT nco e i CP-1
Copyn 9ht. (C~ 1978 by c ompuver- Heecwe r-e

Micro Business Software
CMBS© by Computer Products of America

• Complete interactive, double entry account-
ing

• 46 programs with extensive software

• Written in Northstar BASIC (other variations
available)

• General ledger, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, inventory and payroll

• Three minidisks for transaction, data and
maintenance

• Diskettes hold 500 customer listings,
800 vendors, 1500 line items of inventory,
500 employees, 125 general ledger
accounts

• Only $395.00
To order CMBS© business software, send check,
money 'order or purchase order (Calif. residents
add 6% sales tax-prepaid orders shipped
at no charge) to:

Computer Products Of America
A Division of The Computer Mart
633 West Katella Avenue
Orange, CA 92667
(7,14) 633-1222
Dealer and OEM prices upon request

'-------- CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD ---------'

MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE

GUIDE

TheS S I
Microcomputer
~Software
Guide
Over 2300 programs on
tape, disk, published in
books and magazines from
130 software sources
(with addresses), classified
into 230 cateqorteswith
cross-references,
Shipped off the shelf.

~cond Edition $ 7_95

APRIL 1979

6800 FLEXtm/SWTPC Software
• Renumbering System by Dave Degler

Renumber your BASIC programs with this new FLEXtm utility.
YOU'll wish you had it if you paint y,ourself into programming
"corners". Needs no extra RAM beyond the program being
renumbered. With operation notes. Available on F LEXtm minifloppy
disk or SWTPC KCS cassette.

• Some Common Basic Programs
by Lon Poole and Mary Borchers

Now adapted to FLEX'm and SWTPC 8K 8ASICS'
67 key programs from the popular book, which is necessary
as the manual. Conversion notes included.

Disk 1: 37 programs on finance, investments, mortgage
amortization, plotting, intergration, more.

Disk 2: 30 programs on matrix arithmetic, statistics, calendar
dates, metrics, more.

Available on FLEX'mminifloppy disk or SWTPC 8K KCS cassettes.
The book, Some Common Basic Programs - $ 8.50

• Weekly Payroll / I ncome Expense Ledger / Club's
Mailing List / Church Membership and Pledge Records
by Roger L. Smith
These BASIC programs have had vears of use and will be valuable
additions to your SWTPC software library. Operation notes in-
cluded. Cassette editions store data on data tapes. Each program is on one
FLEx,mminifloppy disk or SWTPC 8K KCS cassette.
Prices: FLEX,m minifloppy disk $16.95 each

Kansas City Standard SWTPC 8K BASICS Cassette $ 10.95 each

All software shipped off the shelf. Please include check or
money order. International: add $ 4.00 per item for air mail
postage. U.S. First Class: add $ 2.00.

S S I Publications
4327 East Grove I Phoenix, Arizona 85040

• Distributed to dealers by MICROMEDIA Marketing, 8004234265
See us at the COMPUTER FAIRE, booth 423 in San Francisco, May 11·13

FLEX'm is a trademark of Technical Systems Consultants, Inc.
CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD ~

A Companion to
Uiterwyk's BASIC
Interpreters
by DaveGardner
70 key memory locations
mapped in SWTPC/MSI BASICS
plus 30 assembled 6800 routines
for ON ERROR GOTO, digit
justification, IF TH ENE LSE,
program length, memory dump
and more! With this book you
can alter your Uiterwyk BASIC,
Shipped off the shelf,

Second Printing $ 14.95
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Interpretive
Programming •

Developing techniques for
better usage of memory
space has been a goal with
programmers since the first
program was written. The
following methods should
prove useful to those in-
volved in assembly-language
programming.

As microcomputer owners begin to you have to spec fy the address the three-byte interpretive instruction. The
develop larger and more interesting subroutine and the parameters-the operation code of the instruction is an
programs, memory will increasingly data that it is to operate on (sometimes index to a table of subroutine ad-
become a limiting factor. It's not called arguments). Less memory is dresses, and the operand codes are
helpful that even simple operations are indices to a table of data addresses. A
liable to require several instructions on master routine examines the operation
a microcomputer. Eventually the price The application program code and branches to the indicated
of memory may drop enough for is written in an inter- subroutine.
everyone to be able to afford 64K of I We are led, then, to a method of
memory. Meanwhile, programming pretive language es- programming that involves writing two
techniques are available for squeezing pecially designed for it. programs instead of one. The applies-
surprisingly complicated programs . tion program is written in an inter-
into a small space. The interpretive instruc- pretive language especially designed

The method described in this article tions are carried out by for it. The interpretive instructions are
is based on the presence in most carried out by an interpreter, con-
programs of similar sequences of an interpreter, con- sisting of a master routine and a
instructions that occur over and over. sisting of a master rou- collection of subroutines. The work
Such repetition can sometimes be can be organized in the following
reduced by using subroutines, but that tine and a collection of stages:
method may require too much subroutines. •Determine what operations will
memory, as we shall see. It would be have to be performed in the
better to have powerful instructions to required if the parameters or their application program.
perform the repeated operations. This addresses are placed right after the • Define the instructions of the
suggests designing a special-purpose instruction that jumps to the sub- interpretive language. At this stage
computer tailored to the problem at routine. Then the return address saved the instructions can be written in a
hand.Thenaprogramcouldbewritten by the jump instruction also serves to symbolic form, similar to
to make the microcomputer mimic the point to the parameters. To pass the assembler language.
special-purpose computer. Such a addresses of two parameters, a calling • Write the application program in
program is called an interpreter, and sequence on a typical microcomputer the interpretive language, adding
the instruction set of the special- might have seven bytes, as shown in more instructions to the language
purpose computer is called an inter- Figure 1. On some computers it is as needed.
pretive language. difficult to arrange to skip past the • Decide upon the hexadecimal form
Writing an interpreter isn't as much parameters when returning control to of the interpretive instructions and

trouble as it sounds, because the extra the main program. A more significant write the interpreter.
effort is repaid in the greater ease of disadvantage, particularly when a • Manually translate the application
writing the application program in the program contains many calling se- program to hexadecimal code.
interpretive language. The main dlsad- quences, is that this format is longer
vantage of interpreters is that they are than is necessary.
rather slow, but in most cases the
increased running time should be an
acceptable price for being able to run
the program at all.

Calling Sequences
An instruction in an interpretive

language can be viewed as a com-
pressed form of the calling sequence
for a subroutine. To call a subroutine
Norman Whaland, 430 East 9th St., New York, NY
10009.

Designing the Language
Suppose that we intend to write a

Interpretive Instructions program that primarily manipulates
A prograr:n written for a small com- sets. We might anticipate that the

puter IS unlikely to call more than 256 following operations would occur
subroutines or refer to more than 256 frequently in the program:
data areas. Therefore we can use one-
byte codes to refer to the subroutines
and parameters. A scheme for doing
this is shown in Figure 2. The seven-
byte calling sequence is replaced by a
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• The basic set operations of union,
intersection, and difference.

• Determining whether a set is con-
tained in another set.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



• Counting the elements of a set.
• Scanning a list of sets.
• Determining whether a set con-
tains a given element.

• Arithmetic operations on integers.
• Moving sets and integers from one
data area to another.

Having determined our general re-
quirements, we can define the inter-
pretive instructions we will need.
Eventually the instructions will have to
be written in hexadecimal code, but at
this stage we can write them in sym-
bolic form. Initially we might choose
the following instructions:

UNION x,y The union of sets x
and y replaces set x.

ISECT x,y The intersection of
sets x and y replaces
set x.

DIFF x,y The difference of sets
x and y replaces set x.

MVSET x,y Set y replaces set x.
TESTINC x,y The condition flag is

set to true if set x is
included in set y.

ADD n,m The integer n+m
replaces integer n.

SUB n,m The integer n-rn
replaces integer n.

MVNUM n,m Integer m replaces
integer n.

TESTGT n,m The condition flag is
set to true if integer n
is greater than integer
m.

TESTEQ n,m The condition flag is
set to true if integer n
is equal to integer m.

COUNT n,x The number of
elements in set x
replaces integer n.

NEXT a The add ress a of a set
in a list is replaced by
the address of the next
set in the list. If there is
no next set, the condi-
tion flag is set to false.

MVADDR a,b Address b replaces
address a.

B j Control passes to the
LABEL instruction
with operand j.

BT j If the condition flag is
true, control passes to
the LABEL instruction·
with operand j.

BF j If the condition flag is
false, control passes
to the LABEL instruc-
tion with operand j.

j LABEL Control passes to the
next instruction. (The
operand is written at
the left to make
programs more
readable. In the hex-
adecimal form the
operand will follow the
operation code, as for
other instructions.)

APRIL 1979

The lower-case letters stand for sym-
bolic operands, data, or addresses,
depending on context. For example, in
the expression ·MVSET x,y the x and y
stand for symbolic operands. They in
turn stand for indices to addresses of
data areas that contain sets, which are
referred to by the x and y in the
description of the instruction. Thus, for
the data configuration shown in Figure
3, the instruction MVSET W,A causes
SET A to replace SET W. Note par-
ticularly the different effect of MVAD-
DR W,A, which changes entry W of the
address table to point to SET A but
doesn't alter the data areas.

The branch instructions B, BT, and
BF are defined in such away as to avoid
the need to calculate addresses when
writing the program, at the cost of the
space taken by the LABEL instructions.
The first time that the interpreter
executes a branch instruction, it must
search the program for the LABEL
instruction with the same operand.

. FLq , 1. A typical calling sequence.

ONE
I B\TE,

I I [ I

Then it can replace the operand of the
branch instruction with the machine
address of the LABEL instruction,
simultaneously altering the branch
instruction to indicate that the replace-
ment was made. When the branch is
taken later, no time-consuming search
will be required.

During the writing of the application
program, additional instructions will
probably have to be defined. Because
each new instruction will add to the
size of the interpreter, you should be
alert for creative ways of using existing
instructions. For example: (1) Rather
than define an instruction to test
whether a set is empty, TESTINC can
be used to determine whether it is
included in an empty set. (2) Sets can
be used .as flags, empty meaning false
and non-empty meaning true. (3)
Elements can be represented as sets of
one, to avoid the need for separate
instructions to add an element to a set,
test whether an element is contained in

JlJmp
INSTRUCTION e-------?l)\ PARAmETER2

DATA-
ADDRESS
A E

00

I I,

PARA[OETER2

PARAmETER1

Fig. 2. An interpretive instruction.

SU8ROUTIN[-
ADDRE SS
TABLE

00
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a set, and so on.
Parts of the application program may

perform operations unlike any needed
elsewhere. Rather than define instruc-
tions that will be used only once, you
can arrange to escape from the inter-
pretive language and write those parts
of the program directly in assembler
language. This can be accomplished
by an interpretive instruction that tells
the interpreter to transfer control to
machine code directly following. Inter-
pretive programming is resumed by a
jump to the interpreter.

The Application Program
Once a tentative instruction set has

been defined, the application program
can be written. The detailed specifica-
tion of the data representation and the
design of the interpreter are best left to
a later stage, because deficiencies in
the interpretive language are likely to
come to light.
To illustrate the use of the inter-

pretive language, suppose that in
Figure 3 we wish to search the list SET
B1, SET B2, SET B3, ... for the set that
has the largest number of elements in
common with SET A. The following
code places the address of the desired
set in location BJ of the address table.
The pointer BI is used to scan the list of
sets. For each set in the list, the
intersection with SET A is placed in
location W, and the number of
elements in the intersection is placed in
location N2. Location N1 contains the
number of elements in the largest
intersection yet found.

87 05 07 MVNUM
OC 03 02 MVAOOR
OE 01 X1 LABEL
83 00 01 ry1VSET
81 00 03 ISECT
8A 06 00 COUNT
88 06 05 TESTGT
4002 00 BF
87 05 06 MVNUM
OC04 03 MVAOOR
OE 02 X2 LABEL
OB 03 NEXT
2001 00 BT

N1,ZERO
BI,B

W,A
W,BI
N2,W
N2,N1
X2
N1,N2
BJ,BI

BI
X1

The hexadecimal form of the instruc-
tions is shown in this example for
illustrative purposes. In practice it
would be better not to translate to
hexadecimal until the interpreter is
written, because the desiqn of the
interpreter might influence the choice
of operation codes.

Fig. 3. Data areas for the sample problem.

A

CATA-
ADDRESS
TABLE

jJ SET jJ,- ---l

01

00

SET A

o

The Interpreter
Writing the interpreter entails very

little work that would not have to be
done when programming in the usual
way. A subroutine must be written for
each type of instruction. A· group of
related instructions might best L ......I
be handled by a common subroutine.
The master routine can be quite simple.

03 I -'---=V.ill SET 31 SET 82 SE T 83

04aJ
05

- N1 INTEGER N1

06
N2

INTEGER N2
07

ZERO

02

method for squeezing programs into a
small computer. There are other ad-
vantages. Tackling the program in two
stages makes it easier to write. Only the
broad questions of program logic need
be answered when the application
program is written; the details are
handled when the interpreter is written.
The interpretive. language is good
documentation, because it is more
concise and descriptive than
assembler language. Far from being
burdensome, interpretive program-
ming can actually save effort. _

VisiCalc™
How did you ever
do without it? @ 1979 PS Inc.

CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD

·A~roMAT~Tr:.:~:::::EMENTme.

I I Irvine, California 92716

lilt

a

Its main function is to inspect the
operation code and branch to the
relevant subroutine. A location counter
will be needed to point to the next
instruction to be executed. When the
instruction operates on data, it would
be helpful for the master routine to
move the addresses of the operands
from the address table to fixed
locations. In the above example, the
sign bit in the operation code signals
the master routine to do this.

Benefits
Interpretive programming is a good

••• TRS·SO SOFTWARE •••
QUALITY LEVEL II SOFTWARE - 16K REQUIRED

• GAMES·
SO-OUT Breakout for the TRS-80!! $9.95
GALAXY I A new and unique space

game! $7.95
GALAXY II Space-war. Sequel to

GaJaxy I. $7.95
BOM SQUAD You have 7 bombs to

defuse as the timer ticks
off the seconds. $6.95

BATTLESTATIONS Sea-Air battle. You
command shipboard
guns & destroy enemy
aircraft. $5.95

• UTILITY·
GRAPHICS GUIDE Shows all graphics

characters and their
codes. $1.00

LDCOPY (4K-4SK) Duplicates TRS-80 for-
mat machine code pro-
grams, Make copies from
your system that will load
much easier than mass
produced. $9.95

• DISK BASED BUSINESS·
Inv.entory - Accounts Receivable - General Ledger

"'Write for description and prices of business packaqes"

••• Custom programming 'available •••

DEALERS... Write for substantial dealer discounts
Cal. Residents ... add 6 % sales tax
LIGORI DATA SERVICES

P.O. BOX 24S2
ANAHEIM, CA. 92S04

ISAM FOR THE TRS-80

KFS-80
INDEXED & SEQUENTIAL ACCESS

SECTOR BUFFERING
B- TREE ORGANIZATION

7KBYTES

PRICE $49.95 ON DISKETTE
(CA RESlbENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX)
MULTIPLE USE LICENSE AVAILABLE
WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION

CIRCLE 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Did you miss
any issues of
GP6at;iv6 Q

Gomput;iofj.

r-----------------------------------,I Please send me:

I $2/each, 3 for $5, 6 for $9

I D Sep/Oct 1976

I
D Jan/Feb 1977
o "481'1',01"" 1977I 0 Msyi'dt:lll 19.77
D Jul/Aug 1977I D Sep/Oct 1977I D 'Nov/Dec 1977

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The following back issues of Creative
Compuiing are still available. But they
won't be for long, so order today if you
want to fill in the holes in your
collection. Our programming articles
are timeless so you're not buying
-obsolete information.

Prices on 1976 and 1977 issues are
$2.00 each postpaid or three for $5.00.
1978 arid 1979 issues are $2.50 each
postpaid, three for $7.00 or six for
$12.00 postpaid. '

Vol. 2, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1976
Computer programming contests,
Russian computing, Do-it-yourself
computer poetry (3 articles), two
games: Watchman and Delmar, four
feature .reviews of "Computer Power
and Human Reason," Computers in
elections, two great stories.

Vol. 3, No.1 - Jan/Feb 1977
Equipment profiles: Teletype model 43,
IMSAI 8080, SWTPC 6800, Computers in
the movies, All about Electronic Funds
Transfer, Centerfold "Computer Tree":
Babbage to 370/158, A approach for
analyzing discontinuous events, un-
solvable complex problems, the Wooly
Mammoth problem, ten outstanding
problems for computer solution, Games:
Drag, Masterbagels, Strike 9.

Vol. 3, No.4 - Jul/Aug 1977
.Guide to selecting a microcomputer.
Write your own CAI, Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer: "8-
Hour Course in Basic- Part 1," "Thinking
Strategies- Part 3." Sherlock Holmes and
Charles Babbage. Four new games.

Vol. 3, No.5 - Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system for 8080
assembly language, bibliography of
"limits to growth" models, Dywer: 8-hour

$2.50/each, 6 for $12
D Jari/Feb 1978
o MSI/A~r 1978
o Poh!y/dl:Jrl 1,978
D Jul/Aug 1978
D Sep/Oct 1978
D Nov/Dec 1978

o Volume 1 bound, $10
D Volume 2 bound, $10

D Jan 1979
D Feb 1979
D. Mar 1979
D Apr 1979

course in Basic-Part 2, Programming
approaches to solving complex
equations, Electronic information ex-
change, Symmetric art with your com-
puter, in-depth reviews of 5 microcom-
puter BASICs, software technology
music system, Games: Nomad, Rotate,
Lissajous.

Vol. 3; No.6 - Nav/Dee 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
Topics in Logic. Three 8080 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews. How computers can write final
exams. Mastermind " and Otherllo
computer games. Profile of the Alpha 1
and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No.1 - Jan/Feb 1978
File structures, 16-bit computers,
LOGO language, Murphy's laws,
review of Radio Shack TRS-80 and
Heath H8, World model, biorythms,
how to write a simulation, Hart sort
algorithm, 3 games, 8-Hour Basic
Course - Part 4.

VoL 4, No.4 - Jul/Aug 1978

Reviews of Commodore PET, Apple II,
Atari computer, Video games, inter-
facinq to the real world: 5 articles,
business computing: 4 word process-
ing systems, ROM section: 7 articles,
backgammon game, bar code.

Vol. 4, No. 5-Sep/Oet 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-80, Exidy
Sorcerer, Bally Arcade, PolyMorphic
8813, Merlin Video Display preview of
nine new personal computers. Ac-
counts receivable systems, All about
PASCAL, real world games, a real time
clock to build, PET cassettes, special
education features, new software: Star
Wars, Hex,

Total amount 1 "1
I V/S4' °VISAI::~"t~;:-~~!° Cash, check,

or M.O. enclosed

Vol. 4, No. 6-Nov/Dee 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
electronic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot
programming, experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of
Northstar Horizon, CP/M operating
system and backgammon computers,
columns on Apple II PET and TRS-80,
plus game section including "Corral",
"Joust" and "Puzzle".

Vol. 5, No.1 - January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of

Educator's Attitudes; K-State; How to
Hide Your Basic Program; World
Chess Championship Computer;
Compleat Computer Catalog,
Microchess for the TRS-80; Exidy
Sorcerer; Ohio Scientific Superboard
II; Robots in Fiction; Help for the
Weary Taxpayer; A Counterfeit Cursor
for your PET; Medical Audit Time.

Vol. 5, No.2 - February 1979

Evaluations: Electric Pencil, Heathkit
H-8, Computer Music Records. Com-
puter Games: Gold Mine, Atom-20.
Computerized Sports Predictions,
Multiple Regression Analysis
Simplified, Value of Computers in
Education, Budget Management
System, Help for the beleaguered
consumer.

For faster service, use 'your Visa or
Master Charge and call our toll-free
order line:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201~540-0445)

•
0 MASTER

CHARGE
Card No. _

Expiration date _

Name ~ ~--

Address _

City _ State Zip _

Return form to: CREATIVE COMPUTING,
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, New Jersey 07960



An Intelligent--
.Calendar

, ,

When is that loan payment due? Is Aunt Elizabeth's
birthday this month? Reminders for these, and many
other events are possible with this unique calendar.

Have you ever missed a birthday or
bill payment because you forgot to
mark it on your calendar? Would you
like to glance at the calendar and see all
paydays marked, see what bills had to
be paid, and see the balance on each
account before that payment is made?
Do you need a calendar that is large
enough to write in other information?
This BASIC program generates just
such a calendar. It is written in
Northstar BASIC (release 4) and re-
quires about 8K of memory.

The program has two modes of
operation. One mode maintains the
data file, and the other mode prints the
calendar. The data file contains infor-
mation to be printed on the calendar.
Each record consists of a nine-
character description of the event or
bill to be printed on the calendar, the
month and day of the first occurrence,
the frequency of the occurrence,
payment amount and beginning
balance. The frequency occurrence
must be one of the following: 1-yearly,
2-semiannually, 4-quarterly,
12-monthly, 24-semimonthly, 26-bi-
weekly, or 52-weekly. The program will
automatically increment the dates
forward and decrease the balance, The
payment amount and beginning
balance should be zero for any items
for which these figures are not
applicable (i.e. birthdays, holidays,
paydays, etc.). The payment should be
positive and the balance zero for items
that will never be fully paid (e.g., rent,
utilities, etc.). Otherwise the balance

Gary Young, PO Box 66572, Los Angeles, CA 90066.

every home
Gary Young

will be decremented by the payment "LIST" command. The data will be
each time a payment is made and both formatted and printed along with the
the payment and the balance wiU print record number. This record number is
under the description on the date due. used in the "CHANGE" and "DELETE"
They will stop being printed when the commands.
item is paid off. Since there is only The "CHANGE" command will re-
room for three entries on each day, the quest the record number to be chang-
data should be entered in decreasinq ed. A random read is done to position
priority so that the most important to that record. The program will then
references are sure to be printed. The request the new data. Enter all of the
data need not be in order by date. data again for that record even if only

When the program begins, the part of it has changed. Then a random
prompt "ENTER CREATE, ADD, write is done to replace the data in the
CHANGE, DELETE, LIST OR RUN?" file. By entering zero when it requests a
will be printed. The first time the record number, the program will ter-
program is executed, enter"CREATE." minate the "CHANGE" command, and
This will cause the program to begin accept a new command. The
writing a file named CALDATA. It will "DELETE" command is similar to the
then prompt with the record number "CHANGE" command. It puts the word
and ask for the nine-character descrip- "deleted" in the description so that the
tion. Then it will ask for the starting record is ignored when the calendar is
month and day, frequency, payment, run. The record can later be changed to
and beginning balance. The month, other valid data since it is not physical-
day, and frequency willbe edited for Iy removed from the file.
valid data, and the payment and Once all of the data has been
balance amounts will be truncated to entered, type the command "RUN."
whole dollars. Up to forty data items The program will request the starting
can currently be entered although this year, month and number of calendars
can easily be changed by enlarging the to print. It will first pause while it
D9 and D9$ arrays. Data will continue advances the dates and amounts from
to be requested until only a carriage the starting date to the month of the
return is entered when the program first calendar.
requests the description. The program The calendar is complete with boxes
will then request the next command. to write in, days, dates, events,

The "ADD" command is used to payments and balances. Theonlything
append data to the end of the file. After not generated is a picture at the top of
positioning to the end of the data, the each month, but I am sure that some
program branches to the "CREATE" imaginative reader can supply a
routine, and continues accepting data. program to generate a picture of
To check the data entered, use the Snoopy for each month. _
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1000 REM SURF COMPUTER SERV ICES BUS INESS SOFTWARE
1100 REM COPYRIGHT 1979 GARY YOUNG
1200 REM GARY YOUNG.• PO BOX 66572 .• LOS ANGELES .• CA 90066
1300 REM THESE MATERIALS SHALL NOT 8E COPIED .• REPRODUC~D .• LENT .•
1400 REM RENTED .• NOR SOLO IN ANY FORM WHATSOEVER WITHOUT PRIOR
1500 REM WRITTEN CONSENT FROM GARY YOUNG.
1600 REM
1700 V-5
1800 PRINT "INTELLIGENT CALENDAR VERSION ••.•V
1900 DIM 8S(9)''A( 12 ) .•T( 12 ) .•DS(63 ) .•MS( lOB)
2000 REM ARRAYS ARE SET FOR 40 DESCRIPTIONS
2100 DIM 09$(360) .•09(40 .•6)
2200 DIM L(7 .•2)
2300 DATA 31 .•28 .•31 .•30 .•31 .•30 .•31 .•31 .•30 .•31 .•30 .•31
2400 DATA 0 .•31 .•59 .•.90 .•120 .•151 .•181 .•212 .•243 .•273 .•304 .•334
2500 DATA" SUNDAY "
2600 DATA" MONDAY "
2700 DATA" TUESDAY"
2800 DATA "WEDNESDAY"
2900 DATA" THURSDA"r'
3000 DATA" FRIDAY ••
3100 DATA" SATURDA"r'
3200 DATA II JANUARY"
3300 DATA •• FEBRUARY"
3400 DATA" MARCH "
3500 DATA t. APRIL II

3600 DATA" MAY
3700 DATA" JUNE"
3800 DATA" JULY"
3900 DATA II AUGUST"
4000 DATA "SEPTEMBER"
4100 DATA" OCTOBER to

4200 DATA "NOVEMBER "
4300 DATA "DECEMBER It

4400 FOR N=l TO 12' READ A(N)' NEXT N
4500 FOR N=1 TO 12' READ T(N)\ NEXT N
4600 FOR N=O TO 6\ READ 8S\ L-N*9+1 \ DS(L .•L+8)"BS\ NEXT N
4700 FOR N-O TO 11 \ READ BS\ L"N.9+1 \ MS(L .•L+8)-8S\ NEXT N
4800 PRINT "ENTER CREATE .• ADD .• CHANGE .• DELETE .• LIST .• OR .11 ••

4900 INPUT "RUN? ••.•FS
5000 IF LEN (F$ )=0 THEN END
510.0 IF FS="CREATE" THEN 24600
5200 IF FS."ADO" THEN 26500
5300 IF FS·"CHANGE" THEN 27200
5400 IF FS""OELETE" THEN 27200
5500 IF FS""LIST" THEN 29300
.5600 IF FS-"RUN" THEN 5900
5700 PRINT "INVALID COMMAND"
5800 GOTO 4800
5900 OPEN' 1.•"CALDATA"
6000 JoO
6100 IF TYP(1 i-o THEN 7400
6200 JeJ+I
6300 READ , 1 .•BS
6400 FOR K-t TO 5
6500 READ II .•09(J .•K)
6600 NEXT K
6700 IF 8S<>"DELETED •• THEN 7000
6800 K::rK-l
6900 GOIO 6100
7000 D9( J .•6 >=0
7100 K::(J-I ).9+1
7200 D9$(K .•K+8) ••eS
7300 GOTO 6100
7400 N8=J
7500 INPUT "ENTER STARTING YEAR .• MONTH AND NO OF MONTHS? v , Y9 .•M9 .•N9
7600 REM IF LEAP YEAR .•. ADVANCE THE DATE ARRAY
7700 IF Y9-INTCY9/4).4 THEN GOSUB 2-4000
7800 REM IT WILL TAKE A FEW SECONDS TO ADVANCE THE DATES
7-900 REM DONI T THINK THE SYSTEM IS HUNG UP
BOOO GOSUB 22600
8100 M9-M9-1
8200 1'11-0
8300 Nt-Nt +1
8400 IF Nl >N9 THEN END
8500 M9-M9+1
8600 IF M9<13 THEN 8800
8700 M9=1 \Y9"Y9+1
8800 Y7"Y9
8900 M7••M9
9000 09-1 \07-1
9100 G05lJB 15200
9200 IF "7>1 THEN 09=09-W7+1
9300 REM PRINT HEADINGS·'
9400 PRINT'PRINT\PRINT
9500 FOR J=l TO 70' PRINT ••, ••.•, NEXT J
9600 PRINT\.PRINT\PRINT TAB(24) .•
9700 FOR J-l TO 9' K=CM9-1 ).9+J\ PRINT" ••.•.MSCK.•.K) .•' NEXT J
9800 PRINT tt 19 v , %2I .•.Y9'PRINT
9900 FOR J-O TO 6' K=J.9+1\ PRINT" ••.•0$(K .•K+8),,\ NEXT J
10000 PRINT
10100 FOR J;"t TO 71' PRINT •••••.•\ NEXT J\ PRINT
10200 REM PR INT BODY OF CALENDAR
t 0300 N2-0
10400· N2eN2+1
10500 REM N2 IS NUMBER OF LINES IN DAY BOX
10600 IF N2>7 THEN 13200
10700 5=0
10800 T=-10
10900 REM 01 IS THE CURRENT DAY IN THE MONTH
11000 01 "'09
11100 REM T IS THE TAB POSITION
11200 T-T+I0
11300 REM 5 IS THE DAY OF THE WEEK COUNTER
11400 S=5+1
11500 PRINT TAB(T) .•.•••" .•
11600 IF T>69 THEN 12700
11700 REM ON THE FIRST LINE OF THE WEEK.• PRINT THE DATE
11800 IF N2>1 THEN 12300
11900 IF 01 <I THEN 12500
12000 REM DO NOT PRINT DAYS FOR PRIOR OR LATER MONTH
12100 IF 01 >A(M9) THEN 12500
12200 PRINT TAB(T+5) .•12I .•Dl .•
12300 IF N2=2 OR N2:c4 OR N2=6 THEN GOSU8 20000
12400 IF N2-3 OR N2:c5 OR N2=7 THEN GOSUB 21800
12500 01"01+1
12600 GOTO 11200
12700 PRINT
12800 GOTO I CACO
12900 REM
13000 REM AT END OF WEEK.• PR1NT FULL BOTTOM LINE AND CLEAR FLAGS
13100 REM
13200 FOR Jet ·TO 71' PRINT •••••.•, NEXT J' PRINT

AT LAST!!! AN AFFORDABLE, S1 00 BASED,
SPEECHSYNTHESIZER, THAT IS UNDERSTANDABLE,
EASY TO USE, AND DOESN'T MONOPOLIZE YOUR

COMPUTER'S TIME AND RESOURCES.

V5-K 5100
FEATURING:

BUILT -IN AUDIO AMPLIFIER
USER PROGRAMMABLE VOCABULARY -
64 phonemes allow pronunciation of any word.

• LOW DATA REQUIREMENTS -
15 bytes per second supports continuous speech.

• LOW LEVEL SOFTWARE DRIVERS INCLUDED.
• 500 WORD DICTIONARY INCLUDED.

ALL FORONLY $495.00 ASSEMBLEDAND TESTED
OTHER MODELS STARTING FROM ONLY $375.00

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL:
JHM MARKETING ASSOCIATES
4340 CAMPUS DR., SUITE 212
NEWPORT BEACH, CA. 92660

(714) 557-9181

CIRCLE 128 ON READER ~ERVICE CARD

YOUR

NORTH STAR * COMPUTERS
PROGRAMMING SPECIALISTS!

You can look to us for innovative and imaginative programs

** Intertec Intertubes now available **

Thinker Toys 8" Disk Drives Many different and diversified
f.or North Star Computers '99500 computers systems available. All
Additional Drives '79500 include full access to Program

library. Systems start at '4,99500

CSUB TIMESHARE

APRIL 1979

A set of Functions
defined in North
Star Basic that
handle all disc ac-
cessing (Sequential,
Random, & Keyed
Access) and all CRT
display, format-
ting & Input. A
SUPERB APPLI-
CATION PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
PACKAGE.

$49.95

DOSCHG
Patches to North
Star DOS & BASIC

Patches to connect
Thinker Toys 8"
Disk Drives to North
Star DOS & Basic.

that take advantage
of the versatility of
the Horizon com-
puter to implement
an interrupt driven
bank-switching time
sharing system.
Requires additional
memory & terminals.

Fully supports all
North Star Functions
-on 8" disk.

$49.95

Micro Mike's
905 Buchanan, Amarillo, Texas 79101

806·372·3633

CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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13300 FOR J=1 TO N8\ D9CJ .•6)=0\ NEXT J
13400 REM
13500 REM ADVANCE ALL THE DATES FROM THIS WEEK
13600 REM THE ADVANCING IS DONE HERE INSTEAD OF AT EACH DAY BECAUSE
13700 REM THOSE EVENTS OVER 3 FOR THAT DAY WOULD NOT SE ADVANCED
13800 REM
13900 FOR 01-09 TO 09+6
14000 IF 01<1 OR DI>ACM9) THEN 14600
14100 FOR Q=I TO N8
14200 IF M9<>D9CQ .•l) THEN 14500
14300 IF 01<>D9(Q .•2) THEN 14500
14400 GOSUB 16200
14500 NEXT Q
14600 NEXT 01
14100 09-D9+1
14800 REM CHECK FOR END OF MONTH
14900 IF D9+1>A(M9) THEN 8300
15000 GOTO 10300
15100 REM
15200 REM CALCULATE THE DAY OF THE WEEK
15300 REM
15400 T7- INTCD1+365.25*Y1+TCM7 )+.01 .M1-.03)
15500 W1=-T7-INTCCT7"rl )/7).7
15600 W7-W7+1
15700 IF W7=8 THEN W7=1
I 5800 RETURN
15900 REM
16000 REM INCREMENT TO NEXT PERIOD
16100 REM
16200 M-09CQ .•I)
16300 D-09CQ .•2)
16.t100 Fz09(Q .•3)
16500 IF F-l THEN 19200
16600 IF F<>2 THEN 17100
16700 M-M+6
16800 IF M>12 THEN M=M-12
1 6900 IF D>A on THEN O ••A CM)
17000 GOTO 19200
17100 IF F<>4 THEN 17400
17200 M=M+3
17300 GOTO 16800
17400 IF F<>12 THEN 17700
11500 M=M+l
17600 GOTO 16800
17700 IF F<>24 THEN 18400

-17800 IF D<>ACM) THEN 18200
17900 0"15
18000 M=M+I
18100 GOTO 16800
18200 IF 0-15 THEN O=ACM)
18300 GOTO 19200
18400 IF F<>26 THEN 18900
18500 0=0+14
18600 IF D<ACM) OR D=ACM) THEN 19200
18700 O-D-ACM)
18800 GOTO 17500
18900 IF F<>52 THEN STOP
19000 0-0+7
19100 GOTO 18600
19200 IF D9CQ .•5)<1 THEN 19600
19300D9CQ .•5)=D9CQ .•5)-D9(Q .•4)
19400 IF D9Cg .•5»1 THEN 19600
19500 D9CQ .•1I ) ••D9CQ .•4 )+09(Q .•5)
19600 D9CQ .•t )-M\D9CQ .•2 )-0
I 9700 RETURN
19800 REM
19900 REM PRINT DESCRIPTION
20000 FOR Q::l TO N8
20100 IF D9CQ .•6)=1 THEN 21300
20200 IF M9<>D9CQ .•l) THEN 21300
20300 IF 01 <>D9(Q .•2) THEN 21300
20400 N-CQ-l ).9+1
20500 PRINT D9SCN .•N+8) .•
20600 09CQ .•6)-1
20100 LCS .•1 )aD9CQ .•II)
20800 LCS .•2 )-D9CQ .•5)
20900 IF D9CQ .•5»0 OR D9CQ .•5>-0 THEN 21200
21000 D9CQ ..•4)=0\.D9CQ .•5)-O
2110009CQ .•t>-99
21200 EXIT 21400
21300 NEXT Q
21400 RETURN
21500 REM
21600 REM PRINT PAYMENT AMOUNT AND BALANCE
21100 REM
21800 IF LCS ..•l»O THEN PRINT 14I ..•INTCLCS .•I)l..
21900 IF LCS .•2»0,THEN PRINT 15I .•INTCLCS,2»"
22000 LCS ..•1 )-O\. LCS .•2):;;0
22100 RETURN
22200 REM
22300 REM MS IS THE MONTH OF THE EARL lEST DATE IN THE DATA
22400 REM IT IS USED TO CALCULATE FORWARD TO A LATER DATE
22500 REM DATA WITH A MONTH PRIOR TO M5 IS CONSIDERED AS NEXT YEAR
22600 M5-1
22700 FOR Q-I TO N8
22800 IF D9CQ .•3 )=1 THEN 23800
22900 IF M5>M9 THEN 23400
-23000 IF D9CQ .•I )<M9 THEN 23100 ELSE,23800
23100 IF D9CQ .•I )<M5 THEN 23800
23200 GOSUB 16200
23300 GOTO 23000
23400 IF D9CQ .•1 )<M9 THEN 23600
23500 IF o9CQ .•l ).<M5 THEN 23800
23600 GOSUB 16200
23100 GOTO 23400
23800 NEXT Q
23900 RETURN
24000 REM ADVANCE THE OATES FOR A LEAP YEAR
24100 AC2 )=29
24200 FOR J:::2 TO 12
24300 TC J)"T( J)+l
24400 NEXT J
24500 RETURN
24600 REM CREATE CAJ...DATA FILE
24700 OPEN '1 .•••CALDATA ••
24800 X-O
24900 PRINT "ENTER DESCRIPTION ON LINE 1"
25000 PRINT "ENTER START MO.• START DAY .• FREQ .• PA'(MT .• BALANCE ON LINE 2"
25100 PRINl" "ENTER ONLY CARRIAGE -RETURN ON" DESCRIPTION TO END"
25200 X-H+l
25300 PR INT K .•
25400 JNPUT •• DESC? ••.•as

25"500 IF LENCSS )=0 THEN 26300
25600 INPUT "M .•D .•F .•P .•8? v , SI .•S2 .•F1 .•Pl .•Bl
25100 GOSUB 30600
25800 IF £9>0 THEN 25300
25900D9$Cl .•9)="
26000D9$(1 .•9)z8$
26100 WRITE 'I .•D9$Cl .•9) .•SI .•S2 .•Fl .•Pl .•81
26200 GOTO 25200
26300 CLOSE , I
26400 GOTO 4800
26500 REM ADO ENTRIES TO BOTTOM OF DATA LIST
26600 OPEN 'l....CALDATA ••
26700 X-O
26800 IF TYPC 1 )=0 THEN 24900
26900 READ '1 .•8S .•S1 .•S2 .•Fl .•PI .•Bl
21000 KzK+l
27100 GOTO 26800
21200 REM CHANGE OR DELETE CODE
27300 REM A DELETE IS JUST A CHANGE WITH THE DESC=DELETE
27400 OPEN 'l .•••CALDATA ••
27500 PRINT "ENTER RECORD NO 0 TO TERMINATE"
21600 INPUT "RECORD NO? to .•R
21700 IF RaO THEN 26300
27800 J=(R-l )*36
27900 READ IIIJ .•BS .•SI .•S2 .•F1 .•PI .•Bl
28000 IF FS="CHANGE" "':HEN 28400
28100 8S-"DELETED "It.

28200 WRITE '1IJ .•B$ .•S-~.•S2 .•F1 .•Pl .•Bl ..•NOENDMARK
28300 GOTO 27600
28400 INPUT "DESC? ••.•B$
28500 IF LENCB$ )=0 THEN 26300
28600 INPUT "M .•D.•F .•P .•B? ••.•Sl .•S2 .•Fl .•Pl .•Bl
28700 GOSUB 30600
28800 IF E9>0 THEN 281100
28900D9$Cl .•9)="
29000 09$(1 .•9)=8$
29100 -B$-09$(1 .•9)
29200 GOTO 28200
29300 REM LIST THE FILE
29400 OPEN 'l .•"CALDATA"
29500 K-O
29600 PRINT
29700 PRINT "NO. DESCRIPTION START FREQ PAYMT BALANCE"
29800 IF TYPC 1 )=0 THEN 30400
29900 READ 11 .•BS .•Sl .•S2 .•F1 .•PI .•Bl
30000 K-K+l
30100 PRINT X3L.K.... " ..•8$(1 .•9).... ••.•121 .•SI .•••/ ••..•121 .•$2.... ••.•
30200 PRINT 12I ..•FI ..•18I .•Pl .•19I .•Bl
30300 GOTO 29800
30400 PRINT\PRINT
30500 GOTO 26300
30600 REM EDIT THE INPUT DATA
30700 E9=0
30800 PI::INTCPI)
30900 81=INTCBl)
31000 IF SI<1 THEN 32100
31100 IF SI>12 THEN 32100
31200 IF 52<1 THEN 32100
31300 IF S2>ACSI) THEN 32100
31400 IF Fl:z; 1 THEN RETURN
31500 IF Fl"2 THEN RETURN
3 1600 IF FI =-4 THEN RETURN
31700 IF Fl =12 THEN RETURN
31800 IF Fl=24 THEN RETURN
31900 IF Fl=26 THEN RETURN
32000 IF Fl ••52 THEN RETURN
32100 PRINT "ERROR IN DATA"
32200 E9-1
32300 RETURN
READY

RUN

INTELLIGENT CALENDAR VERSION 5
ENTER CREATE .• ADD .• CHANGE, DELETE .• LIST .• on RUN? CREATE
ENTER DESCRIPTION ON LINE 1
ENTER START MO.• START DAY .• FREQ .• PAYMT .• BALANCE ON LINE 2
ENTER ONLY CARRIAGE RETURN ON DESCRIPTION TO END
I DESC 1 WEEKLY

M.•D.•F"..•P .•B1 1 .•5,52 .•0 .•0
2 DESC? BIWEEKLY

M .•D .•F .•P .•8? 1 .•12 .•26 .•0 .•0
3 DESC ? MONTHLY

M,D .•F .•P .•S? 1 .•30 .•12 .•0 .•0
4; oESC? SEMIMONTHLY

M .•D .•F .•P,B? 1,15 .•24 .•0 .•0
5 DESCl PAYDAY

M,D .•F.•P .•B? 1.•3 .•26 .•0 .•0
6 DESC? BIRTHDAY

M .•D .•F .•P .•B1 1 .•6 .•1 .•0 .•0
7 DESC? RENT

M,D .•F .•P ..•B7 1 .•1 .•12 .•250 .•0
8 DESC? LOAN

M.•D.•F .•P,B? 1 .•10 .•12 .•100 .•2000
9 OESC? VISA

M,D .•F .•P;S1 1 .•10 .•12 .•25 .•300
10 DESC?

ENTER CREATE .• ADD .• CHANGE, DELETE .• LIST .• OR RUN? ADO
ENTER DESCRIPTION ON LINE I •
ENTER START MO.• START DAY, FREQ .• PAYMT .• BALANCE ON LINE 2
ENTER ONLY CARR IAGE RETURN ON OESCR IPT 1 ON TO END
10 DESC? TO BE DELTED

M .•D .•F .•P .•S? 1 .•2 .•12 .•0 .•0
11 oESC? BAD DATA

M.•D .•F .•P .•B? 12,99 .•1 .•0 .•0
ERROR IN DATA
II DESC?

ENTER CREATE .• ADD .• CHANGE .• DELETE .• LIST .• OR RUN? LIST

NO. DESCRIPTION START FREQ PAYMT BALANCE
I WEEKLY II 5 52 0 0
2 BIWEEKLY 1/12 26 a 0
3 MONTHLY 1/30 12 a a• SEMIMONTH 1/15 24 a a
5 PAYDAY II 3 26 0 0
6 BIRTHDAY II B I 0 a
7 RENT II I 12 250 0
8 LOAN 1/10 12 100 2000
9 VISA 1/10 12 25 300

10 TO BE DEL II 2 12 a a
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ENTER CREATE.• ADD.• CHANGE.• DELETE .• LIST .• OR RUN? DELETE
ENTER RECORD NO 0 TO TERMINATE
RECORD NO? 10
RECORD NO? 0
ENTER CREATE.• ADD.• CHANGE.• DELETE .• LIST .• OR RUN? CHANGE
ENTER RECORD NO 0 TO TERMINATE
RECORD NO? 4
DESC? SEMIMNLY
M.•D .•F .•P .•B? 1.•15 .•24 .•30 .•300
RECORD NO? 0
ENTER CREATE.• ADD.• CHANGE.• DELETE .• LIST .• OR RUN? LIST

NO. DESCRI PT I ON START FREQ PAYMT BALA.NCE
1 WEEKLY 1/ 5 52 0 0
2 BIWEEKLY 1/12 26 0 0
3 MONTHLY 1/30 12 0 0
4 SEMIMNLY 1115 24 30 300
5 PAYDAY 1/ 3 26 0 0
6 BIRTHDAY 1/ 8 1 0 0
7 RENT 1/ 1 12 250 0
8 LOAN 1110 12 100 2000
9 VISA 1110 12 25 300
10 DELETED 1/ 2 12 0 0

ENTER CREATE.• ADD.• CHANGE.• DELETE .• LIST .• OR RUN? RUN
ENTER STARTING YEAR.• MONTH AND NO OF MONTHS? 79 .•1 .•2

"", ,","" """ "" II I" I' II'" II'" ,""""""""""""", "

JANUARY 1979

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY .THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
•••••• ** ••• *.***********.** •• *** •• *****.**.** ••••• * •• **** •••• *.**.** •• *
• .1* 2* 3.4* 5* 6*

.RENt *PAYDAY .WEEKLY *
• 250 .'

•• ** ••••••••••••••• *** ••• * •• **.*****.*.**.*** ••• *.************.***.****
* 7 * 8 * 9 * 10 • 11 * 12 * 13 *

.8IRTHDAY * *LOAN. *WEEKLY
* 100 2000* *
*VISA. *8IWEEKLY *

• * 25 300*•
** ** *•••••••• ** *. *. **.*.* *••• ****.* *•• *. *. **.** •••• ****. **. * .** ••••• ***

14 * 15 • 16 • 17 * 18 * 19 * 20
*SEMIMNLY * *PAYDAY *WEEKLY *
* 30 300* • *

•

* *•• * *. ** •• *•••• * •••• **** ** ** ••••* •••••••••• *•• * *** ** •• *.* •• * .**. ** ••• * ••
• 21 * 22 • 23 * 24 25 * 26 • 27 •

*WEEKLY
•
.BIWEEKLY •·.

••• ** .**.** **.* *••• *.** •• ** •• *•••••* .•••••• * •••••• *.** •••• *•• * •••• * *** *.* 28 • 29 • 30 • 31. • • •
• *MONTHLY *SEMIMNLY *

* 30 270*
.PAYDAY .-

•••••••••• ** ••••••••• *.** •• *.* ••• *** ••••••••••••••• *•• *** •• * •• ***** ••••

"'" I I '" '" I "'" ",,"""'" ""","""" " I I " I I "" "" '" I III
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TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAYSUNDAY MONDAY
••• •••• ••• •*•• *** ** *** •.** * .** *. *. ** *. *. ** *••• ** •• *** ••• ** **.* ** *•• **. *.

* * * .1* 2. 3*
.RENT *WEEKLY

* .• * 250
• •• ·•
.*.*** •• *.*.*******.***********.*.******.* •••• *.****.***"'***.**.*.** •••
..4 5 6 7. 8. 9. 10 •

* * *WEEKL¥ *LOAN *
•• *. * 100 1900*
• .BIWEEKLY *VISA *

• 25 275.·•
* *••••••• *. *****. **** *•• *** * •• * ** ** **. *. * •••••• ** .**** '"** *•• *••• *** ** *.
• 11 • 12 * 13 * 14 • 15 • 16 * 17 *

*PAYDAY .SEMIMNLY .WEEKLY
* 30 240*

·•
•••• ** .**** ** *' ** **. ** •."'•• ** *. ** **. *. '"*•• * *••• * ••* ** *. ***. ** ** ** ** **. ** '"
• 18 '" 19 20. 21 * 22 • 23 '" 24 *

•WEEKLY·*BIWEEKLY *

*.* ••• ** *•• ** •• * *.* ** ** •••• **** ••• *. * •••• ** ••• * ••• *** ** ** .* •• **.* * •.*** •.
• 25 26. 27 • 28

*MONTHLY

•
.
*SEMIMNLY •

••• •••30 210'"
* .PAYDAY

• * • • • • •. •
•*. *••••• ** .**. * ••• ** ** **.* *** *•• ** *••• **.*. *••• *••••* "'••• * **.* *. ** ••••
READY
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The Joy of Computerized Mo~oring
Is your car ready for this?

~ Rod Hallen

Does an automotive computer system have a place in a
magazine for personal computers? More importantly, does
that computer have a place in your car?

I would like to assume that everyone
reading this either has a personal
computer or is planning to get one.
However, while Compucruise cannot
really be classed as a personal com-
puter in the sense that we normally use
that phrase, it certainly takes advan-
tage of the technology that we take for
granted and enjoy. It should, therefore,
be of some interest to you.

Photo 1 shows the Command
Module of the Compucruise system
which is manufactured by Zemco,
Incorporated (Note 1). Compucruise is
an automotive computer, cruise con-
trol and clock combined in one unit. It
provides forty-four different functions
all of which are listed in Table 1. Note
that the English units: miles, gallons
and degrees Fahrenheit can also be
displayed in metric terms: kilometers,
liters, and degrees Celsius at the touch
of the "M" (Metric) button.

Most cars have a clock of one kind or
another and many have the cruise
control feature but the rest of the
functions will be new to most drivers.
-';adillac has an option that they call
"Trip Computer" which has a few of

Note 1. Zemco, Incorporated, 1136 Saranap
Avenue, Walnut Creek, CA 94595. Com-
pucruise Model 44, without cruise control-
$159.95, with cruise control-$199.95.

Rod Hallen, PO Box 73, Tombstone, AZ 85638.

these features and it retails for almost
$900. Another company is advertising
an accessory automotive computer for
$400 but it doesn't include the cruise
control function.

Given the cost of a Compucruise and
the requirement for installation, is it a
useful automotive accessory or is it a
toy? Let's explore its installation and
application as it relates to my 1973
Cadillac and see.

Installation
I have contemplated the installation

of an accessory type cruise control on
my car for some time. In fact, I recently
helped a friend install one in his pickup
truck. Therefore, I was familiar with the
work required to accomplish such a
job. The cruise control portion of the
Compucruise installation was very
similar, entailing a vacuum servo,
pickup coil, drive shaft magnets, and a
brake switch. Figure 1 is a diagram of
what external devices are interfaced to
the Compucruise Command Module.

The vacuum servo is attached to the
throttle and it maintains the desired
speed in the cruise control mode. Four
magnets are mounted on the surface of
the drive shaft and they induce pulses
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Photo 1. The Compucruise Command
Module. The display is deeply recessed to
increase daytime readability and the
push buttons are well lighted for night
driving use.

in the pickup coil as they rotate past it.
The faster the drive shaft turns the
quicker the pulses are generated.
Compucruise times the intervals
between pulses to determine speed
and counts them to compute distance.

The brake switch is activated
whenever you touch the brake pedal.
On cars equipped with manual
transmissions, stepping on the clutch
will also operate the switch. The cruise
control mode is disengaged in either
case. This is so that Compucruise
won't continue to drive the car while
you are trying to stop it.

The flow sensor shown in Figure 1 is

CREATIVE COMPUTING



TABLE 1

1. Time of day
2. Elapsed time
3. Stopwatch time
4. Trip driving time
5. Time to arrival
6. Time to empty
7. Wakeup alarm
8. Distance since filJup-miles
9, Distance since fillup-kilometers

10. Trip distance-miles
11. Trip distance-kilometers
12. Distance to arrival-miles
13. Distance to arrival-kilometers
14. Distance to empty-miles
15. Distance to empty-kilometers
16. Fuel used since fillup-gallons
17. Fuel used since filJup-liters
18. Fuel used on trip-gallons
19. Fuel used on trip-liters
20. Fuel to arrival-gallons
21. Fuel to arrival-liters
22. Fuel to empty-gallons
23. Fuel to empty-liters
24. Current speed-MPH
25. Current speed-KPH
26. Average trip speed-MPH
27. Average trip speed-KPH
28. Current fuel consumption-GPH
29. Current fuel consumption-LPH
30. Average fuel consumption-GPH
31. Average fuel consumption-LPH
32. Current fuel efficiency-MPG
33. Current fuel efficiency-LP100K
34. Fuel efficiency for trip-MPG
35. Fuel efficiency for trip-LP100K
36. Inside temperature-degrees Fahrenheit
37. Inside temperature-degrees Celsius
38. Outside temperature-degrees

Fahrenheit
.39. Outside temperature-degrees Celsius
40. Battery and alternator voltage
41. Cruise control-digitally input speed
42. Cruise control-engage current speed
43. Cruise control-resume last set speed
44. Night time display dimmer

Table 1. This is a complete list of the
features available to the Compucruise user.
Note that all features can be displayed in
English or Metric terms.
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inserted in the gas line between the fuel cleaner back on. Moving it a few inches
pump and the carburetor. This took care of that problem. You'll
measures the amount of gas actually probably be able to better my time if
being delivered to the engine and is the you have any automotive experience at
basis forthe computations which result all.
in features 16 to 23 and 28 to 35 in Table
1.
Two temperature sensors are provid-

ed with the Compucruise system. They
can be placed in any location that you
desire. For instance, one under the
dash would measure the temperature
inside of the car. One taped tightly to a
radiator hose would indicate coolant
temperature, or placed in a fenderwell
or in front of the radiator it would
display outside temperature.

The alarm is a small buzzer which is
normally put up under the dash. It
sounds when an incorrect keyboard
entry has been made or when the alarm
feature is being used. The only other
connections to the Command Module
are for battery and ground.

The Command Module must be
placed somewhere on or under the
dash so that it can be clearly seen and
the buttons easily reached by the
driver. Photo 2 shows it mounted just to
the right of my speedometer. There is
normally a switch there that moves the
antenna up and down but I never use it.
I removed the switch and routed the
connecting cable through the hole.

The entire installation took me five
and a half hours. Zemco estimates that
a skilled mechanic can do it in two
hours and a knowledgeable do-it-
yourselfer in four. The tools required
are common automotive hand tools
plus an electric drill and a test light or
voltmeter. My time includes note
keeping, picture taking and goof redo-
ing time. My biggest mistake was
mounting the vacuum servo in such a
location that I couldn't put the air

Application
O.K., now I have a computer in my

car. What can it do for me? Is it worth
the cost, time and energy required to
install it?

Of course, a computer-type person
might be satisfied just being able to say
that his car is computerized but th is wi II
not be enough for the average con-
sumer. He will want some return on his
investment. This return can be in terms
of money saved or in driving enjoyment
enhanced.

Compucruise really shines in both of
these areas. The "fuel consumption"
and "fuel efficiency" displays will not
by themselves do anything to save you
money but they will make you aware of
various means of doing so.

For instance, it has been shown that
some brands of gaSOline give better
mileage than others and they are not
the same for all cars. Tire pressure and
engine tuning are other areas that
affect fuel consumption. Your con-
sumption will begin to increase and
your efficiency to decrease when a
tuneup is required. A heavy right foot
shows up here as reduced fuel efficien-
cX'

Photo 2. The Command Module mounted to
the right of my speedometer. If is attached
to the underside of the instrument glare
shield with one of the brackets provided
with the kit. The cable harness exits to the
rear.
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Compucruise can also help you to
prevent costly electrical failures on the
highway. Batteries and alternators do
not die suddenly. Their demise comes
about gradually but most cars don't
give you any warning until it's too late.
Once you determine what your car's
normal readings are, you can more
easily detect a slowly deteriorating
electrical system.

Keeping track of water temperature
on hot days or if the engine is under
load, such as when hauling a trailer, is a
good idea. The idiot lights provided in
most cars are absolutely useless in
such situations and a boiling radiator is
never any fun. The solution to an
overheating .problem might be as
simple as turning off the air conditioner
for a while to reduce the load on the
engine.
Running out of gas on the road can

also be annoying and sometimes
costly. If you were checking the
"distance to empty" reading oc-
casionally, it couldn't happen to you!
The "fuel to arrival" display would tell
you if you had enough gasoline to get
where you're going.

I can't even begin to discuss all of the
features that Compucruise provides.
The clock is accurate and easily
readable. I found the elapsed time,
stopwatch, and trip driving time func-
tions most useful and they should
especially appeal to automobile rally
enthusiasts.

The various speed and distance speed within one mile per hour of. the
features make driving more interesting set speed unless a sudden steep hill is
and take some of the boredom out of encountered. Speed will then drop
long distance driving for me. "Distance three or four miles per hour but it is
to empty" and "distance to arrival" restored in a few seconds. I suspect
keep you appraised of you r prog ress. A that the lag is caused by the operate
simple but effective calibration time of the vacuum servo and not by
procedure is used to insure the ac- any deficiency in the Compucruise
curacy of the distance and speed software or hardware. If your car
displays. I have found that the Com- already has a cruise control, then you
pucruise miles per hour reading is can buy Compucruise without it at a
much more accurate than my car's reduced price.
mechanical speedometer. I like the Command Module

I'm sure that almost everyone is appearance. It is silver faced and
familiar with the purpose that a cruise attractive. The digital display is bright
control serves. You set it for a certain blue and it can be seen quite clearly in
speed and it will hold that speed until it the daytime. A "D" (Dim) pushbutton
is disengaged. Compucruise allows cuts down on the display brilliance for
you to enter the desired speed-say 55 night driving.
MPH-before you start out and then Zemco believes that the Com-
every time that you touch the "CRS" pucruise system will mount in and
(CRuise Set) button it will accelerate to function on any foreign or domestic
and hold that speed. If you want to set a vehicle except those equipped with
different speed while driving, then you diesel or fuel injected engines. The kit
push the "ENG" (engage) button and it comes with an assortment of parts to fit
will hold whatever speed you are just about any installation situation.
currently traveling. . They also provide a 90 day parts

Whenever the brake (or clutch) is replacement warranty.
used, the cruise control function is
disengaged. If you encounter traffic on
the road that you can't pass, you touch
the brake and slow down. When the
road is clear, push "CRS" and you're
back to the same speed as before.
Cruise control was the main reason

for my initial interest in the Com-
pucruise system. It maintains my car's

Conclusion
The Command Module is a sealed

unit and I'm not sure what kind of ICs it
contains, probably some combination
of CPU, ROM and RAM. In any case, it
is an example of one of the directions
that consumer computer products will
take.

I have not attempted to go into any
detail about the actual installation or
operation of the system. Included in
the system package are excellent
installation and operation manuals
which take care of that. Both are well
done and they are easily understand-
able. A checkout and troubleshooting
section is designed tohelp you get it all
together. I haven't had any need to use
the troubleshooting section so far.

At the beginning I asked the ques-
tion, "Is it a useful automotive
accessory or is it a toy?" It is definitely
not a toy. Used properly, H can make
your driving more enjoyable, keep you
abreast of the condition of your vehicle
and its progress on the road, and help
save you money.

In the past, the automobile industry
installed gauges in cars to give you
some idea of what was happening
under the hood. Then they decided that
idiot lights were better or cheaper or
something... Now we seem to be
moving in the other direction again. Is
the automotive computer the wave of
the future? I believe so. To paraphrase
a currently popular television commer-
cial, "Someday all motor vehicles will
be equipped this way!" •

More
Basic
Computer
Games

Our fabulous new book, More Basic Computer Games, brings you 90 brand new
games in Basic, ready to run on your computer. Some have been published in
Creative Computing magazine but most are completely new!
Includes space games like Close Encounters, Deepspace and ICBM. Or match

wits with Lewis Carroll, evade a. man-eating rabbit, become a millionaire, race your
Ferrari, playa tennis match, throw mud pies at a schmoo (who throws back), crack
a safe, joust with the evil black knight, or trek across the desert on your camel.

More Basic Computer Games has complete listings and sample runs in large
type, along with thorough descriptions of every game. Large format paperbound,
192 pages. $7.50 plus $l.00 shipping and handling in U.S. ($2.00 foreign). NJ
residents add 5% sales tax. Send your order and payment to Creative Computing,
P.O. Box 789-M,Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCharge and American Express
okay. For faster service, call in your bankcard order to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201-540-0445) 134 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Here's Computer
With Your

Emerson Brooks
MEMC,, _

Years ago my wife, Betty, took over
writing all those checks wnich must be
written each month. However, doinq
eriihmetic IS not one of her strong
points, and since this was before the
time of pocket calculators, I got the
task of reconciling the checkbook
Years later and still not eppreciettnq
mettiemetics, Betty has a low regard
for my home computer, especieliy
since I spend so much time working
wttn It W,th this background you can
see why I was Interested when Editor
John Creiq asked If I would review
Computer Software Services' DIsk
Check File Maintenance System.
Maybe I could save myself some time
and effort In checkbook teconcilinq,
raise my computer's stendinq with my
wife, and perhaps even get her to learn
to operate It.

Computerware Software Services IS
a three-year-old company located near
San Diego, California, specializinq In
software and system hardware usinq
the Motorola 6800 microprocessor
They market a wide variety of
recreational and business software,
including a very capable extended
BASIC Interpreter.
The purpose of the Check File

Maintenance System IS to aid you In
keeping your checking account
records This IS accomplished by
setting up and maintaining a file on a
disk which contains all of the ap-
propriate information about your
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checking account transactions The
system contains programs for creating
the file, adding to the file, making
corrections, updating status, recon-
cilinq to the bank statement, and
printing out Information from the file
These programs take the user through
a step-by-step procedure to ac-
complish the functions In an organized
manner
After the Disk Operating System has

been brought up and BASIC loaded the
Check File System ISstarted by typinq
CHAIN MENU You are then presented
With 10 functions as follows

CHECKING ACCOUNT PROGRAMS

1-CREATE CHECK FILE
2-PRINT OUT FILE
3-PRINT TAX CODES.
4-UPDATE RETURNED CHECKS
5-RECONCILE BANK

STATEMENT
6-CHANGE DATA ON FILE ..
7-ADD TO CHECK FILE
8-COPY FILE (PROTECT DATA)
9-INSERT OR DELETE RECORDS.

10-DISK OPERATING SYSTEM

TYPE IN NUMBER OF SELECTION

The system operates usmo two files,
CHECK.1 and CHECK.2, reading from
one and writing to the other Each time
a new operation ISstarted the oldest file
ISscratched and rewritten. The name of
the latest (CURRENT) file is Kept In a
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separate file called NAME.
The create function (1) ISused to set

up the first check file, starting With the
beginning balance Each check or
transaction is entered, aided by promp-
ting from the program. The program
then presents the information for
verification, as this example shows:

CHECK NUMBER 5230
DATE 1 1379
WRITTEN TO SEARS ROEBUCK
AMOUNT 10357
TAX CODE 49
RETURNED N
BALANCE 142368

The program computes the new
balance In a Similar manner deposits
and other transactions such as bank
automatic payments are entered The
tax code entry IS provided to enable
you to classity your checks into
different categories for tax or budget or
other purposes

The current check file may be added
to (7), have errors corrected (6), have
records Inserted or deleted (9), be
printed out starting at a desiqnated
check number (2), or be printed out
and totaled by category (3), or may be
copied to another back-up file for
safety (8).

When It IS time to reconcile your
account. you Simply sort your checks
Into numerical order and update the
returned check Indicators In the check
file usmq (4) The program presents the
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listinq of each unreturned check in ~h~
check file, in listing order,and asks If It
has been returned (YIN). After up-
dating for returned checks, you g~ to
the reconcile bank statement function
(5) and follow the prompts presented
by the program. If you (or the bank)
have made no mistakes the program
will end with the message

STATEMENT BALANCES.

Otherwise it gives you

STATEMENT DOES
-NOT-

BALANCE. ERROR-ERROR

follow. Considerable use is made of
some commands available in CSS
BASIC which may not be available in
other less capable BASIC interpreters.
in particular, the CHAIN command,
which loads a program trorn the_disk
and starts it executing, is used to tie
together the .11 programs making up
the system. .

The Check File System must reside
on DRIVE 0 for operation, The disk
supplied does not contain DOS68.27 as
the manual indicates. I would suggest
that you copy your version of D0868
and CSS BASIC onto the disk con-
taining the Check File System for
convenience in operation.

The manual recommends that you
keep your CHECK data files on a
separate disk so there will be plenty of
room for your check files. This is no
problem in a two or three drive system.
In a one drive system you have to
frequently shift back and forth betwe~n
the program disk and the check file
disk, prompted by instructions from
the program. If you use DOS68 V4.2 on
a single drive system you will. nee~ to
copy the non-resident function files
DFM680.341, DFM680.342,· and
DFM680.343 onto the check file disk
because these are used by the BASIC
interpreter for writing to disks.

My check file now contains 145
transactions, and occupies 64 sectors
on the disk. At this rate a disk can hold
711 transactions, more than I have in a
year.

There is a twelfth program on the
disk named CONVER.T which is not
mentioned in the instruction manual
nor is it used in any ofthe functions. My
guess is that CSS has some plans for
future expansion of the check
program.

A nice added feature would be to
have the computer actually type the
checks from the information entered.

In summary, the Disk Check File
Maintenance System j,s a well thought
out and well executed system. The
program ran on the fixst attempt, ==
did the job for which it is intended. It IS
easy to use, prompting the user ateach
step. The instruction book is detailed
and complete, but not up to date.
Because the program Is in BASIC, the
user may easily make minor
modifications to suit his particular
system hardware or use. .

The Disk File Maintenance System IS
available from Computerware
Software Services, 830 First Street,
Encinitas, California, 92024. The
published price is $49.95, including
diskette and delivery.

And what about my hopes for the
program? The last word was said when
Betty commented, "Do you mean you
have to do all that just to balance the
checkbook?" _
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At this point you are on your own to
find the error. Howeveryou do have the
neatly prihted listing of the check file
with which to work while looking for
the error, and you know the error is not
in your arithmetic.

After completing any function the
program returns to MENU so you may
select the next function. Function (10)
returns you to the Disk Operating
System. In addition to providing
prompts for each step, the program let.s
you choose the output format to SUIt
your printer, the print output port and
other operational aspects which make
the program flexible and easy to use.

The Check File Maintenance System
is written in BASIC and is intended to
be used with the BASIC interpreter
CSS has written for the Smoke Signal
DOS68 Disk Operating System, run-
ning on a SWTPC or Smoke Signal
6800 computer. There are many ver-
sionsof CSS BASIC and DOS68. The
instruction manual illustrates opera-
tion with CSS BASIC version BFD-3.3
and Smoke Signal DOS68 V2.7.
However both of these companies
obviously recognize the importance of
upward compatibility because t~e
Check File Maintenance System Will
run on later versions. My system has
available either DOS68 V3.1 with
sequential files or DOS68 V4.2 with
random and sequential files. Available
CSS BASIC is either version 4.1 or 7.0.
The Check File System will run with
any combination of these, so it is
probably safe to assume it will run with
any CSS BASIC later than 3.3 or
DOS68 later than 2.7.

The Check File System is made up of
11 BASIC programs and four data files.
The manual contains listings for nine of
these programs. However the listings

- in the manual are not the same versions
as the listings of the programs provided
on the disk. The manual has not been
updated to the latest program versions,
but this is no problem because you can
always produce a listing from the
BASIC program in case you want to
"customize" it for your system. The
programs are written by Jack A. Inman
and are well documented and easy to
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Video Checkers, by Compu-Quote,
is an interesting, if not brilliant game.
Unfortunately, the negatives seem to
outweigh the positives when con-
sidering the desirability of this version
of checkers.

It does seem to playa perfectly legal
game, as claimed. The numbering of
the board is standard for tournament
checkers, a definite plus. Board and
piece positions are continuously dis-
played, though this is something we
have come to expect. Moves are easily
made, and the program responds with
its move in a reasonable time.

However, there are some drawbacks.
The squares are numbered so that the
number takes up part of the playing
square, and little room is left for a
graphic representation of the piece.
Also, kings are identified by a letter K'in .
the southeast corner of the square,
thus cluttering up the board even more,
so that it is difficult to see the board as a
whole, and get any "feel" for the
relationships between pieces. The PET
graphics could have beer] used to
much better advantage.

Also, as Compu-Quote says, the
program does not playa strategically
"clever" game. A fully legal game, yes,
but clever, no. Compu-Quote says, "It
can be beaten by any but the most
amateurish player", and I believe it. I
found no challenge in beating the
program; in fact, I found the only

Lee Churchman, 227 W. Cook St., Santa Maria, CA
93454.

Lee Churchman

challenge in trying to accumulate ten
kings b'efore the computer could
manage to lose all its pieces. This is a
difficult challenge. The best I have
done so far is five kings and five pieces
in position to be crowned, but each
time the program has moved its last
piece out in front of one of mine so that
I couldn't avoid taking it, thus ending
the game before the coronation
ceremonies were completed. I'm sure it
can be done, though.

Video Checkers is available on
cassette for the TRS-80 and PET
from Comput-Quote, 6914 Berquist
Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91307.
$14.95.

Response from Compu-Quote:
At the recent Computer Faire held in

Los Angeles, we at COMPU-QUOTE
were delighted with the response to our
Video Checkers program on display in
our booth. Youngsters especially
seemed intrigued in playing and were
beaten by our computer more often
than not. While true that an ac-
complished player (such as the
reviewer) may not be adequately
challenged, the beginner will be
stimulated to improve his or her game.
We also feel that the PET or TRS-80
owner interested in learning more
about graphics will benefit by studying
the algorithms that make up our
program. Marvin Mallon

Compu-Quote
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SOLID STATE &
HOBBY CIRCUITS MANUAL
$1.95 postpaid to your door. The new
manual offers over 400 pages of
circuits for the hobbyist, engineer,
experimenter and do-it-yourself kit
builder. HURRY - Supply limited.
Free catalog. Frazer & ASSOCiates,
1888 Century Park East Suite 10,
Century City, Calif. 90067

CIRCLE 197 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Seeking personal Computer salesperson to
work and reside in Switzerland. Submit
resume and snapshot; willingness to re-
locate for min. 18 montns.and acquire
command of either French or German or
Italian.

NAAFEXCO CORPORATION
Free Port

CH-4023 Basel (Switzerland)
Telefon 061 46 36 26

TRS-80 USERS
"The Wait is finally over"

ACT - 1 Software* Computerized Home Money Manage-
ment System* Save time and gainl budget control* Take the work and worry out of money
management* Weekly, Monthly, & Annual totals for
Income, Payments, Taxes & Interest* Checking account maintenance including
5 week projected check balance* E~SY TO USE, ON ONE CASSETTE,
16K, Level II.* ACT - 1 Monthly Newsletter keeps
you up to date* Software, Documentation & User In-
structions

For information
THE PROGRAMMING SHOP

260 Sheridan Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94306

CIRCLE 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW APPLE SOFTWARE!!
Color Bar & Line Graphs for 16K Apples
Now you can easily graph comparisons of two to a
dozen figures-including decimals-in full brilliant
color. This exclusive COLOR BAR GRAPH P.RO-
GRAM plots a color bar for each figure entered, label~
the bar (months, letters or numbers). and permits you
to title your graph. Also includes DOUBLE BAR
GRAPH PROGRAM which compares two sets of data
over equal periods. This program loads on either tape
or card Applesoft Basic and costs only $7.95, cassette
only. .
The LINE GRAPH PROGRAM utilizes Apple's High
Hesolution Graphics to plot a stockmarket-like line
graph. Points are labeled with months, letters,
numbers or your own codes, and the graph title is
printed in the bottom text. A DELUXE BAR GRAPH
PROGRAM is also included. It plots comparisons of 2
to 12 figures in varying width color bars and lets you
create your own codes. This cassette costs $7.95 and
loads only on the firmware card Applesoft.
Both programs are ideal for business and home data
analysis. They are sent on cassette-postpaid-with
documentation. Both programs for only $12.50!
Specify your choice and send check to:

BILL PUMPHREY
1633 Kalaniuka Way

Honolulu, Hawaii 96821

CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD





Introduction
This name is given to a computer

program which solves problems in
Logic posed by the 19th century
mathematician of the same name. His
real name was Rev. Charles Ludwidge
Dodgson, but when he authored Alice's
Adventures In Wonderland he adopted
the pseudonym." The computer
program is. a mini-system. The
programs which it runs are syllogisms
you type in. A syllogism is a group of
sentences called "premises" which
imply or silently assert an unstated
sentence called a "conclusion." For
example: I am human. Humans are
bigger than mice. Therefore I am
bigger than a mouse. The premises
occur before the "therefore" and the
conclusions after (to the right of) the
"therefore."
The system has five functions:
1. Facility to read in syllogisms.
2. Facility to find a conclusion when

given premises, or to replace a
user-supplied conclusion with the
one Lewis Carroll would have
supplied. .

3. Facility to supply your conclusion
and ask the computer the yes-or-
no question, "Is it valid?" Since
many syllogisms have several
interesting conclusions, this facili-
ty is instructive. (It can be very
slow on long syllogisms, so it is
recommended that facility 2 only
be used on longer ones.)

4. Facility to "edit" (i.e., modify) the
syllogism quickly and easily.

Limitations of the Program
Program Lewis Carroll is limited to

the use of bilateral premises as op-
posed to multi-lateral premises. Every
time a premise is stated,· another
unspokeri sentence (called its con-
trapositive) is implied. Thus "dogs are
mammals" implies its contrapositive,
"non-mammals are non-dogs," or as
you must write for the program, "Not
Mammals are Not Dogs."
Lewis Carroll tried to persuade the

logicians of his time to think of "are not
dogs" as made up of:

Are
Verb

instead of:
Are not
Verb

Not Dogs
Noun

Dogs
Noun

Thus "not mammals" is a valid begin-
ning for a sentence. Consider the
premise "Big Brown Bears are
Alaskans." Every time you type in a
premise the computer must "type in" its
contrapositive internally. Interpreted
as a bilateral premise the above would
have one contrapositive, namely, "Not
Alaskans are not (big brown bears)."
Interpreted as amultilateral premise, at
least 3 contrapositives result, namely:
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1. "Big Brown Not Alaskans are Not
Bears."

2. "Big Not Alaskan Bears are Not
Brown."

3. "Not Alaskan Brown Bears are Not
Big."

You can also get:
4. "Not Alaskan Bears are Not Big

Not Brown."
This program does not supply mul-
tilateral interpretation and "Big Brown
Bears" must be typed on one line and is
treated like one name.
Using the Program
The best way to familiarize oneself

with "Lewis Carroll" is to type in the
given examples. The verb, to be, is
redundant: "A bee is an insect, a hive is
a house," can be abbreviated: "a bee an
insect, a hive a house." As the com-
puterdoesn't want to interpret "a hive"
as "a is hive," type in as follows:
?A HIVE instead of: ?A
?A HOUSE ?HIVE

?A
?HOUSE

All occurrences of is, are, and not must
have a line to themselves. All
syllogisms are to be terminated with
"OK" on a line to itself. To stop the
machine from adding whatever you
write to a syllogism type "OK" to
terminate the syllogism. "Quit" ter-
minates the program, but will not
terminate a syllogism. When using the
"Edi!" facility type a minus sign "-" to
leave the line unchanged, "delete" to
delete the line and anything else to
replace the line.
Not?-
Pihs? delete
Pigs?-
Fubby? Funny
OK?-

To get "not pigs are funny."
Since the order of premises in a

syllogism does not alter the con-
clusions no "insert" facility is supplied
(the program has to fit into a
microcomputer).
Endless Loops-Oops!
Lewis Carroll has its own facility to

escape endless loops. The premises
"Pigs are Hogs-Hogs are Pigs" would
otherwise tie up the machine forever.
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The user should therefore never
attempt to remove seemingly useless
statements from the program which
add 1,000 to variables and then take the
remainder after 'division by 1,000.
These statements help the machine
recognize and exit from loops. Such
loops are created when declaring
opposites. Thus "hot is not cold" and
"not hot is cold" declare these two
opposites. One of the two will put the
syllogism in a-loop, the other leads itto
Lewis Carroll's conclusion. The
machine finds out which it needs by
trying one and if it gets in a loop it
jumps out and tries the other. The "one
two two three" problem in the ex-
amples shows how 'theproqram can
escape from loops only to find itself in
another loop but it escapes that too,
eventuallyfindinq the conclusion.
The Empty Set and the Universe: The
Krakeri~ and Dragons Problem· .
The empty set is that set or class

which contains no members. The
universal set is the set which includes
everything. The premise "x are notx" is
not a contradiction. It is a declaration
that x is a name for the empty set.
Similarly "not yare y" declares "y" a
name for the universal set. This is
because the empty set is a subset of all
sets even its opposite (or complement)
which is "not the empty set." Similarly
all sets are subsets of the Universal set
even "not the Universal set." So from
"Phi are not Phi" or "a not U are U" weget: .. . .

1. Phi. and U are complements i.e.,
Phi are Not U and Not Phi are U.

2. Phi are Pigs
3. Bees are.U.
We can now prove by a counter-

intuitive process which is valid that
Krakens are Dragons. To do this we
need only show that Krakens are in a
subset of the empty set. This is done by
shbwing they are in the set "mythical"
and its complement at the same time.
(See final example.) Krakens were
thought to be purely mythical little
fish-or squid-like giant animals. The
rediscovery of giant squids in the
1870's.dispelled the myth aspect, but
the word "Kraken" .is ' sometimes
reserved only for the legendary
creature. .

The USe of Non Sequiturs
• The mention of names in the conclu-
sion which are not mentioned in the
premises result in invalid syllogisms,
except:

1. When the empty set is said to be a
. subset of another set as in the
Krakens and Dragons puzzle.

2. The conclusion is a tautology (i.e.,
intrinsically true, e.g., "pigs are
pigs").

3. Two premises contradict (e.g.,
"not x are x" and "x are not x").



RUN
LEWIS CARROLL

CREATIVE COMPUTING MORRISTOWN. NEW JERSEY

TYPE IN A SYLLOG ISM, THEN TYPE 01:
• PIGS
, ARE
, NOT
1 PIGS,-
, THEREFORE
? IT
? IS
• RAINING

'10K

OPTIONS = INFER, IS IT VALID1, EDIT, READ, DUMP ,REPLACE, QUIT ,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
-r IS IT VALID'
IS IT VALID1

NO

OPTIONS = INFER,IS IT VALID1,EDIT,READ,DUMP,REPLACE,QUIT,sAVE
TYPE ONE IN .
" READ
READ
TYPE IN A SYLLOGISM, THEN TYPE OK

• IT, IS
? SNOWING

THEREFORE
PIGS

, ARE
? PIGS

1 OK

OPTIONS = INFER, IS IT VALID1 ,EDIT ,READ, DUMP ,REPLACE,OUIT ,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
'I IS IT VALID1
15 IT VALID'I

YES

OPTIONS = INFER,Is IT VALIJ).',EDIT,READ,DUMP,REPLACE,DUIT,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
1 READ
READ
TYPE IN A SYLLOGISM, THEN TYPE OK

? BEES
? ARE
? INSECTS
? THEREFORE
? IT
? IS

SUNNY

? OK

OPTIONS = INFER,IS IT VALID'I,EDIT,R~AD,DUMP,REPLACE,OUIT,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
1 IS IT VALID1
IS IT VALID'

NO

OPT IONS = INFER, IS IT VALID1, EDIT ,RE'AD, DUMP ,REPLACE, DUIT ,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
1'READ '
READ
TYPE IN A SYLLOGISM, . THEN TYPE OK

• NOT
? 0
, ARE

• NOT
? P
? OK

OPTIONS = INFER,IS IT VALID',EDIT,READ,DUMP,REPLACE,DUIT,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
? INFER
INFER

THEREfORE PARE D.
OPTIONS = INfER, IS IT VALID' ,EDIT, READ ,DUMP ,REPLACE,OUIT ,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
7 IS IT VALID'
IS IT VALID'

YES

TYPE IN A SYLLOG ISM. THEN TYPE Of:
• PHI
" ARE
? NOT
• PHI· -
• NOT
? U
, ARE
, U
, THEREFORE
• PHI
• ARE
• NOT
, U, -
, NOT
, PHI

• ARE
• U, -
? BEES
? ARE

• U? -
, PHI
? ARE

PIGS

, OK

OPTIONS = INfER, IS IT VALID?, ED I.T ,READ, DUMP ,REPLACE, OU IT ,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
, IS IT VALID'
IS IT VAI.lD"

YES

OPTIONS = INfER,Is IT VALID',EDIT,READ,DUMP,REPLACE,DUIT,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
, REPLACE
REPLACE
INPUT WRONG SPELLING, RIGHT SPELLING, MODE OF REPLACE (GLOBAL, LOCAl)
1 U, THE UNIVERSE,GLOBAL
U· THE UNIVERSE GLOBAL

OPTIONS INFER,IS IT V~LID?,EDIT,READ,DUMP,REPLACE,OUIT,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
" REPLACE
REPLACE
INPUT WRONG SPELLI.NG,RIGHT ~PELLING,MODE OF REPLACE (GLOBAL,LOCAl)
~ ·PHI, THE EMPTY SET. GLOBAL
PHI THE EMPTY SET GLOBAL

OPTIONS = INFER,IS IT VALID'r,EDIT,READ,DUMP,REPLACE,OUIT,S~'JE
TYPE ONE IN
, PRINT
PRINT

THE EMPTY
SE BOUNDAR IE
THE UNIVERiiE

SET ARE NOT THE EMPTY SET NOT THE UNI'JERSE ARE THE UNIVE~
THE EMPTY SET ARE NOT THE UNIVERSE NaT THE EMPH SET ARE

BEES ARE THE UNIVERSE THE EMPTY SET ARE PIGS BOUNDARIE
OPTIONS = INFER,IS IT VALID?,EDIT,READ,DUMP,REPLACE,OUIT,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
? READ
READ
TYPE IN A SYLLOGISM,

? HRAKENS
, ARE
, HONSTERS, -
'I MONSTERS
, ARE
• MYTHICAL
? -

KRAKENS
ARE

, S~UIDS
? -
? S~UIDS
? ARE
, NOT
? MYTHICAL
• THEREFORE
? KRAKENS
, ARE
? DRAGONS

-r OK

OPTIONS = INFER,IS IT VALID',EDIT,READ,DUHP,REPLACE,OUIT,SAVE
TYPE ONE IN
" IS IT 'JALID'
IS IT VALID?

YES
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PRINT TAB(30);"LEUIS CARROLL"
PR INT TAB (15); "CREA TIVE COMPUTI NG MORRI STOUN, NEU JERSEY"
PRINT,PRINT,PRINT
CLEAR 2000, REM SETS BYTES OF STRING SPACE
DIM 0$(2), M$(28), F(57), B(57)
DIM V$(100), N(93)
FOR 1=2 TO 100
V$ (!) -

NEXT I
V$ (1) ,
1=1
HO " 2
0$ (I)

0$(2) = "NOT"
PRINT "TYPE IN
I = 1+1
PRINT V$(l);
PR INT
INPUT A$
REM
IF A$'''-'' THEN 230

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
1 00
110
120
130
qO
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440'
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940

A SYLLOGISM, THEN TYPE OK"

V$(l)=A$
09 = 1+1
IF V$(l)
IF V$( n
IF V$(l)
IF V$(l)

"Ot:" THEN 850
." THEN 290

"THEREFORE" THEN 290
"DELETE" THEN 2490

950
960
970
980
990

IF A$="DUMP" THEN 2390
IF A$='''PRINT'' THEN 1000
IF
IF
IF
I

AS="SAVE" THEN 1090
A$="REPLACE" THEN 1140
A$="QUlT" THEN 1260
= 0

1050
1060
1070
1 080
1090

'J$(09+6) = "
I = 1+1
PRINT " ";
PRINT 'it(l);
IF V$(I+1)="OK" THEN 2360
GOTO 1030
REM BACKSPACE I
PRINT "THIS FACILITY IS MACHINE DEPENDENT"
PRINT "YOU MUST PROVIDE IT YOURSELF."

1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
20BO
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
227Q
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540

PRINT" HAS NO OBJECT."
GOTfr 850
REM
If N(J)=O THEN 1790
P = Nil)
Q e N (J)

FOR Z=1 TO
IF BO=O THEN 1920
IF F(P)<2000 THEN 1930
F (P) = Q

IF BO=O THEN 1950
IF 8(Q)<2000 THEN 1960
B(O) = P
REM
R = P
P 0
Q R
K P-INT(P/2)'2
L Q-INT<QI2)*2
P INTlP/2)'2 + (I-K)
Q INT<QI2)'2 + (1-l)
NEXT Z
I = J
GOTO 1740
H9=HO
BO=1
I = H9
Q = I
IF F(I)=O THEN 2160
IF F (I »2000 THEN 1730
F(I) = F(I)+1000
I e F(I)-INT(Fll)/l000)'1000
GOTO 2100
I e H9
P = I
IF B(I)=O THEN 2230
IF 8(1»2000 THEN 1730
B(I) = B(I)+1000
I = BIl)-INT<B(l)/l000)'1000
GOTO 2170
REM
AI = P-INT<PI2)*2
A2 = U-INTIQ/2)"2
V$(09) = "BOUNDAR IE"
V$(09+1) = a$(Al+l)
V$(09+2) = N$(PI2)
V$(09+3) = "ARE"
V$(o9+4) = Q$(A2+1)
V$( 09+5) =M$( Q12)
V$ (09+6) "BOUNDARIE"
V$(o9+l) = "OK"
1=09-1
GOTO 1010
V$(09) = "BOUilDARIE"
V$(09+6) = "BUUNDARIE"
Goro 850
FOR I = 1 TO 28
PRINT
PRINT I;
PRINT "-";
PRINT N$ II);
NEXT I
INPUT HO
PRiNT HO
HO = HO*Z
GOTO 1270
J=I-l
J=J+l
V$(J)=V$(J+l )
IF V$(J)O "OK" THEN 2500
GOTO 170
END

GOTO 160 '
V$(I) = "BOUNDAR IE"
GOTO 160
N3 = 0
PRINT
GOSUB 1440
FOR H = I TO N3
F (H) 0
NEXT H
P9 = 1
Y = 1
GOSUB 510
F(Y> = F(Y> + 1
IF F(Y> < THEN 380
FlY) = 0
Y = Y+l
IF Y < (N3+1) THEN 400
IF P9=1 THEN no
IF P9=0 THEN 790
STOP
REM BACKSPACE
REM DATA LOAD
GOTO 310
GOSUB 580
PI = P
P = 1
GOSUB 600

VSO

P2 = P
P9 = P9"(PHP2-P1tI)
RETURN
I 0
P = 1
I = 1+1
IF VS( I) = "BOUHDARIE"
IF H( 1)=0 THEN 600
J = I

THEN 760

1000
1010 VS (09) =" THEREFORE"

GOTO 850
REM DATA SAVE V$()
GOTO 310
PRINT "INPUT URONG SPELLlNG,RIGHT SPELLING,";
PRINT "HODE OF REPLACE (GLOBAL,LOCAl)"
INPUT A$, 85, C$
PRINT A$, BS, C$
I· = 0

J = J+l
IF V$(J)="BOUNDARIE" THEN 760
IF N(J)=O THEN 640
Nl = 0
N2 = 0
IF VS(I-l)="NOT" THEN 810
IF V$(J-l )="NOT" THEN 830
01 = ABS(Nl-F(N(I))
Q2 e ABg(N2-F(N(Ji»
P = P'(Ql'Q2-Q1+I)
I = J
GOTO 600
RETURN
PRINT "YES"
GOTO 850
PRINT "110"
GOTO 850
Nl e 1
GOTO 700
N2 = 1
GOTO 710
PRINT
PRINT "OPTIONS" INFER,IS IT VALID?,EDIT,READ,DUMP,";
PRINT "REPLACE,QUIT ,SAVE"
PRINT "TYPE ONE IN"
INPUT A$
PRINT A$
IF A$="IS IT VALID?" THEN 310
If A$="INFER" THEN 1270
IF A$="EDIT" THEN 100
IF A$="READ" THEN 70
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1 020
1 030
1040

1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1 ~OO
1410
1420
1430
"440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550

I = 1+1
IF V$( I)=AS THEN 1220
GOTO 1240
V$(I) = BS
IF C$="LOCAL" THEN 850
IF V$(J)="OK" THEN 850
GOTO 1190
STOP
N3 = 0
PRINT
BO = 0
V$(09) = "OK"
FOR I = 1 TO 57
F (I) 0
B( l) =
NEXT I
I = 0
I = 1+1
IF V$(I)="OK" THEN 1400
IF V$(I)O"BOUNDARIE" THEN 1360
V$(l) = "OK"
H9 = 1
IF HO>2 THEN 1730
GOSUB 1440
GOTO 1650
HO=2
I " 0
I = 1+1
N(I) = 0
IF 'JS<J)="OK" THEN 1630
IF V$(I)="NOT" THEN 14'60
IF V$(I)="BE" THEN 1460
IF V$(l)="IS" THEN 1460
IF V$(I)="ARE" THEN 1460
If V$( I) ="BOUNDARIE" THEN
J = 0
J e J+I
IF V$(J)=V$(I) THEN1610
IF J<lI-l) THEN 1550
N3 = N3+1
N(l) = N3
GOTO 1460
N(I) ,= N(J)
GOTO 1460
I = 0
RETURN
I = 1+1
IF V$(I)="OK" THEN 1730
IF N(I)=O THEI( 1650
N(I) = N(I)'2
iF VS< I-I )<>"NOT" THEN
N(l) = N(I)+1
H$(N(I)I2) = V$(I)
GOTO 1650
I = 0

1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750

I = 1+1
09 = I

1760
1770
1780
1790

IF V$I! )="Of(" THEN 2070
IF N(J)=O THEN 1740
J = I
J = J+l
IF VS<J)<>"OK" THEN 1850
PRINT"ERROR- THE SENTENCE WHOSE SUBJECT ,IS"
PRINT V$(I);

1800
1810
1820
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On Creative's exclusive new 'I-Shirt, "I'd rather be playing
Spacewar," spacecraft from Star Trek, Star Wars and
Battlestar Galactica team up together. The shirt haswhite
lettering on a black background and is available in adult
sizes S,M,L,XL; childrens sizes S,M,L. All cotton, made in
USA. When ordering, specify design and size. $5.00
postpaid USA, $6.00 postpaid, foreign. No COD's. Send
payment and order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.

Set of 8 computer Myths EXPlain~d by Monte ~olverton. On
heavy stock, large 12x17"size, eultabte for framing, dres~l~g
up that drab line printer or file cabinet. Only $3.00postpaid In
USA, $4.00 foreign. A real megabargain! Send to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960.
Residents of the Garden State add 5% tax. Orders must be
prepaid.

De"iews
. .

Stephen 8. Gray

Microcomputer Primer, by Mitchell Waite and Michael
Pardee. Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, IN 46268.
224 pges, paperback $7.95. 1976.

Although the emphasis is more on commercial computers.
than on personal computers (the photo on the cover is of a Pro-
Log commercial EPROM programmer), this book does give
the hobbyist with a knowledge of basic electronics a good
background in just what a microcomputer is and how it works.

After a brief introduction, the book discusses the main parts
of a computer: CPU, memory, input/output, and programs.
Numbering systems are covered in an appendix.

The hardware section discusses such M PUs as the 8080,
6800, 6502, SCj MP and LSI-II, not in great detail but enough
to provide a good idea of how they work. The programming
chapter, in describing the writing of a MOVE program for the·
6800, does an excellent job of telling what assembly language is
all about.

Curiously, high-level languages are not mentioned at all;
there is not one word about BASIC, FORTRAN or even
JOSS. Nevertheless, Waite and Pardee have written a very
good book on the basics of micros and assembler.

000

A Step By Step Introduction to 8080 Microprocessor Systems,
by David L. Cohn and James L. Melsa, Dilithium Press, Box
92, Forest Grove, OR 97116. 181 pages, paperback $7.95.1977.

According to the preface, "This microprocessor book is
written for people who don't know anything about microproc-
essors but who wish they did. The step-by-step presentation
does not require any computer or eIect~onic background."

Yet, after a brief introduction, the second chapter, on Basic
Machine Structure, describes a "sim~lle microcomputer" in
only two pages, and within only a few pages more, presents a
sample program. This is a little too fas for the average person
who wishes to learn something about microprocessors. The
pace doesn't slow down, either; by page 16 the authors have
introduced four more registers and gorte headlong into MOVe
instructions, !he remaining ch.apter~ are on stored programs,
Jump Instr.uctions, system monitors, InJut/ output, assemblers,
stacks, interrupts, etc.

The book is chockful of informatio , presented thoroughly
but at a pace too fast for the average u~er of, say, a TRS-80 or
Apple computer. It's more for the electronically-minded or
mathematically-oriented person who'S just getting into bit-
hacking and who has a real thirst for learning all he can about
microprocessors. For him or her, this is a fine book.

For others, a suggestion: look for this book at your
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neighborhood computer store and read pages 5 through ~. If
you can understand them in one or two readings and want to
know more, buy it.

000

Z80 Progra~ming for Logic Design, by Adam Osborne, Jerry
Kane, Russell Rector, and Susanna Jacobson. Osborne &
Associates, Inc., Berkeley, CA. 352 pages, paperback $8.50.
1978.
According to the introduction, "This book explains how an

assembly language program within a microcomputer system
can replace combinatorial logic-that is, the combined use of
"off-the-shelf," non-programmable logic devices such as
standard 7400 series digital logic.

"If you are a logic designer, this book will teach you how to
do your old job in a new way-by creating assembly language
programs within a microcomputer system. If you are a
programmer, this book will show you how programming has
found a new purpose-in logic design."

After a chapter on assembly language and digital logic, the
authors show how to simulate the logic for a Qume printer
interface, present a program to do this, examine programming
(subroutines, macros, interrupts) and the Z80 instruction set
and provide some commonly-used subroutines. '

This outstanding example of how such a book should be
written packs a great deal of information into a small
paperback that will obviously have a limited audience. Its out-
standing features are that it goes into great detail, and in simple
language. The book assumes only that you have read, or
otherwise understand, the material covered in another Osborne
book, "An Introduction to Microcomputers," which is now a
three-volume set.

000

The BASIC Handbook: An Encyclopedia of the BASIC
Computer Language, by David A. Lien. CompuSoft
Publishing, P.O. Box 19669, San Diego, CA 92119.360 pages,
paperback $14.95 (plus $1.35 P&H). 1978.

The preface tells most of the story, "With the roots of the
BASIC language now firmly established throughout the world,
it is necessary to make its many dialects understandable so pro-
grams can be transported between different computers. After
you've found just the program you've been looking for, you
know how frustrating it 'is only to discover that it won't RUN
on your computer. This HANDBOOK addresses that problem
by discussing in detail every commonly used BASIC State-
ment, Function, Operator and Command."

Over 250 BASIC words, as used in more than 50 computers,
are covered, each with a description, a test program and sample
run using the word, variations in usage of the word, and a list
of related words. Many words have a section on "If your
computer doesn't have it," which "gives alternate ways to
accomplish the same objective using other BASIC words, when
possible ... and it isn't always possible." This is a great help
when transcribing a program that uses, for example, MAT
READ, SPC, STUFF, or some other word not included in
your computer's set of words. This is the only book now
available to help software fans convert "foreign" programs for
use on their own computers.

000

The Little Book of BASIC Style, by John M. Nevison.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, MA. 158 pages,
paperback $4.95. 1978.

This first book in Addison-Wesley's Joy of Computing series
is for anyone who wants to write better BASIC programs. The
book offers rules of style that can reduce the time necessary to
turn out legible, correct programs. The rules also offer an
approach to structured programming.

After an introductory chapter, 19 rules are presented in the
next three chapters, on typing, comment and code. Some of the
rules are: space the symbols so the lirie may be easily read,
distinguish comment from code, "title to tell," match variables

APRIL 1979

PLANNING TO BUY A COMPUTER?
WHY NOT LET IT PAY FOR ITSELF!

Put Your Computer toWork for You!
Turn It Into A "Money Machine"
Our booklet, "Moneymaking with Your Home Computer"
gives you 15 select topics that can be converted into a profit-
able second income through your innovations. Each idea is
discussed in detail. Once you have these ideas in your posses-
sion you have the ability to make your dreams come true.

ATTENTION TRS-80 OWNERS: Purchase this booklet before
the end of this month andwe'!l apply the full price toward the
purchase of programs that perform what each idea suggests.
YOUR BOOKLET WILL HAVE COST YOU NOTHING if you
also order a program. -

Your booklet will have a section about going into business. The
questions it contains were compiled by experts. Answer them
and you'll have a good idea of your strong points as well as
what you should know before you take the second big step and
actually START YOUR OWN PROFITABLE BUSINESS.

We don't stop here! When and if you decide that you actually
want to start your own business, we're planning a full line of
Management Assistance Booklets. These booklets will cover
such topics as FINANCING, GETTING CUSTOMERS, DE-
TERMINING THE BEST SELLING PRICE, GOAL SETTING,
CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS, ORGANIZING YOUR WORK
and much more!

Don't sit and dream. Take the step to make your dreams come
tr ue l Order TODAY. "Moneymaking with Your Home Com-
puter" can be yours for $9.95. Order from: Computer Consul-
tants, 312 Hoyt SI., Dunkirk, N. Y. 14048. Allowapproximate-
ly 6 weeks for delivery.

Fantastic New
TARBELL DISK BASIC

Only $48.00
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• Runs on 8080, 8085, or Z80
• Searches a file quickly for a string.
• Up to 64 files open at once.
• Random access.
• Assignment of I/O.
• Alphanumeric line labels 'are allowed.
• Read and write string or numeric data.
• Unlimited length of variable names and strings.
• Procedures with independent variables.
• Number system 10 digits BCD integer or floating

point.
• Chain to another proqrarn.
• Cause programs to be appended onto programs

already in memory.
• Cause interpreter to enter edit mode using 15

single character edit commands.

Tarbell BASIC occupies 24K of RAM. Tarbell
BASIC on CP/M* Disk $48. Source on paper or
CP/M Disk $25.
'CI'/,\1 is a Tr adcmark/Tr adcnamc of Digital Research.
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IRS-SO
MEMORY EXPANSION $79

KITS
Each Kitconsists of: 8 Memory Chips, Jumper Blocks, and

Complete EASY TO FOLLOW Instructions
Expands 4K TRS-80 up to 48K (3 sets)

TRS-80F LOPPY Disk (SA-400) Add On
COMPLETE Ready to use with power supply and case $389

ADD to your APP.LE or $100 Bus Computer
$89 - Set of 8 250 NS
$99 - Set of 8 200 NS

No. 4116 - 200 NS (w/16K Chips)' 16K, $279, 32K, $375,
48K, $469, 64K, 568

No.4115,8K,$189,16K,$229,24K,$269,32K,$309

5100 Bus Expandoram Kits*
"Expand NOW or LATER to 64K (32K for *K Chips)

8K Chips: $49/Set of 8
ASSEMBLED, TESTED AND BURNED IN - ADD $50

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FULLY WARRANTED FOR 6 MONTHS

Master Charge _ VISA - C.O.D. (25% with order) -
Money Order - California Besidents add 6% Sales Tax

Shipping Charges: $2.00

M MicroComputerWorld M

to Ideas, label constants, code top to bottom, and exit
carefully. All are demonstrated with examples, both strong and
weak.

Chapter 5 gives ten examples of The Program at Work
and Play, following all the rules, with programs for craps,
histograms, plots, etc.

The last chapter, Beyond BASIC: Larger Programs, presents
a STYLIST program that indents structures in Minimal
BASIC, with a dozen subroutines.

Even if this book improves your programs only a little, it's
well worth the price, and requires only a minimum knowledge
of BASIC.

Available from Creative Computing Book Service for $5.70
postpaid.

000

Getting Started With Your PET. Total Information Services,
Box 921, Los Alamos, NM 87544. 53 pages, cardboard covers,
$4.00. 1978. .

The first of five workbooks by TIS, this beginner's text
"supplements the documentation provided by Commodore."

The chapters cover Introduction, PET BASIC Calculator
Mode, Inputting a Program, Getting Information Out of Your
Program, Getting Information Into Your Program, Data
Representation, and Using the Cassette for Program Storage.
Coverage includes seven commands, nine statements; one
function.

The text, called WB-l for short, is full.of detailed exercises
that include the expected PET response. Each line the user
enters is indicated by a T; each line of PET response is
indicated by an R, as in this example (in calculator mode):

T: L=ASC("Z")
T: PRINT L, CHR$(L)
R: 90 Z
T: L=ASC("ZXCV")
T: ?L
R: 90

The originals are typed, the pages offset, in this inexpensive
workbook that should be useful to a beginner needing help.

The other four workbooks are on PET String and Array
Handling, PET Graphics, PET Cassette I/O, and Mis-
cellaneous Features.

P.O. Box 242 San Dimas, CA 91773
(213) 286-2661

000

The 8080A Bugbook: Microcomputer Interfacing and
Programming, by Peter R. Rony, David G. Larsen, and
Jonathan A. Titus. Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West
62 St., Indianapolis, IN 46268. 416 pages, paperback $9.95.
1977.

Written for the 8080 user who has a knowledge of digital
logic and operations, this book explains the fundamentals of
interfacing and the associated I/O programming. It's a revised
and expanded version of Bugbook Ill: Microcomputer
Interfacing Experiments Using the Mark 80 Microcomputer,
an 8080 System, marketed by E&L Instruments.

Experiments in the original Bugbook III have been either
rewritten as examples, incorporated into the text, or
eliminated. For this book, no hardware is needed.

The eight chapters deal with basic concepts, the 8080-based
microcomputer, introduction to programming, generating a
device-select pulse, clock cycles and timing loops, internal
operation of the 8080 chip, input/ output, with a last chapter on
subroutines, interrupts, external flags and stacks. Appendixes
cover references, the 8080A instruction set (58 pages), and a
one-page summary of the 8080 instruction set.

The writing is clear, the text detailed and full of helpful
examples, and well worth the money. Even if you never work
up any interfaces, there's a great deal of very worthwhile
information here, to help you understand the 8080A.

000
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Pi to 1362 places plotter design by Steve Rogowski. Design in a
beautiful dark brown on a warm tan T-Shirt. Just imagine - any
time you need to compute a circumference, you have the Value of
pi to over 1000 significant digits on your chest. Keen! Available in
adult sizes S, M, L, XL. State size and design when ordering. $5.00
postpaid in USA; $6.00 foreign. Creative Computing, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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8080 Machine Language Programming for Beginners, by Ron
Santore. Dilithium Press, 30 N.W. 23rd Place, Portland, OR
97210. III pages, paperback $6.95. 1978.
This may be the only slow-and-easy book on machine-

language programming. It doesn't cover a1l78 of the 8080 op-
codes, which would take a much bigger book, but does give a
very good grounding in the most common ones,' about two
.dozen.

After a brief introduction, the author starts with a short
program that displays an ASCII character repeatedly on the
terminal, giving for each step. the octal address, op-code and a
short explanation. This is then repeated, with a detailed
explanation for each of the 13 steps, covering two and a half
pages. Each step is explained so completely and clearly that
even a very young beginner should have little trouble following
it.

The programs are covered in such detail that only six more
are given: display a message, input a message to the terminal,
generate a random number, Hi-Low game, Nim game, and
Button-Button game. The rest of the book covers condition
bits, defines most of the 8080 op-codes, gives three more
programs (sum the numbers 0 to 10, roll of two dice, a better
random-number generator), gives ASCII codes, and provides
answers to the questions asked randomly in the book.

AVA'ILABLE NOW SORoe
10 120$1695 T.1. 810 printer

• 150 cps bi-directional impact printer
• Tractor feed, 3" to 15", up to 6-part
• Programmable forms length
• EIA RS-232 serial, 110-9600 baud

Options:
• Upper/lower case $90-Sland & paperbasket $135
• Forms Length Control $90-Vertical Format Control $180
• FLC/Compressed Print $180-VFC/Compressed Print $270

$795
• Upper/lower case, 24 X 8012" display
• Numeric keypad, cursor control keys
• RS-232 interface. plus extension port

Need a Texas Instruments portable, ASR or KSR?
Call MICROMAIL

Need more intelligence?

SOROC 10 140 $1345
FROM MICROMAIL

Teletype 43 $999
• Upper/lower case, 132

columns
• RS 232 serial, 110 or 300

baud
• 12" X 8W' pin-feed paper

(1620 pictured)

Diablo 1641/3 $2910
• Letter-quality printing
• HyType II daisywheel printer
• RS 232 serial, 110-1200

baud

To order: Send a certified check or money order. Personal or
company checks require two weeks to clear.
Handling: Less than $2000, add 2%; over $2000, add 1%.
Tax: California residents add 6% sales tax.
All terminals shipped freight collect In original carton with
manufacturer's warranty.

Write for free catalogue

MICROMAIL • BOX 3297. SANTA ANA, CA 92703
(714) 731-4338
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Vertical Graphs and Bar Charts
Robert P. Barrett

Computer graphing on standard
'terminals is often neck straining. Users
grow tired of tilting their heads to view
horizontal bars in their accustomed
vertical mode. The following programs
present ~,simple technique for vertical
graphs and bar charts.

A matrix, a grid of numbers located
through horizontal rows and vertical
columns, is used to do the plotting. The
program 'writes' the graph into the
matrix in the traditional way using the
rows for X values and the columns for
height. The trick comes when the
matrix is rotated for printing by using
the columns as the carriage direction.
The height is then in a vertical direc-
tion.

More specifically, the program
readies the matrix for the graph by
putting a zero in each location. The
command Mat A = Zer, accomplishes
this task. Next the program sets 1's into
the matrix wherever printing is needed.
This function is done by the command
A(I,Y) = 1. The matrix now has a 1 on
the Ith row, Y spaces out. To print a bar
chart for the data 4,2,3, the matrix
would appear as in Fig. 2. The graph of
the equation Y= 2X + 1 for X = 1, 2, 3
would look like Fig. 3. Now the matrix is
printed by letting the printing head
trace down the columns, and print a
space for each 0 and a "*" for each 1.
Robert P. Barrett. Messiah College, Grantham, PA 17027'- 146 _CREATIVE COMPUTING

Printing a bar chart requires 6 spaces
for a 0 and "XXXX __ " for a 1..

1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

Fig. 2

1 0 0 p 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

Fig.3

Graphs are best in standard sizes, so
it is convenient to scale the data before
setting it into the matrix. Scaling
reduces or increases the data propor-
tionally to a pre-determined number; in
this program 15 is the height of the
largest bar and 20 is the height of the
graphs. No matter what the range of the
data, scaling changes it to fit into the
matrix. A Scaling Function, FNC(X), is
used in which the data is divided by the
maximum minus the minimum and
multiplied by the standard height. The
integer value is used after .5 is added to
round off the data instead of just
truncating the decimals.

\1 v r X· v
.T-•••K.. r-:xxxx
XXXX
VXY'v""l ..",l\

XY'I"l\ .0 •• r v

XXXX
"y'VXX
.."\ .0 '" •••• 0xxxx

This m.ethod is quite flexible because
more than one function can be set into
the matrix allowing graphing of two
equations at once: Also, the X and Y
axis can be graphed in their true
position. The X axis is found by printing
the function, Y = 0 with the symbol X.
The Y axis is found from the inputted
range of X.

To run the bar graph program, the
user types in Data lines 3100 and 3200
so that the first entry is the number of
bars to be plotted, the second number
is zero, and the data follows. To run the
Single graphing program the user types
in for line 300 the proper function to be
graphed. If one wanted to graph Y =3X3
- 2X, one would type300 DEF FNA(X) =
3*X 3 - 2*X. On run the computer
requests the X range, and the user
types two ascending values of X, e.g.
0,3. The computer then plots a graph of
the function for these values of X. In the
double graphing any two functions can
be typed in for steps 300 and 400. By
having control of the X range during
the running of the program the user
can look at any portion of the graph
that interests him.

Program Language: Basic-X
Computer Used: Hewlett-Packard
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LIS
BARRETT1
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0850
0900
1000
1.100
1200
1300
1400
:1.500
1600
pOO
:1.800
:1.900
2000
2100
220.0
2:300
2400
2500
2t,O()
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
:l;'OO
3250
3260
3270
:3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
:3800
:l900
4000
4:LOO
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600

REM ~ AXIS IS'L2 AND Y AXIS IS L1 SPACES
READ Ud ..2, M, S
DEF FNA (X) =S IN (X/57 •2) Function Graphed
DEF FNC(X)=INT( (X-M)/(S-M)*Utl.5) Scalingfunction.
DIM A[31,31J
MAT A=ZER
REM FIND MAX (S) AND MIN (M) FOR SCALING
INPUT 'PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES O~ X? '.A.S
Yl-INT(-A/(B-A)*L2tl)
D=(B-A)/L2
FOR X-A TO B STEP D
Y=FNA(X)
IF S>Y THEN 1400
S=Y .
IF M<Y THEN 1600
M=Y
NEXT X

0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1()OO
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1·600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600
4700
4800
-4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500
5600
5700
5900
5900
6000
6100
6·200

DONE
RUN
IlARFdoTH
PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X? -:1.80.360
Y MAX. - .999996

'" ***
'"
'" * *
"~;I * *
~I

~I

"'* *
'"

~,A,B

Findingthe maximum
forscalingthe graph.

PRINT' Y MAX. '" •,B
REM SETJING GRAPH INTO MATRIX
1=0
Xl=FNC(O)
FOR X=A TO B STEP D
Y=FNC(FNA(X»
1=1+1
A[ I .xi ]='··1
AU,Y]"'l
NEXT X

PRINT
FOR I-Litl TO 1 STEP -1
PFnNT TAB(5),
FOR .1=1 TO L2+1
IF A[.1.IJ=l THEN 3700
IF A[J.IJ=-l THEN 3500
IF J Yi THEN 3300

Puttingthe graph intothe matrix
1 = graph point

-1 = X-axis

PFnNT N ~:In;
GOTO :3400
F'RINT • ';
GOTO :3800
PRINT .~<.;
GOTO 3800
PRINT '*";
NEXT ,J

I'RINT
NEXT I

PRINT
PRINT' X - ";A;
PRINT TAB(L2-2);'X
'PRINT 'Y MIN. = ';M
DATA 20.30.0.0
END

Printingout the matrix

'"*xxxxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxx*
""* *'"
'"
'"* * '"
'"* * '"'"*** '"

* *
* *
* ****

RUN
BARRETT1 SinQleGraph

PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X? 0.360
Y MAX. .994776

'" ****
'" * *
"
'" * *~~* *
'"'" * *
'""'* *
!:~*xxxxxxx~.xxxxx*xxxxxxxxxxxxxx*
"!:I * *

*. *
* **** *****

X o X = 360
Y MIN. = -.995299

X = -180
Y MIN. = -.999997

X = 360

BARRETT3 Double Graphing
REM X AXIS IS L2 AND Y AXIS IS L1 SPACES
READ L2,LlJM·,S
bEF FNA(X)=X~3-3*X
DEF FNB(X)=(FNA(Xt.001)-FNA(X»/.001
DEF FNC(X)=INT«X-M)/(S-M)*L1t1.5)
DIM A[71,411
MAT A=ZER
REM FIND MAX (S) AND MIN (M) FOR SCALING
INPUT 'PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X ?
Y1=INT(-A/(B-A)*L2t1)
D=(B-A)/L2
FOR X=A TO B STEP D
Y';'FNA(X)
Z=FN8(X)
IF S>Y THEN 1700
S,..Y
IF M<Y THEN 1900
M=Y
IF S>Z THEN 2100
S=Z
IF M<Z THEN 2300

function
2nd function
scaling

Findingmax, S, and min, M, forscaling

M=Z
NEXT X

PRINT
PRINT 'Y =' ;S;
PRINT
REM SETTING GRAPH INTO MATRIX
1=0
Xl'=FNC(O)
FOR X=A TO 8 STEP D t
Y=FNC(FNA(X» ~Z=FNC(FNB(X»
I=It1
A[l,X1J=-1 -
A[I,ZJ=2 .
~~~~Y~=l .-:;:"=-

FOR I=L1t1 TO 1 STEP -1
PRINT TAB(8);
FOR J=l TO L2+1
IF A[J,IJ~l THEN 5100
IF A[J,IJ=2 THEN 5300
IF ALJ -rJ=-l THEN 4900 Printingout matrix
IF .1 <> Yi THEN 4700
PRINT '",';
GO TO 4800
PRINT ' ';
GOTO 5400
PRINT 'x';
GOTO 5400
PRINT '*';
GOTO 5400
PRINT 'd';
NEXT .1

PRINT
NEXT I

PRINT 'Y =';.01*INT(100*Mt.5)
PRINT ~ X = ·;A;
PRINT TAB(L2-2);'X = ';8
PRINT 'F.unction !!Iraph= * and derivative
DATA 30y20,0,0
END

Legend
0= space
1 = • Graph
2 = d 2nd Graph

-1 = X axis



RUN
HARRETT3
PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X? -3.3

Y = x' - 3x
Y = 24.013:5

d

Y '''--:tB
X " -3

d

d

r:.I

a)
d

r:.I *
d
d
d

d *
d

d *
d *d

r:.I

d * ~ d **xKxxxxx***d***I*xxxxddxxlxHHHHH
II dd ~*••'***** ddclclcl

**
I

Function SrBPh * and derivative d.

,

RUN
BARRETT3
PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X? -2.2

Y = 9.0065
d ~I d c)

~:I
,;

'" d
~:4

~j d
~:j

13 r:.1

"
" d
~:~

DONE
RUN
BARRETT3
PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X? -2.3 d

Y = 24.0()'t7

"~;I
\:1

\;/

\:1,;
~
'::;

':;1.-,
\:4

~I

d ';

\ "d \:1
}j \:1
~.1 \J

db.)

I . .
d derivative

I
d
I
d

l
I

d

d ~ d
'**_** w ** d 1* '" d I

* d 1*" d
XXIHXHHHXHXXHHX*XXXXXHHXXXHX*XX

d ",1* d *
I d '" ** d *

* d" ******
dl:'.i \:f dd

ddddd

function

Y =-·3
X:::: --2

Function srap~l * arid d~rivative d.

Y =-·3
X = -2 X = 3

Function ~raph * and derivative d.

8 LEADER IN
miCROCOmpUTER
EDUCATION

/ -
TEN SELF-STUDY COURSES ON CASSEnES

THE TIME - EFFICIENT WAY TO LEARNTM

THECOURSES
have been developed over the past six years and taught to more than 5,000 persons.
All courses include 2 to 8 audio cassettes and a special workbook (except S1'0-
book optional). They can be used at home, in the office or in the car.
THEFASTESTWAY TO LEARN
The lecturer stresses all important points in a systematic way. Reference books
are available to study details.

1-SHORT COURSES(INTRODUCTORY)
Each course lasts 2_5 hours and does not require a computer background.
$29_95 each except S10
S1- MICROPROCESSORS (the hardware)
S2- PROGRAMMING MICROPROCESSORS (the software)
S3-DESIGNING A SYSTEM (the interconnect)
S10-AN INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL AND BUSINESS COMPUTING

(microcomputers and peripherals) ($14.95 - ref book C200 optional)

2 - ComPREHENSIVE COURSES $59.95 ea
SB1- MICROPROCESSORS (12 hrs)
SB2- PROGRAMMING MICROPROCESSORS (10 hrs)

3 -SPECIALIZEDCOURSES $49.95 ea
SB3·MILITARY MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS (6 hrs)
SB5 - BIT SLICE (6 hrs)
SB6·INDUSTRIAL MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS (4.5 hrs)
S6?· MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES (6 hrs)

REFERENCETEXTS
C200-An Introduction to Personal
and Business Computing $6.95
C201- Microprocessors $9.95

C202-Programming the6502 $10.95
C207 - Microprocessor Interfacing
Techniques 511.95

TO ORDER .
• BY PHONE: 415 848-8233, Visa, Master Charge, American Express e
• BY MAIL: circlebooksonad.lncludepayment.SY8EX
• SHIPPING:add 65~ per book (4th class) or $1.50 faster shipping (UPS). Double for cassettes and overseas .

• TAX:mCalifornraaddtax. FREE DETAILED CATALOGUE
IRCLE17 N READER ERVICEC

2020 Milvia Street
Berkeley, CA ~4704
Tel: 415848-8233
Telex: 336311

Dept. cc



400 DEF rNS_A(X)
RUN
BARRETT3

400 DEF FNA(X)
RUN'
BARRETT3

PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X T -6,6
Y = 563.965

d
a)

PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X T 0,6.5
Y = 1.

**
'" *'" *

ddd ***
d d *

d d*
dd

y = 25x' - x,

+ 200

** d

'"'" ddddddd
XKKKdKKXKKxxdddKKXKKKKdKKKK K

ddddddd '" d
'" d
'" d

d

d

* d *

Y =-564.45
X =. -6

Function sraph
X = 6* and derivative

d

'" * d *dKXKKKXXKXXXKKXXXXXXXKxxxxxxxdx
'" d
",d * * d

d

'" d
'" *

RUN
BARRETT3

* d

d
'" d * *'" * *
'" d d
w d d ** **
'" ddd **

PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X T -5,5
Y ::::355.358

****
* *

'" ****'" * *** " *** " *** '" *******
"

d

d.

Y =-1
X = °Function sraph

X !'H~ (,.5* a~d derivative:: d.

*d

" d

6300 DAJA 60,20,0,0
RUN
BARRETT3

x axis extended to 60

d

d " ddd ddd
d ",dd d

XXXXXd~KrKKK~~d~XXXXXXXXXXdKXKX

d~ddd" d

RUN
BARRETT3

PUT TN qTART AND FINISH VALUES OF X ? 0013-

Y =-250.37
X ::::-5

Function sraph
X:::: •.J* and derivative

b.) Y = 1.

PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X ?

Y = 390.503
d '"* "** *** w**. "

** "** "** "*** "****"
"
'"'"

*
**
" *" *

ddd
d d

d

***
* *ol* *

d

**
d *
*d'
*d
* d

* d "
d "
d '"* d "

xXKxxxKxlK~dxxKxxxxxxxxxxxKxxd:
d old "
ddd dddd

dddolddd '"
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*
d

Y =-67.99
X ::;:-5.5

Function sraph
X = °* and derivative

** d **d

* d * d

* d *

radians

a.) y = cos x

***
d *d*

~.'

~

b.)

ddd
d

d
d

d

* *
d

d

* * d

dxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxdxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxd>:

d
d

d

* dd * d

d

* *d

d

* *d

* *d
d

'" d * *" * *"d d
" d d ** **
'" ddd **

d .* *
* *d d

d d ** **
ddd **d

d.
Y =-1

X = 0
Function sraph * and derivative

c.)

d.

X 13



D.P. DOODLES y '" .9998
d
"d
"" d
"" d
"':I
'"
'"':I

'"

~ '"
'"

d
'"

~

'"
d

'"
d

'"
'"

d d
'"

d d
'"

d dd
':I dddd

Y =-.58
X '" 0

Function Sraph * and derivative '" d.
DONE

"Syntax"

TRS-80COMPUTING
non-profit newsletter

$15 (U.S.)/12issues payable

and now

PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE
at Popular Prices

25<P per program + $1 tape
Tape 1 includes 26 Level I
busi ness/home/educational
just $7.50 + 50<P P. & H.

(eA residents add 45<P tax)

Computer Information Exch., Inc.
Box 158

San Luls Rey, CA 92068

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

300- DEF FHA· .(X) .••£XP-(-K*1('HcSIN(X )
-29Q-K'" ·.2
-RUN'
BARRETT3

PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X? 0,10

t -2X
Y ~ e sin (x)

dddd
dd ddd

d d
d

d
d

.xxxxxxxdxxxxxxxxxx
dd

dd dd
ddddddddd

x = 10

0290 K=.2
0300 DEF FNA(X)=EXP(-K*X)*SIN(X)
0400 DEF FNB(X)=(FNA(X+.001)-FNA(X»/.001
0500 DEF FNC(X
ABORT
RUN
BARRETT3
PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X ?

Y = .9998
d
'"",d
'"
'"
'" d ***
'" *
'" *
':I * *
'"

d
':I

'" * *
':I d
'" * ddd
':I d dd
"'* d d UU

'"
d * d * **

'" * d **
'" * d * d *

ddd
ddd dd*********

'" d
'" d d
':I ddd

Y =--.58
x ~ 0

Function Sraph x 15* and derivative
DONE
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ARRETT4

REM X AXIS IS L2 AND Y AXIS IS Ll SPACES
READ L2,Ll,M,S
K=.15,
DEF FNA(X)=EXP(-K*X)*SIN(X)
DEF FNB(X)=(FNA(Xt.001)-FNA(X»1.001
DEF FNC(X)=INT«X-M)/(S-M)*Lltl.5)
IIIM A[71,41J
MAT A=ZER
REM FIND MAX (S) AND MIN (M) FOR SCALING
INPUT 'PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF
Yl=INT(-A/(B-A)*L2tl)
D=(B-A)/L2
FOR X=A TO B STEP D
Y=FNA(X)
Z=FNB(X)

0100
0200
0290
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1.100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
;!800
2900
3000
3100
:~200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
:~900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400

IF S>Y THEN 1700
S=Y
IF M<Y THEN 1900
M=Y
IF S>Z THEN 2100
S=Z
IF M<Z THEN 2300
M=Z
NEXT X

PRINT
PRINT 'Y =' ;S;
PRINT
REM SETTING GRAPH
1=0
Xl=FNC(O)
FOR X=A TO B STEP D
Y=FNC(FNA(X) )
Z=FNC'(FNB (X) )
I=Itl
A[I,X1J=-1
A[I,ZJ=2
An ,YJ=1
NEXT X
FOR I=Lltl TO 1 STEP -1
PRINT TAB(8);
FOR J=l TO L2t1
IF A[J,IJ=l THEN 5100
IF A[J,IJ=2 THEN 5300
IF A[J,IJ=-l THEN 4900
IF J <>,Yl THEN 4700

INTO MATRIX

('::'R-UN
BARRETT4

PUT IN START AND FINISH VALUES OF X ? 0,12.5

Y = .99985

~
"

4500 PRINT ',,';
4600 [lOTO 4800
4700 PRINT' ';
4800 GOTO 5400
4900 PRINT 'x';
5000 GOTO 5400
5100 PRINT '*';
~'j200 GOTO 5400
5300 PRINT 'd';
5400 NEXT J
~;500 PRINT
5600 NEXT I
5700 PRINT 'Y =';.01*INT(100*Mt.5)
5800 PRINT' X = ';A;
5900 PRINT TAB(L2-2);'X = ';B
6000 PRINT 'Function Sra~h = * and derivative '= d.'
6100 DATA 64,30,0,0
6200 END

"" d
""""""""""Y =-.65

X = 0
Func t.Lon 5lraph

[lD~IF
L T~:;
F<MmETT6

d
\
d
I,

d
d d
d d
dd>j

X 12.5
* and derivative d.

O:l.()O
0200
O:WO
040(l
0:,00
0600
0700
OUOO
ovoo
1()()()
11()O
:l.20()
1300
:l.40()
i soo
160()
1700
1800
:I.'tOO
?()O()
210()
~:~200
23()O
2400
2~.:jOO
26()O
2700
;!!300
2900
3000
:HOO
3200
3:"lOO

[11M AC26d6::1
DIM X [;:!:"j ',1
DFE FNS(X)'INf(X/StlSt.5)
M('-)' A",zEF:
I:::FAD N~S
f"[Jf( ]>1 TO N
I~ECAD X[I]
IF' ~:i>Xr:I::l TH[N

scaling function

n = no, of bars (data)

::'000
s-xr 1::1
NI':xr 1
Flll']>1 TD N
Y"FNC(XCU)

F'CiI'~ ,.)"':!. TO Y
AC I "J:] ,'"1
NEXT J

NEXT 1
F'FnNT S;

Finding the maximum, S

Setting the qata as 1's into the matrix A

FOR 1"15 T[J :/.STEP -1
F'F~INT T,"\!'«:!.O);
F'lm "i",:!. TU N
IF ACJ.I::I=1 THEN

.;
2400

Printing out the matrix (Note J & I are swi ched in A
so that the carriage traces along the columns
starting at the right, 15, & going left.

f"fUNT "
GDTD 2~;00
F'F:INT 'XXXX ';
m'XT ,.I

P(~INT
N[XT I

PHINT
PRINT TAB (1.0);
F'RINT 'l.DOK ,.IC1NE:fi B[)MB ("STN'
DATA 8.0.450,300.480,200,1S0
DATA 3~';O,0 ,20()

CiClL,D MILT TYFW I'WMB'

END

RUN
.flA('mr;:rr"

480 XXXX
XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX
XXXx XXXX XXXX
)(XXX XXXX xxxx
XXXX XXXX X,XXX xxxx
XXXX XXXX XXx X XXX X
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX XXX X XXXX XXXX XXX X
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
XXXX, XXXX XXXX xxxx xxxx ,XXXX xxxx
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX xxxx XXXX
XXXX XXX X XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX xxxii xxxx xxxx
zntn JON[~:; f<lli"lB F!:iTN UClI.,D MIL.T TYFW I;:OMB
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Games ,
Games,
Games •••

Our best selling book, Basic Computer Games, brings you 101 great
games to entertain you and your computer! It's got all the favorites:
Blackjack, Mastermind, Super Star Trek and more. All you need is a BASIC
speaking computer. Every game has a complete listing, sample run and
descriptive write-up.

Swirl your cape at the bulls, relive the Civil War, toss darts, open your
parachute at the last moment, slalom down narrow icy courses, and dabble
with logic puzzles. You'll never watch TV again!

Basic Computer Games is a major revision of the book 101 BASIC
Computer Games with all the games now in Microsoft Basic. Paperbound,
183 pages, $.7.50 plus $1.00 shipping and handling in U.S. ($2.00 foreign). NJ
residents add 5% sales tax. Send your order today to Creative Computing,
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa and Master Charge are
acceptable also. For faster service, call in your bankcard order to:

800-631-8112

Answers to "Puzzles & Problems."

(1) "An Enigma". The letter is the
letter "0". "0" or zero, stands for
nothing, meaning he had "nothing" to
write. The blind could read "Noth-
ing". The person who was dumb
could repeat "nothing". The deaf man
listened and heard "nothing".

(2) "A Tale of Greed". The first Arab
was entitled to seven, and the second
to one only of the eight coins For, the
consumption being equal, each
person ate 8/3 (2 2/3) loaves. Of the
portion eaten by the stranger the first
Arab contributed 2 1/3 loaves, while
the second contributed 1/3 loaf. The
former therefore contributed seven
parts, while the second contributed
one only, and the proper division of
the money was seven coins to the
first, and one to the second.

(3) "Alice in Puzzleland".

(4) "The Puzzle Generator". 75 Tri-
angles.

(5) "A Banner Problem". This is ~mere
"sell". The answer is "Letters". In the
word "twenty" there are six letters, in
the word "six", three, and so on.

(In NJ, call 201-540-0445)

(6) "The Old Soup and Fish". SOUP,
SOUR, POUR, POUT, POST, PAST,
FAST, FIST, FISH.

(7) "A Weightly Matter". Seven
weights are required, of 1, 2, 4, & 8,
16, 32 and 64 Ibs. respectively, to-
gether making 1271bs.lt will be found
that, by using one, two, or more of
these, any weight from 1 to 127 Ibs.
can be weighed
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PET / TRS-80 / APPLE: Personal Software brings ,you the finest!

NEW! THE ELECTRIC PAINTBRUSH by Ken Anderson for 4K
Level I and II TRS-80s: Create the most dazzling graphics displays
you have ever seen with a minimum of effort. The Electric
Paintbrush is actually a simple 'language' in which you can write
'programs' directing your paintbrush around the screen-drawing
lines, turning corners, changing white to black, etc. Once defined,
these programs may be called by other programs or repetitively
executed, each time varying the parameters of brush movement.

your programs almost
. instantaneously, allowing you to create real-time, animated
graphics displays. The screen photos above are actually
'snapshots' of the action of a single one-line program over about
thirty seconds. Mesmerize your friends with visual effects they've
never seen on a TV screen! There's no limit to the variety of exciting
and artistic graphics displays you can create with The Electric
Paintbrush. And it's available now for only $14.95

MICROCHESS is the culmination of two years of chessplaying
program development by Peter Jennings, author of the famous 1K
byte chess program for the KIM-1. MICROCHESS 2.0 for 8K PETs
and 16K APPLEs, in 6502 machine language, offers 8 levels of play
to suit everyone from the beginner learning chess to the serious
player. It examines positions as many as 6 moves ahead, and
includes a chess clock for tournament play. MICROCHESS 1.5 for

BRIDGE CHALLENGER by George Duisman for 8K PETs, Level II
16K TRS-80s, and 16K APPLEs: You and the dummy play 4 person
Contract Bridge against the computer. The program will deal hands
at random or according to your criterion for high card points. You
can review tricks, swap sides or replay hands when the cards are
known. No longer do you need 4 people to play! $14.95

TIME TREK by Brad Templeton with sound effects for 8K PETs is
Personal Software's answer to the proliferation of Star Trek games.
This is a real time action battle game which requires fastthinking as
well as sharp wits. There are no 'turns' in Time Trek: your scanners
and ship's status report are constantly updated on the screen, and
you can enter commands as fast as you can press the keys. You use
your shields, phasers and photon torpedoes against enemy
Klingons in a game where you can move, steer and fire at the same
time. Star Trek aficionado or not, you'll appreciate the excitement
and excellence of this real time game $14.95

WHERE TO GET IT: Look for the Personal Software'· display rack
at your local computer store. Over 275 dealers now carry the
Personal Software'· line-more than any other brand. If your local
dealer doesn't already carry Personal Software'· products, ask him
to call us at (617) 782-5932. Or you can order direct from us by
check, money order or VISA/Master Charge. If you have questions,
please call us first at (617) 783-0694. If you know what you want
and have your VISA/MC card ready, YOU can use any telephone to•VISA' DIAl. TOLL FREE

1-800-325-6400
24 hrs In Missouri! dial 1-800-342-6600 7 days

Or you can mail your order to the address below. To add your name
to our mailing list for free literature and announcements of new
products, use the reader service card at the back of this magazine.

Person ••1Software™
P.O. Box 136-C4, Cambridge, MA 02138

4K TRS-80s, in Z-80 machine language, offers 3 levels of play (both
Levell and Level II versions are included and can be loaded on any
TRS-80 without TBUG). MICROCHESS checks every move for
legality and displays the current position on a graphic chessboard.
You can play White or Black, set up and play from special board
positions, or even watch the computer play against itself! Available
now at a special introductory price of only $19.95



Here it is at last ...THE FIRST
FLOPPY DISK BASED COMPUTER

FOR UNDER 51000
..

The C1P MF

S99S
• Complete mini·floppy computer system
·.10K ROM and 12KRAM
• Instant program and data retrieval
The Challenger 1P Mini-disk system features

Ohio Scientific's ultra-fast BA8IC-in-ROM, full
graphics display capability and a large library
of instant loading personal applications soft-
ware on mini-floppies including programs for
entertainment, education, personal finance,
small business and now home control!

Or Start with the"C1 P
CASSETTE BASED
Computer for just $349. \
The cassette based Challenger 1P offers the

same great features of the mini-disk system
including a large software library except it has
4K RAM and conservative program retrieval
time. Once familiar with personal computers,
you'll be anxious to expand your system to the
more powerful C1P MF.

You can move up to mini-disk performance at
any time by adding more memory and the disk
drive. Contact your locafOhlo Scientific dealer
or the factory today.

*Both systems require a video monitor, modified TV or RF
converter and home television for operation. Ohio Scientific
offers the AC-3 combination 12" black and while TV/monitor
for use with either system at $115.00 retail.

. The C1P MF configuration is very powerful.
However, to meet your growth needs it can be All prices, suggested retail.

A __>'>.>~QjJftft Iy ~~Q51,QQ~~9J0 3~~1i>,§,t.illJ.g.~AM~?11.9.3tS.~C-<=<<<~<~.~>,/.,..~=,_
ond floppy by simply plugging these options in. It
also suports a printer, modem, real time clock
and AC remote interface as well as the 08-650
V3.0 development oriented operating system.

1333 S. CHILLICOTHE RD., AURORA, OHIO 44202 (216) 562-3101
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